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APPENDIX 5 – Community Comments at Scoping / Issues Phase 
 

Postcards from the Future 

 

5. Imagine the year is 2026 - if you were writing a postcard from that date as if all of the things that you would like to happen in Bude-Stratton have 

happened, what would it say?  You are describing the good things in the Town and the area around you in an ideal future.  Keep it short and to the point 

(ie in the type of language you would use in a postcard) 

Back 'home', still loving the Sea Pool, canal and the lovely Coast Path walks, as well as the outlying beaches such as Widemouth bay and Northcott Mouth. Still not too 
commercialised here, peace and quiet rule. 
Had a lovely day today. The sun was shining and the sea warm. The town is so clean and tidy And when walking back to our hotel the streets weren't full of drunk teens. It 
is so good to have a tesco in town to buy the essentials as well as a good hospital as uncle Pete twisted his ankle again. The only negatives are the horrible housing estates 
springing up everywhere along with old people's homes and most of the towns folk are unemployed as there are more homes than jobs. 
Bude is a clean and pleasant place to stay .the beaches are clean with good facilities .   A variety of shops offering  a personal experience . There is good public transport 
links . A good selection of leisure activities for local people and  visitors at reasonable prices.There is a cinema showing the latest films . 
Is beautiful place nice parks clean beaches and streets some lovley locals. 
Beautiful beaches 
 
and Lovely places to eat. A warm&friendly holiday destination. 
The new village shop in Stratton is a real asset in Stratton, so pleased for Lansdown. The roundabout at the junction to Coast view has at last slowed the traffic coming 
down the main road through Stratton as it was so dangerous for the local children walking, cycling and scooter in got school. The land opposite Stratton primary school by 
the main car park, owned by highways has been used for allotments and is an amazing addition to the local community, and thank goodness affordable housing never went 
ahead. 
azing to watch boats locking in /out as visitors have found out what a lovely haven it is. Then there are the visiting horse riders who have found the area so superb for their 
holidays. Husband's can go surfing whilst wife's can explore on their horses.  Old tracks have been re established providing safe routes to the beach. It's wonderful to see 
these visitors drawn to the area. 
There's a much better night club. Rogue is just dirty. 
 
Budehaven kids have stopped smoking down donkies lane. 
 
There's more variety of shops in the town centre. 
 
The beaches are still clean and popular. 
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There's no more supermarkets. 
love the kiddies' play park away from the main road 
Great community, lively shops, community action. 
Returned to Bude for the first time in 15 years. Nice to see the town so busy, and Queen Street pedestrianised; no additional cafes or surf shops, that's good! Down to 
Crooklets where there has been a complete transformation since 15 years ago. All the tatty beach huts gone - the winter storms of 2018 sorted that, and new huts and a 
decent walk built on the downland overlooking the beach. Sea Pool going strong with toilets, showers and a cafe on the top terrace. Lovely display boards down by the 
Lock gates, and very attractive shops on the wharfside. Canal much improved by the Higher Wharf Centre which fits beautifully where the corrugated huts used to be, and 
the marshes are very well maintained - saw five egrets and like the three new bird hides and the new biking centre by the Rugby Club. This place is on the up! Can't wait to 
come back again next year for my 90th! 
clean beaches without any dog mess on beaches. 
 
good clean sea water. good parking facilities.  
 
cheaper swimming pool and/or new leisure centre. 
 
Lots of leisure facilities for the kids. 
Excellent day on the beach today. Water quality is excellent now, no rubbish on the beach - so glad they decided to keep the public loos open every day after all (much 
easier with the grandkids) Off to the library and then swimming in the local pool tomorrow.Prob go for a kayak trip up the canal this eve - hope to spot the otter:0) 
The town has more useful, affordable shops for locals rather than mostly nick nacs. They even stay open in the winter! But best of all I can find a open public toilet! 
Hello, well things have certainly moved by in a hurry. We now have adequate housing enough for first time buyers to get on the ladder with and we also have a great array 
of shops and services for the town.Which in turn has created generous amount of employment for the locals  And there is also plenty to do for the young people here  
 
In short the town is looking to be on the up 
Vibrant local economy with jobs for locals available 
 
Busy community with lots of social opportunities 
 
All new building sustainable and ecological 
Enjoy living in Bude 
 
Plenty of small shops 
 
No litter problems 
 
Loads of cafes and restaurants 
Town centre is flourishing, all shops occupied 
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Beaches are clean and beach warden on site to assist 
 
sea pool looking great 
Great area for cycling with safe roads and dedicated cycle paths.  Had no problem parking at the beach today.  Congestion in the town seems to have improved.  Many 
things to do for young people eg cinema in town and ice rink.  The local library is open 6 days a week for easy access.  Children are welcome to use the local sporting 
facilities any time of the day. 
dear , im very pleased with the amount of work that has been put into bude and Stratton. 
 
we've had a new and better skate park with more equipment and rales. 
 
places for children to chill out has been put in so theyre not just wandering round the town. 
 
A couple of chain shops have been placed for me to buy my cheap clothes ie. primark. 
 
but a massive annes cottage ware house is coming to bude:)) 
 
The beaches have been cleaned up nicely and have attracted some great surfers. 
 
were now thinking about a cinema cant wait!! 
 
hope all well? 
. 
Beautiful coastal area with lovely beaches and an outdoor swimming pool. A variety of good local shops and more choice within a short drive or bus ride . Hopefully the 
planning authority will not allow more building on greenfield sites and make sure that health and dental facilities are able to cope with any increases in numbers.  The local 
hospital must be supported as it is a vital plus for bude. 
A big shopping vending  machine , post box, electricity station and cash machine in every estate for quick jobs 
 
There's a big party on summer leave beach every year in the summer. There's a bq, beach activities, buffet . It a council get together and a time to have fun. With all the 
modern technology now and it gets better, this will make life easy 
No more houses, kfc instead of funky chicken and lots more greenery 
There is less indian restaurants and there is a chinese restaurant.  The historical fratures and beautiful sites is still as they  
 
Used to be . Every year theres a big party on summerleaze beach its starts at about 4 and goes into the night. Theres a bq and music , a buffet , beach activities. This is a 
time when the whole town  gets together and haves fun. 
 
As modern technology is getting bigger and better every day, the town with have hidden solar panels, a new way to post letters and get cash outnof the cash machines. And 
all of this will be in estates and homs to make life easier and more interesting. But it wont be like a city it will still have beauty 
Bude is nice but they need to knock down summers castle and put mine back other than that they have made it beautiful 
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Stuff, sorry I haven't got a good memory!!!! Lol 
Hi this is about what i would like in the future. I would like a football and basketball court by morrisons and no more houses and shops. 
I like the shop called candy shop and In the future I can image a shop that sells only lego the shop will be amazing it will make people happy 
Paranormal exhibition  
 
Lego shop 
 
Chocolatier  
 
Better play ground for school ( budehaven ) 
Now, we have a veggie market every Sunday and a new rosies diner further in town neer the falcon.  Everyone is happy. There is another ice cream parlor in town and 
more surf schools. Bude is famous for the bude waveriders club . 
There are green landscapes with modern shops and loads of people. There are lots of housing estates and fast food restraunts 
Hi hear in Bude there are lovely beaches and great coastal walks to go on. Also if you are hungry the cafes are wonderful with a wide variety. Pretty much the only thing i 
would change is shops in town, i know Bude is a tourist destination but most of the shops are only useful for tourists instead of local people. 
Hiya  
 
its lovely here in Bude . There's lovely beaches and even ones for dogs . There's some good shops (could be better) there's also lovely cafés . The only thing i don't like is 
the fact their building lots of houses by morrisons. We don't need any more supermarkets as we have morrisons co-op Sainsbury's and little shops. However its lovely and 
peacefully with lovely people . 
I would like less surf shops , more tech shops and more tack away shops. 
cinema 
I think we should have a fruit and veg shop 
Dear council, 
 
                     Bude has a lot of nice shops and hardly any closed ones! Bovis homes has been knocked down! The old bus station is now a cinama! 
I would love to see my ideas in bude 
No more houses, with Bovis homes coming bude is to crowded. 
I would like to see paranormal exhibitions and a lego lego store and private secondary school and a chocolate store 
I would not like it to expand more as it would ruin the rural comunity 
I like this town because the beach is very clean and the sea isn't polluted. There are quite a lot of housing estates unfortunately that i think shouldn't be there simply 
because it makes out beautiful seaside town look tacky and crowded. There are lots more facilities for the children so instead of hanging around in Bude town they can go 
to clubs or go in the shops now. 
Its peaceful and there are loads of activities for the kids. There are loads of beaches and parks. There are lots of job opportunities. There are loads of creative classes for 
adults and kids. There are lots of kids clothes shops and its a very colour place. There are no big names shops so its unique. 
Keep The beach is clean and the sea safe litter off the flood 
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We'll the towns nice but we need a place for the teenagers to hang out cause there is no where for them to go 
In bude 2026 it will be more of a child and adult community where the hobbies are for both genders male and female 
It has changed and is a much better place to live 
Fantastic surroundings  
 
Stunning views  
 
Friendly for Children 
I have been horse riding and it was to much for me to go more then once. Then I went to the beach 
We don't want anybody building more houses for people living outside of Cornwall and Devon or else it will get to overpopulated I like it how it is 
I like bude because of the freedom that we get. I would like to see less houses going up and more young people outside playing 
I would like to have a McDonald's because I like food and also KFC and Pizza Hut, subway and Burger King, my name is Fraser Salisbury 
They would build a theme park and a zoo and a mall and a pets hop with animals in .! 
Today I saw that the sea pool was buzzing with people in it. The castle had quite a load of tourists, there were schools reanacting the battle it is so good to see how Bude 
has improved 
The sea pool is great fun, tommies pit is greart fun in the summer. 
 
i also like the beach and sand dunes 
mc donalds and kfc and waterparks and more fun stuff to do 
The beach is really good there are lots of beaches the people are really friendly but there arnt any fast food resterants 
Idont care 
I think Bude is a lot better now than what it was 20 years ago. Bude is a great place because the sea is nice and is a clean place. 
Hey darling iv just got back to bude and I kinda like it there are less surf shops but they do have a primark in stead of Sainsburys you should come down for a day to see 
me and we can go shopping 
primark newlook and Hollister have all brought in a greater crowed in the summer with young teenagers coming more often this has created a new reason for for the young 
population to stay in bude. 
In 20 years I would like to see affordable houses and some more resourceful shops around town. I would also like to see a new surf club rebuilt and refurnished. 
In 20 years I would like to see the surfing industry built up. A better surf life saving club with proper facilities like surfboard storage, hot showers, a gym and training 
facilities for surf live saving. All year round life guarding and more sand on the beach. Local shops that join together to help each other. 
Bude is now better than 2014 
Bude is better in 2014 because there is no litter and the community is good 
The brighten up the streets some more, the beaches still amazing and to have the best ice cream parlour in cornwall 
I think Bude should be a bit more colourful and welcoming. You could paint things up to brighten places up and to have maybe a few welcoming signs. 
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We could also have a theme park in Bude with rides, animals, food places, and many more places where tourists and citizens will have fun. 
It would b cl 
Buds is amazing it has a wothersspoons. The sea pool has 2 floors and there's a lot of surf shops. 
I walked into town and the first thing that struck me was the colour and how bright it was! It was amazing. We love the sea pool it's still amazing! 
Larger franchises coming into Bude to raise the wage and bringing jobs because alot of them give back into the community, more local events that bring in people from 
outside of Bude into Bude I.e. Festivals, skate events 
clubs for young people 
There is now a macdonals in bude and it's a positive thing as young people get to socialise and do course work in the restaurant 
• cinema 
 
• a range of various activities for everyone 
 
• strand hotel re-opened 
Bigger gym 
Loving the new Football pitch and improved skate park. Crooklets look's incredible! Be back soon! 
Everyone in bude is so much happier now that there is a 24 hours Tesco and a McDonald's it keeps the youngsters of the street and allows people to enjoy nice food and 
stock up on food whatever time of the day it is not having to worry About what time the shop closes. I am so happy bude has improved with two major establishments it 
really had helped the community. :) 
A McDonald's, shopping complex , redeveloped beaches 
Boobies 
I would like to keep bude the size it is, these big development projects with chain stores would crush bude because people wouldent need to come into bude because they 
can shop outside.  Redevelop the beach  and clean it 
24 hour tesco and mcdonalds 
Development of Crooklets beach front inline with European tourist's resorts, getting rid of the ugly concrete beach front and replacing it with something aesthetically 
pleading to the eye! 
 
Increase tourism by providing cutting edge tourist facilities. Redevelop the surf club, have improved beach education etc. 
More young people are living in Bude now since  all that affordable housing was  built.I had a good bike ride today from Bude to Widemouth.So good to be able to ride 
from beach to beach and all virtually level.Good for an oldie like me and there were lots of young families riding as well both locals and emmets.On the way back I 
stopped at the Weir restaurant.It was heaving. Jan 
Bude not too big, not changed too much. 
 
Town looks prosperous and thriving 
Seems to me that a lot more young Budites are now able to stay in Bude because of the increase in affordable housing,all of them with P.V. panels on their roofs.I rode my 
bike today on the bike track that goes all the way from Bude to Widemouth Bay via Hele Bridge.Brilliant!! It's just about level all the way.Good for an oldie like me and 
young families as well. Beach to beach.The emmets are liking it as well.Must get back on my bike.     Jan 
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It seems to me that me lot more young Budites can stay in Bude nowadays due to the increase in affordable houses,all of them with P.V.panels on their rooves. Rode my 
bike today from Bude to Widemouth.Brilliant!! Just about level all the way and I stopped at the Weir to wet my whistle on the way back.Lots of young families on 
it.Locals and emmets alike.Ah well back on my bike again.   Jan 
Fabulously tranquil, town. No heavy traffic and the sort of little local shops run by local people, who know the area and are only to happy to give you good information. So 
rightly proud of the area they live in. There are lovely olde worlde buildings and stunning rural views. All towns should use Bude-Stratton as a blue print for anyone 
wanting out of the rat race. I would recommend. 
The shops are good here - the right mix between nationals and locals.  There is a brilliant, Further Education College which means the kids don't have to travel miles and 
miles to study.  Stratton Hospital is going from strength to strength and the services there have expanded to include full-time accident and emergency and outreach clinics 
for ENT, cancer patients and surgery.  The footpath network is extensive and it's a pleasure to walk through the unspoilt countryside. 
MORE LOCAL YOUNGSTERS ABLE TO STAY IN AREA DUE TO MORE JOBS AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING SPECIFICALLY FOR LOCALS, NOT BUY TO 
LET LANDLORDS.  MORE CONTROL GIVEN TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO ENSURE FAIR DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSING, GRANTS, PUBLIC AMENITIES 
ETC. CARE OF LOCAL OPEN SPACE AREAS, e.g. CAR PARKS GIVEN BACK TO LOCAL COUNCIL, TO GIVE THEM THE INCOME TO MAINTAIN 
COMMUNAL FACILITIES.  BETTER SHOPPING FACILITIES FOR DISABLED. 
more shops 
i would make a shpping center 
Beautiful place to holiday 
hello 
Bude is a lovely town, with lots of green open space, well kept beaches, fantastic sea pool. It has a thriving town centre with a number of independent shops. 
Dear -- 
 
I am sitting here on this lovely beach watching people swim and surf in the clear clean sea.  The beach cafe's are busy and children are enjoying the swimming pool and 
the play areas.  Shops in town are thriving selling local  produce and goods. The sports and leisure facilities are wonderful and there are many  activities for older people to 
enjoy. Buses take people were they need to go and there are plenty of Public Toilets so we can all stay out all day without a worry.  Love 
Bude is a nice town, it has lots of exciting modern development that is well designed with lively attractive public spaces, oh and the beaches are nice too! 
Amazing week the kids had so much to do.even when it was raining. They had a fabulous time. 
Beautiful clean beaches, good community spirit, wide range of local run shops 
The town is very clean with lots of open spaces. 
i would personally keep everything how it is 
keep it as it is 
Plenty of cheap places to go and eat, there's now clothes shops for the locals! There's a proper dance store for the local dance school(s) to use as well. 
The skate park, park and other facilities for young people have stayed open and have expanded do more young people can use them. The stand hotel has been renovated 
and reopened which improves the town's landscape hugely. 
the beaches are clean and people dont drop litter. there are lots of local, family seaside shops and businesses still open. the town has loads of holiday makers and is making 
lots of money. 
Bude is a great publicly place. 
Good community spirit, lots of green space and lovely scenery, lots of events through out the calendar year e.g. Christmas late night shopping with the reindeer. 
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Increases in housing is carried out in a manner that is sympathetic to the environment whilst having regard to all interest groups. S 
the air is clearer, not as many cars, friendly neighborhood, no asbo's, developed supermarkets 
We have free parking in Bude for locals and workers and  there is a free Park and ride for visitors. The town is no longer congested with cars going round and round. Belle 
View is a pedestrian only area and the cars go through Bude via the current Summerleaze car park. 
 
The Downs remain green and walking and cycling is encouraged through out the town. 
 
The cinema has returned to Bude housing has not expanded since the Binhamy development 
You would still recognise Bude from your last visit in 2014, but the communal areas (town centre, beaches, parks, car parks etc) are in better condition and look cared for - 
just like they do in most parts of South Cornwall. 
bob 
Bude has more larger properties been built for the bigger families and a bigger medical centre has also been built for the local community that has grew over time. 
Streets are clean and tidy 
 
There is good transportation services 
 
There are plenty of eateries and things to do such as a cinema 
loved the beach with its modern chalets and facilities. The sea pool was great for the kids and the showers were a real asset to get rid of the salt feel revived. The lifeguards 
do a grand job and it was lovely to see no dog mess on the beach or downs. Sadly the town centre is pretty well cafes and artists shops due to the excessive rates and unfair 
competition from the out of town markets and the improvements to the area round the castle making it such an attractive leisure area have been great now that the County 
have handed over the car parks to the Town Council as they know how best to use the income and the lovely new use of the old Strand Hotel to provide inexpensive flats 
for single people and young families has been a great boon.Unfortunately the new estates at binhamy, burn park and stratton have put great starins on the medical and 
employment services as those living there have few jobs and few locals can afford the housing leaving the areas with holiday homes and gangs of youngsters with nothing 
to do but make trouble. 
mum, its nice here. even sunny sometimes. people live off the land and sea as you said. we went for a nice walk round the fish market. we caught the train from stratton to 
holsworthy today and had a potter. bought you a locally made jacket and boots. tomorrow we are going to the lansdown cinema/theatre to  watch a play. see u soon. dont 
forget the soup in the freezer. love xxx 
Isnt it good to have the Train service back so close to Bude?? It was a good idea to have shuttle buses going to and fro from Bude...not the restrictions on traveling 
now....and prices that are affordable to us Budites!!  Have you been to Weatherspoons lately?? what a good idea to bring them in and use the old Strand Hotel..looks so 
much better when you come into Bude! 
clean, tidy with modern shops. lots of local produce but no fresh fruit n veg market, shame! well lit areas at night on walks. short stay carparks are cheap so we used the 
town! 
Excellent local shops provide a selection good value goods. Reasonably priced family entertainment. Excellent schools. Housing supporting local families first. 
Bude beaches and town are clean, traditional and friendly. Luckily it still retains it's small town feel and has not been developed since 2014. 
Bude is fantastic, very little has changed, the coastline is unspoilt  with no more buildings going up on the Downs. The small shops in the town are thriving and the out of 
town shopping centre is grwat for clothes and DIY. Schools are doing well as is the children's centre abd youth centre. A really peaceful safe place to visit. 
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Large social venue for all age groups.  
 
Super fast broadband for all areas locally. 
 
Better more reliable transport network. 
 
More local employment and/or training. 
an over crowded place 
English 
engilsh, beachs 
It's a nice, quiet town here with not to many people, with an exception of the tourists who are all very friendly anyway. Most people who live here are surfers anyway. 
Sunny and freindly. not full of chavvy people like in big cities and more of a village than a town. everyone knows eachother and everyone works as a community. 
including with food. food is sold locally , therefore food is fresh. 
every body is dead 
Hi Mum, 
 
Just got back from the beach  
 
Loving it here, the people are really friendly and everything is really clean here. 
 
 
 
See you soon 
more dank 
The town has become too big with lots of crime. The town has turned ugly with graffiti and dog muck 
Parking was easy and affordable, spent the whole day on beautiful clean beach then went for a meal in a good value restaurant 
Got to our accommodation by train and bus.  Since then we have cycled everywhere.  Good paths with walkers and kids, but plenty are off road, connecting the different 
bits of the town and up to Stratton, Kilk and Widemouth.  There is even a link on up to Poundstock Gild House.  The place has grown so much since 2014.  Talking to the 
locals, its a shame as there are still almost no properly paid jobs and very little production.  The surf is still excellent but oh dear the wind turbines - not a view anywhere 
without them or a blinking solar panel.  It was beautiful here in the old days. 
a friendly caring community ,low crime levels ,plenty of places for the youth to go in the winter 
Bustling resort. 
The town is busy again from morning til late at night.  Loads of interesting shops/restaurants open. Beaches are clean and pleasant. There are places to stop and enjoy the 
view.  The schools are thriving and engaged in the community.  There are loads of people cycling around enjoying the surrounding countryside.  The new train station is a 
massive success. 
Bude is lovely; the sea pool is still open after nearly 100 years! The beach huts have been renovated and are spacious and affordable for local people. House prices are 
within reach of my generation, because of the amount of lower cost housing built for LOCAL people! There aren't many holiday homes, because local people have been 
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able to afford houses for the last several decades. It's fantastic to see independently run little shops run by local people in the town, which has stayed small and "sea side 
town-y". 
more things to bring us together as towns, at the moment (2014) we only have the carnival and lifeboat night!! 
The Beach Huts are still here and lovely to use. 
 
There has been little inward flow of people from other areas of the UK to the town. 
 
Much more lower-priced housing has been built FOR LOCAL FAMILIES!, to stop my generation from being tied to overpriced rented accommodation for their entire 
lives, or having to leave Cornwall.  
 
Most of Bude Police circa the 2000's/2010's have been jailed for corruption and abuse of power, finally! Justice! 
 
The 'Triangle Tree' and cat are still here. Loving it. 
 
The weather's better too! 
Increase in business in the Stratton area in particular, though it shouldn't sacrifice the image and character of the village. Better businesses with more longevity in Bude, 
though we don't want the population to grow much at all, therefore no additions of groups of people from other parts of the country for council housing, e.g. like the people 
being brought down from Manchester (apparently) to live in the new estate opposite Morrisons, as there's a ridiculously expensive market for local people looking for 
housing (to buy or rent) in place already, and such developments shouldn't be filled with non-locals. More access to activities for young people in the form of facilities 
being open for use for free, although adults need to be working there to keep order (e.g. prevent aggressive domination of places like a football pitch), and also to cause 
kids not to litter on or damage the facility. Also, a less corrupt police force would be great. 
Better road surface in residential areas 
We would have more shops like tesco and KFC but not too many so that they overcrowd local businesses. No more new house except renovations to current houses 
The cheap housing that was put up in 2014 has been knocked down and the school is coping much better with the amount of people that it had back then than it was with 
the houses 
Bude is still a bucket and spade town, still unspoilt by commercialism. The canal towpath is a lovely walk with the dog, and Bude swimming pool on Summerleaze beach 
is well managed and a  joy to use. Bude has many more inhabitants in the last 10 years, a lot are double home owners, but the infrastructure has been put in place to 
support the population. The provision of  more schools, nurseries and Health centres 
Still the Peace of cornwall  
 
Green sites left in the area 
 
Canal developed further 
 
Sea pool still open to all 
Dear x 
 
Isn't it great there is more fast food chains in bude now! And i really love the new railway! 
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The beaches have been awarded top kite marks in the country 
 
Crime and unemployment is low 
 
Bude and the surrounding areas are similar to the population size of 2014, not overcrowded 
 
The nearest train station is 20 miles away! 
 
The schools are good or outstanding 
 
The medical centres are well staffed and you do not have to wait long for an appointment 
 
There is adequate hospital provision locally and you do not have to travel to Barnstaple  or Truro 
nothing is different 
i have just arrived to bude and there is a big shopping center and the buildings are beautiful and there are some very nice and cafes and restaurants and there is some very 
pretty walks along the beach and canal 
we have come on holiday to bude and it is lovely there is a shopping center that has all the shops that we have in our hometown exeter the beach is lovely with no litter 
around at all extremely clean there are plenty of restaurants and cafes to go out for lunch in. Everything is very modern and no ugly buildings around. There are plenty of 
beautiful walks again very clean there are so many exciting things to do even when it rains like indoor skate park,shopping,and a theme park we have not had a dull 
moment! 
Dear Mum,  
 
 
 
Bude is fabulous at this time of year. The town centre is bustling with new boutiques and independent shops. There is a clear cafe culture emerging. At night it is not usual 
to see streets in the town centre lined with chairs and tables and young people and families are happy to share company late into the night. There is a fantastic range of 
local restaurants offering local produce- Cornish sea food is a real treat!  Remember The Strand? It used to be a tired old place, but now it has been pedestrianised, it has 
become an extension of the town. Local merchants sell their wares and open late into the evening in summer. The promenade along the canal is lined with fragrant shrubs 
and plants and there is a romantic walk to be taken down the beach.  
 
 
 
Wish you were here! 
 
Lydia xx 
Dear Harry I have just had the best rugby match in the new Bude rugby stadium we won 29-3 bowling has got a lot bigger Bear won he got 156 
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We are renting this huge beach house and Bude has lovely beaches with white sand and barely any stones  and when it is sunny it's beautiful. When it rains it can be a bit 
miserable but the skiing dry slopes are good and the indoor bit of the skate park has loads of big jumps. Our last night was really good we went to a Italian restaurant. The 
rugby club is massive and really nice. BYE 
dear kit just had a amazing rugby match in the bude stadium it was it was a tight match between bude and exeter chiefs we won 30-29 to us. 
To Mum. Bude is really good from what it was back in 2014. It has lovely holiday parks, the schools are nice with lovely playgrounds and there is also lovely clean water 
to swim in.  
 
The Restaurants are open pretty much all day and so are the shops. 
 
If you love the beach and a holiday town this is DEFINITELY the place to come!!! 
 
There is also lovely leisure parks and swimming pools. You have to come sometime! 
bude is amazing now the shops are great everything is great the skate parks are great and the swimming pools are huge 
Bude is amazing with the beaches and the shopes im very happy to live in bude the weather is lovely they have big shopes and cricket places 
BUDE is grand and i like the hospital and the school st petrocs is great. 
Everything is the same as it was in 2014, except there is a cinema and an ice rink now 
Yay finally that shop Computoz Systems has gone, i got so ripped off on every thing i brought from there 
Lovely to be in Bude again, nice to see not too much has changed, 
 
Sorry to see large building on the headland old site on downs. 
 
Weather glorious, beaches nice and clean 
......... that Bude hasn't changed as a non commercialised holiday resort, where the outdoor life is prominent including sea poo swimming (a great rarity), surfing, golfing, 
riding, fishing, tennis, cricket, bowls etc. The town shops are fully occupied & vibrant with a good variety of retailing.  A good choice of places to eat with quality food.  
Hotels and guest houses are still trading well. 
HAVING A GREAT TIME IN BUDE. 
 
BEACHES ARE REALLY CLEAN AND THE TOWN IS FULL OF NICE & INTERESTING SHOPS AND AGAIN VERY CLEAN AND TIDY. 
 
IT WILL BE GREAT WHEN THEY OPEN THE NEW TRAIN LINK NEXT YEAR WHICH WILL STOP THE HEAVY TRAFFIC COMING INTO BUDE. 
IT'S WONDERFUL WATCHING THE WAVES COME OVER BARREL ROCK AND THERE ARE SOME NICE SEATS TO SIT ON TO WATCH THE MOST 
PERFECT SUNSETS ALL FREE!! 
 
ALL THE FAMILY ARE HERE WITH ME SO MY GREAT GRAND CHILDREN HAVE BEEN LEARNING TO SWIM IN THE FABULOUS OPEN AIR SEA 
POOL AND T'MORROW WE ARE TAKING A TRAIN RIDE UP TO HOLSWORTHY TO THE MARKET AND BACK.  WE ALSO GET A FREE CREAM TEA 
CORNISH OF COURSE!  THOMAS AND SUE ARE ENJOYING THE NEW DRY SKI SLOPE WHICH OPENED LAST YEAR NEAR KILKHAMPTON.  LOL 
AMAZING I DON'T WANT TO COME HOME 
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Enjoying dog poo free coastal walks, & plastic bag free surroundings - everyone using their own shopping bags. 
 
Less buildings being erected in every available space in town  Certainly affordable houses been built for our grandchildren so they don't' have to leave the area. 
MORE HOUSING FOR LOCAL PEOPLE THATS AFFORDABLE 
 
DOG WASTE COLLECTED OR PREVENTED 
 
COMMUNITY SCHEMES TO MAINTAIN TOWN 
 
MORE ADVERTISED 
We have an estate of affordable houses for all Bude born youngsters (I would like to think my grandchildren could live here all their lives 
 
Bude Sea Pool is still our gem on the coastline 
 
Dog poo problem has been resolved 
 
More healthy activities acquired for our young folk. 
HAVING A GREAT TIME LOVELY BEACHES & GREAT TO HAVE A CINEMA & ICE RINK NOW 
Having a great time, the streets are so clean and free of dog mess.  I think its due to all the pooo bins here now (and the stringent dog warden fining people who don't poop 
scoop).  he town is very pretty with well presented shops, full of character and our teenage daughter has a great choice of places to spend her time among the youth clubs 
and reasonably priced snack bars etc. 
BETTER BUS SERVICE 
 
FULL COUNCIL TAX FOR SECOND HOMES 
 
NO MORE HOUSES TO BE BUILT 
I love living in beautiful Bude near my family near the sea and beautiful green open spaces. 
 
I hope it remains that way forever my daughter has lots to do and my Labrador loves his walks on the cliffs and running off!! on the beach. 
We have nice individual shops here and no chain stores except Boots.  Holland & Barrett closed some time ago and we still have the lovely Health Food Store.  There has 
been no more building of houses on green field sites and no more supermarkets. The 'bus service from the surrounding area is good and the Police Station is open at all 
times. The former character of Bude has been retained and thankfully did not expand to look more like Newquay. There are no Night Clubs and no hooligans, as the Police 
are out and about to deal with any late-night drinkers from the pubs. 
Hi, Still beautiful unspoilt coastline and surrounding countryside. Quaint quayside and museum-Bude boasts everything quintessentially Cornish. Lively community we 
enjoyed when the children were young and still appreciate today. Bet you wish you'd not moved away when they developed Binhamy! Come and visit.x 
Lovely beaches, lots of cafes and restaurants, friendly shop keepers. A lovely atmosphere, variety of shops and wonderful walks including canal and cliff tops. 
This question is unrealistic 
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Fine beach,open space just inland;interesting sea pool,nice path over the cliffs,little development next to the sea.A variety of cafes along coast but no "kiss me quick" style 
kiosks.Interesting town with lotss of local shops.Such nice people.The beach and coast are the "jewel in the crown" of Bude-hope they never spoil it. 
Plenty of locally owned shops/ cafés /businesses, makes Bude different. Service is always good too. Transport to bigger towns easy.  Parking in Bude cheaper or free for 
residents especially in winter. Support for the sea pool is a great facility for bude's youngsters as well as the visitors. Doctors and local hospital are great at present , hope 
they don't get overloaded with a population explosion. Upkeep of the more rural footpaths is  encouraging non vehicular movement, some recently improved but many 
falling out of sight, I'd hate to see them disappear. Building extra homes is only supporting local job opportunities and keeping our rural areas accessible and productive. 
Bude's unique, interesting and has character, hope it only expands sympathetically and looses its one or two remaining eyesores ( derelict and unused). 
It is now tidy warm and friendly, unspoiled up to date and well managed by the town council and  the people of bude 
People are so friendly and helpful. Lots to see and do both historical and cutting edge Eco based with a guided tour packed full of interesting facts. Beautiful gardens and 
woods to walk through and great cycle ways. Easy to get around with lots of cheap public transport including a railway link. Took trips to Plymouth, Exeter and Truro to 
see the major tourist sites but a welcome return back to Bude/Stratton area for a peaceful, good nights sleep after a reasonably priced good quality meal full of local 
produce. The individual boutique shops in Bude make a great change from the standard high streets in the cities. 
Beautiful traditional seaside town in an unspoilt part of Cornwall with good amenities ,plenty to do for young and old with good employment and has lost none of its 
charming coastal walks and neighbouring land 
There are many village shops and no more holiday honed 
Good old fashioned pubs. 
 
Good transport links to the rest of cornwall and devon by bus and train. 
 
Clean beaches and public recreation areas. 
 
Local corner shops which serve the public well. 
 
Well thought out housing plans which blend in with existing structures 
Traditional Cornish seaside town with good shops & facilities. Outskirts are over developed & offputting, but centre retains its character, albeit crowded. Stratton is nearby 
ancient village still full of local life. 
Lively town with plenty of activities for all ages.  Free parking for shoppers and local residents is a bonus. 
Unspoiled coast line, well maintained sea pool. Public toilets and facilities. Plenty of activities and places to visit 
Dear all, it is an amazing place here there are lots of parks for children to play in and there is more indoor facilities to go to when its a rainy day and more places to go to if 
you don't like sporty activities such as surfing. see you soon. 
Lovely community feel to the town, fantastic sports facilities (the 3g astro-turf  that was built in 2015 was a great investment) and there's plenty for young people to do. 
Great transport links to nearby towns/cities. 
A lovely cared-for place with beautiful beaches and lots of facilities. Wish you were here! 
Got the train to Bude, saw the lovely building that has replaced the strand hotel, took the children to play in the sea pool then went to the cinema after looking round the 
unique local shops 
Town Clean, Beach great, Plenty of good shops, Super FREE car parks, good selection of 
 
eating places. The area seems prosperous with plenty of work for the locals. This seems  
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a well managed town. 
Affordable homes for locals 
I visted bude fun park and cinema great place clean and fun for the whole family.  
 
We took.our 8 month baby to beach Babyzone and learnt some valuable life saving sea safety skill. Parking bit expensive shame they don't do weekly tickets for car parks. 
And there isn't many toilets we had to walk all the way up to sainsburys to.find a toilet. 
A new leisure centre with multi leisure facilities inside which could incorporate a swimming facility with slides whirl pool and hydro pool. A ice skating ring, a big play 
zone. The play zone could have a baby zone , a small childrens zone and a teen to adult zone.Perhaps we could have a cinema included as well ? It would attract all ages 
young and old locals and holiday makers. I think we need to attract our young people and it would also provide jobs for locals Perhaps we could have affordable homes for 
rent and flats for our young people before they all leave Bude 
MORE places for teenagers to go!!  ie:- A cinema, ice skating or roller skating rink!! Somewhere they can spend a whole day with friends!!  
 
I,d love to see 2 or 3 high street shops, even though everything can be brought online, a M&S and a next would be great!!  
 
I would love for Bude to have some more night life too!! another club maybe?? anything really?!  
 
And finally i,d LOVE to see the eye sore that is "The Strand" bull dozed and something new to be built there!! :) 
The beaches are clean, well maintained beach huts and the sea pool is still in good working use.  
 
There are a few more chain shops in town and not just shops owned by one business or family.  
 
The area and places are to eat are still relatively well priced and not too expensive for locals and not aimed at wealthy visitors. 
beautiful beaches, great facilities - cafes, restaurants, theatre/arts spaces and a real feeling of individuality in the selection of local shops and businesses.  This is a cultural 
place that is in harmony with the natural environment. Strong sense of community. 
Well, my little village of Stratton is thriving now. It has a couple of great pubs, a lovely little village shop and the general atmosphere around the village is superb. 
Everyone helps everyone else, it's so nice and such a change from the rest of the country. 
With the old concrete bridge long gone local boats are able to use area of river beneath the castle, a new floating bridge allows holiday makers to cross to summerleaze at 
all states of the tide, the harbour/lock gates glisten in the newly installed romantic subtle evening lighting and the beach is still busy with users late into the evening! A 
replica tall ship of the style that historically used to visit and trade in bude provides the perfect focal point in front of the busy wharfside craft shops and evening 
entertainment draws large crowds in the castle grounds. 
There are clean beaches and the town is free of litter and weeds.  The inhabitants are happy and friendly due to their pretty surroundings.  Trees line the streets and there is 
an attractive pedestrianized area.  there is a very well used recreation ground and lovely downs, and a golf course and canal 
Picturesque town with amazing walls and beaches. Loads of great star and one of the UKs best links hold course . Great restaurants and hotels too 
Don't need a car now -- we have such a brilliant bus service. 
 
Plenty of one-bed accommodation for young people 
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Town centre bustling, no empty shops 
Weather great; lots to do. Beach huts looking very colourful on sandy beaches. Water sports, cinema, ice rink, plenty to entertain all ages. Vibrant shops and eateries. Great 
food! 
Bude is an ideal family holiday resort. Plenty of inexpensive parking and which makes a nice change. Two lovely clean beaches ideal for surfing. If you just want to swim 
there is a gorgeous sea-water swimming pool. 
Bude is looking really smart these days. Great stuff on at the Arts centre in Town (where the old bus station was). Splash has has a massive overhaul, big serious 
swimming pool with a lesiure pool with loads of slides along side.  
 
 
 
Lots of cycle lanes around town joining everything up. Everyones looking fit! 
Just a note from Bude. We had a great trip home from London on the train; it's so much easier now that Bude has it's own train station again! We're off to the cinema in 
town tonight. See you soon. 
Beautiful unspoilt village. Local village shop with good local produce. Good local pubs offering good food and evening entertainment . Lovely church with regular 
services. 
Transport so much improved. 
 
Building Societies returned 
 
Regular bus to nearest hospital 
 
Public loos re-opened! 
Transport so much improved. 
 
Building Societies returned. 
 
Regular bus to nearest hospital 
 
Public loos re-opened 
WEATHER FAIR VIEWS & WLKS ALL AROUND THE AREA ARE BRILLIANT.  SHOPS NOT BAD PUBS OK CAFES PRETTY GOOD.  PEOPLE VERY 
FRENDLY & HELPFUL & TOURIST INFORMATION 
Still enjoying life in Bude.  It is still a friendly town.  The high street is still thriving, with a good selection of small independent shops.  The leisure facilities are still 
excellent.  The beaches are still beautifully clean.  The local footpaths are well waymarked and well used. Developments have been well controlled and no great new 
developments have been permitted.  Local services are excellent, particularly health care and Stratton Hospital goes from strength to strength. 
A thriving small town which caters for both local people and summer visitors.  A small amount of well designed new environemtally sympathetic housing for local people, 
and for newcomers who want to stay.  Plenty of jobs, and as the need arose a small amount of new light industry. There would still be a sea pool for safe family bathing 
and plenty of outdoor activities using both the sea side and the canal. 
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-  A good Technical College for the youth of Bude who do not want or qualify for University.  The old Tripos building was a missed opportunity. 
 
-  Good, affordable housing for the young workers/newly marrieds, but not necessarily all in one place, which turns in a ghetto of social housing.  Watch for sensible 
planning and the water tables! 
 
-  Doctors, utilities, schools, hospitals need to cope with expansion, BUT NO MORE SUPERMARKETS! 
 
-  Have the Council made provision for extra cars/parking? 
Bude as friendly as ever but with some better shops in the town - not all surf, charity and teashops now. Had lovely walk along the canal and ended up in the library - it has 
been extended with a far wider range of books. Had a meal in town last night, great to feel safe and to be able to stroll around. 
Bude busy year round with visitors. Shops occupied with local businesses rather than high street chains. Thriving art and music cultural activities. Local fishing industry 
supported. Community led projects engaging all demographic so extra visitors does not create rich and poor halves of town. Lots of local and sustainable food initiatives. 
Clean sea ad beaches.  Renovated beach facilities. More trees. Gorilla gardening around the town. 
Bude has all you need in a lovely village set up! 
 
Transport service is good, the play parks and open spaces are well looked after. The town center has a diverse number of shops. Queen st is pedestrianised and have lots of 
cafés that you can sit outside. There is a car park at the top end of the town and Summerleze at the bottom end, but don't forget to bring your bicycle! The cycling network 
is excellent and safe for children. Surfing is great, water quality is excellent, life-guards keep everyone safe and there is an amazing sea pool! All well looked after. 
Beautiful Clean Beaches, A vibrant mix of independent shops and eateries, ample affordable parking. Lovely captive seapool. The Strand Hotel looks much improved. 
Recreational and Educational facilities have strived to keep up with the modern technology available and are accessible to everyone. 
I would hope that no more housing schemes would be created and that by then people between jobs could assist the community. 
Hi Friends, 
 
Arrived on the new train into Bude Town Centre and staying at the newly refurbished Strand Hotel apartments, what a fantastic view overlooking the clean and 
blossoming gardens of the castle grounds! Tonight we are taking in a film at the new Cinema next door and tomorrow plan to walk along the regenerated canla and visit 
the new artisan shops! Wish you were here its gloriously sunny and warm!! x 
Vibrant user friendly ammenities at both Crooklets and Summleaze beaches, great to see that advantage was taken after the 2014 storms to build new beach huts that are 
widely used by locals and holiday makers alike and kept at affordable prices.  Areas are kept clean and are used day and night.  Loving the Bistro/cafe above the sea pool.  
Love that the sea pool is still widely used and valued.  Lovely to see that there is such great integration between all local clubs and societies the people were listened to and 
the Cricket club is used all year round by so many groups - real community spirit at it's best. 
Bude is still beautiful, the beaches are so clean and the new beach huts look lovely. There are so many great walks around the area and lots of open spaces to walk the dog. 
It's a pity they built a block of flats on the headland but luckily there doesn't appear to be any other blots on the landscape since we were here in 2014. 
WENT TO LOCAL CINEMA WHICH HAD OLD & NEW FILMS.  BUDE IS MUCH TIDIER AND CLEANER BECAUSE IT HAS MORE LITTER BINS & 
VOLUNTEERS TIDYING IT UP. THE SHOPS ARE INDEPENDENT & LOCAL + I'M GLAD TO SAY THE BIG OUT OF TOWN SUPERMARKETS DIDN'T 
HAPPEN AND SO THE LOCAL SHOPS HAVE SURVIVED.  MORE INTERSTING HOMEWARE SHOPS MAKE GOING INTO TOWN MORE PLESANT AND 
WHEN MY GRANDSONS COME & VISIT THEY LOVE THE INDOOR SKATEPARK & SPEND HOURS THERE.  ANF THE TTRAIN LINK TO EXETER 
MAKES IT EASY FOR MY FRIENDS TO VISIT 
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NEW DOCTOR'S SURGERY WITH PLENTY OF PARKING SPACES 
 
BUDE SEA POOL STILL FLOURISHING 
 
A NEW ROUNDABOUT AT THE JUNCTION OF STRATTON ROAD- & A39 
 
ENLARGEMENT OF ESISTING BUDEHAVEN SCHOOL TO ACCOMMODATE PUPIL NUMBERS 
NEW DOCTOR'S SURGERY WITH PLENTY OF PARKING SPACES 
 
BUE SEA POOL STILL FLOURISHING 
 
A NEW ROUNDABOUT AT THE JUNCTION F STRATTON ROAD - & A39 
 
ENLARGEMENT OF EXISTING BUDEHAVEN SCHOOL TO ACCOMMODATE PUPIL NUMBERS 
Parking in Stratton is no longer an issue , The area is part of the best kept village /town . we won the beautiful blooms and Garden competition this year , Stratton is such a 
lovely well kept historic village/town we are all very proud to live here. Tourists come from all over to see our lovely village , we now have a local shop, pubs, restaurants 
adequate parking . The toilets have been re-opened so that all the visitors can spend a penny. We pride our selves on all our facilities, youth club, annual fairs, churches, 
pubs, restaurants,lovely walks it's an ideal place to visit. 
Thriving local businesses 
 
Good clean public facilities including parks and toilets  
 
Clean beaches  
 
Job opportunities for a variety of skills 
The areas around our beaches would have had a nice cash injection, the sea pool would be re-vamped to attract tourists, along with money spent on railings/beach huts and 
just generally making bit more attractive to visitors. 
great train ride into Bude,the town is bustling with the well known chain stores, as well as quirky little shops, the beaches are really clean, staying at a good value travel 
lodge opposite Morrisons part of a great retail park with a great cinema complex. 
Wonderful hotel with good views.  Easy access to beaches, golf course and town.  Taxis and buses.  Good shops and departmental store.  Green spaces, tennis courts. 
Leisure Centre. Library. Tourist bureau. Car Parks 
Outdoor swimming pool still running. 
 
Local businesses still viable - good variety of shops 
 
Access to town - good - park and ride to the beaches 
 
Good eating places with 5 for food hygiene which is prominently displayed at the entrance 
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It's good to see that the roads are better now.  You can get to major centres quicker.  I'm also pleased that the railway has finally opened- public transport is so much easier 
now.  I am glad to see that local government has improved and seems to serve the needs of the people better, rather than their own ends. 
 
 
 
Still a small town, but less parochial and inward looking than it was 20 years ago. 
The town centre is thriving with interesting independant shops. It's easy and very cheap to park in the town centre car park.  In fact, Bude is a destination for north 
cornwall. The natural environment is relatively unchanged, but the beach fronts at summerleaze and crooklets have seen significant investment and enhancement allowing 
locals and visitors to access and use and enjoy them better. There are many local businesses providing outdoor activities, but the jewel in Bude's crown is the 
internationally recognised surfing centre of excellence which trains many young people to enjoy the sea safely and hosts the best competitive events in the UK.  Alongside 
the canal is the water sports centre which works together with the surfing centre to provide safe access to water based activities which the area is renowned for. 
We've had another fantastic season in Bude, lots of stuff for the kids to do with the cinema, ice rink and sea pool. We even had a night out at the Dome as One Direction 
were on a reunion tour 
Having a lovely time, wish you were here. The arts, crafts and food artisans here in Bude are outstanding, I remember when Padstowe & St Ives were the "in places" to go, 
but now with the regular daily markets, the independent retailers, the regular street entertainment and beautiful boutique hotels and restaurants, Bude really has so much to 
offer.     Been looking at the fantastic range of businesses that have relocated to Bude in the last few years - the IT sector has been the biggest growth area, all the young 
software developers love their life here, time to surf, fantastic transport links mean that Bude is only 30 mins to Exeter. 
the town is now  overrun with home counties english people trying to turn bude into just another home county, they never mix [exept witrh similer home counties tory 
voters] all ways complian about the nhs , schools , local politics, and are allways qick to point out how great it is  in the  english home counties and last not one has made 
any effort to  learn about the cornish language or culture[does the golf club count old bean?] 
Great local shops, very clean and tidy, friendy, clean beaches all the time 
Bude has retained its seaside ambience without all the commercialism of other seaside resorts.   The open spaces / cliff tops remain a joy to visit.  Restaurants and eating 
places have improved enormously in quality and variety. 
many things for kids, youth and young adults to do. 
 
great range of shops, not all surf, or cafes and a shopping mall with the high street big names. 
 
plenty of open space. 
 
they have NOT built too many houses, it still has that village feel. 
bude  townis a lovely small town and  is the same as it was years ago except for a few new buildings. thank goodness they didnt build all the things they tried to., 
I love it here in Bude. It is peaceful and not crowded. there are plenty of parking spaces. The Downs are clear of development for lovely walks.Excellent restaurants have 
wonderful views of the sea. The town still thrives as there are few second homes and development has not allowed unnecessary chain shops and large supermarkets to 
dominate. Visitors love it here because it still has small town charm which gives then respite from busy cities. It has high quality gift shops and art galleries. Ugly 
buildings have disappeared. There are no tacky arcades and the beaches are clean, clear of stones and flanked by tastefully painted traditional beach huts.Just the place for 
a wonderful holiday. 
The surf life saving, kayak and surf clubs are thriving providing tremendous facilities to youngsters in the area. We have resisted the spread of high street chains, 
preserving the future of locally owned businesses. There is a successful network of small business run by local artisans, artists and IT experts. 
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Bude is as "peaceful" as ever and well cared for. 
hello  home, 
 
Bude is the same i'm so glad how are you. the beaches are the same and all the field are the same. 
 
 
 
love verity 
It could be better, but still is great 
Glad the rail link to Bude has been restored and that there are some affordable homes.  The sea pool is well kept up and the beaches are clean.  The small shops are thriving 
and we have no more supermarkets!  The streets are well swept and the gardens tidy and full of flowers. There are clean and available public toilets.  The Heritage Centre 
is open at weekends and free. The coast path is maintained and also the footpaths across the golf course.  The Library is open and the canal side path is well kept up. 
The beaches are clean and tidy, the canal has continued to be well looked after and the conservation and habitats within the local nature reserve have continued to be 
managed in a sensitive manner.  Housing and development around the town have been kept to a minimum and the views local people have been listened too. The town 
continues to have a wide variety of shops and businesses with large chain stores kept out. Schools, doctors, dentists and Stratton hospital have had investment and local 
infrastructure such as roads and drainage have been maintained to a high level. 
Bude is buzzing, the town is busy, the high street shops have brought so much to the town, together with the railway. Don't know how the town survived without them. 
how it is not 2026 yet 
Clean beaches. Plenty of public toilets, and car parks at sensible prices. Lots of vibrant independent shops. Very friendly local people. 
Redeveloped Crooklets so that it doesn't look like Stalag 49. The Quay along by the lock gates still looks good as does the canal area.  Not too many large supermarkets so 
that local shops are still open. 
Beaches are clean  
 
Great facilities for families  
 
Plenty of locally ran shops  
 
Good job opportunities  
 
Enough school places for local children I.e people getting the school of their choice  
 
Tourism well promoted and respected industry 
Queen Street is pedestrianized and there are lots of lovely cafes and restaurants with tables on the pavement - the hub of Bude's eating and drinking.  Plenty of visible local 
food and drink retail outlets throughout the town - butchers, bakers, greengrocers. Crooklets beachfront has been redeveloped with new attractive beach huts.  Stratton is 
well served by a village store and post office, and new town car parks have relieved the problem of parking on the narrow streets.  The rail service to the north coast has 
been reinstated and lots of visitors now arrive by this route. 
Beautiful beaches and canal. Lovely town with good range of shops. Large local Medical Centre with ample parking. Available toilets in the town. Dog foul free! 
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Plenty of parking. Available toilet facilities in the town. Beautiful, clean beaches and canal path. Ample public transport around the town and further afield i.e Exeter, 
Truro, Barnstaple and Plymouth. 
The river basin along the Strand has at last been completely dredged and reeds and banks removed. Now looking very clean and tidy. The Strand Hotel has been revamped 
and now a thriving hotel. 
 
Crooklets beach has been completely regenerated with sympathetic replacement of Surf club, old cafe/amusement arcade, new beach huts built and total clean up of river 
area. 
 
All areas around town and the canal now free of all weed and other growth. 
Still surrounded by countryside. Seapool well maintained. Independent shops with some pedestrianised areas. Natural/ wildflower areas. 
Sea - sand- scenery.  B& B Excellent (& good value) Friendly, everyone I've met has been welcoming.  Interesting local shops with unusual gifts - good walks in 
UNSPOILT (double underlined) countryside.  lots of opportunities for sports - children's activities. 
 
A GREAT PLACE 
This is one f the most beautiful places I have seen.  It is unspoilt, has wonderful open spaces, clean beaches with golden sands, and crystal clear blue water.  It is only a 
stone-throw from the welcoming town. 
xxx 
Bude is a lovely clean town, with plenty of shops. Went for a walk on the pier & played on the coppers only Machines .Had  a cream tea in the café on the pier watching 
the sea.  They have a banana boat go out tied to a speed boat, everyone had fun going around the bay adults & children alike. The local bobbies on the beat are popular & 
well known by the locals, no crime here. Lots of free activities, plenty of supermarket choice, & luckily 4 petrol stations as it is heaving here we don't have to queue for 
ages like we used to. Will definitely come back again as it is a lovely place, Even the locals enjoy living here, no shortage of jobs or housing as a large housing estate has 
been built since we were last here. A very large nursing home has been built to accommodate most patients discharged from the small community hospital. A shopping 
village is in nearby Stratton like cribbs in Bristol. 
Beautiful beaches and walks along the canal and coastal paths. Many amenities for all interests. Variety of shops and facilities. Medical centres with ample 
parking..Schools involved with local community.Streets and walking routes are litter and dog foul free! 
Still surprises me how they have managed to keep hold of the Heritage, and not lost the feeling of community. The lack of out of town services is strangely welcoming, I'm 
really enjoying having all the connections I need, but the calmness and sanctuary of this small town. 
Excellent out of town shopping  with free car parking.    i.e. Morrisons and two level Tesco with petrol pumps and a M & S., together with a new Boots store, B & Q and 
an Argos.    The beach areas have remained untouched with cheap all day parking.    The main shopping area in town is reverting back to its original houses with a few 
local services being maintained e.g. watch repairs, jewellers, key cutting and the usual gift shops.    The number of surf shops, charity shops and estate agents have 
dramatically fallen and unbelievably Bude, Stratton and Poughill are being policed as in the 1960 - 1990 era. 
Hi, its good that Bude has not lost any if its charm  the sea pool still attracts many visitors.  The lack of housing development is a big plus for the town and because of that 
visitors still visit and enjoy the peace and charm. 
Hi from Bude. if you really want to enjoy real quality of life and living do come and stay for a while. The air is pure, there is so much open space on the downs, the canal 
and the beaches. You can still buy locally produced food from the butcher/fishmonger/baker/farm shop. If you need a few bits and pieces for DIY there are several 
excellent place to go to(all local) New shoes but not your size? Obliging shop keepers will order them within a week. Even the pharmacies will order and deliver your 
regular prescriptions if you are unable to get out. I could go on but a postcard doesn't give me much room. I hope Bude stays small and beautiful in every way. 
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Hi everyone, just thought I would send u a postcode, having a great hoilday here in Bude, cornwall. Lots to do and see, great and exciting shops, bargains to be had. There 
are some lovely buildings and some lovely homes here too. Really kind and friendly people too. The beach and views are to die for. Hope all ok at home, must go lots 
more to see and do. Bye for now. 
Bude unspoilt from past memories. The sea pool is well used with the weather being so hot. 
Have revisited Bude since moving away some years ago and have found that Bude is still very welcoming and has good beaches, the town its-self seems stuck in a time 
warp and needs to reinvent its self. 
Great to be able to find clean toilets open - don't mind the small charge. Beach huts are looking colourful. Town centre, partly pedestrianised has facilities for kids in the 
triangle so we can shop in the partly covered areas. Nice to know rates were cut so all shops are full. Now that more people live in and near the centre with little gardens, 
there is a real community spirit. The river is full and boats and amusements extended here. Life's a Beach has lost it's monopoly and now it is possible to get drinks and 
snacks outside of 10,00 - 3.00 and all year around. Ares are nice and accessible too. 
Glad to say that Bude doesn't appeared to have changed since when I lived there. 
 
All nice friendly people 
I wish there were more shops in the town and maybe have a toys r us 
The town attracts upmarket short-term holiday guests that spend freely in good restaurants and hotels, making the town thrive financially. 
No building at Binhamy. No Tesco store. New medical centre at Stratton with adequate parking facilities. Adequate ambulance service always available. Adequate 
transport - ie. buses. 
Fantastic park for all age of kids 
 
 
 
Good having a lid that provides a more diverse food range but doesn't take over the town. 
 
 
 
Swimming pool is great for both swimmers and kids playing. 
 
 
 
Good cinema club that is both family friendly and for adults. 
 
 
 
The strand has finally been made use of and provides both lovely shops, community areas and flats for the local community. 
Empty property (Jennings +garage) at Burn View developed 
 
Swimming pool still going strong 
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Strand Hotel active 
Excellent restaurant in the Castle, specialising in local fish and seafood, with dining on the new terrace giving the best view of the sea on the north coast! We were lucky to 
get a table, so much demand. Wonderful traditional beach huts painted in different shades of blue, with some innovative food and drink served from vintage VW camper 
vans along the beach, just like Sams of Fowey on the south coast. Good to see that dogs are not allowed on the beaches during the summer weeks, and owners are keeping 
them on leads and clearing up after them when walking them around the town, canal and beach areas. Great working forge on the wharf, along with local craft shops. The 
tea rooms also under new management and looking very pretty and clean, with homemade scones and cakes. 
At last Bude Council has banned dog owners from allowing their dogs to defecate and urinate at will in public areas. The beach and canalside used to bear the brunt of this 
disgusting practice - the jewels of Bude, nothing but a dog toilet! I've known residents with TWO dogs take twice-daily walks along the Breakwater Road grassy canal 
bank for this sole purpose - a place where children are barefoot in summer!  Can you believe a so-called civilised society allowed this to go on for all those decades? Not 
any more. Dogs owners now have to use their own gardens or face a fine (which is strictly enforced) - about time! 
great beaches, well kept, beach huts look amazing and the sea pool is great for kids, excellent water quality. wide range of restaurants and shops. friendly welcoming 
atmosphere, castle grounds excellent place for picnics 
Glad to see Bude is still unique. 
There plenty of things to do and see , and plenty of easy parking when shopping in the town centre. 
Bude is a beautiful unspoilt seaside town.  Lots of open spaces, good restaurants, interesting individual shops and a diverse community.  Good transport links by train, road 
and air from Newquay.  Unlike other resorts Bude has kept its individuality - there is none of the usual seaside funfairs and amusements and there are no fast food chains 
here - amazing! 
Good selection of supermarkets 
 
Plenty of parking 
 
Variety of natural habitats 
 
Good sports facilities 
Bude is such a nice place to live and visit. Everyone seems happy and contented. There are numerous activities in which people can get involved, and the local population 
and visitors alike enjoy the natural facilities the area offers. The shops and other local businesses appear to be busy in this vibrant economy and there is a nice buzz around 
the place. Everywhere is clean and tidy. The houses and other buildings are well maintained - no run-down areas or places in need of a 'lick of paint' in this town. There is 
a good mix of different types of housing for people to live in. Everyone who needs a job has one, and they enjoy what they do. Even better - the sun is still shining ! 
Lovely town with an unspoilt seafront, quite compact and with wonderful surrounding countryside. 
 
The suburbs have great facilities including a Tescos, Morrisons and B and Q - so all you need, really 
 
Many private traders in the town provide an excellent service in many fields.   Car parking is generous but a bit expensive and there could be more public toilets.   The 
speed humps are a pain! 
Keep the sea pool.  Do not allow ugly colored plastic chairs outside pubs and restaurants.  Keep the canal dredged. 
 
try to get rail service from London back to Bude.  we used to take the train for the summer holidays from London.  It was so much easier than driving and interesting too.!! 
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Let the sand dunes build back up on Summerleaze  beach.  Maybe replace the nine hole golf course on Maer Cliff which was there before WW11 . 
Tourism booming because we have maintained the geography of the area in good condition with the main shopping area flourishing with a diversity of traders. 
Bude is a beautiful place to live and has all the things we need. 
bude is a lively toun good buss routes,schools  low crime rate plenty of avordabal housing 
Delighted the cinema is still going well 
Safe and pleasant place to live and stay. Plenty of opportunities for local young people to live, work and play. When you come on holiday here it makes you want either to 
come back every year or to come here to live and work 
Train station here in Bude small and limited trains but it  is a fantastic way to travel around Cornwall Barnstable only takes 20 minutes and there are great shops there like 
Primark Debenhams etc  Bude doesn't have large shops or chain stores or pubs like Witherspoon's that's why we love it here. Bude is as beautiful today as it was years ago 
both young and old are safe 
Great cycle paths, walks around wildlife sites, flower filled water meadow sites, even around new housing developments which have been well planned, are affordable and 
fit in the landscape by retaining and enhancing existing landscape features, including hedgerows and specimen trees. The existing trees have been retained and are legally 
protected, by twice as many have been replanted in order to replace these at the end of their natural life span. Clean, safe, beaches with all with blue flags as any former 
sewage/run-off problems have been solved by the new management of water flow, adequate sewage treatment and reed beds to filter and control run-off rate.  
 
Good local shops, very few of them national chains and best of all no national fast-food outlets. Good local restaurants and coffee shop, and a great local bus service, 
cylcle lanes and free car-parking for residence. 
The beaches in Bude are still clean and visitors are made extremely welcome with great public facilities (such as toilets) and a range of nice restaurants and cafes to cater 
for visitors and locals alike.  There is a great sense of community here, with the local council supportive of youth clubs and community activities through provision of low-
cost facilities. 
THANK GOODNESS THERE ARE STILL A FEW OPEN GREEN SPACES. 
Bude has maintained its beaches in excellent condition, clean water and good facilities for bathers and surfers.  The Downs offer open spaces that are well maintained. The 
canal wharf area is popular, and the canal footpath is a well used, as is fishing and boating on the canal.  The cycle path route to Holsworthy and beyond attracts many 
additional visitors to Bude.  The town centre is vibrant attracting tourist to the variety of unique shops and the pedestrianism of Queen's street has proved popular despite 
initial opposition from traders.  The streets are decorated with hanging baskets and the area enhanced by the revamped triangle area. 
There has been land allocated for housing developement in Poughill and some has been allocated  
 
for rental for local families. The local community organisations have benefitted  and young families have obtained employment in local businesses including holiday and 
nursing home facilities. Our village hall ,churchesand public house have benefitted from more local support. The toilets have been reopened and flower beds have been 
provided and maintained by the Council. 
Hello, wish you were here, just like it was years ago, only local Cornish people live here now, all the English people have moved back over the border!!! Bliss 
Bude is a vibrant seaside town. The shops are all occupied and trading well. There are lots of visitors coming to the town. There is virtually no crime but everyone seems 
to be having a good time! The ridiculous surgery at Stratton has been relocated to a flat site with parking. wonderful! 
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Whoever came up with the idea of putting a surgery on a steep hill with no hardly any parking!!  
 
Thank God we still have our hospital, the Minor Injuries dept is a godsend. They have stopped building unaffordable houses and importing undesirables from large cities 
far away to fill what few  
 
affordable house we do have. Our kids need these houses!  The local schools are coping  
 
with the growing population and are adequately large and seem to be getting successful resultsl. The local kids seem happy on the whole and there is provision for 
vocational training and good job prospects. 
 
Blissful that all the roads and ditches are well maintained. The junction onto to the A39 from Morrisons finally has a roundabout [after various trials, traffic lights etc].Free 
parking has definitely helped boost the visitor numbers in all car parks. The Park and Ride system in high season is helping the congestion of unnecessary vehicles driving 
through Bude. The Beaches are clean [now that all dogs have been banned permanently] and well maintained all with a blue flag and the life guards are doing a sterling job 
as always.The council are very approachable these days. Great! 
 
The monthly forums seem to be giving People a chance to get together and air their concerns. 
Beaches and surrounding area well maintained, no out-of -town retail parks to suck the life out of the town. Unspoilt beauty. 
It is so much easier to drive around Stratton now that the parking has been sorted and there are no cars parked in the narrow streets. It's also nice to be able to shop in Bude 
now and not have to worry about finding a toilet, the new one's in the centre of town are a credit to Bude.. 
Young people can afford (rent or buy) decent homes in which to bring up a family.  We have a mixture of independent shops doing well in the town centre.  A specialist 
manufacturer has brought skilled jobs to the industrial estate.  People enjoy the walks and views around the beaches, the breakwater and the canal.  The hospital offers new 
services locally. 
What a thriving, self-sufficient little town!  What wonderful local shops and businesses - nice to have a change from the usual high street shops that are everywhere else.  
Fantastic sea pool, backed up by other amenities.  The locals really do love their town, and are proud of it.  They should enjoy showing it off to the visitors!  So clean and 
bright here... 
More activities 
Sunny day today. Took the dog to Crooklets with the kids. 
Lovely place, beaches and secenery are still amazing.  but due to increse in building houses in need of more schools and nurseries!  
 
 
 
Hope alls well 
Enjoy living in Bude, the coast is clean the amount of pollution and litter has been reduced since we visited last time with my bins and greater protection of wildlife , 
flowers and fauna. It's lovely to see the sea pool still in use and that the sea defence is working to protect since a lovely town. 
Lots of families with jobs in local thriving businesses , good services, schools, sports facilities - busy tourist resort 
Sea pool saved. 
 
Clean Beaches. 
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Well maintained coastal paths. 
 
Clean Sea Water. 
THE DOWNS, MARSHES & CYCLE PATHS HAVE BEEN WELL MAINTAINED WITHOUT BEING SPOILED WITH COMMERCIAL ENTREPRISE AND 
CONCRETE ETC. 
Parking for cars etc. Good reliable transport. public. 
 
Streets and pavements swept regularly. 
 
Cliffs and beaches available for walking and resting 
 
Enough activities/facilities for young people 
Bude is a thriving town with a wonderful range of independent shops - you can buy everything you need here! The beach is unspoilt but there are lovely, painted beach 
huts and cafes and the parking is free! The sea pool is a fantastic, safe place to bathe and there are plenty of lifeguards. We loved the pannier market on the Wharf - a great 
place on rainy day. And the boys had great fun in the indoor skate park. 
Weather great, plenty to do. 
Bude and it's surrounding villages have remained with characture with plenty of walking and fresh air activities 
Great local housing available here for our kids. Great clean beach, vibrant friendly town with good nightlife. 
Bude is still a lovely coastal town.  We have not had any more supermarkets or out of town developments. No new housing estates have been built - just odd houses on 
small plots. The town centre is still vibrant with a lovely mix of local shops. No more chain shops have opened up. The beaches are kept clean and well maintained and the 
new beach huts built after the storms of 2014 still look new. The public toilets are now open seven days a week all year as used to be the case before 2013. The doctors 
surgery works well in its new location with much more car parking and Stratton Hospital has expanded into the old doctors surgery site. 
Great news, all the planning permissions for supermarkets have been refused despite the handsome bribes they were offering. The bridge is finally open again, that took 
some time! All the local shops are doing very well thanks to the Council refusing multi chains planning permission. the new houses they built opposite Morrisons are now 
either empty or in a right old state, all of them being rented, there was no need for them, why did they want to attract more people to Bude when there are no jobs to be 
had? Driving down to Treliske is now much quicker and less stressful now they have put quite a lot of dual carriageways in the route. Apart from that the town is 
thankfully just the same as it was back in 2014, I really think I would have moved on if it had changed too much, what's to change? It's lovely! 
Having a great time in sunny Bude.  Local produce is amazing, I will bring home home for you to try!  Beaches are so clean and its even free parking!  They have a lovely 
sea pool ( I have taken plenty of pics). 
Weather good and children enjoying clean beach and particularly the large sands and the in-cliff safe sea-water swimming pool and adjacent facilities.  The grand-parents 
were happy sitting near or in the beach huts, which, like our accommodation we could book well ahead. In the evening after our meal we can saunter down well 
maintained footpaths and over the downs and inland. 
 
We've been out to other places of interest, good car parks at reduced cost tickets in North Cornwall. 
Sustainability is key - everything integrated using permaculture design techniques.  Local infrastructures use local material, local labout etc.  Food production is local, 
organic and sustainable and accessible by all income brackets.  Education is child centered and includes food growing, the natural environment, community participation 
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etc.  The area has moved from a high oil dependency to a resilient, low carbon lifestyle with horsepower used extensively for transport.  Communities are vibrant, 
empowered and cohesive. 
ITS AS I REMEMBERED IT FROM WHEN I VISITED AS A CHILD eg bucket and spade holiday, local clean beaches with amenities close by.  Excellent , well 
managed beach huts on Summerleaze and Crooklets.  Shop B & B's & restaurants (of all ranges) easily accessible.  Homely old fashioned welcome NEW: Excellent 
"children's information centre" which shows Bude's special rock formations & its history 
Canal area dynamic with range of activities and specialist shopping. Good clean beaches with good facilties. Busy shopping area. Good, inexpensive parking 
Would like to see some more facilities for young people and more opportunities for work and housing for them to encourage them to stay in the area. What's the point in 
educating young ones then have their expertise used to the advantage of another area of the country? Further improvements to road/rail communication would help to 
facilitate this. 
Not much traffic, loads of independent traders, plenty of open spaces to walk in, something on every night at the Parkhouse 
They have at last proved adequate parking very close to Stratton hospital and also provided more clinic services there. 
 
The logjam of traffic at junction of Stratton Road and A39 has been reduced by widening the roadway  at the top pending the building of a roundabout shortly. 
 
It has been decided to always oppose developments like the Binhamy one and maintain the ban on occupation of properties there until the roundabout is completed. 
Bude is still an unspoilt town surrounded by undeveloped lovely countryside A lovely place to live and work. As a result elite businesses have been attracted here which, 
along with excellent local education facilities, has achieved high local employment with career prospects. 
#Efford, Summerleaze & Maer Downb all still green, no more buildings - thank G..# Tarmac path from Crooklets to Summerleaze beach well kept. # Excellent new Surf 
life saving club/RNLI with showers,cafe, well equipped.# Smart colpured beach huts# Excellent restaurant, #Showers top of beach. #Sea Pool great, with cafe, beach huts 
etc#.Town lots of small shops with wide range of goods, #Queen Street pedestrianized - trees tables & chairs.#Burn View widened with  Chevr?? parking on both sides#. 
Multi storey ca rpark in old cinema Burn View#. Outreach College near Retail park of Bude, new Comp School beside it...Several small blocks of   Council  apartments 
&houses to rent.  Railway been reinstated to Holsworthy. Road from Okehampton been straightened and widened so got here quicker. Unfortunately main road from 
Stratton to Bude not attractive with  two large supermarkets and huge housing estates on either side.And, they have built, at Bush on the old Dump, a wonderful business,  
The Great Atlantic Way for visitors get out of their car and use cycles, horse etc  to tour N. Cornwall.  In fact the main industry is the holiday trade - many things to do and 
see.  And, they have flooded part of the Marshes to make a lake at the top end.  There is a small building  with a sailing school.  Oh they have raised the bridge.along the 
canal so that now we can take a boat all the way up to Marhamchurch, under the A39 and into the Marhamchurch basin.  Then you can walk to the inclined plane, or stop 
at the little museum cafe there..  I could go on! 
ENJOYING THE LOCAL SCENERY, BUSY TIME OF YEAR, JULY, PLENTY OF TOURISTS, CAR PARKS FULL, NOT CHARGING TO MUCH.  THE 
MODERN MEDICAL CENTRE IS MUCH IMPROVED ON THE OLD ONE AT STRATTON, WHICH, WAS UNABLE TO COPE WITH THE LOCAL'S LET ALON 
ANY VISITORS.  GOOD TO SEE ALLLTHE SHOPS BUSY AND NOT TO MANY EMPTY 
Bude is a lot cleaner now, a lot more friendly and there are lots of things to do since 2014. I am much happier here now that it is cleaner and there is an atmosphere around 
the town, I think all people should come to our great shops and beaches. 
I really like Bude beacause of all of the nice attractions like the beach,the castle,the canal and much more 
hey mum iam really enjoying bude but the weather is horrible. I really like the sea and the  ice cream its delish. you would love in down here mum every thing is perfect. 
 
 
 
                                                    love from  
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                                             Charley xxxxxxx 
It is wonderful here,Mum! The beach is as good as ever and the best thing is Bude still has the Bude Light from YEARS AGO!!!!!! 
 
the weather is not as good as it is in London, but it is still wonderful... 
 
love from Phoebe 
 
Xxxxx 
Hi mum it's lovely in Bude the sea is amazing but the weather is horrid. You would love it down here because it's so calm, they are famous for their pasties and ice cream. 
 
Love from  
 
Megan 
 
xxxxx 
this is a lovely place with beautiful sights all around you 
The development at Binhamy Farm has been stopped at 100 houses. 
 
50% of these are affordable to local young people who want to stay in the place they were born. 
 
The rest of the farm will be used for community allotments. 
Hi council I love it hear in nothing has changed  it is all the same  just like people like it . The only thing i dont like is the tourists coming down hear thinking they own 
every thing.And the litter in the sea. 
I would love tow be a rugby player or be a surfer. 
i would love to work in ans cottage,be a surfer or a interia desinger 
Beautiful day spent at the Sea Pool - this place is such a find. We had ice cream there, could hire towels and padded seating, and drink 'mocktails' by the pool in posh 
(plastic of course!) glasses, and there were vintage style  changing rooms! 
 
Plenty of cheap parking. The food was gorgeous - there's a really good range of eateries with a strong emphasis on local produce 
 
Clean beaches - had a great surf !The showers and toilet facilities were clean and open year round (!) 
 
Took a boat down the canal which was very tranquil 
 
I would have liked to have had more retail therapy but there wasn't a great deal of choice shops-wise. 
 
Other than that, it was fab, we'll be back! 
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town is bizzy lots of good quality shops beach nice and clean 
Having a lovely time here enjoying the many open spaces for walks and nature observation.  Nearly all the shop are independent and locally owned supply unique 
merchandise.  There's a thriving farmer's market and the needs of local people are carefully balanced with those of visitors to the town. 
More linked up energy sharing and community energy projects. Locally backed for local energy.  Shared food production schemes and groups abound with shared skills 
and information. 
Enjoying small friendly town surrounded by beautiful countryside. Good transport links,neighbours and a wealth of individual shopkeepers and services . Uncongested 
roads and access to beautiful beaches. 
A great place - not too over populated, not too many supermarkets but good walks in unspoilt countryside and cliffs.  Good amenities and outdoor sports and a good 
Cornish feel. 
Greater range of employment opportunities, more retail choices. Clear direction and transparency from local government 
the seafront at Crooklets has been completely revamped including a new slsc. There are many more facilities in Bude including a thriving arts and music centre and 
cinema,a new sports center and lots of new indoor places for teenagers to go in the evenings. The carnival is the best in the south west and involves the whole community. 
There is a regular music festival featuring the local talent in Bude and around. the Strand hotel has been converted into luxury apartments. 
all new beach huts up and running ....New doctors surgery.more one off building plots for self build 
The current housing stock is attractive and relatively cohesive. I would not like to see overdevelopment of the kind I have seen elsewhere. No more imposition of sites 
such as Binhamy. If there is to be a store on the Binhamy site a discount store such as Aldi or Lidl would represent the best fit. The roads could do with proper restoration 
rather than papering over holes. 
Tesco supermarket and petrol station closed - area now parkland, ban on all new housing developments during last 12 years great success. Planning committee no longer 
approve cutting down trees with TPOs or any other older trees unless unsafe. Car parks free for the first hour. Closed toilets reopened. 
Bude is a good place to live with good facilities and plenty to do. There is a diverse range of people, long term residents and people who have moved here to work. New 
businesses have started up and there is plenty of well paid work for everyone. More national retailers have opened branches here and Bude has become a place to where 
people will travel for shopping and recreation. Planning has been kept under control so that the environment is protected. The town council is made up of a group 
representative of the population, retired and in work, young and old, politically diverse. 
Hi just a short message to Kurt you know finally bude has hit the future running, finally people can visit and enjoy the area with family, reopening the cinema and theatre 
on the downs. Best move was moving daily shopping to a more central location between Stratton and bude, leaving bude centre open for tourism, which was done 
sensitively keeping the old. Can't believe how much bude has grown now through the influx of tourists and jobs for young people. Gone are the years when our young felt 
a need to leave to gain education and employment. 
Good that the beaches are still unspoiled and the sea pool is free to all. Still good choice of places to eat. 
 
Big improvement from my last visit in 2014 there is now a leisure complex on the headland where young people under 12 can go up until 7.00 as long as they are 
accompanied by an adult and teenagers can go unaccompanied, there was never anywhere for teenagers to go in the evenings back then. Good move that they get cheaper 
membership if they are prepared to go on the rota for cleaning, serving the food etc. Hope those flats are finished overlooking the bay I need need one soon!! 
Sun is shining and there is a stunning promenade where people are walking, jogging and roller blading. There is an eclectic mix of shops and a huge hotel on the strand 
which is stunning. 
Plenty of cafes where you can sit outside in the pedestrian only high st with local street traders in evening. Lively evening entertainment during summer months. 
 
Nearby retail park with big names and independent traders. Beach bar with live entertainment and seafood. Thank goodness that eyesore building that greets you on arrival 
into Bude has gone! I think it was the STRAND HOTEL when i was a kid. 
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I would like to have seen a survey about Bude, written with better grammar and better questions! 
Lovely walk around Bude, the shops are interesting with local crafts and produce for sale and no empty or unused shops.It is great to walk around without any traffic in the 
main street and lovely to see all the cafes and restaurants with chairs and tables out on the pavement. The beaches are clean with good facilities, cafes, toilets, showers for 
surfers all nearby. The sea pool is clean and very well used and such an asset to the town, much safer than the sea for small children. 
What a crap question 
Small seaside town, thriving diverse town, easy parking, no more new houses 
Modernise. 
Good local community, local jobs and housing opportunities, Bude not dominated by corporate giants, but providing opportunities for locals. Great place for 
visitors...plenty to do if weather is bad and extending the current tourist season. Positive place to live, locals use their initiative and work together to make Bude and wider 
world a better place to live. People before profit. 
Having a great time discovering the regenerated town centre,  
 
the shops are interseting and the nightlife is amazing,  so many clubs and activities. 
 
Of course the beaches are lovely with the new playgrounds,  and love walking the coast 
 
path especially now there is more nformation about the local history.  
 
I think I might stay longer,  come and join me. 
That's bude was still a small town with a local feel however some of the facilities had improve I.e public transport  
 
Bude had made a conciliatory effort to be green and Eco friendly 
Popular specialised shops to suit needs of locals without having to drive to bigger towns. Variety of leisure facilities to suit all age groups. Visiting weekend market selling 
locally made/grown items 
More industry to give jobs to the people in the newly built houses by Morrisons. More affordable housing for young people.  
 
A better leisure centre.  
 
More to attract visitors in wet summers. 
Today I spent my day in Bude and found that the whole town has now become dementia friendly and eliminated the stigma surrounding Dementia. 
The pedestrian area along queen street and belle vue lane are beautiful in the summer lined with hanging baskets and pavement cafe's. Every week there is a market selling 
local fresh produce mixed with locally made arts and crafts.The beaches are supremely clean as are the facilities especially the events around the beautiful open air sea 
pool. There is plenty of arts and music projects for a rainy day and the re instated cinema is a popular place to go. Of course the local community building where young 
people meet has lots to offer the whole community as well as providing a safe space for young people to go in the evenings. Bude is a very special place and has a great 
feel of community involvement. 
Bude is a busy all year town with great shops to suit all the family not just surf shops and cafés. The people hear are all so welcoming and is great to have known brand 
shops working along side one off local shops. Lovely town :) 
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More and nice looking beach huts. Improved entrance to beach car parks with clear signs to beaches and seapool. Crooklets area made more appealing ie toilets.Strand 
area improvement. Improved subtle lighting around beach areas. Beach rangers to manage beach maintenance . 
Thriving local businesses,enough affordable housing,great schools,clean beaches,community performing arts centre for children and adults and safe neighbourhood. 
Having a great time in Bude! the Sea Pool is amazing, the kids go in every day, it's so safe for them. How lucky are the people of Bude to have it on their doorstep! The 
dog is happy too, there is a dog-friendly beach open even in high summer. The Beach Huts are fabulous, we can hire one for the day or for the week, they are wooden and 
beautifully maintained. The publicity sign outside the Tommy Jacks Hotel have been removed now so the environment around Crooklets Beach is much improved too. 
There is a great Cricket Pavilion which visitors are allowed to use to play cricket for the day with qualified coaches. The Council have also persuaded the Golf Club to 
upgrade the fencing around the course by the beach that has always been in such a poor state of repair. There is so much to do in Bude! 
Clean safe environment, no dogs mess on paths traffic moving freely no unsociable behaviour safe to walk at night as it is now 
Extremely limited housing development - so that Bude and Stratton are separate residential areas. No development on the Downs, few second-home owners. 
 
Coastal areas e.g. summerleaze & crooklets kept as they are - no further development. 
 
Sea pool is well-maintained by public funding. 
 
Few nightclubs/bars and less promotion of Bude as a Newquay-in-waiting. 
 
 
 
Beaches are wonderfully clean and dog-mess is minimal! Drug crimes are down and Chelsea tractors are banned...sorry, I'm going off into a flight of fantasy. 
More local people allocated social housing- proof of living In The area for minimum of 10years; an indoor skate zone run by youth workers for our wonderful young 
people of Bude; Bude sea pool still thriving; an Eco friendly extension built on the Junior school 
beautiful area. plenty of walks to be had .lovely SAFE sea pool for the kids to enjoy while we relax on beach. plenty of choices for places to eat. we stay in with the hustle 
of town and holiday makers or go out in to the quiet countryside and surrounding areas. 
still here, cant move, wont move it's home. 
We now have a scheme that you can put your name down if your willing to give an hour here or there or you would like an hour of help here or there ideally the people in 
your street but it can be anywhere. The helpers also get together once in a while I have met some lovely people and now know many of my neighbours, helping is 
sometimes just calling in to say hi it's bringing the community together 
Towns still thriving. Lots 
 
More visitors this year than last. The sea pool is looking better than ever now it's had local funding and been revitalised. For once we have no empty shops! 
Beautiful town and beaches 
Staying in the new Strand Hotel built from local material it looks amazing, the new road and car park makes getting to the shops and beaches much easier but it's still very 
unspoiled and parking is cheap lol ! We are going to the new outdoor facilities for the kids to have their fun then it's party time for us grown ups in the pavilion. 
Look after the nature!!! 
Beach beautiful, off to a lovely restaurant tonight and perhaps a beer in the local pub. Will walk it off tomorrow on the coastal path. 
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It's still great here, come and visit, you'll love it. Lifeguarded Beaches, clean sea, lots of stuff to do and very safe with Street Pastors now out 3 times a week at night and in 
schools. Now there is new bus routes, there's no excuse to miss out, come quick and bring more ice-cream! 
bude is as I remember from my childhood, simple, unpretentious, friendly and undeveloped. 
So long and thanks for all the fish 
wish you were here in this beautiful town,there are many things to do apart from the sea, the sea pool is wonderful and well looked after ,and the canal walks are sweet 
after a good meal by the river on the strand,were going take the canal boat to marmchurch tomorrow ,,it is being towed by a shire horse ,,the kids are having a great time at 
the many things to do . the local churches are a sight to see and the local pubs are great here to,, they have a large pier and some wonderful family attractions on the end of 
it,you should see the families all having fun and fathers with there kids fishing from it to,, 
More things for the children to do ie cinema or ice skating. Boom 
I love the way the town has developed.  There's a nice mix of well known brands and local independent business.  All the empty premises thay blighted the town 10 years 
ago are now smart thriving businesses 
They have finally stopped building houses in Bude that are not needed or wanted, the town is thriving as rates have be lowered allowing people to afford to rent shops and 
make a living, money is being spent were it's needed ie public toilets and not on unnecessary things. roads surfaces are a pleasure to drive on. 
New shops coming to the area creating new jobs and therefore not having to travel  
 
new shopping centre developed 
Improvements to the stratton medical centre.  No more large developments without adequate infrastructure.  Encourage use of the town centre by making easier parking 
and toilets.  Preserve the unique coastline and beaches that are our most important draw for tourism and quality of life for the people who already live here.  Tidy up our 
residential streets to reflect a pride in our unique environment ie the litter and the woeful state of the main roundabout opposite Morrisons that gives such a bad impression 
for our visitors.  In other words make the town look more loved! 
 
  
 
T 
Beaches are still well maintained with plenty of places to eat. 
 
Plenty of shops and the ones by the wharf have local goods. 
 
Regular buses to neighbouring towns. 
 
Friendly people, everyone welcome. 
There is more AFFORDABLE housing for locals . There are enough school places for the people.  There is plenty of clubs for the youngsters to get involved in and be 
valued. 
Fabulous scenery, unspoilt coast path worth a walk 
Bude is still an unspoilt town on the coast with an open sea pool which family's enjoy on their summer holidays. 
 
The town centre is full of local business thriving and supported by the community 
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Local businesses thriving!  
 
 
 
Plenty of amenities for youngsters 
Beaches are clean, water quality good and sea pool thriving. I can walk over the downs and along the canal without seeing any dog poo!. The canal area has lovely walks, 
extensive cycle routes and parts of the canal have been opened up for greater leisure use. The old railway lines have been opened up and provide connections with Exeter 
now. Also thank goodness all transport links for the villages have improved. The town is thriving with the small independent 'quirky' shops having a strong presence so 
although the inevitable out of town shopping has appeared, it has not swamped the town. Thank goodness the days of multiple 'cafes, charity shops, surf shops and 
hairdressers' has gone! It was so important that the town regained powers to vote against 'more of the same' when planning applications submitted. The rebel cinema is still 
going strong with direct bus services now to make this more accessible. The opening of the Arts Centre attracting plays, musicals, bands, ballets etc has brought much 
needed entertainment to the town. The venue is big enough to be financially viable but not so big as to spoil the town. Things must change and evolve but the changes have 
been in keeping with the sort of town Bude has always been. 
Beautiful unspoilt town and beaches not over developed although happy to see lovely new hotel on the Strand. 
Good parking areas pedestrian shopping in Queen St. No empty shops and buildings and a lovely cinema. 
The town is thriving, plenty of parking that doesn't cost a fortune. The beaches are really clean and the Sea Pool is still open. 
The beaches are sandy and rubbish-free and there are new, clean, professionally-maintained toilet and shower facilities at each beach. The dilapidated beach huts have 
been replaced with state-of-the-art wooden huts which can be used by day tripper and resident at reasonable prices. A free minibus runs throughout the summer linking the 
town with all the beaches enabling easy access for young and old alike. The town has retained all its individual shops and has grown in terms of cafés and bars catering for 
families and tourists of all ages. Bude is a lively, thriving environment which can offer employment opportunities, good education and recreational facilities second to 
none on the Cornish coast. 
There will be more things for teenagers 
Just arrived in Budeby the new high speed bus link from Okehampton Central Station. Collected by Tommy Jacks courtesy bus. Town looks great, very busy and all shops 
full. Have just booked our beach hut for the week with butler service! Xx 
Bude has lovely friendly people,  good schools and beautiful beaches. There's a great community,  with organised events almost weekly such as dog shows and a harvest 
festival on the castle grounds. The locals housing needs are well looked after by the council and there's plenty of affordable homes for local first time buyers. There's a 
cinema in the middle of town near Co Op and a community centre which is very popular with the local kids. 
Plenty to keep children and teenagers amused 
Plenty to do in alll weathers - lovely clean beaches and sea pool, lots of undercover entertainment - shops, cinema, ice skating, indoor swimming pool, play areas etc. 
 
Good selection of shops (some national chains), coffe shops, and restaurants. Reasonably priced parking. Most of all unspoilt beaches, cliff tops etc for walking. 
 
Happy, smiley residents and employees :) 
Stratton still has an old town feel that has changed little over the years. Parking is still a major problem though - at least they haven't banned cars from the village. Bude 
has improved and is a lovely place to spend a seaside holiday. There is a good mix of independent shops with some normal high street names but nothing has spoilt its 
charms. Wish you were here. 
Lovely little town that still has a real sense of communtity spirit, with friendly and helpful local shops still in existence.  Beautiful clean beaches and a fantastic Sea Pool, 
lovely walks and friendly helpful locals.  This is a stunning and great traditional seaside town. 
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Beaches, busy local shops, things for the kids to do indoor and out door. Lovely pubs for food and atmosphere beautiful canal walks 
Town is thriving 
 
Lots of interesting shops due to capped rents and reduced business tax 
 
Crime levels down 
 
lower parking costs 
Nice to see all the local shops thriving & the great community spirit 
Spent lovely day in Bude.With the free parking the streets were clear and easy to wander through the town.  The strand in particular was bedecked with flags and the small 
craft stalls along the pavement by the river were selling delicious local delicacies. Such a welcome sight at the first view of the town.  After a visit to the well maintained 
toilets, happily paying 25p to the attendant who greeted us with a smile,  we made our way to the beach and sat having our coffee and cakes watching the glorious sunset 
after a perfect day in a perfect town. 
Beaches still well maintained with good facilities. Tourism thriving in summer still. More rainy day attractions. Bencoolen bridge has finally been completed. New 
national surfing competition 
Unspoilt 
 
Beautiful canal 
As a mum of a toddler the parks are important to stay. I like Bude, there is just a lack of things to do with a baby for free.. (didnt quite understand the question sorry!) 
I would hope that our doctors surgery had expanded it seems to be unable to cope with the numbers it currently has that is without the Binhamy project.  In the town better 
shops, for me clothes shops that you can afford to shop in.  Car parks offering discount rates for locals.  I would also hope that the fantastic work being done at bude sea 
pool, within our schools and the canal area continues.  It would fantastic if the council invested more in splash preventing it from being so expensive for a family to visit.  
In an age where we are encouraged to exercise the prices are out of many peoples league. 
Great shops especially now we have more brand names in town. Primark and mcdonalds opposite morrisons. The beaches are still the same as years ago but there is now a 
small funfair by crooklets which is packed in summer. 
as a visitor I hope to see the wonderful character of Bude preserved and enhanced. Limit the size of housing developments so that the nature of the town is not spoiled. 
I don't write postcards from where I live..... 
Wow what a fantastic family friendly place bude is great for good weather or bad as plenty of child friendly activities on the beach and undercover in the rain x 
Great to see that 'old Bude' eg the downs,beaches cliffs and breakwater are still going strong and still unspoilt,however loving the fact that Bude has moved with the times 
and expanded as all progressive towns should.Now boasting a cinema and indoor recreation centre near the Bovis homes that were built in 2013/14 ,visitors must 
appreciate that when it rains not to mention the locals !! LOVE BUDE . 
Bude makes me very happy, I do hope it stays like this for many years to come. 
Great beaches and plenty of car parking.  Good local facilities - multiple stores, yes, but also local independent businesses.  A great community with good community 
facilities and activities.   Plenty of housing at prices which local young people can afford. 
I am able to shop for everything I need in Bude, even clothes that are affordable. There are lots of thibgs to do in Bude and the surrounding area, and lots of places to eat 
that are not over priced! 
The sea pool, beautiful landscape but the town is a bit tired 
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Lovely unspoilt place,beautiful beaches, with great pubs an shop's. 
Brilliant weather and scenery for walking! Also good for cycling. 
 
Plenty of good places to eat with locally sourced food! 
 
Great selection of shops, and plenty of things to do and see, and easy, cheap parking! 
Had some great waves off Crooklets Beach followed by a barby after. 
 
Watched some of the Ladies "Pro-am" golf on Bude Golf Course. 
 
At the weekend, the night time surf contest on Summerleaze beach was awsome! 
Bude is really busy these days with many independent shops, busy clean beaches and the towns people are happy. 
The railway journey here was amazing, have been on a boat trip along a canal, our hotel is new and wonderful. can you believe it, the car parks are free! 
The beaches are clean.  No dogs. 
 
The water has blue flag status. 
 
There are plenty of things to do if it rains 
 
The shops are small and interesting. 
Residents only car parking near town centre. Rationalisation of the unsatisfactory road intersection of the A39 and the Stratton Road into Bude. Inappropriate and 
unsightly development. (The Binhamy Development is a good example).. 
Finally the High Street, Belle Vue, and Queen Street are pedestrianised during normal working hours. Parking remains outside town and electric vehicles ferry people 
around for modest charge. The latest housing development incorporates doctors' surgery and dentist and planning no longer forces builders to build identikit miniscule 
houses crammed into tight spaces.  More green areas now incorporated into some estates with communal park lands accessible to all. 
JUST PICKED UP THE KEYS FROM NEW HOUSE IN STRATTON, GOING TO NEW SWIMMING POOL THIS AFTERNOON. HOPE TO GET TO DIY STORE 
TOMORROW AND MAY GO TO LIDLS AFTERWARDS. PLAN TO TAKE THE HORSE OUT ALONG THE BRIDLE PATHS AROUND THE AREA AS THE 
ROADS ARE GETTING TOO BUSY TO RIDE ON. IT IS GREAT THAT I CAN RIDE FROM BUDE TO HOLSWORTHY ALONG THE CYCLE PATH! 
The landscaping of the whole length of the sea edge environment has been improved in a unified way to provide not only for beach access but also for light land-based 
sports and entertainments to attract families in the summer and enable local organisations to stage public events (music, drama, shows, exhibitions, competitions etc) at all 
times of the year. Parking is cheap. The retail experience in the town centre continues to favour quality independents rather than high street multiples. The balance between 
housing and employment opportunities is preserved and there is enough affordable housing to enable those brought up in the area to stay and  to have suitable work. The 
village character of Stratton and Poughill and other villages has been carefully preserved with any major new housing developments being to the east of the A39. There are 
roundabouts on the A39 at Hillhead and Hospital Road Stratton. 
At long last, affordable housing for residential locals with work opportunities, adequate education, medical, fire and police services to match. Open spaces with 
recreational facilities retained and improved on. Car parking charges returned to town council to use on provision of all local services is proving very successful. 
Good to see that the green open spaces, partic Summerleaze Down, haven't changed. Sea pool is looking better than ever. A fair number of new houses and what's nice is 
that they have a bit of style and character and don't look like Pete Seeger's 'Little boxes'. The new all weather attraction is great; I've been told that it brings lots of out-of-
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season visitors. The local who I talked too also said that there were much wide range of jobs and employment opportunities. It's good that Bude has retained its individual 
identity but also moved with the times. Wish you were here to enjoy it. 
WOW!  Delightful beach huts, tidy beach,and a clean & well maintained town centre (no dog mess!) and lots of independent shops. Great not to see loads of horrible big 
out-of-town supermarkets. Seapool looks very welcoming; fab! Wish you were here... 
A brilliant place to visit & stay for a Holiday.  Food Great.  People great always have a welcome for you. 
 
Just about the right amount of local shops to purchase not only presents but local food products. 
Bude still retains much of its character, and is still surrounded by beautiful countryside. It is a thriving town with many independent small businesses. Not a tesco, marks & 
spencer, B& Q in sight for miles! 
 
It is recognised for its clean beaches, nature reserves and thriving local farming and associated businesses. the rural transport scheme has much improved and car sharing 
between villages is now well established. 
There is a vibrant town centre with lots of independent shops.  There is a range of arts & entertainments to suit all ages and budgets.  The surrounding green space has been 
protected.  There is quality education in schools that are not overcrowded.  It is a place that is safe and friendly for all the community, both young and old. It is a town full 
of variety and vibrancy. 
In 2026 Bude and Stratton is vibrant, sustainable and resilient.  Community-led economic development has been the key.  We have a strong local food economy, energy 
efficient homes and businesses, community-owned renewable energy and thriving green tourism. 
Bude is such a picturesque town with its independent shops. The Council did the right thing by not allowing any more estates to be built after the Binhamy Farm fiasco. At 
least they saw sense over the Tesco application and blocked that. The Strand has positively blossomed after they demolished the old Strand Hotel and built a new 
restaurant. And the free parking is brilliant as it attracts so many extra visitors. No wonder it is such a popular tourist destination and a perfect place to live. 
Bude Town is still a community town with local shops with open areas to sea and surrounding countryside. Development has been tastefully planed and still avery friendly 
place to live. 
Clean natural beach, undeveloped downs. Plenty of open space and peace and quiet.Good footpaths, local businesses, no fast food chains. Toilets. 
Bude is a real community with lots of community activities, it is centred around a town with thrieving indpendent business'. There is lots for young people in the area to do 
including an historical sea pool, a competitive skate park, new multi functioning scout hut, youth hub and leisure center. 
A most beautiful coastal town with warmth and friendliness. 
At last  what used to be the Strand Hotel has finally opened. All those houses down the road from me never got built. There is actually some green field left as there's not a 
lot of greenery left in Bude/Stratton now. 
Went for a dip in the Beach pool and used my nice new beach hut  now the council have just repaired it after the storm of 2014. 
 
Walked up thru Poughill, nice to see its still green and pleasant, 
good local facilities - no more Supermarkets. 
 
Affordable beach facilities for the locals. 
 
Town still seperate from local vilages 
There are still free buses and crime figures are low.  Doctors appointments are easy to get and we can park easily. 
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The beaches is really clean, all those horrable pebbles are gone. And having a dedicated area to relax on our sun beds is great.(on the grass) the kids is safe at the boat and 
roseys. It is good that there is no dog mess any where, also I  can fish on the canal  without the boats etc going through my swim at rostered times, 
 
I was supprised that we can park both sides of the road in Burn view now the golf club gave the town a strip of land, 
Bude a quiet part of Cornwall that has not been taken over by commercial enterprise, long may it stay this way. 
Lovely clean beaches with affordable beach huts.  No more large estates have been built so will not be joined up to Widemouth and no more supermarkets allowed outside 
Town Centre.  Good selection of independent local shops still available.  Luckily no wind turbines sited around the Town. 
Train service, or bus connection to Exeter THAT TAKES SURFBOARDS, wifi throughout the town & at main beaches 
The Strand is the main access into the town. Very attractive, planters, good pavements, renovated buildings, interesting shops, good family hotel, pullin parking available 
outside, Good bus service to main towns and villages. You will love the selection and attractiveness of the beach huts overlooking both bays .These are available to hire 
during the summer season. A vibrant and attractive surf club is close by. Bude would be the ideal place for you to join us for a holiday. 
Thriving town centre, preferably with pedestrian-only sections. 
 
Adequate cheap parking (if cars are still around!) near shopping area. 
 
Thriving leisure centre, well-maintained cycle tracks and footpaths. 
 
Full use of potential canal facilities, including functioning leisure complex on the upper wharf area. 
 
Year-round toilet facilities at the Bude beaches. 
I would like to be able to say that Stratton is as it is now a lovely old town And had not really changed at all 
Dear Future. I'm pleased to say that at last Bude's housing has all been bought up to Huf Haus standard. Everyone's energy bill are so low it's marvelous. There is now a 
community tidal generator and twelve wind turbines as well as a solar farm. The community orchard is helping us cut down on importing fruit and the community market 
garden is providing veg and flowers for everyone. The energy sapping speed humps have been removed and replaced by digital cameras at strategic points, and there are 
lots of elctric charging points for the vehicles. The population has at last stopped growing and we are now living within what or local environment can provide. I hope this 
is happening where you are too! Love S 
Bude has just been voted top family holiday town in UK. Focussing on excellent beaches and water quality , superb organic local food utilised in trend setting restaurants, 
and renowned for service standards Bude has developed into a genuine 365 days a year resort. 
 
 
 
Much of the credit for this is down to Plymouth University creating a local college specialising in skill development in the catering sphere and also its award winning 
Marine studies department helping learn how to develop a truly sustainable sea fishing industry. 
 
 
 
Finally after much lobbying the A39 from Barnstaple to Wadebridge has been upgraded and there is even talk of a direct mainline rail link from London, as there used to 
be, though this is only speculation! 
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Accesible shopping with friendly assistants, lovely nearby beaches,facilities for family holidays. 
beautiful town moved with the times but still unspoilt, great culture, walks and local people 
Drainage has been sorted from high street and extra housing. Blue flag beaches all year. The cleaner seas project has worked with all the farmers understandings its 
importance. All homes are charged £10 per year towards Bude Sea Pool. The beach huts at Crooklets are all sorted. All the public toilets have been updated and are open. 
The walkway along between Summerleaze and Crooklets is now double width to allow for mobility scooters & cyclists as well as pedestrians, and it is lit at night to be 
more joined up, its a lovely walk during the evening for both locals and tourists. Still got all the independent shops as they have not allowed Tesco's and are not going to 
once and for all. The season has been extended due to the annual events at either end of the season and now the fair doesn't come more people are coming to Bude. 
Beautiful, clean, safe beaches. 
 
Have been on a lovely off road cycle ride. 
 
Great night life for all. 
 
Interesting shopping, and good restaurants. 
 
Friendly locals 
 
Good schools 
A good place to live 
Bude and Stratton remain recognised as two historically distinct settlements. Housing has been predominately constructed on brown-field sites and considerable attention 
has been given to providing rented, social and part-ownership housing. In fact, the provision of housing has been devolved to the Town Council with a budge to enable this 
(not such a crazy idea - it's how things used to be done). The heritage of the two towns and their important historic buildings have been protected (including the Sea Pool) 
and interpreted for locals and visitor's alike. A good number of independent, local shops remain in Bude and a provisions shop has re-opened and is thriving in Stratton. 
The beaches are clean and free of plastic waste,there are plenty of public toilets available all year round,cheap parking is avalable all year round. There are good local bus 
services.There are indoor facilities to entertain children and young people,and there is good care for the elderly.There is no threatening social element when walking round 
town,day or night.There are good doctors and hospitals so no need to travel 30/50 miles fro appts. 
Beautiful beaches well maintained. Feels safe and the streets are clean and free from graffiti. Lovely to see independent local shops employing local people. No fast food 
outlets. Wish you were here.. 
Enjoying staying in the lovely county of Cornwall. Bude is quiet town with lots of amenities for all age groups, it still maintains a traditional seaside feel which is relaxed, 
restful, and with wonderful scenery. There is an excellent road network with the best road surfaces in the south of England ?? 
 
which enables us to get to other places of interest nearby. 
Bude has a wonderful community feel, a real sense of community cohesion with many community facilities, not only the sea pool but also the wonderful new skatepark 
area. The Skatepark is a great place for the young people to spend time, in a safe, well maintained purpose built facility it is managed well and welcomes all abilities and 
ages. It gives the young people of Bude a free/healthy activity to take part in and helps divert them away from any anti-social behaviour. It also attracts revenue for the 
town and local businesses through the competitions run by the community of Bude. All helping to increase the attractiveness of Bude to tourists - the skatepark provides 
another free holiday activity for families too 
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Bude is such a friendly place and you can see how happy the children are (sign of a great community). The facilities for young people and families are great and there is a 
lovely buzz about the place, my son even took a surfing and a skating lesson down at Crooklets. Considering this is a holiday venue there is no litter or dogs mess 
anywhere and the Downs area is beautiful. I love the scout hut...how environmentally forward thinking! 
The sea pool is still open and looking good. 
 
Finally they have stopped building more houses. 
 
There are cheaper clothes shops and restaurants. 
Bude embraces its natural surroundings and walkways. The canal ,beach, downs areas are superb, with eco lighting and facilities for all. The town centre is beautiful with a 
cafe style pedestrianised area with quirky independant shops with a new parking area at co-op/golf course. It is individual with no large out of town shopping, but has a 
great new affordable housing scheme in wooden eco chalets and encourages small businesses to thrive. 
natural scenery. more businesses. less red tape from council and cornwall council. No more houses to bebuilt until infracture sorted out 
Improved look of Strand as you drive in . Travis perkins gone, Strand hotel building now shops/restaurants  with flats above. No huge names but thriving independent 
retailers. Queen street pedestrian only with café bars with outside seating and a few stall holders selling goods. Beach huts at crooklets knocked down and rebuilt, much 
smarter. 
More hourly Bude buses have returned. Plenty of daily buses going to Barnstaple, Exeter etc and to all the hospitals we are sent to, including Truro. The cottage hospital 
serving the community more so we don't have to travel great distances to other hospitals. 
 
The railway runs to Bude again. There are daily farmers markets. A new Medical center in the center of Bude with LOTS of parking space, or on the outskirts with half-
hourly bus links and lots of EASY parking space. The Parkhouse Center becomes much cheaper for groups to hire for the day and that parking would be free for these 
group members. 
 
    More help for the elderly with transport, centers, clubs etc. 
Beautiful town, lots of different shops and things to do. 
A beautiful quiet unspoilt seaside haven, with ample parking. A  good lifeguard with varied water sports.Good cafes and shops. 
Lovely clean beaches with pleasant cliff top walks, 
The area around Crooklets beach has improved immensely. Gone are the ugly concrete buildings, beach huts & dark toilets and there are modern,  light facilities. But the 
beach is still really easy to get to for families & disabled people. The beach huts too are bright & still affordable ( not just private luxuries for the super rich). The town too 
is full of interesting independent shops, there are still 'normal stores' for everyday living and Bude has not become a theme park like Padstow & Port Isaac. 
Bude- lovely vintage type seaside town 
Plenty of car parking with excellent sports / recreation facilities for all ages.Good bus connections to nearby small villages, and beaches, with unspoilt coastal walks. 
It's fantastic here.  Bude has finally found its own identity.  It's no longer trying to be  the "Little Newquay" of the 20th century or a second Polzeath.  There are very few 
second homes here - so it's a vibrant town all year round.  The restaurants are excellent - all different but al making use of the best local produce from local farms and from 
the sea.  The unique canal is lined with cafes and craft shops between the bridge and the sea locks and the walk along its banks towards Marhamchurch is brilliant for 
walking the kids and spotting wildlife - otters and wading birds especially.  The town is a proper town.  Yes, there are gift shops and surf-wear outlets but there are also 
"proper" shops - butcher, fishmonger, greengrocer and a department store too.  I really love the new riverside piazza between two great pubs - The Bencoolen and  The 
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Carriers where the road has been diverted where Travis Perkins and The Strand Hotel used to be so that we can dine on a terrace over the river. It's a shame in a way that  
Rogues had to go, but Bude is not that kind of place now. 
The Bude-Stratton area is great: everything runs on local, renewable energy, so no pollution and no power cuts here! We have a switch from our local grid to the national 
grid, so when we have surplus electricity we sell it up-country, and that earns a lot of money. Nearly all our food is grown locally, and there is much interest in how to do 
this in harmony with nature, so the wildlife around here is amazing. Of course, the national population has dropped and it has here too, but the council has done a 
remarkable job of organising cooperative work, which has included demolishing many unpleasant and out-of-date buildings, and creating a large number of cohousing 
groups. Each of these is like a little eco-village, with housing for individuals, but central community buildings where the residents share things. Within these, more and 
more local craft centres and new local jobs are growing up. Everyone is kind and nice to each other in these eco-villages too, and some people who are not involved yet are 
leaving the last of the higher-paid jobs and down-sizing so they can join in with the happiness. The large supermarkets have all closed down, and there are not many shops 
in Bude Town any more. People mostly eat food they have grown themselves, but there is a bustling barter market once a week on the old supermaket site. The hospital at 
Stratton now has more skilled doctors so most ill people in the neighbourhood go there, and not further afield. There has been a new move lately on the local farms to grow 
flax for bandages! Schools are much smaller than they were a decade ago, and nearly all children walk to school. The weather is much hotter in the summer, so tourists 
come here in droves from up-country, but the winter weather is more stormy. That's OK, because people stay close to home. The annual Bude Festivals (there are 4 now, 
covering folk, classical, poetry and drama) really bring people together. 
THERE ARE NO MORE DRUGGIES AND UNEMPLOYED LOSERS LIVING AT 1 DOWNS VIEW IT HAS BEEN KNOCKED DOWN AND THEY HAVE ALSO 
GONE FROM THE OTHER END OF DOWNS VIEW ROAD, THE LOCAL GANG (BUDE RUGBY CLUB PLAYERS) ARE NO LONGER WANDERING THE 
STREETS IN BUDE RUGBY CLUB TIES ON A SATURDAY NIGHT LOOKING FOR FIGHTS LIKE PACK DOGS 
Having a great time in Bude, the beach has wonderful sea pool, with activities just on top of the hill for the bad weather. built in ice rink for the kids amazingly built into 
hill slope so it looks like a sand dune. 
 
There is a cinema with 4 screens just as you come into Bude, I believe this is only been open 10 years ans used to be a hotel, and they still have some flats above which 
look great and are rented out to single people who find it hard to get council houses.and they have amazing parking behind I believe it used to be a some sort of hardware 
store, but when they moved to the industrial estate multi parking was built, and as it behind the old strand hotel, it cant be seen from the road, keeping Bude looking lovely. 
I heard recently the town members got together and instead of having empty shops they rented some out to the job centre and they use them for the claimants to gain work 
experience in various occupations. I like the fact the main road, queen street is blocked for cars makes me feel safer with the kids running around. There is also a new train 
station opened, so getting to Bude will be so much easier and will help locals get work further afield. And I am glad I bought the dog now, they have another area, called 
the downs, on this is a fenced off area just for dogs, with several waste bins and a dog warden patrols,I believe this is also organised from the job centre for the younger 
unemployed to 'earn' job seekers allowance, what a great idea,  but everyone is so friendly and as the dogs are monitored no one leaves a mess and it keeps Bude itself 
clean. 
Job situation has really improved and also a much better range of shops now available. Stratton Medical has huge new car park, so parking is never a problem 
here is a large supermarket in the town, no need to travel, there are also many clothing shops and not just surf clothing, Not a lot to do in the evening unless you drink, also 
have to travel miles for a cinema.  he beaches are wonderful 
The area is self-sufficient in food and earns revenue by exporting excess produce. 
 
Total energy consumption has decreased by more than 50% since 2014. This was achieved by Council sponsored, street by street super insulation of the whole housing 
stock to Passivhous standards. Further more, only clean transport is allowed within the area: Cars, trucks, deliveries, tractors can only be powered by either biodiesel made 
from waste products, by electricity, by compressed air or by hydrogen. Unsuitable visitors cars left at designated car parks and lightweight electric vehicles are provided 
for local travel. All local buses converted to clean power. 
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All electricity is provided by renewable technology. Wind farms cover all suitable fields on the inland side of the A39 and in most cases are combined with solar PV arrays 
set high enough for stock to use the land underneath. Both wind and solar excess power is stored in underground caverns in the form of compressed air and that provide 
power when the variable source are insufficient. Of course all industrial, commercial and farm buildings are also covered by PV arrays, both on the roof and on all 
Southerly vertical sides. Further more, couple of the deepest and longest sea bays, such as the Crackington Haven, have been dammed to create tidal lagoons, which now 
provide the base load for the local independent electrical grid. This grid is connected to the UK grid and it is constantly supplying electricity at the below market rate of 
45p/kWh and thus generating a substantial income for the community. 
 
Local supermarkets are forced to allocate a minimum of 20% of floor space to local produce. This area is under the complete control of a local producers' group and zero 
interference by the supermarket management. The only function the supermarket is obliged to provide is cleaning and money collection as normal, plus distribution of 
funds to individual producers with a maximum of 10% fee. 
 
The Bude Beauty local currency was established in 2015 and ensures that the maximum possible value of all commercial transactions in the area is retained by the local 
community. 
 
Whilst the economy of the UK as a whole has reduced by over 70% in the past 12 years, the Bude area has managed to retain almost as high standards of living as existed 
in the Fossil Fools area in the first decade of the century and before. 
english 
Beautiful country side with great walks around the canal and coast path local shops friendly atmosphere 
Fabulous vibrant town, loads of independent shops to choose from. 
 
Like nowhere else...gorgeous beaches and great food!  Sea Pool is wonderful and so popular!   
 
So much to do and a very positive vibe...wish you were here! 
Been to the sea pool with the kids and it was beautifully clean and tidy. Great restaurants in town, kids play parks are in abundance. Even found a park purpose built for 
little ones. Entertainment complex in town where bus company was - great for the older kids, old school computer games - pool tables - air hockey - basket ball games - 
fast food and booths. Great time, tons to do 
Beach and coastline clean and healthy. Lovely beach huts and sea pool. Lots of nature walks and opportunities for outdoor life. Interesting shops in town and decent 
supermarkets on outskirts. Plenty to do when the rain comes. 
Train station now open so it will be a pleasure for us to visit all of you and the grandchildren 
 
without the worry of driving a car all the way to London now we are older. 
 
Nice to see our younger people getting good local jobs and not all leaving the area in search  
 
of work. 
Good news the canal now has working boats on it and the Beaches have dedicated teams cleaning and raking the high tide-line of vegetable matter so that they are pristine 
and not the dirty beaches when we were here last in 2013. The sea pool had a wonderful award winning building along the top for community use with toilets and hot 
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showers. 
 
The new and colourful beach huts on both beaches were looking great and I'm looking forward to dining at Nathan Outlaw's new restaurant on the front at crooklets 
I would like there to be more chain shops, better/cheaper car parks and something for kids to do which arn't expensive. 
Clean beaches, decent beach huts, residents parking (free) waitrose supermarket no tescos 
Visitor numbers iuncrease, unemployment down due to year round jobs (not seasonal). 
 
A medium sized tech company on the industrial estate (high quality jobs) 
 
A new doctors surgery 
 
Small businesses thriving 
 
nobody moaned about the christmas lights for the 5th year in a row 
 
library still open 6 days a week 
Regeneration of the beach areas, but in sympathetic way. 
nice outdoor sea pool here, lovely clean beaches , and free parking everywhere 
Hello mom, 
 
 
 
greetings from bude. Its a blast here after WW3.. The muslims took over. I love the 
 
mosque they built. We finally have a mcDonalds.. Even though the burgers taste difrent. 
 
makes me wonder if ronald macdonald did put pork in their burgers.. The good thing though. 
 
Those taliban-friends (yes they read the email, just like the torries would have done 10 years ago)  
 
have good connections with heroine farmers.. so the drugs are great.. shamefully, I picked some up, and they thought I was stealing it.. 
 
 
 
greets and hugs, your son, 
 
one handed John 
Stratton has died ,no shops, no where to park,all flats,holiday homes, green fields disappearing fast,still the best locals tho ! 
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Still no wind turbines 
 
Beaches clean and sea pool ok,still unspoilt, modest tasteful development, tourism buoyant, more buses 
Fab sandy beaches with traditional beach huts full of local people hanging about. Great cafes with a good choice of food and drink and sea views. Sea well patrolled by 
lifeguards and a beautiful swimming pool filled with sea water for those who are not strong swimmers. A good mix of shops, not all touristy or surfy but some great craft 
shops with a variety of products in. Some interesting museums and art exhibitions for the wet days with some hands on experiences there. There were some adverts for 
plays and shows coming up. Went to a concert in the castle grounds. Great atmosphere. Fortunately car parks very reasonable so we could spend all day in the town. Also 
plenty of toilets for us to use. 
Water park at Widemouth 
bude is a wonderfull seaside town with farmland to three sides 
The Sea-pool is in good repair and well used. The community water sports facilities next to the canal are excellent. There are a number of well used allotments. The Bude 
sports clubs - Rugby, Football, Cricket, Surfing and Canoeing have gone from strength to strength over the last few years. 
Bude still a quiet peaceful town. Plenty to keep the family happy, come rain or shine. Local shops still flourishing, and no more superstores thank goodness! 
The Strand road will look more appealing, The Strand Hotel demolished and rebuilt. The town centre will be a lively mix of high street brands and small quirky, boutiques. 
Not just surf shops. With places to eat, drink an socialise. The Crooklets beach area will have a new surf club (not the current eye sore), and new cafe building. The beach 
huts will be rebuilt, be well maintained and in constant use. The toilets rebuilt with warm showers. Bude isn't another Newquay, it's kept it's charm. Small, warm and 
friendly. 
It's great to see a town with old fashioned values and boutique independent shops!  The town is clean and uncluttered and with no explosion of population over the last few 
years unlike some others 
more independent businesses - no multi nationals 
 
green gym exercise equipment installed on downs/beaches 
 
one youth centre for teenagers 
 
better publicity of local events 
 
better broadcasting of help required as a community 
A few more large chain shops/restaurants/bars.  A wonderful sea-front with good choice of bars and restaurants overlooking the sea.  A multi-storey car park in the town, 
luxury houses on the golf course. 
Beautiful beach huts available to locals and holiday makers. Long term, short term and day rates. Well managed. Toilets open all year round. Affordable locally run 
parking with machines that give change. Diverse locally owned shops. NO TESCO. Visitor attractions intact - ie. the Seapool. Railway to Bude re-instated. 
The properties are well kept,beaches and sea clean, town centres thriving with locally based businesses,  locally produced excellent food available,  beautifully kept green 
areas with floral displays sponsored by local businesses and individuals. 
 
Excellent local transport and communications.  Well appointed medical services 
Bude has a lovely selection of independent shops in the town center and an amazing sea pool which is well maintained. 
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Very glad the town has not grown any more. The new building for BSLS and Rosie's cafe is so much better  
 
than the awful old one and the new beach huts are great 
Keeping our town safe and crime free 
Bude has a train station!! This is absolutely the best thing the council could have done as it opens Bude and Stratton up in a way like no other. It has meant that Bude is 
able to stay small and friendly with a low crime rate while also introducing money into the area without the need to build and spend money on things the town would 
otherwise need if it expanded; such as hospitals, GP surgeries, FE colleges, more housing etc.  
 
Local people are able to commute to larger towns and to college or university, enabling them to have careers whilst others are able to come to Bude for the day or even the 
weekend through the use of public transport. Bude has managed to stay a seaside haven as opposed to becoming just another big soulless town like Newquay! 
Cycle link to Holsworthy completed. No further major housing development after the Binhamy scheme. Infrastructure in place to cope with Binhamy. Public toilets now 
open at suitable times and locations. No increases in all forms of council tax above inflation or in line with wage increases. Little or no dog poo as sufficient resources now 
available to catch and fine culprits. Nature reserve continues to be well looked after along with beaches, sea poll and canal. 
Arrived by train, lovely to see the sea pool again, hired a splendid beach hut with butler! Bude busy as ever, all shops very busy! 
The river along the strand is alwavs full of water with all sorts of small boats going up and down and the new dog warden is doing a great job keeping the streets and the 
downs clear of dog mess. The new Marks & Spencers ( or simular) is bring a lot more people into town. 
Retains high street with individual traders good choice of restaurants and pubs clean sandy beaches 
A town centre that had kept its identity as a traditional seaside town with small local shops and restaurants / cafes. A town surrounded by modern developments of housing 
for an ever growing population together with out of town shopping ie. supermarkets and retail outlets. 
Beach areas and sea pool look fabulous since the town council took them back, renovated the huts, reinstated toilets and showers -- a real credit to the town and a huge 
visitor attraction. 
 
Still lovely to enjoy all the green areas which have been kept safe from housing and development.  
 
Town centre shops thriving with no out of town hyperstores. 
 
Upgrades to local drainage systems have worked wonderfully to ensure ideal water quality, so area is a top notch surfing location. 
 
Great idea to turn the old Strand Hotel into low-cost accommodation for young single people, with a warden and some communal facilities -- a bit like pensioner flats, but 
for local youngsters, to let them stay close to home but make first steps to independence. 
Fantastic cycle route linked to Devon and surrounding areas. Good night life. Busy town with smart up to date facilities. 
beautiful bude. tranquil and unspoilt.  no kiss me quick hats and chip wrappers floating in breeze. 'forgotten peace of Cornwall. 
You must come and visit! The town is vibrant with local shops, pubs,cafe's and businesses and the locals are friendly! 
All English speaking. Children to learn Cornish dialect. Beaches clean. Local shops open. Bus service to larger towns. 
Would like to see more things to do for the younger generation in the town for nighttime. Some more up to date shops that aren't for tourists to save people having to shop 
at places like Barnstaple 
good local shops, safe play space for children, projects and places for the youth. lovely place to live. 
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Great beaches, great surfing, great people, great leisure facilities, great jobs, great restaurants, great schools, great medical facilities, vibrant town centre, easy & cheap 
parking 
Bude has retained it's wonderful open spaces and still has it's sea pool and excellent sporting facilities. The town has thankfully avoided the introduction of poor quality 
national food and shopping outlets and still offers friendly service and a warm welcome to visitors, who can enjoy a clean town with a low crime rate. The clean beaches 
are expertly patrolled and provide a safe family holiday. 
A place of unspoilt natural beauty so refreshing to see a bustling town center where independent shops prevail.  What a friendly small community!  people seem to put its 
people and the environment first.  Amazed by its free energy system, communal orchards and gardens and cooperative housing schemes.  Local youngsters supported and 
loving where they live.  Bude has it's own currency too a fantastic example of a Transition Town.  Love love love Bude and it's people. 
Having a wonderful time in Bude. So many beautiful, unspoilt and clean beaches and breathtaking views.  Lots of lovely shops, cafes and places to eat. A lovely place with 
a thriving atmosphere. 
Had a wonderful time in bude. We went to the new cinema and ice rink along where the strand hotel use to be.all free parking public toilets even free &  
 
open.visited a new  supermarket next mc   
 
 donalds. The swimming pool by the sea was great. 
Bude is a modern town with a focus on tourism but is mainly dominated by larger retail chains. There is enough jobs for people and housing is not a problem. 
fantastic place for craft workshops and so much for families with children whether the weather is sunny, beach parties and games. or wet indoor activities to amuse 
children and adults alike. Great arty cosmopolitan feel 
All the greenfield sites that the council allowed to be built on have been demolished, returned to the state things were in 1950, and all the incomers have gone and Bude 
has returned to its sleepy, wonderful, place that I grew up in. Fat chance! 
Bude remains unspoilt. A nice quite oasis, which has embraced the future whilst maintaining its country roots and has avoided the pitfalls of over-population and the 
problems that come with over-crowding. 
The sea pool has enjoyed some fantastic sunshine. 
 
Strand hotel has just had it's 10,000th overnight guest. 
 
The final property on the development opposite Morrison's has been demolished and the flooding problems caused by lack of foresight are now a thing of the past. 
 
Eric pickles was warmly received on the beach and buried up to his neck in the sand and left for the incoming tide. Unfortunately he was left just above the high water line. 
 
The town council has received it's highest ever annual income boosted by the fines from car park fees and fines for inconsiderate dog owners. Still no significant 
contribution from the cricket pavilion though. 
Unspoilt coastal town with good public transport links. An active local community preserving what is good about the town. A good range of small shops and food outlets. 
Several festivals during the year. 
Multi coloured beach huts. The Seapool saved. The Strand Hotel reopened. Largely unchanged. 
The town centre of Bude is lively and bustling. There is free parking for shoppers and a good range of independent shops including butchers bakers fishmonger fruit and 
vegetable shops. The beaches are clean and the sea pool is well maintained. There is a good choice of different priced restaurants and cafes as well as accommodation 
Hi , having a lovely time beaches wonderful shops great , pubs restaurants lovely wish you where here 
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lots of homes now jobs for anyone as have no infrastruture for industry or commercial centre just surf and charity shops, can't see why anyone visits or want to live here. 
Fantastic restaurants and cafes; excellent choice of hotels; pretty and easily rentable beach huts; clean beaches; beautiful cliff-top walks; range of independent shops; a 
brilliant resort for all ages. 
No more big developments instead a new village opened up around bude with local housing, adding local housing to other villages adding to the economy helping to keep 
shops and pubs open 
What a difference pedestrianising the Town Centre has made, and a stroke of genius to knock down the Strand Hotel to build a multi-storey car park. I just love the 
alleyways with their local craft shops, artists studios, and bistros, cafes, and decent eating houses. The town centre is well rid of the traffic, and the out of town national 
chain shops well complement the local resident's needs. But the reintroduction of the railway and the fast dual carriageway link-road to the A30 really have made Bude a 
thriving place for both residents and visitors. 
Lovely community,beautiful countryside and sea! No awful wind turbines! Great shops both local and national! 
Dear all! Having a great time in sunny bude staying in a trendy surf hotel by crooklets. You should see it now - a great eclectic mix of beach huts - some traditional some 
'space age modern'. They are so well looked after. There are beach wardens back on the beaches and the area isn't run down like it was in 2013! There are new sheltered 
areas and no litter or dog mess now bude has it's only dog warden. The sea pool is amazing and still attracting thousands of visitors - fobsp is still going strong and they 
have more than enough members to pay for enhancing work - there is an amazing rustic cafe selling wholesome food and a shop. It's a great community hub. The sea is 
super clean now the cleaner seas project has solved issues with farmers and sewage - it's blue flags all the way.. The canal is still great - there is a cycle trail now linking 
bude with the camel trail, tanka and ruby trail so it's a fab place attracting visitors who want to cycle. The shops are all full and buzzing - great to see all the chain stores 
have left - it's still got that unique  and unspoilt feel about it, the locals are so friendly" infect I really want to retire here! 
The return of the railway really opened up Bude to many new visitors and created employment for local people. The greatest achievement was to make Bude, Stratton and 
the immediate area not only carbon neutral but self sufficient in energy. 
A vibrant town centre. A community with a mix of ages, not a retirement home. Decent employment opportunities. Clean beaches and an attractive area around them. 
Plenty of access to leisure opportunities for all. 
Bude looks clean and tidy with pleasant flower beds and hanging baskets. There are no intrusive advertising billboards along the streets leading into the town. The local 
shops look vibrant and there is a very good selection of national supermarkets to shop in. The local hospital is well run and there is a choice of GP practices to enrol at. 
The roads are smooth and pothole free. There are several well thought of and successful schools in the area offering out of hours use of their facilities to the general public. 
The canal walk is well kept and the cycle network has been expanded and it's possible to cycle along quite roads and trails to Hatherleigh and beyond. 
Busy town,generous mix of shops,great beaches with good amenities. Lots of open space inexpensive parking. Good bus service to other towns.fantastic new health centre 
and school facilities. 
Ideal space to live. Vibrant Town Centre. Wonderful beaches and open spaces.  Sporting and leisure facilities excellent.  Many thriving cultural and educational groups. 
Good schools.  Excellent medical facilities. 
There is a DIY store and supermarket opposite Morrisons 
 
Some of the town centre is pedestrianised with outdoor seating for cafes 
 
No new housing developments - just small clutches of new housing amongst existing housing 
 
The Beach areas are clean and modern 
 
Good transport links to Exeter and to Barnstaple - maybe the railway is back ! 
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Like Best 

 

6. What do you like best about Bude-Stratton? 

Family friendly, good campsites withing reasonable reach of town, friendly folk. 
The potential 
The beaches , canal and most of the people. 
Most things except lack of shops to support out community throughout summer times? 
Quiet 
Location, the people, low crime, 
The feeling of country in the town. Flower strewn banks ..semi wild. 
Community and surroundings 
The general unhurried ambience of the place and its surroundings 
beaches, cliffs, sea, river/canal walks, shops 
Beaches, canal, environment in general. 
How beautiful it is and the community feel 
I am able to walk around Bude at all times without using car 
The town has a variety of shops/facilities, no need to travel out of Bude really. 
It is a quiet area with not too much commercialism.  The scenery is beautiful especially the beaches.  Many everyday activities are quick and easy to accomplish.  The pace 
of life is slower and people seem less materialistic and more friendly. 
The skate park and the beach (sea) I can do what I love most, surfing and skating. 
Beaches, community spirit 
Everything. 
The beautyful sites and peaceful atmosphere 
The greenery 
Its peacefull 
The beaches 
the sea side 
The parks, beaches and the astro 
I like the friendly environment 
All the space and stuff to do 
The beaches 
The beaches and sports are very picturesque and amazing. 
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Beach 
Me 
The people and schools 
The beach and sea pool 
the beaches 
The swimming pool 
The shops 
Beach and the green 
The castle and the beaches 
The nice atmosphere 
The beach and Morrisons because in morrisons you can eat in the little cafe with your friends and the beach is very nice in the summer. 
Crooklets beach 
The open areas 
The beaches 
The open areas 
It is sunny 
Nice surroundings 
Shops 
It is a nice area and good weather. 
The beach 
Horse riding 
The beaches in the Summer and the sea pool is amazing!😝 
It's a nice area 
The coastal paths 
It's called bude 
The beach 
beach and surf and kjs 
the beach and its calm and quiet and PASTIES!!!! 
sea pool  
 
beaches and sand dunes and the skate park 
The sea pool and beaches 
How they look after the community 
Nothin 
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budehaven school 
It's clean and good beaches. 
the beach and the fact that it isn't like all the other big towns and city's but it would be nice to have a primark newlook and Hollister for the younger people and it is 
cheeper then shops like fat face which is more for adults and smaller chilldren 
I like the sea 
The sea 
The beaches 
The beach, surf and skatepark 
Beach 
Its not america 
The beaches 
There are many beaches. 
Harlequins 
The seapool 
The beachs 
The scenery 
community feel 
Sporting 
Beautiful scenery 
Good community 
The availability of different businesses 
The beach 
Beach and views 
Beach 
Beach 
The beach 
The beach 
The peace and quiet amidst an increasingly frenetic country 
The environment - beaches/cliffs 
Small scale 
The peace and quiet in an increasingly frenetic country 
The love that people have for the towns. The lovely old buildings and the beaches and countryside in such close proximity with each other. 
I like the fact that I can walk in countryside nearby without having to get in the car to drive miles away from home. 
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BEACHES, COUNTRY WALKS 
 
CANAL 
beach 
the beachs 
the beaches 
it full of druggys 
Its holiday atmosphere. 
both are different. Bude for the beach. Stratton for its historical quaintness. 
The breakwater. 
The beaches and open areas 
The Beaches 
The beaches 
the beaches 
The Beach and SkatePark 
the beach 
I like the beaches. 
The great community feel, the gorgeous beaches, the amazing shops and the great facilities for young people. 
the beeches 
The Clean Beaches 
The Charity Shops 
The community, everyone is friendly and willing to go the extra mile for others. 
morrisons 
Quiet, local, friendly, beaches, outdoor active lifestyle 
Country and coastal walks 
Large enough to have facilities, small enough to be friendly. 
bob 
Free of litter,lovely beaches 
Friendly 
The beaches Headland and friendliness of the people. The beautiful walks along the canal and coastline and the plethora of loal craft industries. 
The LOCAL people! 
the hidden history 
The friendliness and the beach 
beaches and open countryside for dog walking 
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I like the friendliness of the people, the diverse walking choices and the beaches. I like the fact that where I live hasn't suffered the over development that the other side of 
town has. 
I lived here all my life. 
Quiet, safe, peaceful. 
Quiet, not too snobby. lower crime. 
the beach and shops and of course the amount of perople 
Beach and the sunsets that happen 
the beachs 
The beaches and Morrisons. 
The beaches when its sunny 
benches 
That we're so close to the beach and we have a town close by and it feels safe 
The beach. 
the dank 
Its current low crime rate 
beach 
The scenery 
friendly 
i like the friendly people and the way lots of people know each other and the beaches 
Bude 
The beach 
Beach 
Beaches and The Scenery 
location 
The beach, the friendly people, 
How laidback everyone is, and the beaches 
The fact I know a great many people. It feels like one giant home, though that is changing as more and more people with little to offer the area - socially or economically! - 
flood in. The beauty of the area too. 
Scenery. Local People are fairly friendly in general. Current services are just about adequate. 
Hills and beach 
The unspoiled traditional ways of the town. 
Unspoilt downs and a good number of eating out places. It is a clean and tidy family seaside place. 
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Very friendly population 
The peaceful location- beaches, canal, breakwater- areas of natural beauty 
Funky Chicken 
The beaches, low crime 
the sea 
the beaches 
Love the beaches so much. 
The absence of branded shops, high street names, in favour of local and quirky shops. 
the beautiful Bude beaches 
beach and rugby club 
the beaches 
I love the beach and the sports facilities. 
the sea and the skate parcs 
the beach and the sea and the restants 
the freedom and living by the sea 
the sea 
The beach 
QUIET. CRIME FREE 
 
COUNTRYSIDE 
Its uniqueness, and that it is not too commercialized with arcades and too many gift type shops. 
 
Love the open spaces of the cliffs & downs the beaches and sea pool 
The beach * sea scape & all the open cliff walks, footpaths & countryside 
THE MANY WALKS YOU CAN DO. ME BEING A DOG OWNER WITCH IS BRILLIANT.  IT HAS A LOT OF ORGANISATIONS GOING ON IN THE TOWN 
WHICH YOU CAN GET INVOLVED WITH AND IT HAS THAT REAL OLD SEASIDE FEEL ABOUT IT WITCH I FEEL YOU DON'T WANT TO LOSE. 
THE BEST ABOUT THE BUDE/STRATTON AREA IS THE COASTLINE. TO GET TO SEE THE AMAZING WAVES AND FEEL THE FRESH AIR BLOW 
RIGHT THROUGH YOU.  TO PEOPLE WATCH AND SEE THE SURFERS, AND TO SEE THE BOATS COME IN & OUT AND ALWAYS SOMEONE WILL 
STOP FOR A CHAT. 
The freedom and availability of nice walks & peaceful surroundings.  Hoping we can keep these surroundings contained for the future.  Unfortunately in my lifetime I 
have seen the "green belt" shrink considerably between Bude and Stratton 
PEOPLE - FRIENDLYNESS APPROACHABLE 
NICE PLACE TO RELAX PLENTY TO DO IF YOU WISH 
The general feel of a pretty coastal town 
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Unspoilt - certainly not a place to be if you are wanting life similar to the city 
 
Hope this doesn't change 
THE LOVELY WAY IT HAS NOT GOT SLOT MACHINE'S EVERYWHERE AND STILL KEEPS WITH THE SEASIDE HOILDAY PLACE 
The 'local' community 
 
The beaches 
 
The canal 
 
The facilities for parent & baby/toddler groups*  The Methodist Church (Mon) Childrens Centre (Tues & Thurs) Bude Life Centre (Wed) 
OPEN AIR ESPECIALLY THE DOWNS BEACH ETC 
The friendly people here.  The sea, the green spaces, the farms, the quaint little town (keep it that way please) 
Beach 
 
Walks 
 
Everything in walking distance 
 
Cycle track 
Its "village"  aspect, with individual shops. 
Relaxed and friendly, accessible and great facilities. 
The Beaches, canal walks and the  Downs. 
Beach;coast;local shops in town;variety of nice cafes etc,reasonable parking,generally happy people good local walking,no real need to use car 
Small enough to know the neighbours and what's going on locally. It can support most needs without having to make trips to bigger towns on a very regular basis.  Plenty 
of open spaces and great variety of beaches. 
friendly and traditional to the keeping 
Individuality. Still retains the feel of a seaside town in a rural area with friendly people and privately owned shops rather than chain stores. 
Coastal walks beaches the fact that it is still a charming cornish seaside town 
It's individuality and proximity to sea 
The local community of people who know each other 
Off the main tourist routes. Maintains traditional looks in architecture & amenities. 
Friendliness of shopkeepers 
 
Local events well supported by residents and visitors alike 
Amazing beaches 
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Relatively low crime/drug problems. On the whole there is a nice community feel. 
Proximity to both the sea and to the countryside 
The beaches/downs 
Beaches 
I nice easy pace of life 
The beaches when are clean and not covered in litter and dog mess. 
I like the fact there is hardly any crime here especially assaults and robbery. 
The friendly, community spirit that can be found sometimes.  
 
The lengths of which the community will go to to help with projects or people's needs i.e. Seapool, finding the lost dog a few weeks ago 
The beachs and countryside. 
The beaches, the shops, the views 
Lovely shops and cafes 
Coastline, harbour, canal, cliffs, beaches, and river. 
Healthy area for children 
The sea, the canal, the indoor swimming pool, the tennis courts and the castle heritage centre 
The beaches and the golf course 
The special spirit of friendliness, mutual support and caring among the "natives" 
Small, friendly, safe. 
The sea air and general ambience 
The sea, balance of local, non tourist industry so that the winter time does n't see the town empty. 
The lovely local friendly feel. 
The sea 
The sea 
WALKS ON THE DOWNS WITH OUR DOG. 
 
THE WONDERFUL VIEWS 
Fantastic scenery, wonderful coastline.  Friendly small town atmosphere.  Excellent local facilities 
A strong senseof community andwelcoming to new comers.  Clean and beautiful. 
It used to have a village mentality, but probably too big now. 
Friendly and with a 'local' air 
Friendly people and the potential to make the town how we want it to be. Amazing natural resources, great local artisan foods 
The town, the downs, the golf course, the architecture, the cliffs, the castle and the most of all, the community spirit. 
The beaches and the seapool. 
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Winter time - I realise that holiday makers are a major part of this place but it is very hard to visit town in the Summer months and I avoid it as a local. 
The area is still small enough to retain personality 
Its community spirit 
It is still small and safe and crime rates are low. 
In Bude : The small town feel. The beaches, canal, the headland and open spaces. 
 
In Stratton the quaint old streets and pubs. 
IT HAS ITS OWN UNIQUENESS & A GREAT SENSE OF COMMUNITY 
WIDE OPEN SPACES 
 
CANAL & FOOTPATHS TO WALK 
 
SUMMERLEAZE & CROOKLETS BEACHES & THE DOWN 
WIDE OPEN SPACES 
 
CANAL AND FOOTPATHS TO WALK 
 
SUMMERLEAZE AND CROOKLETS BEACHES & THE DOWN 
Our community 
Beaches and countryside  
 
Locally owned shops with few high street stores 
 
Relaxed atmosphere 
Still has a small town feel to it even though it has grown in population 
Beaches, canal and the tranquil season when the holiday makers have gone home. 
Beaches. Golf course in the middle of town. Easy access.  Goods shops. Safety - in and out of your home.  Friendly people.  Two airports near.  Newquay and Exeter.  
Open spaces. Tennis courts. Canal 
Beaches/canal path/good variety of small shops 
Crime-free.  Everything you need in the town. 
The natural environment 
It is a close nit community and feels safe, I was born and have grown up here and the beaches are the best part. When I speak to people on the phone through business and 
they ask where I am from, I say Bude, they say I've been there, they always mention the beaches and sea pool. 
independent retailers, fantastic communities, beautiful beaches, the range of up and coming restaurants/hotels 
slow quality of life 
Friendly , quiet.. no traffic lights, slower pace of life 
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The rugged unspoily coastline 
the open spaces and walks 
quiet and not commercialised 
beach, woodland, footpaths 
That is nothing like Newquay. It is small and friendly 
The natural environment and the community. 
The coast the countryside the town everything! 
I love all the beaches 
the beaches and the nature walkes 
theshops we have 
GREENERY 
That it is by the seaside 
The well kept town, Library, Heritage Centre, coastpath and seapool.  Also small shops and cafes.  Fresh air and lovely canal and cliff walks. 
The beaches, its uniqueness, individuality and the Bude Canal and marshes LNR 
The beaches and surrounding countryside 
good question, nice plce beside the sea peaceful, 
Geographical position. Excellent walks. Canal and beaches. 
The people, the sea, beaches , town centre. Local privately owned and run shops. 
Beaches  
 
Town with local shops  
 
Plenty of outdoor space 
The sense of community. The sense of pride in the towns. The proximity to beautiful beaches and coastline. 
Beaches and canal. Town centre 
Scenery and Bude town 
Natural ,open spaces 
Apart from the monstrosity of the massive white tent structure it is relatively unspoilt, small, accessible 
Friendliness, simplicity.  A place for people to come for re-creation - in its original sense!!!  Yet at the same time it has opportunities for creativity and expanding personal 
horizons 
Opportunities to walk, cycle in many different parts of the above area. 
xxx 
During the winter months it is lovely, we can get around easily and park in the town & pull into one of the 2 petrol stations easily. It is clean, & crime rate is fairly low. 
Beaches and canal. Has good facilities i.e library, tourist information, sports centre, swimming pool. Ample cafes and some interesting shops. 
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Community and lack of Multinational Chain dominance in our town. A sense of belonging. 
Out on a limb and central to well-being of North Cornwall. 
Small friendly town near coast and country 
The plenty of room around town and beaches. 
 
Further development would spoil the town 
It's size, it's friendliness, it's sense of space (already being spoilt with the Binhamy housing blotting the skyline as you come into Bude 
Friendly people and beautiful sights. 
It is just holding onto its unspoilt town. But with the joining up with Stratton it has the danger of being the Nequay of the North of the county. Please hold any more 
developments which are destroying the peace of Bude. As the old town adverts used to be proud of. 
the bude light 
Beaches and natural landscape. The 'shabby chic' atmosphere. Trouble is the shabby has taken over! 
The area 
candy store, the bakery's, toy maste,r bandfords whsmith, 
there is good beaches 
Friendliness of the people. 
Not commercialised. Scenery different than anywhere else. 
It hasn't been taken over by the mass shop companies and is friendly. 
Well tended council flower beds 
 
Canal and marshes 
 
Local shops 
Nature. 1970s feel. 
beaches, open spaces, canal and friendly atmosphere 
The Beaches. 
Beaches , very little crime community togetherness !! 
its geography - the beautiful coastline and open spaces. 
The sense of security a trusted local community provides. A nice walk on a sunny day - where else can one enjoy a gentle ramble along the beach, cliffs, canal, town, golf 
course, countryside, and pleasant neighborhoods within 3 to 4 miles. 
The variety of walks to suit everybody 
The unspoilt coastline and the wide range of facilities.   The feeling of being safe without any 'no-go' 
 
areas.   Near proximity of a great nature reserve with interesting walks. 
It was my childhood summer home and my grandparents are both buried at St. Michaels.  I live overseas now but visit from time to  time.  I with the Grenville Hotel could 
go back to being an elegant hotel instead of the silly climbing kiddie land it has become. I am happy that nothing cam  be built on the cliffs. 
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the quality of life 
Everything in Bude is within walking distance 
Location and environment - access to sea, canal, river, open green spaces, wildlife, small town with reasonable retail and hospitality provision 
good schools 
Beaches, lack of chains i.e. McDonalds etc. 
The relaxed atmosphere, the closeness and friendliness of the people. The environment. The opportunity to play sports. 
We love it because it improves but does not change the feel of Bude both young and old are safe day or night No big pubs or chain stores leave them to Barnstable etc 
A small friendly town with very few national chain shops or fast-food outlets,amazing beaches, walks and inproving cycling facilities. 
The scenery 
THE FACT THAT ANYONE CAN WALK FOR MILES OVER OUR BEAUTIFUL CLIFFS. 
Beaches and open spaces. 
Beaches, coastline, people 
the local shops and seaside facilities. 
Not a lot nowadays the influx of people from away has taken away my lifestyle, after living here for all but 60 yrs I now see a ruined community 
beach, friendliness, town centre 
Easy going lifestyle and low crime rate. Everyone seem to know each other pretty much which seems to keep the wheels turning fairly smoothly. Good dialogue is the key! 
Unspoilt. Thriving town centre. Beautiful beaches + cliffs 
I have lived in Bude/Stratton all my life, but I am now looking to move out of this area as I feel it is being spoilt by development. 
The setting.  Emerging community spirit over the hospital and sea pool 
Being next to the sea 
Beaches, sea and local walks.  It far enough away from other towns to remain individual.  Great local atmosphere (I am not Cornish, but have lived here for 14 years) 
Quiet and local 
Low crime 
Beaches aNd local community 
The people and coastline 
The beaches 
Community spirit, beautiful beach and countryside 
Beaches 
THE BEACHES 7 HARBOUR CLIFF WALKS 
Pleasant people, scenery delightful. Plenty of activities for the older population and others, e.g. sports clubs, U3A, Probus. 
The beach area is not overdeveloped, the shops are mostly independent 
It is quiet, you can walk about without any fear. Crime is low. 
That it remains small with local shops 
Relaxed attitude 
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The size of it - not too large to be impersonal but not too small to lack the facilities that we have. 
Firstly the people then obviously the beaches 
The scenery 
The lovely and always different sea, the freedom to walk to many places of interest along the Coastal Footpath. 
 
The friendliness of the local population 
 
The many opportunities to join associations on retirement, to continue with cultural activities & national charity meetings. 
 
Join sports clubs for all ages, their competitions and annual appeals etc where all age groups can take part. 
The beach-scape, open downs either side of the town.  Personal service of smaller shops 
It's in the Budemuda Triangle - largely ignored by the rest of the country and therefore relatively unspoiled 
- Its welcoming 
 
-  Its safe (so far.... don't know after Binhamy is full.  Depends how many families are brought in from Manchester, Liverpool etc) 
 
- It has variety 
 
-  Its fairly flat but still stunning. 
Family nature of town. Variety of shopping. Location. 
Its welcome and friendly atmosphere. 
It's "smallness" 
Its situation.Coastal downs and canal walks. 
The beaches 
Fresh air, seaside, country walks, excellent medical practice 
A peace, rural town with clean air from the Atlantic.#Small shops.Lovely walks in open countryside The Golf Course &beautiful  Downs have prevented building right to 
the sea, # Still has a community spirit with its own bush telegraph#. Crime is low#   The canal is such an asset with the Weir restaurant at the end of the 2 mile walk.# 
Good Adventure school for school children and adults. Plenty of B & B & guest hoses, more hotels on the way! # Like the fact there are no large factory units in a Cornish 
Holiday town! 
THE VARIETY OF ENVIRONMENT, I.E. THE BEACHES, THE COASTAL PATH AND THE MOORS AND WOODS INLAND. NOT TO MANY 
ALTERATUIONS TO THE STATUS QUO. 
The community 
having a two nice beaches 
that it is quiet and we have the sea 
That we have the sea and it is so quiet. 
that we are indivitual and we have the beach... 
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beaches 
It is the place where I spent my first six years and is the place where my great-grandfather set up his shipping business 
The animals because i love them 
I love the beaches and the canal 
surfing, beaches and anns cottage 
community spirit - people who genuinely care about where they live 
 
the open spaces and beautiful coastline 
 
great choice of restaurants 
friendly 
Rural.  Many areas still unspoilt.  Slow pace of life.  Friendliness.  Clean town.  Individual shops. 
Natural environment 
As incomers we have been impressed by the welcoming nature of everyone we meet or have businness with. Plenty to do, enormous enthusiasm for fund raising and 
putting back into the community. 
Friendly   Unique 
Location 
the space to breath and the laid back atmosphere and friendly community 
Peacefulness and tranquility. Friendly people 
The beach and golf 
The atmosphere of the place and the beauty of the surrounding countryside. I like the currrent range of shops. Generally speaking, I like the people who live here. 
The size - small and generally unspoilt 
The scenery. It is relatively safe. 
It's history bude and Stratton has a valid history of showing how growth shifted from Stratton to bude with the railway and canal, the days when bude was forward 
thinking created such a buzz upcountry with people from the city wanting to invest. 
The unspoiedt beaches 
Walks 
Beach, people, shops & Rosies Kitchen 
Beaches 
The community feel and friendly atmosphere, the fact that it is still quite a small town. 
The area 
Small town, clean beaches 
Lifestyle, beaches, coastal paths, freedom, small town feel, friendly. 
The beach, coast walks, 
The area is stunning, 
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It's small local feel Bette 
Beach seapool and bude shops 
The low crime rate. 
Beautiful and accessible town 
The fact that it has remained mainly un commercialized 
One off shops e.g. sails, banfords with unique items and friendly staff 
Small coastal,community town, individual identity, unique shops. Sporting opportunities. 
Beaches,community spirit,pace of life and safe streets with low crime rates. 
The fact that it has very few empty shops, it is a living working town, unlike some Cornish towns.  
 
It also has lots of free parking for up to an hour.  
 
It has dog friendly beaches. 
The wilderness and character of the town and surroundings - still just about localised and natural. 
the open spaces,canal, beaches,sea pool, local sports clubs 
Small town community 
Beaches, wharf area 
quality if life. 
it's home 
It's clean and safe most people are very friendly 
Beach. Walks 
Small town but with lots in it 
Not commercialised and community spirit 
Not a lot!! 
The sea 
Community feel and good schools, activities. 
Traditions and atmosphere 
friendly, safe, slow pace of life 
Sea side town 
the majority are hard working people,and the freedom to live in peace and not dictated by traffic plans,traffic lights congestion etc, 
summer 
Beach 
The beach and coastline 
The sea and the coastline. 
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Not alot these days 
Beaches & local areas, friendly place to live 
beaches 
Close community 
Friendly, laid back attitude. Everything you need on the doorstep. 
The beaches, sea pool and the well kept towns 
Small in dependant businesses 
Unspoilt,clean, friendly community. 
A previously unspoilt coastal town 
Beaches and generally the outdoor environment 
 
Small community feel 
 
The quirky independent shops 
The beaches 
The open downs and canal walks 
Independent businesses, beaches 
Beaches, the people, the shops, the History. 
Mainly friendly 
Location and relative unspoiled nature. 
The beach 
Its isolation and idiosyncratic nature. 
The beaches,  especially Summerleaze where my dog can run around off lead for some of the year.  Also the lovely canal walk and cycle path. 
Scenery 
Beaches, countryside 
Its old world charm combined with reasonable shops. Good beaches and of course the SW Coast Path. 
Friendly local community 
Summer time beach visits canal walks cycle paths etc 
we live in a beautiful part of Cornwall and the people are generally very friendly and helpful 
Its where all my family are, I live the beaches and the lovely walks 
the wide open spaces 
Crooklets. 
Not too commercial and a small resort 
Community spirit 
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The majority of people are friendly/pass the time of day even when they don't know you. 
Beach 
a nice town near the sea 
The beaches 
I love the fact it is friendly and safe. not commercialised with unique little shops 
There's a good mix of age groups,we have wonderful schools and sporting facilities for the youngsters and us older folk can appreciate the peace of the cliffs and the 
beautiful sea. 
Community spirit and friendliness 
The community, which is still a proper community, and the range of independent local businesses.   The beaches and surrounding countryside. 
The character of the town and its surrounding areas. The individuality of the Town Centre 
It's a very pretty town with the beaches and nice walks. The people are friendly and there are a few good pubs 
Sea pool, landscape and people and of course amazing beaches 
peace and quiet, great beaches 
Unspoilt, with a great relaxed community. 
Local shops, sea views and walks 
Quiet, unspoilt, un-developed, laid back area. 
The surrounding areas are still very pictureesk, plenty of activity, societies to join. 
Basically unspoilt 
It still remains an unspoilt Cornish sea side town. 
Surfing 
Easy access to countryside and sea.  Manageable size, don't make into large town.Interesting small shops(too many surfing shops) 
THE VARIETY OF SHOPS IN THE TOWN ALTHOUGH TOO MANY SURFING TYPE STORES. THE BEACHES AND THE SURROUNDING COUTRYSIDE 
The open spaces. 
I'ts retention of a rural community with tourism opportunities based on the un-spoilt beauty of i'ts beaches and surrounding countryside, tranquility and relaxing pace of 
life, not reliant on over commercialization. 
Unspoiled, fresh air, the sea, the beaches and the countryside, friendly people (mainly). 
the place, the beach, the people 
Local shops, pleasant local people.  Beaches and the coastal path. 
Beautiful location, not overcrowded, you can park in town often opposite shop you want, friendly locals who care about their environment. 
It is a small friendly town with beautiful beaches. 
It's fantastic coastline, open spaces and small independent shops and businesses. 
It is a thriving town and community all year round. 
Ambience, good shops sea and wonderful walks 
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The thing I most appreciate about Bude-Stratton is that it’s still possible to stand in the middle of Bude or Stratton and enjoy a vista of rolling farmed countryside and a 
dramatic coast line. 
Small local friendly businesses not over developed. 
Community. 
No hustle and bustle 
Seeing all the Visitors in the Summer, and loving the quietness in the Winter. 
beaches 
open spaces and local facilities 
Quiet, low crime figures, still a small town feel to it 
The beaches and the cannall 
Quiet informal with enough shops to live and get by. 
Peace and lack of crime 
Weather! ;0) 
The social and physical opportunities available, good walking for all types i .e prams wheel chairs dogs. Wonderful views. 
It still has a town centre, albeit apparently hanging on by its fingernails! 
 
Thriving local societies. 
The old feel about it in the heart of Stratton and no new horrible looking buildings 
The beaches 
Unspoilt, quiet, peaceful, low crime, great place to bring up young children, great food, lovely beaches, the SW Coast path, 
The fact that you soon make friends and it is reasonably safe crime-wise.  There are plenty 
 
of clubs and associations to join. 
coastal and wildlife 
Beautiful beaches and country side 
The natural coastline, the independent shops, the community spirit, the lack of high street giants, the wonderful local food producers 
Beach 
Stratton - it's sense of history, historic buildings, peacefulness, community.  Bude, its independent shops, self-belief, independence of spirit and community. 
The small town feel. 
Well maintained beaches and sea pool.  Right balance of independent shops.  Not much housing development in progress, fairly low crime level 
Traditional quiet town with easy access to local beauty spots and other places of interest. 
Community vibe - Bude CATS are great it would be really good to see the town and regional council support the CATS activities more 
The people have been so welcoming,to us, as new comers in June 2012. We have been made to feel part of the community swiftly and it is a much better place to bring up 
kids than Northamptonshire. 
That you can see green fields from most places. 
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Community spirit, Beaches and people. We are out on a limb and that has benefits and downsides. Bude's situation with the river, canal town and beaches with downs is 
very special. 
The people and the lack of chain stores allowing Bude an individual character. 
The friendliness of the local people and shops. It's nearby places to walk. The Parkhouse Center for Groups - just wish the parking there was free as it becomes too 
expensive to stay for the day. 
The beaches 
Location, open spaces, good mix of shops, easy parking. 
Beach and castle  area 
It is a beautiful seaside town but is still affordable for less affluent everyday working life. 
That it is not too commercialized and still retains some original character. 
beach 
Not too commercial very friendly. 
It's a real town in a beautiful setting with a wealth of natural features - river, canal, cliffs beaches and green spaces. 
The sea, the canal, the local hospital, the sports centre 
SEASIDE ASPECT, VIEWS, GENERAL COMMUNITY SPIRIT 
the friendly people and caring community 
Near the sea and can walk to lots of amenities from where I live 
the beaches 
Sea, beaches, sun, wind, tidal, good farming land, well away from the collapsing civilisation of the UK 
Being close to the sea, beaches 
The people and the beaches 
Small town with big choices 
Small size. Sea and countryside. 
The easy walking distance to the beach and its facilities.The whole way of life down here. 
The people the openness of the town and surrounding area. 
The beach 
seaside/beach 
 
good local shops 
 
low crime rate 
 
good schools 
Beaches and cliffs 
The town/ beaches 
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The small community, I dislike faceless big cities.. 
Not too developed as yet ! 
Unspoilt, community feel, stunning surroundings, not too big 
Its uniqueness. 
Beach. 
rural habbitat 
The proximity to the sea! 
It's good to live in a fairly unspoilt resort that visitors want to return to year after year, and where I can enjoy all the benefits of a wonderful stretch of Britain's coastline 
It's a friendly, family centric town. Strong community spirit. 
Feeling of community and safety 
small town but not totally seasonal dependent 
Its location in relation to Devon and Cornwall 
Friendly people, beautiful beaches, unique and diverse shops. Small and self contained town. 
Beautiful locale. ..beaches countryside. The older nature of many of the properties. 
The beaches and the cliffs 
Being between a Village and a Town with great beaches 
Being able to walk down a country lane withn 5 minutes. Plenty of open spaces and beaches. 
Quite and beautiful. No crime or bad drug use 
It is a happy safe environment, ideal for families as well as retired people. The young and old love Bude equally. 
Location 
Individuality not being taken over by large chains eg Starbucks tesco's 
The peace and tranquillity. 
The sea pool. The beaches. Its unspoilt atmosphere. 
Community, beach, 
not too well known by tourist trade 
The friendly atmosphere in the town, the number of local businesses striving in the face of opposition from the out of town and the edge of town supermarkets. 
Community spirit 
beaches, canal, 
It's next to the sea 
friendly community 
Small town vibe, sea & beaches, varied small shops 
It's friendly atmosphere and excellent facilities. 
Landscape, size mostly the real sense of community. 
The beaches and surrounding countryside. Being a safe place for children to grow up. 
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The small shops. Beach 
Community 
Not much any more, the town I was born and raised in has changed and ruined 
It has everything ones needs in way of shops and services, but retains the charm of a smallest community. The town is (was) just the right size surrounded by great 
countryside and the sea. The "seaside" has not become over-commercialised and retains the family atmosphere tradition. 
Great location. Fantastic local people. Not too over crowded (yet) 
What is here is good but it is not overcrowded 
Beach 
The walks the beaches the town centre 
Beaches 
canal and warf areas 
The mix of convenient town shops and beautiful coastal scenery. 
The scenery, the weather, the local people. 
Unique charm friendly unspoilt - fab coastline, fab sea yet close to a town with a good mix of shops 
Community  spirit 
In sight of the sea with local amenities. 
The people 
It is a very friendly area to live in where on the whole one feels very secure when out and about. 
A great community spirit and a very good place to live. 
Its location and the fact that it is not just another any town anywhere. 
Lack of chain store shops, no McDonalds or equivalent 
 
Natural rugged coastline 
 
Not too many clubs and pubs to make it into a Newquay. 
 
Good places to walk and eat out 
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How to Improve 

 

7. In general terms, how could Bude-Stratton be improved in the future? 

don't let the ' Big  Enterprises move in and spoil the place, keep it small, local and simple. 
Better transport links, a tesco/additional supermarket with petrol station, a better secondary school. 
Better public transport. More full time jobs . Offering reduced prices for local people on parking and leisure activities . Local resident permit to allow reduced access to 
services and discount in local shops. More activities for children aged 10 to 18. 
Tescos 
Different shops/leisure facilities 
More Choice of shops, discount supermarket ie lidls free parking at the beaches for locals, cycle path joining Stratton to Bude. 
More emphasis on horse tourism. Keeping public toilets open. Promotion of 20mins free parking will ensure local shops get business. 
More community information rather than gossip 
Co-ordinated thinking about the main tourist attractions - Beaches, Coastal Path, Seapool, Castle, Cycle Way, whole Canal and the environmental impact of the marshes. 
They should be seen as a combined attraction of the area, not segments 'doing their own thing' 
better leisure centre facilities, including multi-screen cinema. 
 
cheaper or free parking facilities. no dogs allowed on beaches. 
Improve water quality. Sort out splash pool - bring back cafe area. Holiday makers and locals need it. Sympathetic building plans. More open access country walks similar 
to that at Stowe - not a lot of that here compared to other parts of the country (Dorset esp). Many people holidaying this country because they have dogs or they want to 
holiday with so give them good walking places to encourage them. 
By putting locals first 
Hospital could do with better out of hours surgeries 
 
Employment could be improved for this town as there is nothing here except for local supermarkets and the industrial estates and not a lot of people can afford cars or to 
use the already non existant bus services to work out of town 
 
Better opportunities for choice of secondary school education as Budehaven is the only one in the area 
 
More opportunities for better shops to open and freedom of choice as to what shops could benefit the town eg childrens clothes shops and less surf shops as there are more 
than enough of them 
 
More opportunities for affordable housing and help with getting on the property ladder 
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More car parking facilities in town 
 
More regular public transport 
make belle vue pedestrianised, traffic to go out through summerleaze carpark. 
Traffic problems could be improved esp in the school holidays.  More cycle ways would be a good idea.  More activities for young people would be a bonus. 
cleaner and more for the children to do. 
More public toilets, 
Not to allow too much housing and keep the beaches and cliff areas as natural and tidy as possible. 
For budehaven school to have better education teaching like bude junior teachers. For the lessons to be fun 
No more houses 
Not so cramped with buildings 
More things that people like 
build me a castle 
Better sports facilities better shops for teenagers 
More shops 
They should stop building on fields and natural landscapes 
Sea pool needs to be fixed 
By keeping most of the grassy areas as grassy areas 
What I said in Question 5 
Make me a castle and knock Holly's down 
More places for children to play in and better shops 
No bovis homes and keep the sea pool we should have more open shops 
tidying up the beaches 
Less litter 
A new park   a Lego shop a chocolate shop 
Better shops and less buildings 
Reconstructing the beaches 
Little more jobs 
Stop building housing estates and keep the beach clean. 
Less houses being built 
Have more activities 
It could have more places for people to go 
A place for teenagers to go and chill 
More sun 
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Larger & more jobs and opportunities 
More places to work 
More activities for kids, more facilities. 
They need to build a place for younger teenagers to go because there isn't anywhere for them now. 
Put more things to do in bude 
It could maybe get more parks and newer shops 
Extra things for kids to do like clubs 
It could be improved by building less houses 
No idea 
They lower the amount of payment for houses 
kfc and mc donaldssssss 
MORE PASTYS less PASTY tax 
better skate park. 
 
More big brand shops 
Have more money put into the sea pool 
Care for peoples opinion more 
Better weather 
not a fing 
Build a better skatepark and better facilities for sport. 
primark newlook hollister 
Get bigger shops and brand shops 
To have more decent shops like the latest clothing shops and food shops 
Local community helping eachother 
More shops 
less taxes, no emmits, cheaper living costs 
The brighten up the streets some more, the beaches still amazing and to have the best ice cream parlour in cornwall 
It could be brighter and more welcoming. 
More police 
More seals 
More colour to shops , 
Renovation 
different things to do 
More jobs and higher wages 
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More activities to suit the public 
More things to do 
Make the beaches look better and improve the facilities around them. 
Better facilities for younger people 
By having a McDonald's 
New shops, New beaches 
Mcdonalds 
Keeping the way it is and cleaning the beach and surrounding areas 
Improved use of the water front. 
More attention given to sports clubs,our surrounding beautiful scenery and wildlife. 
Railway/transport links/cycle links e.g. to Camelford 
More jobs for people.  Kept natural and not built up. 
More affordable housing and more emphasis placed on wildlife,nature and our superb walking. 
The roads could be better maintained, there are a lot of pot holes! Stop the building of new housing estates, unless they are more in keeping with the older parts of town. 
Building extra supermarkets would be detrimental and take away the personality and countryside feeling. 
The provision of proper litter bins along footpaths. 
MORE DISABLED PARKING.  SUPERMARKET OR FACILITY THAT SELLS EVERYTHING FROM CLOTHES, FOOD TO HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 
 
UBLIC TOILETS THAT ARE ACTUALLY OPEN 
more shops 
more shops 
Better shops 
sell drink to 6year olds 
Keep local shops open.  Ensure the town and beaches are kept clean.  Keep local transport running. 
Demolish the ugly parts of Bude town centre (which is most of it) and build a better centre with nice public spaces. Stratton needs to a more sensitive approach to preserve 
its character but also introduce new activities to liven out up a bit. 
Affordable housing for local people. 
Stop further big developments in the area 
Less people 
More proper clothing shops with actual brands. Also more frequently running buses from bude to Exeter/Plymouth because It comes at huge convince having to go 
ridiculously early and long bus journeys 
more indoor spaces for young people to go and more clothing shops. more frequently running buses to other places outside of bude 
Produce more areas for younger children so they are able to play safe within the town 
more sporting facilities 
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Bude-stratton needs more public transport - Bude is the main town for most areas and teenagers often can't get in because of the lack of transport. I think Bude also needs 
to focus on some shops for the locals - not just the tourists! 
The strand hotel needs to be renovated and reopened. Maybe not even as a hotel, maybe as flats? The current look of the Strand hotel is extremely ugly and I feel it brings 
the beauty of the town down. 
the local businesses stay open and there isnt loads of massive city businesses (i.e. tesco, mcdonalds etc) taking over 
Parking Places and Traffic Flow 
A Mcdonalds but a new road out of town going to it so that it doesnt congest all of bude 
There could be more programs that link the young and old generations together so that both can learn from each other. 
CCTV cameras round every corner 
Do not increase housing, continue to uphold the green spaces 
Improve toilet facilities and deal with a worsening litter problem help support local business 
Invest in beaches, town centre and improve shoppers car parking. 
bob 
More larger properties and bigger medical centre with plenty of parking. 
Keep it clean 
either stop exorbitant charges for town car parking or compulsorily purchase the out of town supermarkets car parks and charge for parking there which would enable the 
town centre to survive and bring in a much needed income to the local authority coffers. new housing estates to be built by the council with rents that match the low 
incomes of the area and put heavy rateable values on unoccupied second homes or holiday homes. convert the Strand hotel site to locally affordable flats and ensure they 
are only available to people whose family have lived in the area for at least 10 years. 
Better travel links....more regular bus links to Barnstaple, Truro,  Lets get the empty shops filled..no more cafes/surf shops....Bude hasnt got a wallpaper/paint shop, why 
not an Argos store, or Dunhelm!!!!  for a change!!! 
more public transport. a proper indoor local market, theatre and cinema in building opposite coop. pedestrianise and increase range of shops on middle road, belle vue 
lane... 
cheaper rent on shops so they wouldn't stand empty. fruit and veg markets. less dog mess and litter 
reasonably priced family entertainment reasonably priced family entertainment 
Better amenities for all the new housing that is going up. EG schools, doctors and the like. There has been a lot of development over the last few years (single residences 
knocked down and two or more in their place) apart from the huge Shorelands development. Bude runs the risk of losing what residents and holiday makers alike love 
about the place. 
Need more for kids to do . 
Better facilities,  shops, DIY store, schools with enough room 
See answers to Q5. 
it couldnt its god but they should get a weather spoons 
stop building housing estates 
stop building housing estates such as bovis 
Stop building houses that people from up North come and take over. 
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Less chavs and smokers around. 
24/7 shop 
Have a 24hr shop, it would be really useful and give a few more people a job. 
Cleaner. More dog waste bins etc 
more dank 
More flowers per shops 
better shops 
Less dog mess 
Better paid jobs.  Attract and keep industry.  Use the Tripos building. 
better transport links eg buses and trains ,more education and job opportunities 
Better shops 
Better shops 
Better Police force 
Shops/cafe/restaurants opened longer... Everywhere starts shutting at 4.30. 
Less holiday homes for people living away 
people being happier 
More affordable (and pretty) housing for Locals, less growth, better weather. What brings tourists to Bude is the 'little seaside town' effect, letting the place grown will 
alienate these tourists, whilst never getting close to Newquay or the like, thereby not attracting the tourists that go to those places either. To ignore this would lead to the 
town's ruin, or corruption. 
Better shops, services, facilities etc. Refurbishing and growing etc. These businesses need longevity. Internet services in parts of Stratton are still awful, THIS NEEDS 
CHANGING. Some areas of housing are a bit run down, they need improvement. 
Cleaner beaches 
By staying the same 
Restriction of building houses... 
Not being spoilt by over-development - remaining a family seaside resort - money spent on not losing the natural treasures we have 
More Fast Food Chains 
Better hospital provison, better rail links, no more building houses 
have more sea? 
they should have a big shopping center 
On the beaches we could put lots of shops where the beaches hut used to be and we could turn the strand hotel into a shopping centre 
Wider range of restaurants, gastro pubs, selling local produce.  
 
Budehaven School needs a separate Sixth Form Centre- it would be nice to have some local provision for older students so that they don't have to travel so far for a 
college-style education. 
it should have many more well known shops 
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being bigger and upgrading things 
more people could take care of the beaches 
It could have better places for tourists to stay and more beaches. 
 
There should also be a market in the town 
they could have bigger skateparks 
previde more jobs 
it needs a hospital in case of emrgensy 
i dunno 
more beach 
MORE POLIC AROUND TOWN 
By retaining its strengths, see above and limiting urban sprawl + supermarkets. 
DON'T LET THE STANDARDS DROP SO LONG AS LOOKING AFTER THE GENERAL UP KEEP OF THE TOWN, AND KEEP ENCOURAGING SMALL 
BUSINESS INTO TOW BY REDUCING RATES E.T.C. 
IN FUTURE I W OULD LOVE TO THINK THAT MY GRANDCHILDREN COULD HAVE A JOB HERE WITHOUT MOVING AWAY AND EARN ENOUGH 
MONEY TO MAYBE BUY THEIR OWN HOME/OR AT LEAST HAVE SOMEWHERE PERMANENT TO LIVE.  WE NEED TO BRING MORE JOBS TO THE 
AREA.  I WOULD LIKE THERE TO BE MORE DRIVE IN CAR PARKS SO WE CQN LOOK AT THE SEA AND I WOULD LIKE ALL THE STONES MOVED 
FROM CROOKLETS BEACH.  THEY CRIPPLE YOUR ANKLES & ITS HARD TO GET ON THE SAND. 
Keep it as it is but at the same time keep up with modern times in a simplistic way.Bude isa natural seaside town - please keep it that way.  We do not need to 
commercialise it any further. 
 
I do feel, however, Health vacilities could be improved e.g. Better site for a Health Centre 
AVOID MAINSTREAM TEMPTATIONS 
 
KEEP IT LOCAL AND AFFORDABLE & LOOK AFTER OWN PEOPLE 
MORE JOBS FOR THE YOUNGSTERS 
Build houses for the next generation 
 
Cut down on 2nd homes 
LETS HAVE A PROPER CINEMA & ICE RINK WHICH WOULD BENEFIT NOT ONLY THE COMMUNTY BE THE HOILDAY MAKER'S HAS WELL 
We need to recognise that residents have need during their teens, through their twenties and thirties.  Bude needs more youth activity.  i.e. Youth centres, night spots other 
then (both underlined) Rogue. 
MORE "TOILETS" AND MOST IMPORTANT OPEN ALL THE YEAR ROUND 
- More affordable housing for local people. 
 
- Tax 2nd home owners to bring more money to Cornwall. 
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- More frequent and better bus services i.e. to Plymouth, to Launceston. Essential to locals to get to work if they haven't got private transport.  Also earlier bus services to 
trade centers.  Most jobs start before 9 AM!!! 
Better bus service - no links to Truro end of county at all, link to Barnstaple is terrible. 
 
More big name shops would bring in shoppers benefitting everyone -including (underlined) independent shops. 
 
Launceston has better shops than Bude, in town and on the retail park.  Young people have nowhere in Bude to shop, the only clothes shop being Fashion Direct who sells 
the same as primark at 3 times the price! 
 
We are on  low wages here so cannot afford to shop in Wroes etc. 
 
Another garage would benefit Bude - nightmare in summer at Morrisons and Esso.  No more cafes or surf shops, good known retailers to make people want to stay and 
shop in Bude 
By ensuring that no more houses are built, no more supermarkets and definitely no more eating houses. Better parking could be provided at low cost to residents. 
Pedestrianise Belle Vue Lane and allow restaurants/cafes to open out onto the street. Bring back the Bude Railway. An historic stretch across the marshes with steam 
engine would be a great tourist attraction. When Planning is considered, buildings should be designed to enhance the area not to detract from it - we need to keep the town 
looking smart and upbeat = there are too many naff resorts as it is 
We moved to bude last July and settled in really quickly due to the relaxed and friendly atmosphere and good facilities. We were looking forward to our first Christmas 
and with my husband taking part in the Xmas day swim. However, we were a bit disappointed to find that during the Xmas period nothing was used to promote the fab 
canal front ie Xmas lights, stalls, displays etc. we travelled to Mousehill to see the switching on of the lights and compared the two sites: in our opinion Bude certainly 
would have been an ideal place to promote the area. How much trade would be brought into the town, hotels full and business booming? We would love to see more going 
on and not having travel to another resort and stay in their hotels. We have spoken to many locals about this and they also would love such an event to happen. With all the 
top quality hotels and bars in bude contributing towards the lights etc could this not be a possibility for the future? 
Better shops. There are too many of one kind.1e Surf shops and hairdressers. No decent clothes or shoe shops. Wroes is expensive and only really caters for people of a 
certain age. 
maintain and improve coast path;avoid over development along seafront,encourage local shops 
Better public transport links.  Make use of unused buildings in town. 
tidy up of empty shops,hotels .more consolidating with the people of bude 
Housing estates are starting to make the place look like another town in England so better control over planning. Better public transport. It is OK around town but not easy 
to get to without a private car from the outlying districts. Change the location of the Stratton GPs, parking is totally inadequate, move it to an industrial estate like they did 
in Holsworthy if necessary. 
Build only for need not for greed remove speed humps in town buy the strand hotel and use it to provide business premises/shops make sure we stick to the old NCDC 
plan which laid out the towns building boundaries 
honest councillors 
Less holiday homes more small businesses 
Stop the increasing trend in second homes which is leading to empty properties for the majority of the year 
Get rid of poor buses & underused buses. They are a polluting eyesore. 
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All premises (shops, hotels particularly) need to be occupied all year round not just a holiday town 
Public toilets, better bus services, better roads, 
More investment from the council into facilities that can be used to entertain the whole town, from sports, music events etc. 
A good tidy-up, buildings maintained, public amenities like the band stand repaired, well it and safe at night for visitors. 
Keep services geared towards locals, don't let it get like Newquay 
More high skill jobs for the area with apprenticeships for local youngsters to keep them in the area. 
Have more amenities for children and sports clubs. More supermarkets shops and another doctor's or expand Stratton again to cater for injuries so we don't have travel to 
barnstaple for broken limbs. 
I think we need to do something about the empty hotel in Bude on the strand its ugly and an eye sore. Why can't it be a wetherspoons it would be good for Bude locals and 
holiday makers and perhaps make the upstair a hotel . Nothing wrong with a bit of healthy competition for other pubs . It would also create jobs 
Less development sites in and around the town. It's understandable with a growing population but a whole plot of land being built on to house families from up north and 
not even locals in the area? Avoid becoming over-commercialised like Newquay. We don't all need to be like that, a quieter haven can sometimes be more beneficial 
We need more things to do for our youth!! 
Access route in via Stratton could be changed - too congested.  No more large scale developments at the A39 junction into Bude. It really needs an arts centre/cultural 
space and good leisure facilities. 
More facilities all year round 
The Strand area of the river looks run down, the harbour could be a real asset and so much more appealing than in its current limited state. The town centre only seems to 
cater for older clientele, how about encouraging some shops for those under 60! And we desperately need more activities for the youth and young people of Bude who 
basically at present have nothing. And when they reach their 20's there is nothing for them to stay here for. More realistic shop rents and more free parking available 24/7 
would help revitalise the town. 
less building of huge estates before the infrastructure is in place 
By re-opening our railway line, planting more trees, pedestrianizing Queen Street, keeping weeds under control, banning dogs from all beaches and fining people who 
allow their dogs to mess without picking it up, and providing more public seating, especially in the Lower wharf area. 
 
The police should be more vigilant with drug pushing issues which are rife in Bude and lead to vandalism.  Police officers should be more on view, walking (underlined) 
around the town, especially at night and not wasting petrol or sitting in the police station with the doors locked. 
Less traffic warden control and cheaper car parking . Removal of speed bumps on the strand . Lower the business rates to give local businesses a chance to survive 
If it has to expand, then only SLOWLY, so that incomers can be absorbed gradually rather than dumped in huge numbers all at once 
Beach hut improvement as the sea/beaches are main attraction. Better transport links (train please!!) and cultural/sporting activities for younger people. Good that paintball 
soon to arrive: old Bude had cinema, ice rink, etc. Bringing those back would be great for those who don't surf! 
Cheaper parking to encourage people to visit Bude. No more building of large estates. Free parking for residents! Less expensive hut rentals, so many huts are unoccupied 
during the Summer months. 
More arts provision, improved cycle routes, keep the street furniture looking smart. 
Would be good to see local shop open again with maybe a small tea shop. 
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TRANSPORT! 
 
To Exeter, Barnstaple (double underlined), Plymouth 
TRANSPORT! 
 
To Exeter, Barnstaple ( double underlined), Plymouth 
COULD DO WITH WETHERSPOONS 
Improved transport links to ensure a good flow of tourists and make access to the rest of the U.K. easier 
It should be developed to enhance its natural attractions.  Improved public transport 
Better public transport/rail links for new businesses.  Who is going to invest if they can't get their product moving? 
Improve facilities in the town especially by having a wider range of local shops rather than all the touristy surf shops and tea-rooms. This would make it a hub for local 
people and sustained all year round. 
Engaging people especially youth into caring about the resources we have in Bude 
Improving the infrastructure and looking after the assets with love and care. 
Bude is in the enviable position of having fully occupied retail space, unfortunately this means that there are few affordable opportunities for new businesses, planning 
should encourage more retail units through operation of change of use. 
Could any improvements be made to the road structure? Particularly people don't seem to understand the one way system although its been there forever. 
A rail link would be good 
By further local people joining in to support the local businesses to florish in this difficult time. By further investment being made into the town to keep it current as well 
as quaint 
No massive building of new estates that are not sustainable in either local infrastucture or availability of work. 
 
Better bus links, bring back the railway. 
Bude needs more individual shops, cafes and wine bars rather than bucket and spade and ice cream parlours which shut in the winter. Refurb the old garage and cinema 
make Queen Street pedestrian only. Leave Stratton alone and no more building of large estates in the whole area. 
A TRAIN STATION 
NOT BEING OVERCROWDED BY LARGE BULDING DEVELOPMENTS 
NOT BEING OVERCROWDED BY LARGE BUILDING DEVELOPMENTS 
better parking for residents . more amenities , better out of area clinic's run at Stratton hospital.  a community centre. 
No further expansion in terms of housing  
 
Retain local shops and resist high street stores / further supermarkets  
 
More local involvement in events and local charities / organisations 
General appearance, when you compare Bude to places like padstow/st Ives Eric think more could be done to make things look nicer 
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toilets that are not closed, cheaper parking, encourage bigger chain type shops, eating places, stop building anymore retirement flats, move the horrible Bude light to under 
shoulder hill and put a footbridge to it fron the strand across the river, then reinstate the castle grounds back as it was, construct a covered in bandstand indstead of the 
useless thing thats there now. pedestrianise Queen street between 9am and 4pm 
Rail access.  Keeping green areas.  Garages used for cars to prevent road congestion.  Look at the increase of second homes.  Buy to let. Return to N.C.D.C.  Medical 
Centre parking 
Park and ride from out of town to avoid congestion in the summer months. 
More industry and jobs- an Enterprise Zone where innovation and ambition is welcomed. 
Sensitive improvement and a holistic vision for the entire area, that has been given big investment to allow it to move forward. 
Bude has had a massive lack of things to do for families, children and adults like when it rains or in the evenings. My best memories of Bude was when we had the cinema, 
ice rink, roller rink and arcade at the picture house. It left a massive hole when that was replaced by a supermarket and with more people locating here it is even more 
important to have something as a focal but multi use centre that will attract people to Bude in all seasons. 
Unfortunately, the town looks scruffy. The strand is a complete eyesore and gives totally the wrong impression as you enter Bude.  More pedestrian areas in the town, 
better signage - eg The Castle. Get rid of dog bin on the Bude sign as you enter from Budehaven school. Better publicity about what the town has to offer throughout 
theyear.   A more cohesive community with a clear strategy  -- the fractures in the various community groups need to be acknowledged and fixed. 
stop the home counties invading us, compulsory prchase all holiday homes and rent them to CORNISH PEOPLE 
Keeping it clean and tidy, attaract some more businesses for jobs for younger people 
The centre of town is looking a little tired and requires investment and good quality small shops 
more things to do for age range:- 11 - 18 
 
more things to do  that are not governed by weather, 
 
out of town night club 
 
Athletic ground promoting sport for all 
 
ice skating ring 
 
more high street shops - out of town shopping mall 
 
 
 
MORE JOBS 
doesnt need inproving really 
No further developments 
Improve the state of the beaches and the areas next to them to attract discerning tourists.Clean the main beaches.There are plenty of coves where wildlife can flourish. 
Limit more development so that it retains its small town appeal. Provide attractive, traditional beach huts. Encourage Waitrose to come. 
Employment opportunities, particularly in non-tourism sectors. Transport is terrible, this impacts the business opportunities. 
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Please just keep it well maintained  - 
NOTHING 
more places for jobs 
More shops 
A rail link would vastly improve access to rest of country and relieve traffic.  Need to make sure any new building is affordable for local people. 
Keep housing development to a minimum with more investment in the beaches and hinterland 
Public transport to Bude improved together with high street shops and better children's facilities 
stop bringing in rabble form other areas 
By ensuring that ol an young families have the opportunity to buy their own home, so they don't have to move out of the area. 
Stop building new estates and any that are being built are not allowed to move the goal posts i.e. not put in proper road planning as agreed etc.  Any planning permission 
must have enough parking spaces. Stop allowing anymore large supermarkets in the area.  Build more low cost homes. 
Better toilet facilities all year round 
 
Improved play areas  
 
Sensible parking charges  
 
Support for local business 
 
Responsible dog owners 
Address serious parking issues in Stratton. Improve the attractiveness of Bude town centre for tourists. Help local businesses to thrive. 
Larger medical centre with ample parking. Toilets in town. Paths and canal/ beaches to be free of dog excrement 
Less surf shops and more range of shops. Public toilet facilities need to be available. More parking available at Stratton Medical Centre. Needs a larger Medical Centre 
See postcard comments 
The traffic situation at the A39 down into town needs improving especially in the light of many more homes being built at Binhammy 
PARKING (underlined) to enable local shops to compete with the supermarkets there should be limited time for free parking within the town (say 1 hour),  If this doesn't 
happen there is a great danger that local shops will suffer. 
 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES - TRAINING (all underlined) for youth 
 
A FRAMING AREA (underlined) needs recognition from Government 
 
TRANSPORT SYSTEM - (underlined) Better links especially for HOSPITAL VISITS etc. 
Extension to the cycle trail, more reasonable parking facilities with freely available toilets. 
 
Planning in this area to be determined locally and not by CCC at Truro. 
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xxx 
Definitely at least 2 more petrol stations are needed. A larger Medical centre on level ground. Tesco superstore as its cheaper, has far more choice & better sell by dates! A 
roundabout at the top of coast view or a lane for traffic turning right, A small car park for dog walkers that don't have to pay(have a dog permit) Loads more poo bins 
especially on housing estates. Available banking to visit in bude or Stratton. 
More parking at Stratton medical centre. More toilet facilities in the town. Dog excrement is still a problem! Cheaper parking for visitors. 
Keep on top of the infrastructure to prevent and creep of decay. 
Out of town shopping similar to that enjoyed by every other town  of comparable size in Cornwall.   It is evident that Morrison's cannot at present cope with the existing 
population together with tourists and the impending completion of Binhamy Farm houses, extra 400 houses. 
Medical services should be improved. 
 
To travel to Barnstaple or Plymouth for a scan, or to see a specialist takes too long and is too expensive. 
 
There ought to be a maternity unit in either Bude or Holsworthy 
Increased jobs for the young. 
 
A council that would actively encourage people to visit Bude and district 
Good reliable public transport. 
Better shops more choice, better jobs to choose from, and affordable homes for the next generations. 
Protect local business. 
more trees and hedges cause they look budish 
Smartened up, more facilities for kids around beach and town. Parking concessions. Make more spaces in beach carparks by planning them better. (Take some from buses 
- they are mostly empty).Dont put fair in cp during summer.  Encourage motorhomes to stay centrally out of season. They bring in income outside main hols. 
By improving the main shopping area and bring Bude up-to date 
yes 
get a toys r us 
Less new building. More renovation of disused shops as low cost housing for Cornish born young families. 
Less building of houses etc. especially apartments. 
Grow at a sensible rate with a few extra facilities but not taken over by large out of town shopping areas 
Prevent more building on the Headland and Downs 
1. Get the dog situation under control. Why should my council taxes be used to pay a man to empty dog-waste bins? Bizarrely, there are dog-poo bins near the sea lock, 
but no litter bins. 2. Remove the untaxed red van dumped on Church Path (and charge the owner, who lives nearby). 
more youth activities and hang outs. allow the river to fill which will not only look more attractive but cater for more water activities. sort out the old bus station and give a 
lick of paint to the strand, belle vue and queen street. 
Better Transport - Better Local Housing - Better Community Spirt 
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Desperate for easy level car parking space town centre !!! And yes we need Tesco's or similar  
 
Stratton needs child play area and post office/shops ,one way system to allow parking on streets !! 
by maintaining its individuality, resisting over development.  Caring for its natural resources ie the canal, beaches and open spaces.  Resisting selling off these assets to 
national chains. 
One or two areas of the town developed and brought back to life. Some more affordable homes for people to live in and a higher proportion of well paid employment. 
By not buidng too many houses 
 
Allowing a Tesco Store in. Generate employment that will attract and keep younger people 
Get rid of the largely useless speed- humps that do no more than provide trade for the garages to repair damaged suspensions.   Bude is too busy to generate speeding 
anyway. 
Decent shops am waiting for Tesco's to be approved, they sell good value children's clothes at affordable prices - unlike Wroes in the town which is way out of the 
ordinary person's pocket.  Fed up with trying to find a parking space at Morrisons in the summer months. 
A diversity of properly sustained trading outlets 
1) By having all the facilities that we are lacking at the moment. 
 
 
 
2) By keeping dogs on a short leash and picking up their mess.  Litter too.  People should be fined if we want Bude clean. 
More buses to nearby villages, towns - increased frequency. Sensitive planning - this is a tourist industry town principally. 
better bus routes bring back the trais 
Manage new housing as best as possible. More opportunities for the younger population. 
More space for youngsters to play outside. Youth clubs. Improve the status of families being moved or choosing to move into the area. 
Transport need to be able to get a bus  in and around Cornwall would be fantastic if there was a train 
Cleaner beaches, more cycle paths and off-road trails. A better medical centre and definitely no more housing. Protecting existing large trees and planting new ones. 
Better transport links, especially in summer for tourists. Cheaper rooms available for hire by community groups, especially those working with Bude's youth. Replace 
junction with roundabout where Stratton meets A39 (near primary school entrance) or improve junction! 
THE AREA NEEDS MORE PARKING AREAS AND AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE. 
 
STOP BUILDING ON EVERY SPARE BIT OF LAND. 
Make the Strand a more attractive area, cycle route to Holsworthy, planting of more trees in open spaces around the town.  A plan to improve the Crocklets beach area. It 
currently looks tired and does not make best use of its potential. continue efforts to attract new well paid jobs to Bude and promote Bude as a high class holiday resort. 
Protecting local environment. Tidy up car parks,improve   signage. 
By the allocation of land for local private housing development by local families. 
Firstly Bude and Stratton must remain separated so as not to lose their identity, secondly the same for the other villages 
not building hundreds more home's and do not 'import' non local people to the area 
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Keep the population steady. No huge influxes. 
 
Do something about the Strand Hotel. What an eyesore right at the entrance to Bude. When the flooding has been controlled that street could justify some good investment. 
Keep out of town development away from Bude. 
 
Restrict new housing because we don't have the infrastructure to support it. 
 
Improve maintenance to our beautiful beaches and downs, its our biggest asset and tourist draw. 
No more major developments. A new medical centre. 
Young people are encouraged to stay because there is a greater variety of jobs.  And social housing keeps pace with the need 
More affordable housing for local people 
Stop further major housing developments.  Stop high street stores appearing in the town - local businesses only.  Stop suing the town as a 'dumping ground' for problem 
families from around the country.  This town is stuggling to cope with the sudden influx of this type of person.  Those that don't want to be here do not get involved in the 
local community. 
More things to do 
Halt building new developments including large retail outlets 
More bed sit type places for younger people and more schools and nurseries as well as bus service 
With better parking facilities for locals throughout the winter months.  
 
Local activities for young and old not just places/events to occupy the tourists. 
It needs to be more busy ie more chain stores with guaranteed jobs not just seasonal 
Focus more on local people 
No more housing developments or out of town retail outlets. 
 
Cleaner beaches 
ENCOURAGING MORE LIGHT INDUSTRY & EXTENDING THE KINGS HILL SITE. 
 
MORE PARKING IN TOWN AREA WITH SPECIAL RATES FOR SHOPPERS & LOCALS 
More parking for vehicles.   
 
It would be nice to have theatres, etc.. but we are rather a small population for that. 
The town needs to have more indoor attractions and an arts centre would be a great asset to the town - bigger exhibition space, could be used as a music venue and offer 
activities for families during the holidays. An covered market area would also help, providing small businesses with an opportunity to develop. 
Better public transport to Exeter, Barnstable and Plymouth. At more convenient times. 
Give Bude Services, there is absoltutely no point in building if the facilities are not avaialble . Bude needs to start saying No to developers who promise and the and give 
nothing . 
Less reliance on tourist trade, improved all year round income 
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Demolition of The Strand Hotel with a suitable redevelopment in its place - small retail shops at ground level to attract trade to the other shops along The Strand. 
leave it alone as it is 
Better traffic control.  Its horrid in the Summer 
While they have home for elderly etc the transport is poor for them to enjoy days out to places of interest.  Car parking needs to be thought about particularly in the visitor 
season when streets are clogged up with parked cars.  Multi-storey park would relieve parking. 
 
New traffic roundabout in Stratton Road at the confluence with Atlantic Highway 
Better flow of traffic.  August is impossible! 
Serious attention should be paid to oil dependency, climate change, local food security and community empowerment. 
-  Be wary of "progress" in its current form 
 
- Innovation and growth can happen in a managed and blaanced way.  While keeping the aspects that make up a safe, enjoyable, family holiday. 
Improved transport links,especially to Plymouth and Exeter. Avoidance of shop closures - business rate reduction? 
Better roads, a rail link and better working conditions. 
Stop building more and more housing estates 
Best to maintain it mainly as it is without a lot of development. 
Railway links, making it easier to access other destinations 
Conserve what we have and improve it. Better use of existing light industrial estates to maximise employment for local people. Better road and transport links to rest of 
UK. Make Bude a premium place to come without opening the flood gates to population or industrial growth. Quality not quanty. 
As Bude is a Cornish seaside town it must remain so.  Do not allow large retail shops in. Need jobs for Bude's young but if we can get an FE collegefor 16 to 21 years old 
may be possible the youngster would not have to go away to find work.#  Should try to improve the holiday trade. # Need more small businesses that can be run from 
home on the internet.We need more car parks and to make it more  
 
accessible by road or rail.  . 
IMPROVE THE INFRASTRUCTER.  THE HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTRE ARE NOT ADEQUATE.  THE TRANSPORT LINKS NEED TO BE LOOKED AT. 
CHARGE RATE AT THE CAR PARK NEED TO BE AFFORDABLE. 
Cleaner 
make more houses and extend how big it is dont make it to big 
Make more houses and exstend how big it is but dont do it on our great country side. 
no more litter  
 
more houses 
 
more places to play. 
more swimming pools with diving boards 
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A great deal more effort should be put into providing good salaried (underlined) jobs for local people. 
 
Leave the beaches and coastline alone. 
the  tourists coming and just littering 
To have more jobs because in 20 yers time there will be loads more people and those people need jobs to keep a roof other there head and they need money to pay fore 
there food tow survive. 
the strand could be turned into something usefull 
keep the high street names out of town and keep its independent retail spirit alive!  
 
improve sewage facilities  
 
update the old beach huts at crooklets 
better jobs keeping our young people here 
No more development on green fields/farmland.  Development on brownfield sites.  Strand Hotel removed.  More accessible health centre in Stratton. 
Greater community interaction and self governance 
Preservation of the open countryside around Bude and Stratton. Special care being taken regarding new bulidings whether they are houses superstores[dont want to see 
more of these] windfarms etc. This is a lovely place to have retired to. Please keep it that way. 
Leave we'll alone 
Affordable housing and employment opportunities to keep young people in Bude. 
public facilities need updating and more thought needs to be put into integrating the whole community into shared projects and events that celebrate and help the Town to 
have an identity. Young people should have more of a say and more involvement in what happens in their town. 
less dense housing ,buildings being used that are empty 
The future Bude I would like to see is one that retains its current relaxed environment. I find it hard to understand what need Binhamy is fulfilling but if it must go ahead I 
hope that as much effort goes into providing the necessary additional infrastructure as went into railroading through its erection. 
More traffic calming measures especially around Poughill and Stratton 
People could be more open minded and not just want Bude to remain in the Victorian era. 
Serious consideration to the failure to increase tourism, create valid employment for young people, enhance either bude or Stratton in the favour of its residents or visitors. 
If improvement is not made swiftly bude and Stratton will lose its young generations and will die along with the retiring generations similar to bowling green towns of the 
Essex Coast. 
Read the postcard. Also small independent shops encouraged by cheaper business tax. No more surf shops or tacky tourist merchandise.No more superstores!! 
Make something special of the strand. It does not entice people into bude 
Revamp what we've got and make the place look more attractive 
More shops and affordable housing. 
Unused buildings to be occupied by local businesses to improve to general look of Bude. 
 
Better control of traffic speeds around town, speed limits enforced. 
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More 'dog poo' bins all around the areas where people walk dogs - there are not nearly enough of them. 
Stop council spending cuts 
Investment in kids, make more of festivals, christmas markets, with better advertising and organising to keep events happening yearly 
A bit more support from Cornwall as we sometimes feel very far from Truro. Recognition that for children and families in Bude the opportunities for cultural experiences 
are limited so transport and similar services need to proved more than just basic cover. 
Stop bring down people who live up county to live in bude 
More comunity based clubss and activities,  opportunities for people to meet up other than pubs. 
Better public transport 
 
Emphasis on green and Eco friendly projects 
 
Affordable housing for families 
provide more affordable leisure facilities 
More jobs, full time not seasonal,more affordable housing for young locals, better variety of shops, a Travel Lodge or the likes. Visitor attractions for wet weather and year 
round tourism. Living wage not minimum wage. Improved public transport links. 
More opportunities for people with dementia 
Pedestrian the town center. 
Opening up to big branded named shops like Launceston has to appeal to more people instead of people driving to barnstable n Launceston. No more surf shops we don't 
all surf or earn enough to buy surf clothes 
Protecting its individuality, protecting its coastline. Supporting local enterprise, protecting surrounding countryside 
Affordable housing,recycling/arts and crafts/theatre workshops.no more supermarkets and more support for local businesses. 
Crack down on the proliferation of advertising signs for Tommy Jacks and Hebasca around Crooklets Beach, have they got permission?  
 
Fight the Tesco application strongly, Bude does not need another large supermarket, whether Tesco or Waitrose.  
 
Work with Cornwall council to put poo bins at end of Canal Path at the Weir.  
 
Encourage new blood on the Council, it's very sad it's the same old faces. 
No further greenfield development. More affordable housing for locals and less for second-home owners. 
Keep to the same standards and i won't complain 
More for the local youth to do,organized clubs, a place to go,town centre cinema, indoor skateboard,bike and scooter park similar to the Unit at launceston. 
better facilities for the youth 
Knock down or completely sort out the Strand Hoyle as its an eyesore 
better parking for locals especially during the holiday season---Easter to October.  encourage more well known stores giving more variety for shopping without having to 
go out of town to spend money.  A full and proper  hospital (closer to the area) making it  easier for treatment and visiting of relatives. 
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Bring back the headland 
We should not be allowing 100s of houses to be built that are totally unaffordable to the young people of Bude. Affordable housing and a business park would help our 
children for the future. 
More shops to suit locals 
Out of town shopping but for local businesses only 
Keep the community spirit alive whilst still moving with the times 
Get rid of dominating commercial property owners! 
Deal with litter. 
better policing and CCTV coverage.  Points vetting system that houses locals first and discourages 2nd homes and subsequent letting of them.  More youth facilities and 
support of those that exist. 
? 
Add more shops like decent shops , primary baby shops cheep affordable not fill the town with surf shops and charity shops and cafés 
stop the destruction of the land around bude,stop over-stretching the infrastructure stop the influx of people who do not contribute to any society let alone budes,,stop the 
London government making decisions on bude, it should only be locals who decide,not big wigs who dont even know where bude is let alone what bude is (or should i say 
was) 
evict all the drug dealers 
More activitys for children for less money 
Smarten the town up and support sympathetic development to attract people who will spend money in the town 
New medical centre with decent parking.  Support for the local shops by cutting the cost of parking  and improving the toilets to encourage use of the high street.  Tidying 
up the streets and the roundabouts to create a good impression.  Take a look at what other towns for example what Torrington have done with their open spaces to give a 
sense of involvement for the local community.  Support the sea pool.  Improve the ambience at Crooklets  Beach.  This has already improved but could be so much better.  
Follow the example of Wadebridge and Rock. A more flexible performing arts centre  than the existing uncomfortable Parkhouse centre would be amazing.  Hats off to the 
Rebel for creating a comfortable amenity at reasonable prices.  This sort of project should be encouraged as it benefits locals and tourists alike.  Just a few random 
thoughts! 
Listen to the local people. 
Needs more choice, schools, larger doctors etc 
Bigger supermarket, blue flag beaches. 
All shops rented out. Local peoples opinions listened to. More community events. 
More local activities for local children and young adults 
Stop building houses, not enough jobs here to warrant the property, look after the houses already built 
Invest in the areas that make bude what it is beach areas bude relies on holiday season 
Less mass development 
More diversity in the town businesses not just more of the same 
 
More cultural events 
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Better transport links 
Stop bringing problem families into the town from elsewhere. A dog warden to resolve the dog mess issues 
Cheaper car park charges for locals and more facilities for teenagers 
Better roads, money spent in town centre 
People to monitor dog owners to reduce dog mess. 
Business rates need lowering otherwise Bude is going to lose many businesses in the next few years. 
See my answer above: better beach facilities and transport links. 
More teenager things. 
Better transport links, more local businesses, less residents dependant on benefits 
Affordable homes for first time buyers that are local to the area and council houses that are not given to troubled families from cities.  A community centre or a youth club 
where kids can go after school would be good,  like in Byker Grove :-) 
More for teenagers to do 
Maintain the beaches and grren areas. Do something with the strand hotel and more for teenagers to do 
Better transport to major cities such as Exeter, Plymouth giving onward rail to the rest of the Uk. Also better links to Newquay and Exeter Airports 
Better school facilities and a better local doctor's surgery with parking. 
More things to do for younger people cinema, some good useful shops not just the same as we already have surf surf surf cafe cafe cafe 
i wish there wasn't so many people out of work and the centre could offer more diverse facilities and affordable shopping 
More secure job opportunities 
more help for small businesses to enable them to keep the town centre alive 
Updating beach huts, more regular beach cleans, free parking in winter (especially at widemouth). 
Restrict new housing developments ( But probably too late) 
More things for kids to do from age 0-18 to keep them out of trouble 
Stop the Binhamy project.  Reduce the price to enjoy sports hall and splash. 
Better shops 
development of good quality shops and retaurants 
I don't think bude needs any major changes 
I think we should focus as a community on building up a family froiendly atmosphere which will bring vital tourists in with out ruining the unique atmosphere thta is bude 
A little more expansion I guess and more wet weather facilities for all . 
Strand needs sorting after that the town would be perfect. 
A better supply of affordable housing and better employment prospects for young people. 
Parking is and I am sure always will be a sore point. However, I feel that more needs to be done in this area, particularly, the length of time people can park in the town 
centre. Alot of people work and live in the town centre and more needs to be done to help these people. Over night parking isnt so much of a problem, however, I work in a 
job that isnt 9-5. I work shift work and I can never find anywhere to park. If you drive down any of the residential areas i.e. Broadclose Hill, Bramble Hill etc, there are 
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always cars parked there. There is never enough room. Maybe the council should think about permits for parking in the town centre for its residents that are not of 
extortionate value. Remember, alot of us still work for the minimum wage! 
There needs to be better shops! I have to travel 40 minutes to Barnstaple if I want to go shopping, there are plenty of shops in Bude but they are more aimed at tourists and 
surfers. There are more people in this town that do not surf and wear those kinds of clothes than those who do! I have to do 90% of my shopping online as the travel cost to 
Barnstaple is too much and its means a whole day just to go there 
Need a bigger draw for holiday makers, we have nothing to keep them returning 
more full time employment 
More affordable homes for local people. 
Cheaper parking for locals, and more open toilet facilities for local and visitors 
Tidy up the river running alongside the strand. Improve the "look" of the beach head area on both Summerleaze and Crooklets.  
Protection and appropriate use of natural resources. 
 
Provision of good housing both social and Rent+buy preferably by Housing Association/Council 
 
Better class of employment 
 
Improved facilities - Drs/hospital/police etc. 
The Binhamy Development main access point at the 'Morrisons Roundabout points to a vast improvement required in the access to Bude town centre from the A39. 
More clubs and bars 
Needs parking for shoppers desperately 
Improved traffic management, prohibition on parents driving bude children to school - encourage walking and fitness. 
BETTER SCHOOLING, MORE LARGER DEPARTMENT STORES, MORE HOMES IN STRATTON 
See above. 
A modern, multipurpose, affordable to hire community centre. 
Shake up the Town Council to make things better; focus on taking initiatives to enhance people's lives. Eliminate, if possible, the factions that tarnish community life. 
a pro-active town council, a town manager, better transport links 
Build housing for local people.  No more LARGE supermarkets required. 
Transport links is a real problem, especially for the elderly and young who cannot afford to run a car. I find it disgraceful that the bus charges are so high for our young 
people who are charged full fare I believe when they are 16. This does not encourage independence and is a real frustration for teenagers and parents alike. Living in Week 
St Mary, busses are non existent and causes isolation for many who cannot get out to the wider area. I think our town toilets are dated and dirty and should offer better 
facilities for a busy tourist town. I think these poor facilities leave a poor impression. A community bus to the cinema in Poundstock would be good. A roundabout is 
necessary on the A39 junction opposite Stratton school, I think this is a very dangerous spot especially with emergency vehicles travelling to and from the hospital. And 
why is the old Trypos building still empty? that was a waste of European funding! Apart from this, Bude is a great place to live ! 
Don't allow over-development. Don't kill the high-street/town centre.  Encourage small businesses.  Encourage community spaces. 
Bude and Stratton could be improved by implementing local food, energy and green tourism strategies.  The local food strategy should aim to: reduce food miles and 
waste; enable people to buy fresh, healthy, affordable food that has been grown locally; create new independent food businesses and jobs; provide a viable living for local 
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growers, producers and retailers; and ensure that more money spent on food stays in the local economy.  The local energy strategy should be based on an assessment of the 
community’s energy use, level of fuel poverty, and the best opportunities for energy and fuel bill savings and community-owned renewable energy projects.   The local 
energy strategy should: maximise the take up of funding options for making homes and businesses energy efficient; work with and promote energy efficiency schemes, 
including Cornwall County Council’s ‘Glow Cornwall’ programme; and identify, promote and facilitate opportunities for community-owned renewable energy projects, 
which will help keep operational profits within the local economy.  Community-owned renewable energy projects will also generate substantial funds for local community 
projects, including the Sea Pool.  The local energy strategy should promote and facilitate the use of electric vehicles, including development of a re-charging infrastructure.  
The local green tourism strategy should lay the foundations for developing and promoting Bude as a green tourism destination, based on outdoor activities, the quality of 
the local environment and the ‘green credentials’ of local businesses.  It should encourage, recognise and promote local green tourism businesses based on their 
sustainability, including energy efficiency, use of water, purchasing policies, waste minimization, travel and transport. 
No more estates - the town is too small and lacks the infrastructure to support them. 
Like it is 
Do not permit it to be over developed into a large faceless sprawling town and ensure that the heritage features of both Bude and Stratton are retained.  Provide good 
public facilities for both locals and visitors e.g. toilets, car parking. 
Open toilets all year. Stop building on green fields. 
Making the best of the facilities we already have looking after and renovating them. the bude sea pool is a major attraction for people coming to Bude. Equally the skate 
part at crooklets needs renovating to make an area where children and young people are proud and keen to go. 
Making local people work together. 
Stop parking on Main roads. 
retain some of the old world charm,  dont go modern it becomes out of date so quickly 
quality and not cheapest.  Keep thinking of loacls first - tourists second; we live hewere 365 days a year, they visit for 7. 
Less building and influx of people living here to put a strain on all aspects of our lives 
More parking and toilets, a roundabout at rockbank and kings hill/Stratton. Road, remove some speed humps in town. 
Shops closed I would like to see open. 
Local residents to be considered above holiday-makers and weekenders as we are here 365 days a year. 
More community feel 
Very close monitoring of increased alcoholics drug users frequenting public places i.e bus shelters benches. The prevention of Downs View Rd being further developed for 
bed sits, social housing ,accommodating the above. Very unfair for the hard working B&B. 
See my response in item 5 above. 
Better christmas decorations! And a car park 
By avoiding growth and living within it's and Cornwall's means. 
Bude-Stratton has too many organisations representing various interests (Town Council, Chamber of Commerce, Rotary, Bude Partnership) to name but a few who do not 
communicate enough with each other and therefore there is a lack of focus and direction. In turn this means that actually getting together a proper plan and implementing it 
is unlikely to happen unless things change dramatically 
More toilet facilities within the town area, and also regular opening of toilets in the beach areas. 
 
Better amenities for car parking and lower fees in the main car parks. 
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affordable housing for locals and a decent market 
Improved, longer, dedicated cycle ways for family cycling. 
 
Crack down on dog fouling around bude/stratton, especially the canal/cycling area and the downs (this is horrid and I'm sure very off putting for visitors). 
 
More play parks 
see my postcard, 
More thing to do for the children when it's raining 
Less green field housing. More social, rented and part-ownership housing, planned, developed, built and rented by the Town Council. More for younger people to do. 
More independent local shops. More Cornish language in the public realm (signs etc - 75% of tourists surveyed by Visit Cornwall welcomed the use of the language). 
Make sure there is affordable housing for locals,cheap parking,adequate public toilets, make sure closed up buildings eg:- The old coach station,are used and not left 
derelict. 
 
Try and improve the lot of the many minimum wage earners on 0 contracts and fluctuating seasonal hours. 
More police visibility during peak season.  Promote Bude-Stratton in the right way i.e. not targeting stag/hen weekends.  No amusement arcades. Parking charges for local 
people to be reduced or removed during winter season to encourage shopping in the locality. 
A better road network to accommodate the increasing traffic flow with possible a road which by-passes Stratton for heavy goods traffic. More money spent on road 
surfaces and in clearing up underlying problems in the water/drainage problems under the A39 through Stratton. 
More facilities for young people such as a skatepark to provide them with a free healthy activity to take part in and help draw them away from anti-social behaviour. 
 
Better toilet facitlies in the town - open more often and out of season for locals and not just tourists! 
 
Cheaper parking in town for locals out of season. 
There needs to be more networking between groups to make sure that strapped finances can be brought together to maintain life for the residents in the quieter months. 
Already a great place for young children, the older ones need more to do in this remote location and prevention of anti social behaviour. 
To keep the 'green belt' oh whoops it's gone! 
Make it more self sufficient.  Encourage people to buy local, more food producers and keep energy here.Build on community spirit and put money back into the local area. 
Need more control of beach and car parks to improve it. 
Independent retailers encouraged with reasonable rates. Queen street pedestrian way. A town map indicating retailers like the one in Hartland car park. Better signage for 
crooklets beach on entering town. 
As previously stated. 
More housing affordable/council 
 
more jobs 
 
more things to do/ become modern! 
Limit the building of houses. Improve town centre parking to encourage local shopping. 
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Some pedestrianisation of the town, improve the beach facilities (particularly Croolets which looks very ugly & scruffy). A big drive to reduce dog fouling, particularly 
near the schools. 
I think the main problem is the  debunked Strand Hotel which doesn't have any purpose and needs addressing.. 
 
Also the junction off the A39 turning down into Coast View is a major hazard especially in the summer when traffic is queuing in Coast View wanting to turn right onto 
the A39. Is this roundabout ever going to happen???.. 
get rid of those big satelittes 
No more housing more leisure facilities. 
Attracting small, independent businesses to make the town different from other towns.  Boutique hotels, intimate restaurants, specialist shops.  Make much more of the 
river, the canal, which make Bude special, as well as the beaches and cliff walks. 
Become the centre of a localised economy (the market town for local farmers). Take down some of the Victorian buildings and redesign the town so it is laid out better. 
STOP BUILDING ON THE DOWNS, MORE POLICE PRESENCE, BETTER MEDICAL ACCESS  FACILITIES, BRING INCENTIVES FOR LOCAL BUSINESS 
VIA RATES ETC 
transport, more council houses, more things for youngster to do 
Stratton Medical really needs a better car park and we do need a better range of shops in town.  Also need many more local jobs so people don't have to travel so far to 
work 
a proper supermarket by that I mean a large one, bigger than morrisons which sell clothing and books and also have a chemist.  Open more clothing shops - you have more 
than enough surf shops.  Only 2 normal clothing shops, Wroes (expensive) and fashion direct (young people's clothing(  A tourist attraction would be nice and a cinema 
open 7 days a week. t here is nothing really in bude to do if you are not fit and young. You also need to improve the disabled parking and dropped kerbs.  Riding in my 
powerchair is a challenge especially when most of the shops have steps into them - no wheelchair access which is illegal.  I'm afraid in a lot of peoples minds Bude is a 
dying town and only fit for very old people. 
Local currency, local food in all supermarkets, much more renewable energy, tidal lagoons in some bays, energy storage in compressed air in underground caverns and/or 
under see caverns/ bells, start introducing restrictions of polluting transport and switch over to electric/ biodiesel/ or compreesed air powered transport. Build a proper 
small hospital !! Strive to own the local electricity grid 
Avoid any more housing 
Making life better for the people...better infrastructure, business support,  support for families. 
Better facilities, like play parks and an entertainment complex for older kids. Improved football club would be good too 
Toilets open. Carparking needs to be rationalised. Do something with the Strand. Enforce car parking restrictions. Larger supermarket to rival morrisons. Get local clubs to 
think outside the box instead of doing things the way they've always been done! 
Easier transport access.Good job availabilities for our young people. 
Inviting thoughtful and caring people with money to invest in the area 
Cleaner, more shops, all buildings being used such as The Strand. 
traffic flow through town in summer 
 
more high quality year round jobs 
 
new doctors surgery 
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better bus links to exeter 
Decent councillors 
No more house building!! 
A yellow-brick road towards a shoeshop where they sell ruby red slippers.. 
 
It will attract lots of tourists clicking their heels saying.. "there is no place like home" .. 
More free parking areas created,more jobs created,less buiding 
Modest development 
 
More buses, thriving town centre 
cheaper carparks, toilets open all the time, beaches and surrounding area spruced up. 
Sort out all the empty shops etc more free paking 
lleft as a seaside town with no overbuild no out of town over kill 
It's more about keeping what we've got in good repair. However, the Strand Hotel needs to be sorted out. 
Fewer charity shops and estate agents? 
Tired, run-down areas need investment. Bude is a tourist town. We must appeal to the tourists at the same time the locals want investment so they are pride of their 
infrastructure. It will also encourage more shops and businesses to move to the area. 
Improved health facilities and a second Senior school 
cheaper business rents to entice in small business owners to create a place people can come to for a day out with beaches, shopping and good food - not chains 
encourage big-name hotels, restaurants and bars into the town 
Toilets, cheaper parking. 
Preservation of the area, investment by Westminster as I feel that the area is often forgotten about 
I would like to see more small independent shops in the town center offering things the local people would be interested in and not just things for the holiday makers 
No more development, and improved health facilities 
By not allowing any more large housing development. Do something about the Strand hotel and the Strand in general to make it look more attractive to visitors. A better 
variety of shops to encourage competition with fewer charity shops and cafes. 
The community coming together mores for each other 
It needs to become more accessible. If Bude were to get a train station it would allow locals to travel to the amenities that Bude does not have meaning the town doesn't 
have to become too big. It also means people can get to Bude easily which would increase revenue. Although a train station would be quite a big initial investment it would 
pay for itself in the long haul and actually save money that would be spent on unwisely expanding an area that is unable to handle it and is unwanted. 
Better transport links 
Cheap car parking public toilets open all year 
Supply free additional car parks for residents of Stratton 
Make a coherent plan under one organisation -- ideally the town council -- to manage and renovate the sea front area, inc the sea pool 
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Update appearance of Bude ie Strand Hotel. Better facilities. Schools hospital emergency services (Police/Ambulance) better night time venues. More for the younger 
communities. 
sort out traffic.  speed humps are unnecessary and damaging 
A reduction in parking fees for residents to enable them to be able to use the towns businesses. 
 
Income from some or all of the towns car parks to be redirected to the town council rather than going into the Counties coffers. 
Making housing affordable for the younger community keeping them here rather than moving away 
more facilities for the younger generation i.e more local cinema and maybe an ice or roller rink 
Better facilities 
more facilities for people who live here - parks - consider the young people, providing more projects to keep them interested and occupied - so they don't feel dispossessed 
and alienated 
Increased cheap parking in town centre, reduced business rates 
By providing more extensive healthcare and schooling. 
Less development for economical gain and more investment in environmental protection. Eco builds for local youngsters, community gardens for food, free energy for all. 
Town needs a general face lift. A retail park and medical services ie  a small hospital to avoid travelling  so far! 
Redevelopment to the strand hotel.  Cinema ice rink. As we had before.for the shops to be able to make a living.  Lower rent rates to be kept to minimun before they all 
dissappear. More jobs available. Bude is growing but still need jobs. Bigger schools.  Another super market to cope with the influx of inner city rough people. 
Modernising the town centre 
Can't de done, 
Avoid over-development and expansion. The latest development opposite Morrisons is a bad mistake forced on us against the general will and any future development 
must be stopped 
Stop building unless there are jobs to support the local people 
Re-open the railway. Improve links to Barnstaple. 
Tidied up and investment in the beach facilities 
No more supermarkets 
High street shops . Or a outlet shopping center near by 
It needs an large increase in industrial and comercial parks for companys to expand and new incommers, need to be land to buy for self build comercial units, there are too 
less unit to buy and tomany unit rented at supper high rent in town centre and industrial estates. 
Restore or replace beach huts; cleaner beaches and water quality; update hotels, pubs and restaurants. 
Embrace the view that nothing can stay the same forever. 
Improve the coastal assets - because they are assets 
Stop anymore homes being built as bude has not got the infrastructure or needs new infrastructure - no expansion 
Keep the rural charm look at enhancing walks and cycle routes - healthy lifestyle focus 
More community events that can attract all. More schools, national shops 
Return of the railway, fast internet connection to all, full year employment opportunities based on local resources 
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More employment so young people are not forced to leave 
More community organisations could be better supported by local volunteers. 
More work opportunities for people, better housing policy with regards the letting criteria and good affordable property for locals. 
Better transport and employment opportunities are needed. 
This question is too much like the postcard from 2026 - the things I wrote there I would also type here 

Local Facilities 

 

8. With regard to local facilities, what would you say were the priorities for Bude-Stratton in the next 10-15 years? (please mark one for each row) 

Answer Options Extremely important Important Neither 

important or 

not important 

Not 

important 

Not at all 

important 

Don't 

know 

Response 

Count 

Leisure facilities 235 268 64 12 4 9 592 
Sports facilities 172 284 102 13 10 2 583 
Community meeting space 131 270 127 30 12 10 580 
Shops 260 239 67 14 3 4 587 
Cafes / restaurants 152 250 121 42 14 6 585 
Pubs 86 233 168 50 29 9 575 
Other facilities issue (please specify) 209 

answered question 594 

skipped question 280 

 

Other 

Transport links 
childcare, youth services . 
public toilets. very important 
Educational facilities for both youngsters and older people. Not just academic but life skills. 
Covered meeting space for under 18s with facilities appropriate 
public toilets!!!!!! 
Keep small independent pubs and shops 
i need a castle to be built very importany!! 
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parks 
More parks 
schools 
Youth clubs 
More toilets 
Schools 
Chicken huts and seagull nests 
Spaces or people to relax 
Beach Front Development 
Smaller local shops would be a lovely thing to have in both towns 
More trees need to be planted 
Public Toilets need to remain in town 
Open spaces that are well designed and maintained 
Cinema 
toilet 
playground 
controlled housing growth matched by suitable infrastructure 
indoor market and pedestrian zone 
night clubs. 
Bude children's centre 
toliets nearer to centre of town 
Housing space. Whats best for Bude/Stratton 
Football pitch 
Public toilets etc 
dank shop 
Parking, wet weather activities, cinema in Bude town 
cheap things to do like good walking and cycling.  All your examples cost money every time. 
train ,bus links , 
day nursery 
General amenities, like parking and toilets. 
New Health Centre for growing population 
Splash swimming pool to stay 
toilets 
a big shopping center 
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A BIG SHOPPING CENTER 
Adult education provision, skills centres, college-style provision for young people who do not plan to go to university, 
More Green space 
indoor wave pool 
hardware / technology store 
No not relevant column on paper form so have put remarks into don't know 
"sufficient as they are" written in all other boxes 
YOU REALLY NEED PUBLIC TOILETS IN THE CENTER OF BUDE. EVERYONE NEEDS TO WEE. GIVE SOMEONE A PERMANENT JOB TO MANAGE IT 
& CHARGE 20P.  PEOPLE WONT MIND 
Improvements could be made on Health vacilities 
SEA POOL - VERY IMPORTANT TO KEEP  BEACHES MAINTAINED 
I WOULD LIKE TO SEE A BETTER PLAYGROUND AT SUMMERLEAZE BEACH NOT JUST A SLIDE 
Keep the main walks maintained 
out of town retail park would be nice, bring in people in to town from outlying areas 
Larger Medical Centre with improved parking/access 
beach activities 
Better access to the GP surgery and NHS dentists 
Doctors & dentists 
housing 
Arts Centre - extremely important 
Good local transport i.e. railway and local buses 
Day Centre, so that Carers can have more respite breaks 
Cultural facilities 
Toilets should be open year round 
Keeping the library open 
Keeping the library oepn 
Footpaths E.I Car parks and public conveniences Imp. 
Needs an large, multi purpose indoor facility when weather is bad 
Beach facilities 
Open spaces, play parks and sea pool 
employment 
A train line from Exeter 
Industrial facilities / units 
Cinema/Theatre 
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CINEMA & INDOOR SSSKATE PARK LIKE "THE UNIT" IN LAUNCESTON 
NOT RELEVANT   NONE ALREADY HAVE THE ABOVE 
ALL MARKED NOT RELEVANT ON PAPER FORM 
Parking 
Public toilets and sensible parking charges 
retail park 
public toilets 
meeting places for local groups etc 
Clean Sea - Blue flag or similar 
toilets 
Clean user friendly beaches 
good bus service and rail link restored 
Open spaces 
Toilets 
FACILITIES FOR OLDER PEOPLE Government cuts mean services for vulnerable few to go.  GREGSON CENTRE course have becme too specialised and above the 
reach many 
Petrol stations 
Public toilets 
Public transport 
Public toilets   Car parking spaces 
medical provision maintained/improved 
Housing. 
more clubs at the sports hall 
Fresh fish shops that really thrive, perhaps council backed. Disabled access to Summerleaze beach via ramp. 
medical centre, more use of hospital. 
Re-open public toilets 
Hotels 
transport 
additional super store 
Larger library and more public toilets. 
cinema and theatre 
PUBLIC TOILETS AND CHURCHES 
Things for the younger generation to do 
toilets, buses 
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Affordable room hire for evening clubs/societies/groups. 
MORE OR BIGGER G.P. SURGERIES & SCHOOLS - THE ONES WE HAVE NOW ARE ALL OVERCROWDED 
Facilities for yong people 
cinema in the town. More cultural activities. 
Medical facilities 
affordable housing 
Health facilities, schools, green areas 
clothes shops that are cheap for children 
Healthcare 
Transport facilities 
Dentists, Doctors, Schools, College 
work opportunities 
A cinema in town for the young people to access 
a satellite dialysis unit 
Public toilets - important 
Travel facilities ofr retired residents - Coaches to meet trainds at Exeter. Priority to Bude residents ensured on buses (not filled up with people alighting at Okehampton) 
Local food growing 
A decently manned hard-working Police Force 
Toilet facilities 
Most important - NEW HOSPITAL, NEW MEDICAL CENTRE, NEW COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL, NEW FE COLLEGE! 
BETTTER FACILITIES FOR COACH'S AND THE BUS SERVICE 
Community water sports facility at Higher Wharf 
the country side is really important 
litter bins 
Better health centre Stratton. 
Wet weather facilities for holiday makers. 
Retail variety 
Arts and music centre (extremely important) 
Work opportunities 
hotel 
All public areas 
beach huts. public toilets. public spaces 
more amenities for children 
Local Transport Services - support bus services 
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access to health facilities 
Youth Centres activity zones 
Lack of facilities via Cornwall Council! eg toilets in Bude!!!!! 
schools and doctors surgeries 
Encourage local use (particularly youngsters) of the tennis facility at the recreation ground.  Create a decent performance hall. 
Theatre/Arts Entertainment 
Toilets and showers 
Cinema,           better medical facilities. 
indoor areas to hold events in the rain 
Hotels 
Parking 
parking 
Toilets 
more public toilets 
Public conveniences 
Adequate toilet facilities. 
Sustainable employment opportunities 
In town car parking 
beach huts 
community busses ? 
Sustainable Living Advice Centre – the aim would be to open a centre where local residents can get advice on, for example, energy saving, energy efficiency, domestic 
renewables, supporting local food producers, growing fruit and vegetables, and supporting local sustainable living schemes.  Advice could cover the availability of 
incentives, grants and loans and practical advice about how households can live more sustainably.  The project might include: seeking funding, identifying a suitable 
building, obtaining any necessary permissions etc. 
Toilets 
Skate park, scout hut 
keeping toilets open 
Beach facilities - seperate top for the town 
FREE Wifi throughout 
Good public transport links to Exeter and London 
Sources of Food and Energy 
State of Bude Town Centre and particularly the beaches and coastal areas 
Health centre 
Skatepark 
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Scout hut 
something for children, not too expensive 
Better doctor/hospital car park. 
Indoor leisure facilities 
Cheaper parking for locals. Transport links. 
Hospital extremely important; local craft enterprise centres extremely important; spiritual centres important 
cinema, train station 
public toilets 
Hospital, cinema 
but science/cultural would e fine. 
Train Station 
Industry needed 
A macDonalds.. the only thing that is good about big cities 
Dance and events 
Water parks. 
Toilets 
Beach facilities 
medical/hospital 
Public transport- train station 
Medical/hospital and schools 
tiolets please. open all year 
Doctors surgery and schools 
Parking 
No multi nationals keep them out! 
ice rink s cinema mc ds 
Sea defences 
sea pool 
No working mens clubs 
Beach huts. 
independent retailers 
industrial estate space 
New, easily accessible, doctor's surgery. 
Look at business rates - we want local independent shops eg a green grocer 
Docs surgery with good parking 
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Better medical facilities 
Libraries, access to Council 

 

9. For any of the above questions which you have felt was "Extremely important" or "Important", could you describe how and where (if applicable) you 

feel positive change could be made? 

Splash is expensive and the sea pool restrictive. Shops rely on reasonably priced parking and customers deserve choice. 
Reduced fees for local families as more people would access them particularly in the winter months 
 
childcare at weekends so more people can access jobs. Help with childcare costs for the under 2's  family friendly pubs . 
Shops a tesco or another supermarket would benefit the whole community! 
More leisure facilities 
 
Wider range of shops/cafés 
For example, the tennis dome and school facilities could be used/manned fully over school holidays. 
Bude sea pool unique 
 
More emphasis on safe haven for visiting boats. 
 
More emphasis on horse riding tourism would be good for local farmers. 
More of a sense of community with free flowing information rather than the usual gosip and here say.  For example 'how the new bridge is getting on' 
The town beaches (Summerleaze to Crooklets via the Sea Pool ) are badly let down by the Crooklets end which has become very tired and unattractive. See all three as one 
asset - and improve the signage from Bencoolen Bridge onwards to indicate the main beaches and the fact that there is a Sea Pool 
the swimming pool is small / outdated and over priced (eg family swim about £15) 
Improve the interior of Splash leisure centre - bring back the cafe. There should be ample provision of public toilets in several areas around the town all year round. There 
are not enough toilets - None in the town centre at all! This surely discourages visitors with young children and the elderly. 
More choice of shops and facilities and less surf shops 
Stop large stores coming to Bude undercutting prices of smaller shops 
allfacilitiescan be improved, none perfect. 
 
need a really good restaurant thats not just fish! 
More innovative sports facilities.  Differend shops.  More varied restaurants. 
I think the shops and sports facilities are quite important. 
 
as people need to do more exercise as these days everyone's getting bigger. 
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also shops as some people it would be an attraction to Bude 
Leisure facilities for all ages particularly for youngsters could be improved 
Too many pubs and the arcade should have games 
The cafes and restaurants should be better decorated 
The shops are important because it would make everyone happy 
A building where locals can discuss their ideas. Bude is full of sport. 
in bude town and they are what most people will nedd 
Flatter sports ground more leisure halls cheaper cafes 
I thought they were important because I do 
Of possible more Astro and concreat places that are safe 
No sorry 
More shops and more sporting activities 
I think the views are important and not for people to ruin it with buildings 
Sports for the disabled 
To many pubs 
I think that the meeting places are very important 
I  believe sports and leisure facilities are important for kids because its easy to get bored in the winter with the beach being too cold there is not much else to do. 
Having more sports facilities would provide more places for teens to go to 
You could have more activity centres and just unique local shops,. Also restaurants could be made more unique but not as many. 
Youth clubs and areas to do stuff 
More gyms and martial art classes as there are a lot of dangerous people in bude 
Bigger ranges of shops 
You need shops mostly for food shops and more 
I think that shops are the most important because if there wasn't any shops no one would visit bude. 
Community meeting is very important 
You have to travel at least for one hour to get to any decent shops 
It's extremely important to have shops as you may need food for low prices or clothes . 
 
You might need cafes for future if the super market is being knocked down 
Community space is extremely important because you will need to talk About how you will need to improve the town, the shops you need for tourists and to get food if 
you don't have the money to eat at a restaurant every night 
People would make more money from their business and people will get more sporty. 
primark newlook and hollister 
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Mostly simaler facilitate that we have no just updated to the current century. 
I is an alchy 
The leisure I find important because of we have loads of leisure centres then Bude will have more tourists and the town of Bude will make more money 
What do u eat? 
Less drunks 
A again more colour on the buildings! 
I think that we could replace some of the shops with bigger well known shops such as new look 
Just improve the quality of the facilities. 
They are good 
More shops, more fast food restaurants 
Beach Front Development 
sport and leisure facilities will need assistance to provide for Budites in an increasingly extreme and unpredictable climate. 
Leisure and sport to promote active lifestyles. 
Create a plan for the town centre.  What shops do we want/need 
 
Places for people to meet and relax. 
More support for sports clubs 
Better showering facilities for surfers, in the leisure and sports. The bathing huts at Crooklets also need upgrading with better shower facilities. 
Pedestrianisation of Queen Street, Bude which could encompass meeting space, shops and cafes/restaurants.  The meeting space would need to be affordable to hire - 
Parkhouse Centre too expensive. 
leisure facilites so there something to do. 
 
sports so i can my myslef fit. 
 
cafes so when peolpe come down have somewhere to eat. 
 
pubs so there somewhere for older poelpe have somewhere to meet mates. 
leisure to do something 
 
sports so i can keep fit 
 
shops so we can buy better cloths 
 
cafes so the peolpe who come down can go shoewhere to eat 
xxxxxxxx 
There is a need for elderly people to have places to rest and sit undercover in town. 
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bude needs to make more of its watersports 
A positive change could be made by making shopping more accessible for locals how are sick of travelling to exeter and plymouth 
we need more stuff to do 
Shops need to be made more for locals, and i don't mean more surf shops - they get boring after about 2! 
The small shops need to be supported, so many small businesses have been hit hard by the economic crisis and need support from the Bude community to help them 
survive. Leisure facilities also need to be supported as they are not only for tourists but local people too. If we lose leisure facilities Bude will struggle. 
To  many pubs and cafe over taking Budes natural beauty. 
I just think these things should be improved upon and advertise more to get more of the community interested. 
its important because they are more needed than other facilities. 
Maintain and update sports and leisure facilities. Do not allow any including the Sea pool to fall into a poor condition 
Make better use of outdoor spaces to provide affordable sport facilities i.e outdoor gym 
We need asda and better shoes and clothes shops as the ones we have are too expensive. 
Cheaper sports facilities 
 
More leisure activities such as a closer cinema 
the town centre will die unless a stop is put on the excessive parking charges (especially out of the 8 week summer season) or make people who used the out of town 
supermarkets pay for their parking there as the present system is totally unfair in terms of competition. Reduce the rates on small local businesses by getting rid of paper 
pushers, diversity officers, global warming experts and the other non-jobs in the County Council and use the money to provide local housing, transport and to encourage 
small business start ups. money from car parking fees and fines should be earmarked for use in the locality where they are collected. Make the centre of Bude an alcohol 
free area and enforce the laws regarding under age drinking. Increase the use of CCTV and actually have some policemen on the street not just driving round in their cars 
and out of touch with the community. This would curb shop lifting and the bad behaviour that happens in the evenings 
We need some shops that "do it all"  like a Dunhelm....or B&Q....Bude is stuck in a time warp as far as a Shopping experience goes!!! 
use big empty building opposite coop for combined indoorr mark et, with cinema and theatre next door in old cinema bu il lding . turn strand into flats with community 
non profit non r er ligious shop and cafe/bar below 
cheaper leisure, a communal water sport club centre, more shops to bring visitors in and pubs to make more effort to encourage older people! 
leisure facilities it expensive the people on the low incomes 
Aldi of Lidel to bring prices down, proper DIY store 
See Q5. 
It feels like the only sports facilities is Adventure International, i think that could be changed. Also the fact that we keep building houses that look tacky in our town. 
i would like more nices swimming pools as splash is always cramped. i think there should be a jim for youths. 
yolo 
I think community meeting space, restaurants and shops are really important for Bude as it will bring the local community together and by increasing the amount of shops 
and having big brand shops such as 'Next' etc, it will mean that you don't need to travel all the way to Barnstaple or Plymouth for example. 
Focus on more indoor affordable family orientated wet weather facilities, more pubs, 
Keep the facilities looking nice (bring up to date as appropriate) and with friendly staff (as now).  Encourage tourists and locals to use everything. 
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shops could be improved by more competition also a children's cloths shop ,leisure could be a safe place for the youth to go eg extra Friday night splash nights , 
Community meeting space becuase then everyone can get together and talk about the community and also it could be a place where kids and teens can go 
community meeting space as another way for us as towns to come together 
Lower taxes Pubs have to pay. Not that you guys can have a say in that. Try though! 
Leisure: More free facilities, not restricted by clubs that run them or access to them, as many people like to do their own thing, adult or children. 
 
Sports: More free facilities, not restricted by clubs that run them or access to them, as many people like to do their own thing, adult or children. 
 
Shops: More longevity, better quality, better businesses in general. Better range of products available. Sports shops in particular are abysmal, they need higher end stock, 
to be larger businesses, and to be a bit more competitive in terms of prices as well, although it must be tough to compete with larger online businesses like Sports Direct 
and Pro Direct. Also, the town needs a proper gaming shop, like Gamepad was, but again it needs to be competitive in terms of pricing, stock etc. All these businesses 
could be helped by having online services, and friendly, knowledgeable, useful staff.     
 
Cafes/restaurants: More longevity, better quality, better businesses in general. A bit cheaper in the better/higher market ones. A bit more variation in types/styles e.g. larger 
Italian or French restaurants etc. 
 
Pubs: More longevity, better quality, better businesses in general. A bit cheaper in the better/higher market ones. Larger interiors would be very good, as many pubs get far 
too crowded at the weekends etc. 
more modern sports facility 
More facilities for the aging population. 
More indoor facilities to cater for wet weather and year round outdoor facilities 
bring in a KFC and dominoes 
i dont know 
move all the shops into a big bulding [the strand] 
move all the shops into a big building (the strand) and it could be a big shopping center and also could have some cafes or restaurants inside i think it would be a great 
change for a lot of people old and also young 
The Strand needs updating and then sustaining as an extension to the town centre as it looks naff. 
make the facilities bigger 
cafes and restaurants 
more sport facillites 
We need a large Discount Store i.e. ALDI/ICELAND/99P shop 
 
The local SHOPKEEPERS charge very high prices so with the present supermarket a Discount store would be good for the many families on low income 
Make community buildings sheaper for local groups to use 
 
Needs a decent clothes chain store. 
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This was in top box. Schools - doctor surgeries - dentists - library - hospital.  All these need to keep pace with demand. 
 
Less dominance by supermarkets - Greater variety in town -No more eateries, estate agents or hairdressers! 
 
Re-instatement of a building society. 
I THINK BETTER FACILITIES BEHIND BOTH BEAHES COULD BE UPGRADED FOR YOUNG FAMILIES TO MAKE USE OF. 
WE NEED BIGGER RETAILERS LIKE TESCO/MARKS & SPENCER HOMEBASE - WE NEED MORE JOBS 
 
WE NEED A REAL ATTRACTION IN BUDE THAT WILL BRING VISITORS HERE ALL YEAR LONG.  WHY NOT A DRY SKI SLOPE WITH CHALETS? IT 
WOULD BRING EMPLOYMENT THROUGH THE WINTER - ALL YEAR ROUND AND KEEP SMALLER SHOPS GOING AS WELL.  BRING BACK THE OLD 
PARISH HALL.  THE PARKHOUSE DOESN'T HAVE THE CHARACTER AS THE PARISH HALL DOES IT?  PARKING AT THE SCHOOL NEEDS TO BE 
LOOKED AT. 
Youngsters need leisure facilities, today they need more than we have at the moment (gone are the days when the beach & the countryside were enough for children as 
they were in my youth) Possibly somewhere they could go to interact with other children & their parents 
SAVE THE SEA POOL 
 
SPORTING & LEISURE IMPORTANT FOR KIDS 
 
KEEPS EVERYONE FIT AND HEALTHY 
 
BEACHES MAINTAINED - BENEFITS TO ALL DRAW TO BUDE 
Generally any such facility to give people a healthier life style 
 
We really do have too much of the same thing where shops are concerned 
LETS HAVE A PROPER CINEMA & MORE SHOPS THAT ARE NOT SURF RELATED WOULD BE NICE TO SEE MORE THAN JUST SURF SHOPS 
Leisure facilities - we need something fresh/up to date. 
 
Shops -  The town looks terrible. 
 
Sports - Important to maintain what we have. 
 
Community - Important to maintain what we have & Parkhouse Centre looks terrible/uninviting. 
 
Cafes/Restaurants/Pubs - essential for tourism 
SEEMS TO BE SATISFACTORY 
Independent shops are very nice but expensive, we need more well known shops to keep people interested in shopping in Bude.  When I, and many others think of 
shopping, Barnstaple is the first place that springs to mind, followed by Launceston retail park. 
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The swimming pool is too expensive on a family budget.  Indoor skate park would be nice for local kids - Minehead eye is a good example of this facility 
 
Community buildings are good in town but people of Bude need to make more use of them.  check prices before assuming that they are to expensive to use. 
Provide sufficient space for leisure facilities and sport. Encourage sport to get the youth off the streets 
Leisure facilities: during the bad weather/rainy summers there are few indoor recreational/entertainment spaces for holidaymakers so they head off to other places to spend 
their money. Harlequinns is a bit' dingy and stale trainer-smelling' according to visitors! Perhaps a Pirate-themed indoor ship full of activities/rides. 
To maintain the facilities, expanding the bude haven sports hall ( I play netball there and we can only get one slot late at night) 
encourage and support fascilities 
Upkeep/upgrading of existing pitches/courts/ pool etc. free cold showers on main beaches. More alfresco eating/ drinking. Encourage locally owned businesses with lower 
rates/ rent. 
make the activities on the beach more accessible to the tourist market and the people of bude 
Not so much changes (aside from the GP surgery) more protect things from being lost such as the sea pool. Wooded cycle routes might be good such as they are 
introducing at Lanhydrock, if we are to keep tourists coming to the area then we have to keep up with the latest trends. 
Business rates too high 
I more pubs 
Shops need to be promoted so that tourism is encouraged 
Maintain Bude sea pool. Provide better space at Parkhouse Centre & facilities at the Castle. 
Library must (underlined) be kept open and available every (double underlined) day 
Well thought out shops instead of high priced unsustainable ones. Leisure facilities to attract holiday makers and provide jobs, cafés, restaurants and pubs  are important 
for locals and visitors 
I feel a 3g/4g astro turf would significantly improve the town in a number of areas. From increased activity levels across all age groups, to a drop in crime through giving 
the young people of bude something to do. 
Sea pool maintained, changing facilities available, good parking and well serviced toilets accessible 
Keep shops unique, no chains. Support for pubs/restaurants during the off season, whether advice or advertising. 
Housing and jobs for the young before they are all forced to leave 
Leisure facilities - Limited on what to do in the town, especially in winter when it is too cold for the beach. NEED A CINEMA. Move the Rebel business and workers to 
the town, love the cinema and improvements have definitely been made but the benefits of it being in town would be massive.  
 
Sport facilities - Provide a good means of exercise, some have become run down and do not look appealing.  
 
Shops - It's understandable to want to support local businesses but it is difficult when their prices are so high. We can't all afford it and will offer travel further away as a 
means to find the same product cheaper. Also seems to the same families owning a number of shops.  
 
Cafes/restaurants - Aren't especially important but provide a great means of tourism and also helps to provide jobs e.g. watiressing/cleaning/cooking for the youth of the 
town who can't find part time jobs elsewhere.  
 
Pubs - Traditional English culture, provide great means of tourism again and provide a homely, community feel. Good for families. 
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I feel we need to bring in some high street chains!! We need to be able to shop in BUDE without having to go to Barnstaple or Exeter etc etc!!! We need to provide more 
entertainment/ places to go for our young people apart from Splash and Harlequins!!! these places are not where 12-18 year olds want to hang out!!! We need a much 
better choice of leisure facilities!! (cinema, roller/iceskating rink, and maybe somewhere like Trethorne Farm??) 
Arts, culture and the environment go hand in hand.  There are many small visual arts businesses and creative people in the town and surrounding area, but no communal 
space for them to come together to learn, collaborate, educate and entertain. 
Making these more available all year round. 
Make bude a family friendly town with all pubs closing before midnight, encourage out of town nightclub developments which impact less on the town centre, which is 
currently getting out of hand in an evening! 
We have good leisure and sports facilities an must ensure that we keep them. 
With most businesses being seasonal in Bude it would be useful if the business rate was linked to turnover and not area . This would create extra money for reinvestment 
and would improve the general appearance and prosperity of the town 
All are important to everyone's quality of life in Bude.  We probably have enough cafes, restaurants and pubs, but we don't want to lose any of them.  We need to support 
and encourage the shops and shopkeepers in the Town centre to keep the heart of Bude beating. 
Beach-based leisure facilities great. Need something for wet days and for those unable/unwilling to access beach sport/leisure. Shops need to be maintained as independent 
entities - canal wharf area pleasant (Queen St?) Cafes/restaurants - more variety to be encouraged. 
Not so many surf shops and please less empty shops, so unattractive. 
We need a big multi purpose Arts centre with a cafe, studios for drama, dance classes, yoga, martial arts. So regular classes combined with a theatre to host touring 
productions and films. 
 
Ideal location the old bus station and Bude's orginal cinema building oposite the Co-op. 
Shops are great but more individual stores need to be helped.Must not let large chains take over. Local produce shops encouraged with no more supermarkets. Need to 
keep local and friendly and individual. 
Probably outside the control of the council but could make sure swimming pool (indoor) stays open. 
Probably all outside the control of the council but could make sure swimming pool (indoor) stays open 
WETHERSPOONS FOR FOOD & REASONABLY PRICED FOOD & DRINK.  MAYBE STRAND HOTEL? 
Bude needs a little more "sophistication" without losing its bucket and spade holiday/surfing/friendly feel 
Leisure - maintain existing facilities and if further residential development ensure thy are extended to meet demand. Keep library. Shops in town must be supported to 
make them viable all year - better basic shops not just for tourists. 
Leisure and sport- park, beach assault course, cycle paths/footpaths linking villages.  
 
Shops/cafés/restaurants- really important to renovate town centre and make rents accessible, encourage diversity so we don't need to go to large chains/ buy online so 
much. Promote cafe and restaurants in the growing food movement to put Bude on the national map- Bude for food. 
less no parking. Infracture needs addressing 
Ensuring they are properly run and managed and that we encourage a variety of different business in town and surrounding area. 
Shops and Cafes should be encouraged with rate relief for new businesses. 
I feel that keeping people communicating with each other is extremely important and promoting healthy living through sports and leisure facilities is vital with the current 
statistics of obesity etc which I am sadly a part of.  Shops etc will always be there - everyone needs them. 
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The town needs to invest in the facilities that families can enjoy when holidaying in summer and the locals can enjoy at a cheap rate throughout the winter period. 
Local clubs should share facilities like buildings and field space. 
The old bus depot could be turned into a community theatre/cinema like the Plough in Torrington if the local Council applied for community funding. 
GET THE PITCH & PUT GOING AGAIN 
 
MAKE THE CTRCKET PAVILION MORE ACCESSIBLE TO OTHER SPORTS 
 
MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS 
 
DECENT RESTAURANTS WITH MICHELIN STARS - TO DRAW THE WEALTH IN & KEEP BUDE GOING 
COMMENT FR OTHER FACILITIES SAYS 
 
NONE - ALREADY HAVE ALL OF THE ABOVE 
we need a local shop and full time post office, we ned a youth club or community centre 
retail park similar to Launceston,  you cannot go there without seeing other Bude people, if they have gone there they will probably shop at tescos or in town and not 
bother with Bude thus loosing income, also chain stores and wetherspoon type eateries as most holiday makers like home from home, too many , hairdressers, cafes estate 
agents. 
Keep the local shops. Butchers - open a fruit and veg.  Keep the hotels.  Develop the pitch and putt and grass court area. 
As far as shops are concerned a good greengrocer would be an asset. 
 
Buildings for local groups are very important both for young and old e.g. Scouts, Art groups, Craft groups, Dance etc. 
 
We are well served with good variety of eating places and pubs. 
Of course these are all important, and will happen if people are prosperous.  Some assets are held by people who will not make best use (for the sake of the society as a 
whole) of them.  For instance Crooklets Beach has been a mess for years- needs flattening and rebuilding in a way that encourages lots of enterprise.  You could put a 
building in where several businesses could trade and thrive. 
Not space or time to say here! 
A multi use leisure facility is an essential for Bude as per my answer to number 7, to have a multi functional place as a point of interest for people to visit in all seasons to 
entertain all ages in whatever weather. 
make the  rooms in the parkhouse centre cheaper to rent for local groups, at present hardly anyone rents them because they are to expensive 
These items bring people in aned create jobs, wave pool and more for peole in summer when it rains keep them near Bude . The sea needs to meet the highest standard or 
else people wont come to Bude 
Shops are looking rundown and cater for the lower end of the market.  Good quality small shops should be attracted.  There is a lack of good quality restaurants and cafes - 
particularly for the evenings. 
health and well being for all age groups 
 
community engagement  
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jobs 
more toilets needed 
Improve the look and the facilities of our town beaches 
Support from council for currently susccessful clubs, including funding. Support local, unique businesses with attractive rates and other kinds of support. Provide support 
(funding) and advice to small businesses. 
Just build on what we already have and look after it! Caring for our lovely town and it's people is more important than change.  People come to Bude because they love it 
as it is. 
splash because swimming is important to me. I am a very competitive swimmer i have got a counties time 
Could have more sport places 
Make sure sea pool has support and Heritage Centre and library likewise. 
Continue to invest in sports and leisure facilities for everyone.  Keep small independent shops in the town by keeping rents and business rates down. 
There's so little competition in town nobody strives to do better. Everyone moans about high street shops and cafés....but the emptiness of the town speaks for itself. 
We already have some very good cafés and restaurants, if we could match this with shops - and address appearance of those we have. Scaffolding outside WH Smith for 
many months is an eyesore, empty Strand hotel not a good first impression for visitors. On going bridgework at Bencoolen taking an eternity and yet another eyesore. 
pedestrianize Queen Street to allow local food and drink businesses to thrive. 
Remove business rates and find fair ways of improving parking in town area (multi storey in Co-op ares perhaps) 
 
Remove all traffic wardens who just alienate residents and visitors alike 
A theatre or cinema  
 
Activities for people when the weather is inclemant. 
Parkhouse Centre (underlined) too expensive especially with its current parking fees for some social groups. Also not very suitable for theatre and concerts.  Could the 
currently derelict church at FLEXBURY or the OLD CINEMA above empty bus station (unused for over 20 years) be converted to a theatre, cinema, concert venue.  This 
could be a wonderful asset and release the Parkhouse Centre for smaller events. 
 
Restaurants Many eating places - but ne really good restaurant would be welcome. Especially something in the Castle.  (Kit is sorely missed) 
 
SHOPS - No more supermarkets. 
We have adequate of the above n Bude in relation to our population.  However, if it is expanded as can be seen near Morrisons i.e. Bovis homes and all those extra people 
come none of the above will be adequate and this applies to schools, doctors, dentists, etc. 
More choice of fashion shops without having to travel. A decent supermarket that cares about their staff & customers. eg Asda.We already have leisure & sport facilities.A 
community hall that doesn't charge the earth for its use. 
Maintain the town to ensure no occupancy is kept high by independents. 
 
Invest in Sports to engage more youth. 
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Allow space and resource for community activities. 
Provision of an out of town shopping area.  Is to be hoped that Tesco plan is approved.   We have already missed a glorious opportunity for out of town shopping when 
developers - Catesby's - original plans for shops, hotel and restaurant, similar to Brewers fayre , at Binhamy were put on hold by NCDC. 
Encourage independent shops and make short term free parking in the town available. eg 1/2 hour free - enough time to go to the PO/Bank/ Butchers etc 
Shops better choices and named brands. 
We are giving up our shops to the roller coaster super market take over. 
Improve the leisure facilities already there.Use all the space better - eg the triangle, area between summerleaze cp and lifes a beach, The old tennis courts and pitch and 
putt on the downs. The fishpond area at summerleaze. Castle grounds and Bude light areas. Allow cafe facilities in summerleaze area. Lifews a Beach is great in evenings 
but hardly open during winter and very restricted in summer. 
I feel that Bude needs to welcome and embrace more businesses so that the residents of the area have more choice and do not need to shop away 
bigger shops 
The town needs to imitate Rock and Padstow, going way upmarket in terms of facilities. Then there would be enough wealth to generate jobs. 
Keep Splash open 
A pool that people could go swimming in as well as having fun. 
 
A bowling alley that got more use out of season. Cheaper prices in these times.  
 
A local skittles league set up for all the nearby villages. 
 
Have more groups that meet regularly such as dancing.  
 
More live music playing 
Shops: encourage more individual shops and discourage more cafes and charity sops 
more organised youth activities for locals and tourists, Bude should promote itself more as an putdoor pursuits and sports location 
All age groups need to feel part of the community. 
encourage individual businesses both shops and restaurants with reduced rates and support. 
Given the population of the area, I believe that Bude-Stratton is currently well catered for with regard to the above. 
No need to change anything 
Holidaymakers need more opportunities for indoor activities when the weather is poor.   At least one more supermarket would generate competition and choice.  Young 
peole need plenty of sporting outlets. 
we need shops that offer a diversity of product and sustained by a comprehensive management plan 
Leisure and sport very important across all age groups. Young people need to lead active healthy lives and cheap or free access to these benefits everyone. Community 
meeting places tend to be expensive thus depriving many organisations being formed or maintained. A thriving active community supports the wellbeing of all citizens. 
Good shops and cafes restaurants is important for the tourist industry as well as the locals many of whom cannot travel easily. 
There are many sports facilities, which is great, but no recreation ground where youngsters can go and organise there own games. No where can they meet socially. 
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Tourism people like to eat all day not have to eat between 12-2 the pubs are trying but food is important 
local shops and restaurants able to survive,  less national chains, clean beaches and free-parking for local at least in winter, more cycling facilities, beach huts replaced, 
shower and water available on all beached, toilets open all year. 
Sports grounds and facilities should be of a high standard with the people that run these clubs supported. Maybe an online booking service for community buildings, e.g. 
The Parkhouse Centre -so that people can see what's available and when and for how much.  Keep room hire low so that membership to clubs remains low and therefore 
helps everyday working class people have access to cultural capital e.g.music/sport/art as well as those with more disposable income. 
Improvements to the beach areas of Summerleaze and Crocklets 
Shops to satisfy local needs 
Local businesses keeping the money in the area rather than multinational businesses 
need to keep town centre, sports/leisure facilites already good but need to be maintained, eating and drinking places are already very good 
more clothes shops 
There are a lot of retired people in the area and bowling is a nice pastime therefore I feel a nice indoor bowling complex would be benifical 
A convenience store/PO in Stratton is vital to community spirit 
Amenities required to encourage tourists and also provide for our communty during winter.  Shop and cafes needed all year round.  Local business better for local business 
people and adds to the town's identity.  Who wants to come on holiday and see the same shops as they have at home? Sports centre needs to be run by the council again - 
lack of oppotunity for locals as reduced clubs/activities.  Need areas like WI hall (now closed for housing) for groups to meet.  Schools are full, doctors and dentists are 
full - building more houses without thinking about the people who have to live in them is ridiculous. 
Youth club for the youth to keep them off the streets and get them in to positive things 
More shops = more jobs 
We need something to occupy youth, council run facilities eg sports hall, splash close in school Xmas holidays - these facilities should be used to encourage healthy 
interest (affordable) in youth 
THE OLD GRASS TENNIS COURTS & PUTTING GREEN ON THE DOWNS IN CROKKLETS ROAD ARE AN EYESORE AND SHOULD BE TIDIED UP AND 
SOME USE SHOULD BE MADE OF THE SITE FOR LEAISURE ACTIVITY. 
Car parking - not sure how but I think it needs attention.  Well kept roads 
 
Any chance of more jobs for young (and other) people. 
Whilst we do have an excellent leisure centre, additional indoor facilities should be considered - such as arts centre, skate park, aquarium, free musuem 
A chain pub charging reasonable prices for food and drink. 
Improve transport links national and local. Encourage discovery of the area not just the coast 
The leisure and sports facilities we have at the moment are great and varied but we need to improve on these where we can and also ensure that none are lost. Also we need 
to do what we can (business rates maybe) to keep all of the shops open. Boarded up shops do not help the tourist trade which is vital for the local economy. 
no (double underlined) further supermarkets allowed anywhere near Bude/Stratton as they are in competition (unfair) with Bude shops - this is tied up with free car parking 
out of town.  Surgeries could be open more often  in evenings for folk who are working. 
Cost to hire halls, cost of parking should be moderate. 
Indoor leisure facilities (organised) for retired people 
Leisure and sports facilities could be greatly improved. Shops are very limited and journeying to Exeter for a variety of shops is tedious and expensive. 
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We have the facilities, what is lacking is someone to make things happen.  Why don't touring bands and theatre groups come to the Parkhouse more often? 
Improve our high street avoid out of town shopping malls. Quality not quantity. 
Great Atlantic Way at Bush, Canal - Rodds bridge has been raised and boats can reach canal basin at Marhamchurch.New school college so students can stay in the area.# 
Budehaven school become a new state of the Srts sports centre with Hockey, rugby, football, netball, pitches,mini golf course.Restaurant/cafe community hall, 
MORE ACCEPTABLE AND AFFORDABLE FOR LOCAL PEOPLE AND VISITORS ALIKE.  IF NECESSARY REDUCE RENT/RATE ETC, TO AVOID EMPTY 
BOARDED UP SHOPS HOTEL'S ETC.  CHRISTMAS LIGHTS SHOULD BE MORE PROMINENT TO ENCOURAGE SHOPPERS. 
They could revamp the Bude library, and a important places like shops and toilets 
leisure facilities because there are a lot of children so it would keep them busy 
Support the efforts of the Higher Wharf Action Group (HiWAG) to obtain and develop the site of the old Scout Hut (at minimal cost) for a Watersports Centre to 
commemorate Bude's 19th century shipyard 
All the torist can PUT there RUBBISH in the BIN SO BUDE IS A VERY CLEAN environment. 
The strand and litter picking 
better shops 
Encouraging new business. Keeping people engaged and active. 
Already good 
modernisation and forward planning for the future needs of the town 
Embrace opportunities instead trying to protect the status quo. 
Leisure has been confused with sport far too long we have an abundance of sport facilities with a reduction in use by people choosing to move out of bude there is nothing 
to encourage residents to use bude or Stratton we block tesco in favour of smaller stores who don't employ enough locals favouring keeping local shops with dwindling 
users. This will not increase bude will as Stratton has done over the years after bude grew faster history will soon catch up and leave bude behind 
Do something with THe Strand it is awful! 
A new hotel on the strand 
Build more homes/shops and don't get rid of any! 
There are sports and leisure facilities already in Bude but many of these are too expensive for families to enjoy often, maybe there could be special offers and special days 
with reduced prices for locals only. The same with cafes and restaurants - special offers on certain days or times for locals to use. 
Read as my postcard 
A wider range shops for 
 
More choice and better value 
More leisure and sports facilities improves community spirit and support 
Leisure facilities, Splash Pool could be upgraded. 
All areas to be included in a dementia friendly community. There are presently 800,000 people with dementia in the UK and this figure is set to double by 2050. Not only 
will this initiative support those with dementia and their families but it will increase visitors and trade to Bude (survey done by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation) 
There should be more effort to bring the community together through the use of community building that is easily accessible. The youth centre should become a hub for 
young people providing them with positive activities as well as bringing the wider community together. 
Leisure... splash needs its café back. Sports wider advertising for whats on especially for children and shops more variety and letting known names into area 
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Beaches and coastal assets. Sensitive improvement to car parks and facilities 
Locals pooling resources/skills/time to create community events,particularly for children 
The Sea Pool needs to receive more help, there are a group of well-meaning volunteers keeping this going and fund-raising but it is a major driver for tourism to the town. 
It should be regarded as an asset to the town, not a liability. 
More support for local shops & businesses 
Good selection of retail shops so I don't have o travel miles to buy basic things 
the old bus station would be an ideal place for local youths as a indoor skateboard,bike and scooter park with a cafe/tuck shop and meeting area, to keep youths of the 
streets but in a safe enviroment. 
Leases for shops need sorting out. Excluded (sometimes self) need inclusion. 
Like said before- indoor skate zone as many kids travel to Launceston to use the unit- if we had similar in Bude, but with youth cafe etc we would have less young people 
being dispersed at night etc etc 
bring in more well known retailers. 
The old Jennings coach station having an indoor skate park with community area/cafe with TV games ect run by community allowing for low price snacks/ drinks offering 
young people a place to be. Mount hawk nr St Agnes is an excellent example. 
Toilets!!!!!!!!!! 
Need a larger indoor pool, more walking areas and more cycle routes. 
Ensuring there is a full and accessible sports  program and leisure activities for all young people by working with the schools and youth organisations. 
 
Providing one central meeting place for all residents, like old Parish Hall and advertise program of meeting times etc, so all have chance to be involved. 
More facilities to keep kids off of the streets. Health living so more classes etc 
good youth clubs/groups and safe lit space/shelter for teens to hang out of residential area 
Turn the strand shopping center into low income flats or a mum shopping center let more shops come in that bude is lacking and try and keep people shopping in bude 
rather than online or elsewhere 
Leisure facilities always a plus,could do with a motor arena for the young petrol heads in our community,great fun and valuable lessons are learnt off road,good bonding 
place for family's other than the pub or restaurants , 
 
Sports facilities: sea fishing and boat fishing should be a big part of this community but its not hardly recognized,could do with a community boat maybe,, even a jetty or 
pontoon,even a long term project could build a pier or extend a stone outcrop ,, 
 
Community meeting space : more clubs for kids 
The town does not look attractive.  Empty shops. Boarded up buildings and charity shops only make it look worse and put people off 
More use should be made of the Parkhouse Centre.  It should be much more user friendly.  The central hall should be made into a decent performance space with 
comfortable seating.  Parking charges should encourage shoppers to use the town shops.  The main roundabout into the town is a disgrace.  Other towns I.e. Wadebridge 
have a sponsored roundabout that creates a very good impression.  The town centre is kept very clean and tidy by dedicated workers,but some of the footpaths and outer 
residential streets have litter and takeaway plastic strewn around and weeds growing in them.  Perhaps a sense of local pride could be fostered so that residents feel 
responsible for their Immediate environment? 
bude needs to take care of the local people, these facilities should be here in the town for people to use, so the need to travel further afield is not needed. 
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Encourage more diverse shops and leisure facilities in the area 
Need some late night entertainment venue for comedy, music, plays etc in the town centre  
 
The people of Bude MUST start having more say over planning applications which affect the town. More and more eating places for example does not help the town 
thrive! 
More help for small businesses ie cheaper rents through winter months 
Somewhere for the underage teens to go 
More activities to make bude more appealing to visitors, more help for small businesses to keep bude alive. 
We need more leisure facilities. 
Business rates lowered/changed, business refuse/recycling costs lowered 
Cheaper swimming for local families; cheaper tennis; better transport; 
Improvement in quality. High end shops etc bring in money 
I think Bude needs some non-touristy shops like a cheap clothes shop and discount store.  A safe place for kids to socialise after school,  it could also be used for 
community meetings.  Maybe at the women's institute (not sure if it is still used for that) on Broadclose Hill,  just down from the Junior school. Organised events such as 
dog shows would be fun,  the castle grounds would be a great place to do that. 
Bude needs for facilities for teenagers. Also more further education in local area for school leavers 
The Strand Hotel building and old bus statin area could be developed for leisure/community spaces 
Leisure facitlities need improving and be affordable for the young and older residents, Sport for everyone, we have lots of open spaces that cold bring people together for 
not a lot of outgoing.  The Parkhouse centre is so expensive to hire and means lots of local clubs can't afford it.  I think we have a good mixture of shops in the town and 
prefer them to stay mainly independent.  We have a good choice of Cafes / restaurants and most serve very good food at a good price range, much preferred to fast food 
outlets seen in larger towns.  I would like to see some pubs being more responsible for their customers behaviour, who they serve and checking heir customers are old 
enough to be on the premises and purchasing the drinks they are ordering and I can state this as I am an ex-landlady. 
leisure facilities for both locals and tourism,sports for all age groups, 
 
community space for children and elderly,more affordable and variety of shops, 
 
cafes restaurants and pubs ..needed for locals and tourism,reduced parking cost for the town 
People wouldn't visit bude if it didn't have shops pubs leisure facilities etc etc 
Leisure - youth club for kids of there isn't one already, better swimming pool to make it more entertaining. Cinema? 
 
sports - not sure what there is as in not sporty but i think its important to keep them, have them. 
As I have said bringing down the prices to enable locals on low incomes to be able to afford it. 
Reducing business rates. 
The town need to be made more family friendly with plenty of activities to encourage holiday makers year round 
As previously mentioned we are lacking in poor weather venues ,we also need a variety of shops to cater to everyone ,not just 'surf' related shops. 
As said previous, Strand Hotel needs sorting 
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We need better shops! Clothing shops that are not over priced, too many shops come and go in this town. People don't have the money to spend in them. There are plenty 
of cafes/restaurants in Bude but I find myself quite often not knowing where to go for lunch with friends as many of them have a poor selection of food/over priced. We 
need atleast one chain restaurant such as nandos to bring people to the town all year round! 
We need more draw for holiday makers and locals 
A world class surfing wave could be "man made"  using the existing rocks off the Lifeguard hut on Crooklets beach at very little cost by using the stones at the top of the 
beach held in baskets placed accordingly. This wave would attract the very best surfers who would also patronise the local pubs and cafe's bringing revenue to the town. 
stop blocking supermarkets etc.from creating much needed employment 
A town based cinema 
We have enough café restaurants and pubs. 
 
Bude has enough sports facilities.  Golf, tennis, squash, netball, hockey, rugby. 
Needs support from Cornwall Council by them investing in Bude 
Not enough now 
LARGER SUPERSTORES - LIDL, B&Q PRIMART 
 
ICERINK,  
 
ATHLETICS TRACK 
See above 
Leisure - extend the season, storm conditions do attract attention. Sport - don't lose those we have, encourage the locals to make more use. community meeting place - as 
previous section 
Leisure/sports facilities are important for fitness and well being - and people should have more time in the future to participate. If the community is to work better together, 
space is needed. 
spend money on infrastructure. look after our existing & natural resources 
I believe the town is well served for leisure and sports facilities but they should be properly maintained over the next 15 years. I do not want to see any large retail 
developments in the town and would object strongly if this came to be. The hospitality businesses should be supported to encourage quality tourism. 
Support should be offered to small businesses and organisations which are trying to improve opportunities for the community. 
Some thought could be given to whether new leisure facilities are needed that build on Bude's existing outdoor pursuits and that fit with a commitment to green tourism. 
 
Thoughts re local shops include: encouraging more local retail outlets (including the supermarkets) to champion, promote and sell locally produced food; running targeted 
campaigns to encourage householders, businesses and tourists to buy locally produced food; and promoting innovative ways of supporting and buying locally produced 
food (eg Community Supported Agriculture). 
Sort out the Strand Hotel. It is an eyesore and the space could be better used. 
Meeting places for both young and elderly 
The development of community halls/buildings that provide a multifunctional space that can be used by a variety of community groups or leisure and sports activities 
should be encouraged.  As a general principle we should be making smarter use of the school facilities by opening them up more for public use outside of school hours.  
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Bude needs more good quality shops and cafes rather than a proliferation of charity shops to encourage more locals and visitors into the town.  Stratton has just lost its 
local shop.  Perhaps there should be more help and support for community run shops in smaller areas such as Stratton. 
Need to keep shop rents reasonable to sustain local businesses. 
New Skate park for young people and scout hut. 
To improve what we have. encourage local new small shop for choice. with free parking 2hrs + 
need entertainment as its a holiday town 
keep local 
All facilities to be used all round and not just in the holiday period.  This makes us a community and not just a 'holiday town'. 
Good sports facilities for all schools 
Encourage more restaurants, if we could become a Gastro destination that would be great like Padstow, just not an alcohol venue like Newquay 
Continued good repair. An additional larger play park for children 
Shops; reduce business rates to encourage existing businesses to expand, and new start-ups. 
 
Cafes/restaurants: more choice for evening dining, other than pubs 
 
Pubs: More choice of dining facilities 
We really must make an effort to supply our own needs we cannot rely on the rest of the world indefinitely. 
In general I want Bude to go 'upmarket'. Therefore Bude needs to attract business people who can see the potential of investing in local facilities as outlined above to 
improve them for increasingly discerning and demanding customers. 
 
 
 
Probably Bude ought to at least consider becomiong a BID  to help facilitate this. 
Its 25 mins drive to both The Milky Way or Treathorn Farm, it would be great to have a more local attraction to draw people to area (like Killarney Springs and 
Brocklands use to do) 
The first 3 are vital for our growing future generations to enjoy and to keep antisocial behaviour at bay due to boredom. The independent shops are the lifeblood of Bude, 
keep the high street giants out. Cafes and restaurants are always in competition with each other which is a good thing. Pubs need to update themselves, get out of Bude and 
have a look what is going on in Looe for example where there are loads of pubs all making a good living. 
Bude and Stratton in the rain is dull,  more for children 
Stratton needs a shop.  Plain and simple.  A good number of elderly and less mobile people live in Stratton old town and a shop is a vital lifeline for them, plus a place to 
socialise and overcome isolation. 
 
 
 
Bude must keep its Sea Pool. 
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Stratton, Bude and Poughill must keep their pubs. 
get empty shops open and reduce the sky high rates. 
 
We need things for people to do when it is raining. 
 
Cafes and restaurants employ a lot of people and should be helped to survive. The same goes for pubs. 
Maintaining local independent shops and restaurants promoting local produce. Sport and leisure facilities very important for keeping fit and having places for young and 
old to socialise 
There are enough restaurants at present. Possibly another com. meeting place and more leisure facilities to cope with the increasing population. 
Look to support the activities of Community Action Through Sport and the Bude CATS Branch more, they are keen to support the regeneration of the Skatepark area - 
using this as a CATS Young Person Led project. The young people have already been busy putting together a DVDE to demonstrate "need". Bude CATS supporting the 
young people with this project will not only give the young people a leisure/sporting venue/facility which they want and need but will also enable them to develop life, 
leadership and governance skills as they steer the project forward.  
 
 
 
Making a community meeting space open to organisations like Bude CATS (within the wider community and not just with the school environment) would allow they 
greater visibility perhaps increasing support for project. 
I am driving the building of a youth hub building for the scouts and other youth organisations. It needs a large hall and a hot desk office for people focusing on our young 
people. Networking groups in Bude Stratton and sharing facilities (such as the skate park) is a good way forward to prevent antisocial behaviour. 
Cheaper business rates and more craft units to support small businesses. Make the parkhouse more accessible and user friendly as community meeting space.  Art Centre 
like Krowji would be great, and encourage likes of BAAM  making it easier to do events. 
No more 'change of use' for properties from retail to food. There are enough eating places they just need to be able to extend seating to outside areas where possible. 
As stated previously - except for 'pubs'; could these be used more during the day for community meeting places? 
Crooklets beach leisure facilities. Shops to remain independant & relevant to daily life not just gift shops. 
Wider range of shops 
Not always in the said towns but also in nearby settlements 
Making the area around (and including) The Strand into a pedestrian piazza with shops and cafe/restaurants for tourists.  Ensuring that the main town maintains its identity 
as a centre for the year-round community.  Adding leisure facilities to Summerleaze beach - a place to eat and drink or to keep kids entertained. Making each pub different 
in character and clientele from the next; 
Make more local, sustainable, not reliant on fossil fuels, less strongly linked to money and commercialism 
improved cheaper clothes shops, more leisure places 
Need a much bigger and better leisure centre with a wider range of activities. A wider range of shops rather than just loads of surf related shops 
You have very few leisure facilities and very few normal shops. You only have 2 chain stores, Boots and WH Smith.  Appaling, especially if you want to keep people 
coming into Bude.  More than enough pubs and cafes thankyou although only 1 in Wroes is wheelchair accesible.  You need to cater more for the abover 25's and under 
70's and also cater properly for the disabled.  Oh yes, public toilets that are open would be great 
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Supermarkets: 20% to be devoted exclusively to local food producers, fully under the management of local group, not supermarket management, supermarket just to 
collect money and distribute to producers applying a maximum of 10% fee 
Places for wet days with children 
Better playparks 
More indoor facilities are needed for visitors in the summer so they don't have to go to the Eden project on wet days.sporting/leisure facilities or science/ cultural. An arts 
centre could serve visitors and the community. Get Wolfenden-Brown onto it. 
The above important issues will matter for many reasons especially not having young people  
 
wandering around the town with nothing to do.That will bring its own problems. 
A named restaurant owner to give the town a bit of a lift in the eyes of our visitors 
Cheaper Leisure, better shops to attract tourists and pubs for tourists as well as locals 
it's all good at the moment, but these community assets need to be protected. I put Cafes and Restaurants as Extremely important as they support the visitor economy, 
especially higher spending visitors - it's brilliant having such choice on the doorstep as a resident but I feel that they reflect a sucessful tourism economy 
I feel more big shops need to relocate heretofore provide work for the influx of people coming here.more doctors ,care,dentists,etc 
This is a tourist town.. we make our living by entertaining tourists.. 
 
Nice shops (and I do not want store-chains.. they everywhere) with local stuff / art.. Not tomany tourist-trap-souvenire-shops (again, thats like every tourist town) .. Pubs 
for the grub.. and leisure facilities to keep the tourist in the summer. and entertain the local folks in the winter 
Ice skating venue would bring in visitors and something to do in poor weather 
Need to sort splash out  
 
Not well run at all  real shame could be good 
more indoors activities for all ages. 
keeping of all open spaces in town area bring shops back into town n0t out in rural area 
We have good sports / leisure facilities - Seapool, Splash, Budehaven's facilities, Tennis Courts, Rugby and Football pitches, the Beaches and canal, but these need to be 
well maintained and must not be allowed to fall into disrepair because of spending on some bright new ideas! 
More leisure facilities at the beach. We also need more for families to do when it rains. Maybe utilise the sparkly new cricket pavillion! For local groups to meet. The cafes 
and restuarants are important for tourism as are the beach facilities. Currently the Crooklets beach area looks tired and run down. Look at Falmouth, the regeneration there 
is great. We should follow suit. We are in direct competition with these type of coastal towns. 
Better sports and leisure facilities with extended opening hours.  Current opening hours are extremely limited 
more realistic rents 
We need big-name pubs, bars and shops 
Better website for Splash. Restored and well maintained beach huts. Better pubs 
European investment 
Bude has to appeal to holiday makers so we need more indoor attractions 
better promotion of the facilities 
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With regard to shops I often find when I try to get something local I just can't get it or it is priced way above what it can be purchased for elsewhere even allowing for 
travel. I would like to support local shops but I cannot afford to pay 25% more for some items. 
More things for young people do do around the town 
We have enough of these facilities already. If Bude stays the size it is there will be no reason to continue spending money on facilities that are already adequate. 
Accessible sports for youngsters give them focus for leisure time 
Local and County Council should assist with funding of existing local sports clubs. 
Sea pool is a major asset for the town and surrounding areas -- should not be dumped on volunteers to finance and run in their spare time. Should be adopted by the town 
council and run as a public amenity once again 
The Strand Hotel and general vision of Bude town need updating. 
the strand is gateway to bude. sort it out. looks bad empty shops and run down empty hotel 
Anything that enables local businesses rather than national and multi national ones to thrive would be beneficial. 
To encourage small business rents and rates to be lower 
I feel the younger generation need facilities put in place to suit there needs, our cinema at present is brilliant but out of town so unless you drive you cant get there as 
public transport does not exist after a certain time at night and taxi's are an added expense, an ice or roller rink would be great my daughter used to attend the roller disco at 
the school and it was well attended by all ages and it is a fun way for keeping fit. 
I feel that we really need better medical facilities for the growing numbers. I'm sure the town would allow the new Tesco's if they were to pay for us to have new facilities 
instead of the holiday homes for e services. I know the e service people are important but it's not really benefiting the community 
community meeting places which are not linked to churches 
Reduce business rates, only town centre retail development 
By providing more support for sporting clubs to offer children and young adults an opportunity to participate. 
More free communal space and our shops protected from large retail companies. 
A regular swimming pool where lessons can be taken ie not in a fun pool. Everyone always moans re current facility and being over subscribed. 
 
Shops, cafes and restaurants need to be revamped. Keeping individual retailers but bringing high street shops in. Will  encourage licals and visitors into the town. Currently 
nowhere to eat with young children. Town shuts up far too early.  It's dead in the early evening. ...it needs to be thriving 
For youths interests.nomore roaming the streets. Create jobs. 
More national retail and hospitality chains brought to the town with an interaction of local businesses. 
Current facilities are pretty good, but will need to be maintained and upgrade as necessary. It's important the youths have opportunties. Sea defences need to be constantly 
reviewed. How long will road to Widemouth last? 
Support for the sea pool. Atlantic ruby way cycle link and splash 
We need free parking near Bude to make all things more easily accessible. Public toilets are also needed in the town centre. Local all day bus service required 
Help given to local business - particularly with lowering rents in town centre and encouraging people to visit 
Shop modern shops . High street so we don't have to travel to bideford launceston 
to make a second comercial/industrial park opposite side of kingshill industrial estate enterance. and for owner occupied unit (noy rented units) 
A cafe on Summerleaze beach as it's not currently possible to buy a drink there. (Life's a Beach only serves drinks with food.) more excellent local produce ( especially 
fish and seafood) in restaurants. A good green grocer/ fruiterer is needed. Not sure if the town can sustain so many gift shops. Prettier and more uniform signage for shops. 
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Allow an out of town shopping centre, and re-develop the town centre with pubs, cafes, bistros etc 
Look at making the bottom of Belle Vue a pedestrianised zone - cafés wine bars small delis artisan shops  
 
We have good leisure facilities - locals and for visitors so maintain them and keep them up to date eg bowling crazy golf tennis squash centre is great 
Maintain splash, help fund local village halls, allow national chain shops and cafe etc but maintain the local feel. Help pubs to stay open local events around all, local 
pricing/incentive. 
Boost the town centre 
Some leisure facilities such as the Tennis and Netball Dome at Budehaven are actually closed when people are at leisure during Bank Holidays etc. - is this not a strange 
phenomenon? 
Lower rents on shop units and workshop availability 
We must protect and nurture our open spaces and encourage community groups to participate 
Planning should seek to get a good balance of shops and residential units in the town centre. Give desirable rates to small business to stop chain stores coming here. 
Pedestrianisation of part of town - do something to liven up the middle lane Mermaid Chippy down to 4 Seasons florist 
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Development and Housing 

 

10. With regard to Development and Housing, what would you say were the priorities for Bude-Stratton in the next 10-15 years? (please mark one for 

each row) 

Answer Options Extremely 

important 

Important Neither 

important 

or not 

important 

Not 

important 

Not at all 

important 

Don't 

know 

Not 

relevant 

Response 

Count 

Small scale housing 137 196 116 30 15 18 9 521 
Affordable / low cost / social housing 206 182 75 35 29 8 6 541 
Housing for local people 328 172 36 9 7 4 4 560 
Older person's accommodation 122 220 120 39 23 8 7 539 
Housing for young people 192 224 88 20 11 9 4 548 
New housing estates 33 78 113 107 150 11 35 527 
Mixed housing types 68 158 143 61 57 24 19 530 
Other housing issue (please specify) 100 

answered question 567 

skipped question 307 

 

Other 

Disabled housing 
housing needs to be affordable based on  local wages and for local people as a priority . why are people from outside the local area offered social housing when local 
people need housing 
Stop building on green sites 
Holiday villas 
They don't have swimming pools 
The new housing stocks always look so cramped, not enough garden space and there is always a jumbled look to the way that these places are 'arranged'. 
WE DO NEED MORE HOUSING BUT, LETS HAVE THE FACILITIES TO COPE WITH THEM.  DOCTORS,DENTISTS,SCHOOLS, LEISURE, ETC. 
Need for rented affordable housing for single people. 
Build better, well designed housing estates with nice houses 
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Less estates, estates are ugly 
Help young familys in need 
make better use of existing sites instead of building huge new privately owned estates 
the young peoples housing started by CCC then dumped is an absolute disgrace. Thyere is noweher for young people or young families to live so they have to drift away. 
turn strand hotel into mixed sized flats for various types of people 
I would not like to see any more housing estates built in or around Bude 
stop other councils dumping troubled families in Bude 
To many houses. 
Social housing should be for local people only.  Nothing should be built or sold to house surplus tenants from up country.  Bodmin took 30 years to recover from its 
original displacement to the country programme and now there is a rumour that Bodmin are getting more incomers and that some houses on Binhamy are being misued 
thus too. 
i dunno 
beach houses 
beach houses 
holiday homes 
More 1 bedroom social housing needed 
EVERYONE OF ALL DESCRIPTION NEEDS SOMEWHERE TO LIVE BUT CREATE LITTLE VILAGES LIKE SMALL WITH THEIR OWN DOCTORS & 
DENTISTS 
There is already over development, but only with housing affordable for those who want second home or move into Bude from outside. 
TOO MANY 2ND HOMES 
WHY NOT DO SOMETHING TO THE STRAND HOTEL. WHAT A SHAME IT COULD ANSWER THE SHORTAGE HOUSING FOR COUPLES 
No more 2nd homes so we locals don't have to rent - not affordable on the scale of our wages 
Mopre projects like the Blanchminster Trust please 
Environmentally friendly/sustainable homes 
Affordable/low cost crossed out.  Social V Imp,  No more private housing estates 
If Bude has to grow, then SLOWLY, please 
Look after your local people 
What is the definition of local? 
What is the definition oof local? 
Good desigh  with environmental factors built in 
New housing estates spread out and not in one huge development 
Stop building on any prime farm land - food is important as well as stopping more flooding.  Build on grey sites. 
DO WE REALLY NEED ANY MORE? BUT WHATEVER IT IS - PLEASE DON'T-  MAKE IT THE CHEAPEST - MAKE IT WITH LOCAL STONE + LOCAL 
PEOPLE FOR WORK 
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MORE USE TO BE MADE OF EMPTY HOUSES 
no more private flats until proper parking facilities for residents already present 
Facilities need to grow with the increase in housing 
infrastructure not in place for influx of outsiders. 
Look at increase of 2nd homes - buy to let 
Local houses local people, not moved here from troubled areas, not been here 5 minutes 
We do not need any more large scale housing development by people who have no feeling for the needs of Bude 
No more building just adapting existing buildings for local people. 
If Bude district is t retan its individual charm WE DO NOT NEED MORE LARGE HOUSING ESTATES - 
Housing for local young/old not selling land to other councils to 'move in' their unwanted families 
No point in new houses without employment opportunities 
Infrastructure to support higher population needed 
sheltered housing? 
Rental Housing 
ease restrictions on ex house renovations 
Second homes must be charged as other houses 
Care needs to be taken not to build "high rise" housing. The Strand site is high enough - any taller would beging to spoil the overall impression of the area 
Housing and work for local people will enable our are to grow whilst keeping a friendly community 
Local materials, local labour, local planning 
FOR LOCAL PEOPLE - (Not for out of work families for which Cornwall Council can get £5K+ for accepting 
Need Council houses & apartments  to rent. Mixed housing doesn't appear to work!? 
A SENSIBLE APPROACH TO THE NUMBER OF WIND/SOLAR FARMS BEING BUILT. 
Why would you need grand houses that take longer to build when you could just have lots of little ones that get more people in. 
No more expensive "developer driven" housing, which will only be used for second homes 
camp sites 
camp sites and caravan parcks 
Not to import people from cities 
Get the price of housing down bring the young back and bring in prices we all can afford 
More affordable housing for those who have a job within a 10 mile radius of Bude 
There are far too many holiday homes standing empty for much of the year. More should be done to make sure that any new houses are only built for local people who are 
already living here. 
Housing for Just local people 
a lack of affordable housing has resulted in an over-reliance on expensive privste sector housing.welfate cuts,high rents,low wages and high seasonal unemployment has 
resulted in many people in financial crisis and vulnerably housed 
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Better hospital and dentist facilities 
Rationalise housing and planning!! Right houses and incumbents in the right place!! 
stop second home ownership or cap it. 
I didn't think we need more housing 
Fully tax second home owners to discourage 
It is essential that all that new housing and associated infrastructure clearly and demonstrably contributes to sustainable living, including the highest standards of energy 
efficiency, generating renewable energy and with space for domestic or community food growing. 
Social Housing must be for LOCAL people 
No more building 
keep space beween communities 
Getting our existing housing stock up to  a much higher standard and avoiding further development 
local youngsters need to go away to work to bring fresh ideas back to the town 
. 
Older person's housing for LOCALs, not expensive for second homes! 
People are not sardines and need space. 
Cohousing extremely important; eco-villages extremely important 
get rid of the flats on the downs or the council take over them and have more smaller houses as well, even people who are single and slightly older need affordable housing 
Disabled housing.  A very distinct lack of it at affordable prices, I know I have been looking for years 
Housing for multi-generational families, co-housing, houses to have a minimum 1/8 acre garden for growing food, much more space required for allotments 
Don't allow greedy people to build in their back gardens! 
You haven't mentioned high status housing, the knock on effect to the town would be important 
Houses for locals most important 
Jobs and infrastructure 
We need more hoiusing aimed at the current residents of Bude, more afordable housing rather than social housing. 
housing for single  people 
Relaxed planning permission for new builds 
Cooperative Eco builds using sustainable resources and providing clean renewable energy 
Services/employment opportunities have to match housing/not that developers care 
NOT too much... 
No houses owned by the local council 

 

11. For any of the above development and housing issues which you have felt was "Extremely important" or "Important", could you describe how and 

where (if applicable) you feel positive change could be made? 
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Better designed smaller housing projects are what is needed and the jobs so people can afford them. 
More houses for locals affordable I had to leave my beloved town as I couldn't afford rent as I'm a private tenant? 
We don't need on mass house building. There aren't enough job opportunities, you can't commute from Bude to bring in working families. If we build affordable housing it 
is likely trouble families and house swaps from city's will be shipped in to fill them . Young local people need affordable housing and should be used for this. 
More emphasis on housing for locals that is affordable but at the same time mixed in with other types so that there is a sense of community. 
Agfordable housing is just a percentage of the local housing value. What is needed is actual affordable housing for the young to start on the property ladder. If they are just 
one or two bedroom with limited garden space. 
There is much talk about 'affordable housing' but it assumes an understanding of low cost which is based on up-country assumptions, rather than realistic affordable costs 
which relate to the actual local wages. 
We are desperate to buy a house locally but little choice of low cost. New housing estate has only 2, 2 bed houses. Plus half of those are social housing. With all respect I 
don't want to buy a house then have someone move in next door who has no regard foe where they live 
more in the way of affordable housing for first time buyers 
more housing needed for young local people to be able to afford 
Build on brown field sites e.g. garage at end of Burn View empty since I have lived here 8 years 
housing for different types of people, as some elderly people get bothered by the loud younger people. 
 
everyone deserves their own space. 
Local needs should be addressed to allow young people to buy or rent to enable them to live and work in this area 
Local people need more affordable accommodation instead of a new housing estate , Bovis Homes. 
Elder people need to be looked after 
castles for people 
We need housing for everyone 
No sorry 
Making elderly home more cheap 
I believe that housing for local people is important because else this town will get taken over by the tourists. Also low prices because everything else is going up in price. I 
would like to see different housing types as well. 
You could have more cheaper houses. Housing for local people would be good for it to be cheaper for peple that work hear to live here. Mixed housing estates would be 
good for families. 
I think they should stop building so many new houses it ruins the looks of bude 
Locals should have better more affordable houses because houses in bude can be rather expensive 
Cause houses cost to much 
Expand the area to make way for housing 
Around the outskirts of Bude build new homes and housing estates where people could move for a cheap price 
Houseing in genirale 
New housing estates are least important because people shouldn't be moving down here.. 
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Older persons accomidation 
For old people to be taken care of, young people to get the just of living on their own before they leAve bude, for people with less or more money to be able to get good 
houses 
Old and young people need somewhere nice to stat and so do the locals. 
I would like to see lo cost nice housings for local people, people like me who might want to come and buy a house for my family in my hometown without being mixed 
with other housings. I would also like to see places for elderly people to enjoy their lives 
To give more old people houses to live in so there's no tramps and they will not starve and not be cold anymore 
My house is too pointy 
Local people need houses more than people who have moved down to bude as the people of bude have been here for the majority I their lives and they're more important 
and relavent to bude than people who have moved here from afar 
Make sure people don't abuse the houses in bude 
Stop new housing estates 
It would seem to me that there is a move to smaller housing units and we need to adjust our provision to accommodate single or 2 person households.  This is particularly 
important in social housing where people are unfairly punished for being in larger propertied when smaller ones are not available. 
Creation of housing which does not (underlined) impinge on natural environment 
There should be affordable housing, help to buy, etc for local people. Housing should also be more in keeping with older housing stock. If people were local and couldn't 
afford a deposit then more help should be made for them. 
Developers need to be required to include social amenities in their plans 
I DO NOT BELIEVE MIXED HOUSING WORKS.  A LOT OF PRIVATE HOUSES END UP AS BUY TO LET.  HOUSING ASSCE. DO NOT LOOK AFTER THE 
PROPERTIES AS WELL AS THE COUNCIL DID, THEREFORE LOWERING THE VALUE OF PRIVATE HOUSING. 
 
BEHIND SPLASH IS A PRIME EXAMPLE. 
affordable low cost social housing. most poelpe cant pay for it. 
 
hosing for local peolpe so locals dont have to move way from bude 
 
new housing estates so more peolpe can move to bude. and we can mae more money 
Free up some of the holiday homes that stand empty for most of the year! 
Decision makers need to insist on house builders providing high quality designed estates and not just object to everything like they normally do. 
We need more housing for local people and not more council houses for people moving from the city 
we need more affordable housing for young people otherwise theyll move away and the town will have no shops or anything. 
I think change is already happening by the building the new estate, keep doing what's already being done 
I personally think the new housing estates are ugly, and bring the beauty of Bude down tremendously. We should focus more on small scale housing and finding ways to 
put housing into already existing buildings. For example, the Strand hotel could be turned into flats. 
Young people who are affording to bring up their children but not being able to afford housing should be made priority more because they are locals not other people for 
up country to have more priority then locals over the councils houses/homes. 
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Older peoples accommodation is already being catered for with the new flats being built however they appear to be far out of most local people's price rang which is a 
shame. It's vitally important that there is enough housing for both young and old to encourage children that live here now to want to still live here in the future. 
its important because people need a place to live. 
Really do not think Bude can cope with more housing. Those being built should be made available to locals and particularly young people 
Less wholesale selling of land to national developers and more focus on using local builders and housing local people to give long term support to local community 
We need more low income housing and only for local people 
Don't crowd out lovely town local people should be priorities, must look after the elderly 
stop building loads of large luxury houses for second homes and holiday homes for people who live up country Instead of that single and two bedroomed accommodation 
should be a priority for our young people and where they have no work or part time work ensure that rents are reduced which will make greedy landlords reduce their 
charges as demand outstrips supply. Provide for small families who can rent and remain locally. It is disgraceful that th unemployed  find themselves having to pay fr their 
housing costs ourt of the £74 or so weekly agreed minimum to live on. I know of many examples where people have to find £100 or more per month from their social 
support just to keep a roof over their heads simply because the County have no idea of the costs of local rented property. Either build more inexpensive homes or ensure 
that people who have a home but currently have no job are not forced to choose betwenn a roof or a meal. There are pleant of 4 5 bedroomed houses or nore in the area and 
grants could be provided to turn them into more practical flats/mainsonettes to eae the lack of supply and thereby reduce rents. 
Local people seem to be "left behind" when it comes to housing,  old or young..access to housing should be via applicants local connections!! 
build new self sustaining villages, not estates....in a more traditional style. 
local and young people are leaving as they cant afford housing and older people that are not working are taking houses! small eco houses needed 
Low cost community housing needed for local people to help families stay together 
Local people don't earn enough to buy houses round here 
Having the infrastructure to support them. 
Local people who rent sometimes get forced out of there houses, but when they try to move, the houses recently built are taken by out-of-town people. 
Local people have the right of having the nicer accomadation. 
yolo!!! 
I think housing for locals at an affordable price is very important as it means that the locals can stick together as a community rather than having to move away due to 
costs. 
Make planning permissions more specific.  ie change of use to become a 2nd home or a holiday cottage, like agricultural ties - but mean it when they do it.  Currently it 
seems easy to build an agricultural worker's house and then go 'oh sorry' and change it to anyone's use.  In our Parish Plan we asked about social housing being a good idea 
- lots of people said 'yes' but we also asked how many people needed it and there were then about 5 families only.  So don't build on a good ideas, build on actual known 
local need.  Don't increase the flood risks by building huge estates on farmland that used to hold the water.  Listen to the sewage people if they say the works if full.  Make 
developers pay properly for the costs of what they build.  eg why is there no proper maintenance contract on the football field behind Morrisons.  Often it is impossible to 
play due to the long grass and then the great clumps of grass that the mower leaves, no line markings and no goal replacement.  Surely the developer should have been 
long-term responsible for this. 
Stop letting Cornwall Council allow people from other Cities to move into that disgusting future drain on our resources estate that is being built opposite Morrisons. If you 
are going to build that hideously designed map-stain, at least make a clause stating something along the lines of 75% to families that can prove local heritage or something. 
If it was completely out of your control, then actually kick up a fuss about it! 
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Local people: Locals should be the only priority for housing. People from out of the area shouldn't be shipped in to get them out of trouble or a troubled area, e.g. like the 
people being shipped in to council housing on the new Bovis estate opposite Morrisons. This, unfortunately, has the potential of making the whole area worse, as if these 
people were getting into trouble in cities etc., then it may well be even easier for them to in this area. Also, selling/building for holiday makers is a waste of a good house, 
so this shouldn't be happening. 
I really feel that with the present Binhamy development there is more than enough development for the next 10 to 15 years but local people should be able to afford homes 
and a stop should be put to holiday homes. We need homes for the elderly as the older population grows 
Affordable housing for young people of the town who are unable to get on the property ladder.. 
dunno 
local people who have been here most of there life should be able to live here and by the beach would be nice for people as they chose to live here because of the beaches 
Housing for younger people becausei am going to live here 
EVEN STARTER HOMES ARE OFTEN TOO EXPENSIVE FOR MOST COUPLES 
 
So more SOCIAL HOUSING 
Large estates are not friendly, smaller are better.  More social housing for rent is needed especially for older people who want to live independently before needing care as 
the population is continuously ageing in this area. 
 
More housing to rent for young single people 
Bude's population in clearly sufficient.  Social housing not to be sold to up country housing for exporting their unwanted which puts unnecessary, pressure on employment 
& social etc. services - i.e "Charity begins at home" 
YOU'VE GOT TO ENCOURAGE YOUNG PEOPLE TO STAY IN BUDE AND MAKE THERE LIFE OR BUDE WILL BECOME A GHOST TOWN IE. NEWQUAY 
GO TOWARDS RED POST AREA - BUILD A LITTLE VILLAGE WITH A "PARISH HALL" - HAVE A PLAYGROUP BUILDING FOR BABIES - 4 YRS - IN THE 
EVENING HAVE IT FOR O A P's (BINGO + SHOWS) HAVE A CORNER SHOP + POST OFFICE AND HAVE A SMALL DOCTOR SERVICE + DENTIST HAVE 
SOME ALLOTMENTS AS WELL AND MAYBE A BAKERS 
Far too many young people struggle to find housing to suit their income.  This has the knock on effect of overcrowding which in truth effects the whole family.  We 
desperately need cheaper housing for our youngsters to keep Cornwall Cornish & more important keep Bude born children here. 
LOCAL PEOPLE CAN'T AFFORD HOUSES AS PRICES ARE DRIVEN UP BY 2ND HOME OWNERS 
 
TOO MANY PEOPLE HAVE TO RENT 
THERE IS A FEW SHOPS IN BUDE WITH LIVING ACCOMMODATION ABOVE THE SHOPS WHY CAN'T THEY THE COUNCIL DO SOMETHING ABOUT 
THAT. I KNOW THAT IT WILL NOT BE EASY. 
Homes that will suit the local income 
 
KEEP IT LOCAL 
LETS KEEP THE HOUSING FOR LOCAL PEOPLE & NOT FROM OTHER PART'S OF THE COUNTRY COUNCIL'S WHO HAVE PROBLEMS 
It is frustrating to see local families struggling - there are too many who are. 
 
I am lucky - there were 22 families who applied for the house I currently live in. 
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That is a powerful point for consideration 
wages are lower in Bude and jobs are more seasonal therefore it is very important to have affordable housing for locals and older people.  To enable local people to live 
near their family if they wish or need to.  Also to ensure that people of all types can contribute to the community of Bude otherwise our community of Bude will become 
biased towards the retired or well off. 
we need more social housing a good majority of the houses in Berries Ave, Woodfield roads are owner occupied. low cost housing maybe flats need to be built 
By providing adequate accommodation for the elderly who need care and do not own their own home. 
At present, there are no pylons carrying electricity to the town - Bude is on a 'spur'. All the additional housing will necessitate a change.Any new homes should boast a 
small roof wind turbine. Let Bude really make its mark by doing something positive for our beautiful environment. It should be the first to be supplied by underground 
cable to retain the beauty of the town 
In small clusters and only where the supporting facilities can cope (medical, educational, social, parking) 
to many 2nd homes which puts the price up for the local economy 
Housing has to come with employment. No point having lots of new houses if people don''t have jobs otherwise they become second homes to people elsewhere in the 
country. Same goes for affordable housing, yes this is vital but people need jobs to support themselves otherwise the area becomes a benefit community and this is not 
good for an area with strong tourist links. Also infrastructure is required to go with extra housing , school places must be available and the NHS services must be in place. 
Extra housing also brings extra cars, another consideration. Often new housing has inadequate parking provision, this is a rural area, 2 cars to a household is almost the 
minimum, a family with older teenagers often has more requirement 
Local young people who grew up in the area and wish to live and work in the area should have priority over people who are coming into the area 
There is enough development & not enough employment. No more estates are needed, but affordable housing for local workers needs to be factored in. 
It's important to have housing that is attractive to all members of the country to encourage diversity in our towns. We also need more flats to be built so younger people 
can afford to buy 
More housing available to buy for young locals. 
Housing affordable for younger generations to encourage them to stay in the area. 
Bude needs more small scale housing developments built and financed by local firms so the money stays in the community similar to the development at canal rise in 
bridgerule. Ties should be put on the properties so that they would be only available to local people. This should also make them more affordable. 
stop all private housing builds as its not locals that are buying them especially the young . Create jobs building council housing 
Housing for local people - Massive housing estates being built, creating larger population in Bude and yet isn't for locals but for people being moved down. Can't sustain 
population already without bringing a large bulk in. Bude should not become a large town with massive housing estates, takes away the tranquillity of Bude and puts on 
more strain. Do not become over-populated or drive locals away because they can't get housing.  
 
Also, seemingly more and more houses are being bought by wealthy visitors from up country leaving them empty throughout the winter months and only using them in the 
summer. Limit number of these if possible. 
Good quality small housing estates could be developed to integrate with the current housing mix.  Large scale developments can be overpowering to the town, especially 
when poorly sited at the A39 junction where traffic is already high. 
We don't want huge housing estates, it would ruin the place 
priortise local housing for those who attended both local schools, no more posh retirement developments for rich incoming people that locals can only dream of buying! 
More single person developments with affordable rents! 
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County council to build small attractive council houses for rent not (underlined) to be sold.  Thatcher is to blame for the loss of council houses that could be rented out to 
local people on low wages, to give them more chance to save up for a deposit on a home of their own and release their council houses for other people. 
Bude has almost no single-occupancy dwellings/ flats which might be affordable for local young people so that they have an opportunity to leave home and become 
independent but remain in the area. 
Local people on low or no incomes are driven out by high housing costs so small scale, affordable housing (not so-called 'sink' estates) needed. Older people tend to move 
in from ousiside and afford larger properties; my concern is more with the young who are forced out of area due to housing costs/poor employment/higher education 
prospects. 
Far too many new houses. Being thrown up to the detriment of our lovely town 
Large estates are not the way forward. 
Probably the greatest issue is to tackle unoccupied & under occupied property - in this area 2nd homes - by changing community & water charging policies. 
Probably greatest issue is to tackle unoccupied or under occupied property - in this area second homes - by changing community & water charging policies. 
"Garden suburbs", but not too large and not too far from Bude, with transport links 
All development must be absorbed into the town and not dominate it. Small infilling and redevelopment of old sites - perhaps allow permanent  residential on the Strand 
but in middle price range. 
local peoplw to have houses. not to be given to up country people 
For people to afford any housing prices, we need to encourage jobs. One solution is to push for a university branch in town. Students normally spend money locally and 
creat a sustainable community. 
We already have quite enough association and affordable housing, we should encourage new money into the area where possible.  But we should accommodate the elderly 
who have less resources. 
When you get big new builds there always appears to be money pumped in by other councils in order to get rid of their riffraff.  Bude should not be bought and has enough 
of its own riffraff with out needing to house anyone else's.  It's not a contest of which town can build the most houses in a development. 
Second home ownership must be discouraged but unfortunately money talks 
Further housing for the local people should be the  main focus on any development in the bude area as the local people are woth investing in. 
Build on small plots of land/grey sites only build enough houses for what is needed locally and where there is enough facilities for those to be housed. 
Rather annoyed survey doesn't include questions on what we DON'T want in this regard. WE DON'T WANT NEW HOUSING ESTATES. 
IT HAS TO BE MIXED -HIGH COST + LOW COST.  A MIXED COMMUNITY IS THE BEST, AND NOT "PACKED IN" CLOSE TOGETHER 
 
FREE CAR PARKING 
more housing for local people also no more private flats or 2nd homes unless parking is sorted out for already present residents 
There's a complete lack of housing which is affordable to younger people/first time buyers, to the point people stay renting or move away 
reasons stated above, Doctors surgery, schools etc are stretched now, so locals only housing. 
Homes need to be provided for your people to be able to afford to buy.  ~Developments should be for local people and not Councils outside the area 
Housing for local people is essential.  Perhaps a scheme whereby you have to have lived in the locality for several years before you are eligible. 
 
More new housing apart from the above should be banned.  the local roads already struggle to accommodate the traffic and valuable farming land is being taken for 
unnecessary housing. 
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Housing is important.  Young people, however, will bring more enterprise and enthusiasm.  Small scale housing will allow more of the profits generated by development 
to remain locally and will be seen to be less corrupt than allowing only one large national developer to have access to all the land (No, really it looks very corrupt that 
Bovis are the only company who have land to build on- and we can all see that the houses they are selling here are a lot dearer than the same homes elsewhere- it really 
looks unethical.). 
No more big estates. Organic growth only please. 
New houses built are sold on prices that out price local people and are often purchased by more affluent out of town families who have come from areas whose house 
prices are much higher. 
more home for local people 
Small scale looks better rather than getto style , rear of Morrisons !! 
Bude should encourage mixed housing and not focus on one element of society to the detriment of any other.  A cosmopolitan society is the healthiest option. 
stop bring troubled dysfunctional families into Bude from other areas 
 
as this causes problems for people who just want a trouble free, anxious free life. 
Stop building and moving people in from away, allow children of local people who wish to stay in the area have a chance to own their own home. stop moving people here 
from troubled areas. 
Affordable should mean affordable for this area and not some arbitrary government figure. 
 
We have enough housing for the elderly 
 
We could do with low rent council houses for local people only 
We need to ensure local people can afford to live locally (including young people entering the housing market), this includes development of affordable housing in small 
pockets. It also requires the development of local businesses and jobs for young people.  It has been shown around Morrisons that development of new estates leads to a 
poorer environment for residents. The infrastructure around Bude cannot cope with large housing developments. 
 
We have enough 'holiday homes' and 'retirement homes', neither of which do anything for the community. 
A definite need for first time buyers housing 
More houses with more bedrooms that are affordable. 
small housing and low cost housing 
By the sea, houses can be built 
The priority should be for affordable low cost social housing for local people. 
Provide small  scale housing for young local people, not expensive houses for retired people as happens now!! The development at Binhamy Farm should be the last large 
scale development allowed otherwise Bude and Stratton will totally lose their identity ruined. 
Focusing on sensible and sensitive housing solutions on existing plots instead of grabbing large plots of land. Ensuring new homes aren't built and ending up as second 
homes. 
I wish I knew the answer to this! 
The Binhamy development is already offering new housing opportunities, but housing generally cannot be increased significantly  in isolation without similar changes in 
infrastructure and facilities to accommodate the extra residents. 
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Use area between Poughill and Bude 
MEDICAL CENTRES - HEALTH SERVICES.  Having to get up at 6.30 to ensure and appointment with ones GP on that day (or else wait for a period of 2 weeks) is not 
the best form of health care. 
 
Can Bude/Stratton do better !!!! ??? 
Make it happen 
Most families have at least 3 children, who need somewhere to live when they reach adulthood, get married & want to stay in Bude/Stratton. Adults are living longer & 
can't manage to stay in their own home unless they live in accommodation on 1 level and wide enough for wheelchair access & level access wet room. 
Bude needs more affordable housing for local people and more facilities/ housing for elderly people 
The population does not need to grow, but the people we do have need to have affordable homes. 
Development  by organic growth only.     There is no need now for any further big scale development.. 
Discourage building of second homes until local need is met 
More affordable housing for young families. 
As with the new development twixt Bude and Stratton, local people are being priced out by buyers 'investing' to rent and make profit. 
Bude is growing in size and cost. More affordable housing is needed for all. Maybe it could be a condition of sale that the price must be held for a few years, to keep it 
affordable. 
Social housing that becomes available should be for the needs of the local people,by this I mean that at least one partner should have been born or educated in Bude or 
Stratton area. 
it would be good 
Young families and older people are urgently in need of suitable housing. Estates full of lower middle class twerps are not the answer. They will commute elsewhere for 
work and shopping. mIt's stupid to allow building for them as currently with a Tesco to boot. Stupid. 
Not close existing accommodation for the elderly. They want us to live longer but unable to look after us. 
Affordable housing where local people get priority first. Few more flats were younger people can get on the property ladder or rent. 
Everyone should have a choice of housing. 
Relax planning regulations 
strict controls on the house building to ensure that Bude has no more 'promiscuous' building.  Small scale developments to fit in with the area 
There is currently none (or very little) affordable housing in the Poughill and Flexbury areas of the town, where small scale developments could improve the social mix. 
To rcetain youngsters in the town 
Local people need a choice of housing types whereas most young people leave Bude to find work although they may return in later years. 
Social housing should allow young people to remain in the area and make a contribution to the development of the area for the future 
Bude has enough housing and amenities for the elderly  its time to start looking to help young people 
If young residents cannot see any hope of affording to live in their locality then they will leave the area. This is a national problems as house prices continue to rise having 
no relation to people's income. Affordable, low cost social housing could be provided with shareownership  to ensure houses cannot be sold on at inflated prices etc. 
build more council houses 
New housing developments need more low cost housing FOR LOCAL AND YOUNG PEOPLE. More affordable housing will have employment issues. 
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Bude should not be a place where houses are built, cannot be sold and be sold to housing associations etc to take in people from other areas anymore. There are enough 
already. 
More houses will only sell if there jobs in the area so yes lots of housing but priority is jobs 
Carefully planned and built small scale housing in keeping with cornish style, for the less well off retiring population incorporating the latest environmental technologies. 
People in full-time work over the age of 25 should be the priority group for AFFORDABLE housing, i.e. those who have scrimped and SAVED a deposit since leaving 
education. 
Given the Binhamy development there may not be a requirement for further major development for the next 10 years, but if required I think the demand would be best met 
with another major development that is properly planned, rather than ad hoc development. 
Local means born an bred here, not moved here last month!!! 
review so- building line around Bude to allow for more infill sites. 
 
more affordable housing for our kids so that they don't have live at home or move away 
need to keep housing affodable and available for lcoal people and stop focusing on large scale housing estates and social housing for people who are not originally from 
the area 
With low incomes in this area, council houses required for local and young people. 
Local young people can access affordable housing and don't have to leave Bude to find it 
Local young people that arent in council houses and have full time jobs get first chance of a house/flats before council housed people and non local people 
Social / low cost / affordable houses for people in the local area, not building them (as the plans/council may require) and then filling them with people from other parts of 
the country.  How does that benefit local people?  No more new estates.  I realise that my housing estate was frowned upon when it was built, but Bude-Stratton seems to 
be becoming a 'commuter area' as the town cannot cope with the Binhamy estate.  Occupants there will have to go elsewhere for school; health care; jobs. 
I feel that there needs to be more houses/ flats for families in need private rent just goes through the roof.. And if council/ affordable housing can afford to rent houses for 
that price why can't private landlords? 
Rumour has it that each new estate built in this area had allocation for problem social tenants from other areas. In my opinion this is the biggest downfall to this area 
THERE SHOULD BE NO MORE LARGE SCALE HOUSING PRIOJECTS UNTIL MORE CAPACITY HAS BEEN PROVIDED IN THE SCHOOLS - HEALTH 
SERVICES ETC. 
Any brown field sites within the town should be prioitised for development and a proportion must be for local young people. Any development should be in keeping with 
the rest of the town - we don't want lots of little red boxes! 
With the new estate Bude will be big enough. We then only need small scale fill-in development. 
Smaller housing groups as post war, promoting "village" feeling 
Smaller scale developments (less than 10 houses) rather than Binhamy and behind Morrisons. Proper local housing not councils moving outsiders into the affordable 
housing. Suitable affordable housing for older peoples needs as we are in an aging population. 
Local people should have priority 
I have no idea how/where any housing could be built or how it would be financed in this economic strait everyone finds themselves in. 
 
Jobs need to be found as well, which these people need to pay their way with their housing. 
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Where does sewage and drainage go? 
 
What about the new soak-away arrangements for rain? 
The term "affordable housing" needs to be a (variable) but stated price ie £      K  Not some wishy washy formula.  The term should also  be "affordable housing FOR 
LOCAL PEOPLE" this would ensure more likelihood of young families staying and being independent! 
No further comment 
Housing is expensive in Bude/Stratton so older and young people find it difficult to find properties at an affordable price. 
Avoid urban sprawl. Ensure we control the balance of population and the services we need - medical, schools, employment opportunity. Quality not quantity. 
Need Council houses and  small apartments blocks  to rent. 
 
Suggest new housing, small number  to the south of Kimgs Hill. 
AS THE POPULATION IS NOW GETTING MORE IN THE OLDER AGE BRACKET MORE NEEDS TO BE DONE TO CATER FOR THEIR NEEDS. ALSO 
MORE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY, FOR YOUNGER PEOPLE, SO THEY CAN AFFORD A MORTGAGE OR A RESONABLE RENT. 
because if they where the same houses the one hose they made might have a high tax 
Respect for Heritage and Conservation sites - do not build a block of flats on the site of Bude's 19th century shipyard which was the lynchpin of Bude's economy for 150 
years 
older person acomidation so they could get looked after 
put everthing spread out so its not like being trapped in a jam sandwich. 
next to the dentist 
we have had this before young people houses when sold should be sold to young people again when young people who first purchase them can afford to move on and 
afford the next step 
Housing for local people at affordable rents. 
Make more use of empty housing and redundant buildings 
Help to prevent second home/ holiday home culture 
modern state of the art evnvironmentally sound community housing schemes that dont cost the earth 
more self build plots 
If work opportunities were improved more younger people could afford to buy a house. By providing low cost housing but no work opportunities, poverty is maintained. 
If more houses of any kind are built make sure we have the school places, doctors, dentists toilets to be able to deal with more people 
There is not enough housing for local people 
Bude, as a town, is in serious need of an upgrade to help bring in more visitors and to keep up with the increasing population of the town, more housing of many types are 
needed. 
New houses built in Bude should be for local people only - people who are already living here. The facilities such as doctors, dentists, schools are all full and unless the 
roads etc and facilities are all improved we should only build on a small scale. 
As the population is getting older more affordable housing for the elderly so they can remain independent,  particularly inthe Stratton aarea. 
Impossible for young working families to afford to buy in bude 
On outskirts of bude and improve local transport 
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Housing for young people as many cannot afford to buy or rent housing and there is a definite emigration of our younger generation. 
Specialist dementia village near the town and coast 
Bring back the Foyer! What are young people supposed to do for housing. Most have to move away from their home town only to return in old age. then we have lost out 
on the benefits of new local generations. 
Need affordable houses for local people so that can stay in the town they have grown up in and want their children to grown up in. 
Any new housing to be sensitive to area and meeting localneeds. Awareness of number of second homes. 
Increase on affordable housing 
Insist that any new developments offer 35% to affordable and 25% to local people. 
Restrict ownership of new builds to locals only with financial schemes to assist 
Locals always first mixed housing for social mixing plus styles so looks less estate but we have hardly any green field s left so maybe build within 5 miles of town rather 
than town centre 
with low paid jobs in the area buying a house when you are young is very difficult, 1/2 bedroom houses/flats with part ownership would be a great stepping stone for 
young people to get on the housing ladder. 
Grow the town for everybody 
Too many homes are allocated to people from out of Bude- it is wrong. Bude people should always have priority- no question 
affordable housing for local people, and reduce the amount of empty / holiday homes. 
new houses should be offered  to locals, then the propertys in which they are in, then should be offered out 
Stop building estates full of houses that are unaffordable to our own young people. Currently the message is get pregnant or forget ever having your own home, two 
working incomes on Bude wages cannot get a mortgage for anywhere near the £165000 price tag of the lowest priced house on the current building site at morrisons Bude 
is unaffordable to its own people. 
We need more!! 
Affordable housing for young first time LOCAL people 
Kill Binhamy Bude! Totally inappropriate for the area! 
Affordable and social housing is needed for local young people to encourage them to stay here and improve the community for the future.  Put cap on second home 
ownership. 
We need affordable flats and stuff for new family's and young people with the minion wage being so low no young person is able to start ther life as to much money 
All our young people leave because theh cannot afford to stay. We need accommodation that younger (under 40) people can afford 
No more Binhamy type developments should be imposed on the town.  We do not have the infrastructure to  cope with large volumes of housing.  We need to remember 
that our economy is very dependent on tourism and we need to preserve the unique features that the area possesses. 
Need to make the area affordable for the youth before they all disappear from the area 
How about avoiding opening a young person's housing project and then promptly removing the funding and leaving it standing empty. I know that wasn't a Bude decision 
but please - what a waste of money and loss of a resource! We need lower rents full stop! For Bude to thrive business and residential rents need to come down - how to do 
this? Not sure but it is vital for prosperity. Too many greedy landlords. Low wages. 
More help/ priority for genuine local people. Not people shipped in from out of the area 
Look after the locals first. 
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Bude has an ageing population: more sheltered/residential/nursing home facilities will be required in the next 15-20 years. On the other end of the scale local affordable 
housing for younger people is going to be required in order to stop the migration of our young people to other areas where they can either get better paid jobs and/or can 
afford housing. What we don't want is another Binhamy Farm estate where we will be "bussing in" people from Metropolitan areas to an area with little or no job 
prospects. 
Looking after the locals and not pushing out people who have lived here all their lives,  with all their family here.  You really have to fight to get a council property and I 
was consistently and forcibly asked to consider moving away from everything I've ever known.  The council getting paid to take in families from overflowing cities is very 
upsetting. Financial help for first time local buyers would be appreciated. 
Need affordable housing for working people. There must be jobs available to support these 
I don't know. 
No enough low cost renting properties 
The new Shorelands estate should be more for these people 
I would prefer to see small estate's of mixed housing types and styles, so that our housing stock looks like it belongs to this area and you don't look at it and say I cold be 
anywhere in the country on a new housing estate.  On my road there are bungalows and houses and both young families and pensioners.  This is what community and 
respect for our neighbours comes from, when we moved here we were the youngsters on the road and we have helped some of out older neighbours who helped us settle in 
so much easier with local knowledge, we are now the oldies with lots of youngsters becoming our neighbours and we lucky that most of the neighbours get on very well. 
Bude is expensive to buy houses in so houses for affordable families and you gets is important for sure and also for older people. Not people on benefits being moved 
down from up country all the time 
Housing for the locals! I am luckily very fortunately housed but maby struggle to find somewhere affordable to live 
Obviously house prices that are in line with the low income in the area.  At present a young person in an average job will never be able to own a home. 
dispersed in small developments that enhance the community 
Definitely more affordable housing for local young people. 
Every house is affordable. However, rental properties are few and far between and are extremely expensive. A mortgage is certainly affordable on the wage my wife and I 
bring in, however it is extremely difficult to save for a deposit and a mortgage when 90% of your pay goes on rent and bills. I feel the council should invest in a rentable 
properties for the younger generation that are not over priced and are of a low monthly rent. Rental of these properties could be for a fixed term i.e. 5 years, in which time 
the tenants could save for a deposit for a "new Build" house. 
housing for people such as myself, I am on a low income and have a young child and there are no private houses to rent that are not in need of refurbishing and are way too 
expensive. i am on the cornwall homechoice website but have been banded an E so my chances of getting a decent place to live is slim. yet other people who are already 
housed get given an upgrade if you like. affordable housing is a must 
Instead of building three or four bedroom houses that cost a small fortune and are beyond the reach of the first time buyer, why not build a lot more ONE bedroom houses? 
make it easier to get planning for small scale development 
Only low cosy housing scemes 
Use fill in and not urban sprall 
Housing should be provided manly to cater for local people and be wither social or low cost 'affordable' from housing association/council sources 
 
We don't need estates of over priced houses built on a speculative basis 
Flats in or close to town would be good. No large housing estates. 
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Increase second owned holiday homes rates to double the standard rate to help bring more homes back on the market for local people instead of the incoming property 
developers and richer two home owners. 
See above 
SMALLER DEVELOPMENTS BUT IN MANY DIFFERENT SITES RATHER THAN JUST ONE BIG DEVELOPMENT 
While housing is important, local jobs are more important 
don't dig up valuable land to build eye-sore housing developments. mix up big, small, cheap houses 
Define what is 'AFFORDABLE' not many local people who even work can afford mortgages. 
I would not want to see large scale housing estates and am already disappointed to see the development opposite Morrisons. I would prefer smaller scale projects with 
quality design in place and not the "mass uniform building" effect you see through out the rest of the UK. Bude is unique and should be kept that way, if we lose the battle 
with this now, there will be no turning back and the future fortunes of Bude will be with the developers who don;t even live here. 
Everyone needs a home.  But Bude should not become a dumping ground for any group (low cost housing, older persons accomodation etc.)  A variety of housing in small 
scale varied locations will spread the load of housing need, and offer choice. Local people need help with buying their houses. 
It is essential that all that new housing and associated infrastructure clearly and demonstrably contributes to sustainable living, including the highest standards of energy 
efficiency, generating renewable energy and with space for domestic or community food growing. 
As above, In  new development the social housing allowed for must be for young or elderly who have family links to the area and controlled by LO 
Large "Lego Land" type developments such as Binham Farm are extremely detrimental to the local community. Also, for the record, there is no such thing as "low cost 
housing". Buying land and building houses in this country is expensive. 
Any future development should provide good quality, energy efficient buildings to a style that blends or compliments existing built forms, particularly in and adjacent to 
Conservation Areas.  Rather than development for development sake.  Development should be kept small scale, we don't need another Binhamy. 
Charge higher council tax for 2nd homes to deter people from leaving property empty for most of the year. There are enough houses in Bude if they were all lived in full 
time. 
Affordable and social housing are very different things it is important for local people to be able to join the housing ladder in the area that they grew up, but increasing 
large areas of social housing only contibutes to the growth of low aspirations in young people. 
Example; the strand could be turned into flats! shops on the bottom! 
 
House should be done in small amounts so as to know when we have enough to cope for the area.not large scale. 
any new housing estates will just become second home estates, this has happened in south Devon. 
stop large developments and out of town shops 
Very tight regulation on allowing building houses 
Affordable housing means exactly that - so much is built which is definitely not affordable and is often allowed to be sold to non-local people 
Well-sited and designed blocks of flats with adequate on-site parking.  This would reduce the threat of sprawl of the town into rural areas. 
There is so much that could be done by buying in bulk. Imagine the savings if a whole estate was converted to solar water heating at the same time instead of odd houses 
now and then 
I don't believe anyone has yet delivered a workable way of dealing with the dichotamy which is local people on low incomes being able to afford to buy in Bude when 
there is a vibrant second home market that means that outsiders artificially keep housing prices high. 
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The market based approach currently adopted is I feel the problem, not the solution. Finding an equitable and workable solution to this problem is I feel one of the major 
challenges facing towns like Bude.  
 
 
 
The fact that develpoers can effectively get out of low cost housing commitments by making extra 106 type contributions is I feel a complete abuse of the system and 
should be banned forthwith 
?? 
The whole UK population is living longer so older sheltered housing is more necessary and will become even more so. Young people need to get on the housing ladder, so 
a scheme is required to help facilitate that. Especially when there are eyesore buildings in the town which should have been knocked down or renovated years ago; old 
cinema, jennings garage, strand hotel 
The young need help with housing 
Affordable (actually affordable!) housing is the biggest single priority for the area - for local people and younger people. Unwanted, unplanned large scale open market 
housing estates benefit no one and place greater pressure on already over stretched services.  More houses does not mean more money for Cornwall Council in Council 
Tax, as the increased population brought by more houses means more money has to spent providing for those people - it's madness to think that more houses will equate to 
more Council income. 
Too many large properties which are beyond the price scale of most local people is an issue.  It is important to build a balance of affordable property for young and old to 
encourage a sensible balance and enable the younger generation to stay local to their family if they choose to do so rather than having to move away. 
Access to information about housing has to be improved and we want tomake housing affordable so our young people are happier to stay in Bude instead of moving on. As 
housing inreases weneed to make sure facilities are increased for the extra demand. 
Keep it local 
Pod, eco chalet style housing has to be the future.  Affordable, warm community adaptable, cheap. Look at New Zealand model. 
Stop second home ownership. Older peoples homes for locals only. 
stop large estates being built without adequate amenities, eg. medical,schools and nurseries 
Small estates with mixed types & costs of housing. 
affordable local housing 
More houses in suitable areas with space for productive gardens. 
Affordable housing to encourage young people to stay and work in BS.  A mix of canal/river front and in-town modern apartments (Pethericks Mill is a bit of an eyesore 
and would be superb for this) and affordable houses for young families.  Second home owners need to be discouraged if BS is not to become a ghost town in winter like so 
many other places on the both coast. There seem to be lots of elderly people living happily here already and with Atlantic Rise, perhaps we need to add balance by catering 
for the younger folk. 
Support for use of land for low impact housing developments especially self-build; less support for house-building development companies; conditions applied to new 
housing linked to sustainability/ one-planet living. Population is likely to drop as we go through fuel, economic and health crises, so there will be many spare empty 
houses. 
need more council houses, not just affordable ones 
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I have not seen any disabled housing on the housing sites.  House prices are way too high for us locals.  Stop bringing in the ASBO'ers and troublemakers without 
increasing the police.  We in Kilk are having all sorts of problems with the new lot at the back of Jubilee close.  think of the locals who are still living with their parents 
because they cant afford the daft prices here. t hink  of us disabled people who have been told their houses are not fit who cant afford to buy an appropriate property 
Local people are unable to afford to buy their own house as there are too many second homes and a huge shortage of affordable housing for people like us, so we all have 
to resort to renting, which is a huge waste of money 
2-3 bedroom houses can be built for less that £50K. It should be possible to Council to purchase land at agricultural prices, built houses and rent or sell them for well under 
£100K each. 
 
The future is in multi-generation housing: 1-2 bedrooms+ bathroom downstairs for grandparents, normal arrangement of rooms for the rest of the house 
 
Houses need to be protected against being bought by incomers and most importantly as 2nd homes - such conditions should apply for at least 10 years to every new house, 
possibly for the lifetime of the house. 
No more large developments local services can't cope. 
Very happy about the new shorelands development 
Local jobs for young people will mean housing for local people will be needed.We don't need 
 
just loads of housing estates without work to go with it. 
In the area the County hasn't allocated land for self build projects. 
Bude is a relatively expensive place in terms of housing costs, which may reflect the number of wealthier people who retire to the area, however given that many people 
are on low wages, there is a dearth of affordable housing.  Smaller scale and mixed developments lead to a healthy mix of residents, which reflects in a healthily mixed 
community 
We need much more low cost "council house" type housing available in the Bude area, at present it is difficult for young people who have either been born in the area, or 
lived here with there own families for some time, to afford to set up home here. 
Stop old people retiring here ,they do not support the local economy ,they only drain it. 
Kids have a tough time to turn into responsible adults, cause the cost of living here is to expensive.. 
 
give them cheap houses so they can stay here.. but not housing estates.. they turn a village into a bad city type atmosphere pretty quick... 
no more coldits style estates 
Develop small scale and brosn field sites for low cost housing for young and more sheltered accomodation for elderly 
Rents to reflect wages. 
Any future housing development should be extremely small scale and aimed solely at affordable housing for local peolple especially the young. We do not need any more 
housing estates or Bude will lose even more of its unique character. 
No large estates 
We need more affordable and social housing for local people, especially young people and families. This housing should not be made into estates as this causes ghetto like 
areas which will increase the crime rate in Bude, We do not need any more older person's accomodation- this is a very short sighted plan as there is already many types of 
accomodation which is exclusive for retired people in the area. This does not solve the housing problems in the area which mainly affect families and younger people- it is 
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also these people who will be working and contributing to the area. Although I don't deny we have a duty to look after the older generation it is equally important to look 
after the younger generation who seem to be overlooked. 
Low cost affordable housing 
Affordable housing made available only for local people who have lived in the area for at least 5 years. No social housing. 
keep it local. stop offering cheap housing to non locals first. 
Providing low cost housing would encourage more younger people to stay in the town instead of being forced to leave to find work elsewhere. This would also help 
address my concerns in item 9 
improving housing for those that need it in the local area I am all for, by local I do mean Bude and Stratton not Plymouth and bodmin, but an improvement in amenities is 
a must. 
affordable /low cost/social housing for local and young people 
Large scale developments change the nature of the town, local people need to be able to afford to live here in low cost rented or owned accommodation 
By making new built houses affordable to local young people. 
Providing affordable homes for local people that are based on community living 
It's a great shame that people can't afford to buy in  their home town they love 
Local people should come before out of townys.the generations dont want to be fobbed off and have to move.older generation also. 
Avoid housing estates and over-development. Developers should not be allowed to change plans after getting approval without having to repeat the whole approval 
procedure from scratch. 
Stop building over fields. Listen to the local population and do not grant large scale building projects without full community support. Binhamay is an example of 
something that should never have happened 
DON'T Overcrowd the area - no more Binhamys 
We need local jobs based on local resources so that local young people can buy local houses 
current approch for affordable homes do not work, need to be lowwer enough in price so fix price at 4.5 time the average couples selary as part but and rent is a joke as the 
out going in normanly more than a 100% morage when both rent and morage is added together. 
Mixed housing to ensure "ghettos" (wealthy or poor)  are not created. Apartments for young people - in the hope that there will be jobs for them - to keep the town vibrant 
rather than ageing. Accommodation needs to be affordable for people starting out. 
Remove second/holiday homes to dedicated places. Devlop small estates around exisiting housing 
Bude needs 2nd home owners but only if they shop and use our facilities 
 
 
 
We must not price locals out of the market but it is necessary to attract non locals to the town who bring more money - especially if they move to establish new businesses 
which go on to employ locals 
Help locals to buy/ rent at sensible pricing 
Avoid large developers! 
More design imagination, such as was shown many years ago in Minster Avenue, would be nice to see as it encourages more diversity. 
Larger housing estates bring with them many social problems and smaller builds stop the councils dumping problem tenants in large groups together. 
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More social and low cost housing to be encouraged 
I think Bude has enough housing for older people. Small scale development which would put 1-5 houses in small areas integrated with existing housing would give more 
of a community feel than adding a whole housing development which would be out on a limb 
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Business and Employment 

 

12. With regard to Business and Employment, what would you say were the priorities for Bude-Stratton in the next 10-15 years? (please mark one for 

each row) 

Answer Options Extremely 

important 

Important Neither 

important 

or not 

important 

Not 

important 

Not at all 

important 

Don't 

know 

Not 

relevant 

Response 

Count 

Jobs based within Bude Stratton 376 148 23 2 0 4 1 554 
A wide range of businesses 309 182 48 7 0 3 1 550 
Jobs that make use of local resources 319 173 46 4 0 5 2 549 
Other business and employment issue (please specify) 69 

answered question 557 

skipped question 317 

 

Other 

Education and training 
Jobs which retain the under 30s who want to work in the area 
KFC 
Kfc 
No bude mascot 
Local global industry links 
More local business should be encouraged, not the larger multi nationals. 
Low employment around Bude 
Bring local authority jobs into the local authority not 60 miles away 
There is not enough full time work for poeple who want it locally 
need training for unemployed 
Transport links 
sports dirrect 
surfshops 
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More support for the young people to gain jobs in this area 
WHY NOT HAVE A TRINING COLLEGE HER FOR HOTEL MANAGEMENT -CATERING- CAR MAINTENANCE -CARPENTRY? WHY DO WE HAVE TO 
TRAVEL SO FAR TO HAVE FURTHER EDUCATION 
YOUNG PEOPLE REALLY SHOULD BE ABLE TO LIVE HERE ALL THEIR LIVES AS I HAVE 
Support local businesses so we don't have to go out of Bude 
Free Training.  Let's get the Gregson Centre funded (double underlined) 
See below 
If we had better road links, and bus services people would open more businesses here.  If we let bigger businesses in Bude instead of trying to stop them e.g. tesco there 
would be more jobs!! 
Build more low-cost business premises for small companies - rates locally are too high 
Appreticeships 
doctors & schools 
Pay a living wage, not just a minimum wage 
Where are all the incomers on the new Binhamy estate going to work? 
Low pay 
Low pay 
No more large supermarkets out of town. 
Jobs for young people so they don't have to leave the area 
retail business rates need to be addressed. 
distances currently covered - effects on roads = apprenticeship schemes 
No one should be better off financially by staying at home on benefits than working. Basic wage too low? Benefits too high? 
Manufacturing businesses 
more govt investments for training facilities 
Tripos building - new technology 
I realise that it is not easy to provide jobs for Bude residents but it should be examined. 
ALL YEAR ROUND EMPLOYMENT as so much of ours is seasonal 
Businesses to do with holiday trade already stated  here 
SEE PREVIOUS 
We need good quality jobs that pay a salary (double underline) that can support a mortgage - we have enough low-paid, part-time jobs 
more jobs in the country side 
More things for torists to do 
a nother pool 
Farming. 
Training facilities 
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Encourage new technology. 
Bigger incentives to take on apprentices so that the young have an opportunity to get a job 
Businesses that take on apprentices 
To remain economically viable we need new businesses that use local talent and resources, and grow entrepreneurs for the future. 
Street traders not paying business rates - can this be fair even if they set up on 'private land' such as the Bean Surfing Coffee Cart. This is unfair on business who have to 
pay rent and rates. 
The roads could be improved as access to Bude to encourage more employers to settle in Bude 
Improved local Adult education would be beneficial. 
Variety 
Skill-based companies rather than low-skilled/unskilled 
Transport 
Tourism needs to be promoted 
Jobs needs to focus on a new way of working that uses far fewer resources 
better pay 
Future agriculture will require much more labour, so employment is unlikely to be a problem 
high quality jobs, and also year round employment 
Local training needed. 
Businesses that are valuable to the community not just the tourist trade. 
Town centre parking for employees 
Love to see more free thinking surrounding this topic more bartering or exchanging services 
Fast internet not available in the whole area 
need mopre low cost industrial units for new companies to come in amd for exsiting to expand. 
Where possible more development to year round employment. 
Transport to get people to work or low cost parking for those at work all day in the centre. 

 

13. For any of the above questions which you have felt was "Extremely important" or "Important", could you describe how and where (if applicable) you 

feel positive change could be made? 

And additional secondary school,  a job skills training centre,  improved transport links. 
More full time work 
Local business& jobs 
How do we bring jobs to Bude n Stratton? A range of new shops, not a big supermarket but a discount supermarket to bring competition. Businesses and jobs to 
compliment sport and leisure in the community and somewhere for kids under 18 to go . 
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Local and maybe small businesses with low business rent to encourage employment 
Wide range of businesses' does not mean a wider range of surf shops! These are an important factor for a town renowned for its surf, but the business rates charged are 
prohibitive for anyone starting out in business in a town like Bude. This proves counter productive year after year as people with good ideas find they cannot afford town 
rates and then the town is left with 'seasonal shops' only. To be a successful holiday town there needs to be variety which people remember, not 'more of the same', which 
simply drives the visitor (and local people) into the arms of the supermarkets. 
We need to focus as a town on creating more jobs for local people,as there is little or no jobs here and the only ones we have are in supermakets and on the industrial 
estates. Which to my mind is not a lot of scope for any young person leaving school we need to not be a one season town where the only good jobs are during the summer 
and create jobs that are all year round for local people. 
 
As it is not everyone can afford cars to drive out of town and the buses are also expensive every week and also non existent 
more jobs so people can afford to buy their own houses rather than rent 
Help small businesses with rates etc. 
jobs using local resources would make the town much more original and all home made/man made. 
 
would be great to see more local resources being used. 
So we can get good jobs 
in bude town 
Include the community with local businesses 
No sorry 
If you live in Bude it would be best if you could work in Bude as well 
It would be good because people with different skill sets could all work. 
Jobs are very important because if there aren't any new ones then bude will become a place for the retired 
More jobs 
Make use of the tourism 
A wide range of businesses 
They are all important 
Locals who are struggling for money will be able to get a decent job. 
Jobs and shops that include the local area 
To make sure everyone can get a job so they don't end up on he streets without any money 
They r amazing 
Need to jobs for everyone 
These are all needed to keep bude alice 
Opportunities for young people to gain skills in the local area rather than having to move from their local area. 
I feel that there will be  scope for greater employment in the tourism sector but we must be careful to not turn Bude into another Newquay. 
Wealth needs creating in  local environment 
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Local councils could do a lot more to encourage smaller local businesses, many of whom probably cannot last a year in trading as rents and rates are so expensive. More 
nurturing of small businesses and less chumming up to the big supermarkets and developers! 
Skilled employment is needed - which would enable young people to remain in the area 
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO ENSURE THE GROWTH OF BUDE/STRATTON THAT JOBS ARE CREATED TO COVER AS MANY SKILLS AS POSSIBLE.  
THERE IS STRENGTH IN A FAMILY UNIT SO IT MAKES SENSE TO GIVE YOUNGSTERS A REASON TO STAY. 
jobs in bude and stratton are not the best.  
 
jobs that make use of local resources bude can make more money. 
Decision makers must stop thinking new jobs are going to be created by just allocating land for employment land. Paving needs to be more flexible to allow a range of 
different business to operate in more rural areas. Small micro business are wanting unique locations not dull industrial estates. 
A wide range of businesses is important because it will increase variety of people 
it gives more opportunities for local people to stay in bude 
Jobs being based in Bude and Stratton means young people can get part-time jobs 
people can't do this becasue they dont have money, jobs should be provide for the locals. 
More jobs in the area would cut own commuting and therefore pollution which would be great for a tourist own like bude. Local resources need to be supported and used. 
yes quite 
its important because people need more jobs 
Encourage companies to trade from Bude and employ locals 
more full time year round employment by encouraging sustainable business to bude less focus on purely tourism based work 
Need more jobs locally for people 
Local jobs using local resources will keep jobs going and thriving within the local area 
local authority jobs are always paid better then the average wage in the real world but are centred on Truro/Camborne and Bodmin. Extend the admin jobs available at 
County level or even better devolve many of the County duties to the local Town Council along with the resultant financial income so money earned in the area stays in the 
area. Improve the travel services. A trip to hospital by bus from bude is virtually impossible to get there and back in a day which is crazy. 
We should be encouraging local people/businesses....who can manufacture goods! 
local market cinema and community shop cafe bar, local bus service run by all these t hi ngs profits 
themed cafes which are run by youngsters so they have input and strive to make it succeed. jobless should be cleaning beaches and towns to earn their money (lots would 
probably want to! 
Bigger businesses on Kings Hill to increase employment opportunities 
Local shops with local food. Not big buisnesses as i dont want bude to be full of tourists. 
yolo 
I think, as a community we should support local businesses and increase the amount of jobs available in the area. 
Encourage more businesses to Bude with better transport links all year employment and not just seasonal 
Jobs should often benefit locals first, not people looking for jobs from outside of the area, although they should, of course, be allowed the chance. 
 
A wide range of businesses will allow a wide range of employment. It will also benefit locals who need more services in the forms of these businesses. 
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Making more use of facilities throughout the year 
The council needs to support Youth Enterprise. 
no 
MORE LARGER BISINESS on the Industrial Estate including bigger factories to wipe out unemployment 
More funding to help small businesses to survive 
 
More jobs or apprenticeships to keep young people in the area. 
To maximise the skill base & tourism, attached to the existing environment. 
PERHAPS SOME SORT OF GRANT SET UP DEPENDING WHAT SORT OF BUSINESS IT IS. 
WHY NOT USE THE "TRIPOS" BUILDING TO TRAIN 16 - 20 YR OLDS TO DO A VARIETY OF JOBS? CARPENTRY - CARS - ENGINES - DRESSMAKING - 
COOKING - ELECTRICAL - COMPUTERS - AND ALSO WHY HAVEN'T THE M.O.D. AT MORWENSTOWE MADE MORE OF AN EFFORT.  SURELY THEY 
COULD BE TRAINING YOUNGSTERS UP TO DO WORK THERE.  THOSE RADAR DISHES SPOIL THE LOOK OF OUR CLIFF TOPS.  WHY CAN'T THEY 
DO MORE FOR THE LOCAL KIDS?  THEY HAVE ENOUGH LAND TO SET UP A COLLEGE FOR OUR LOCAL TEENAGERS. 
Without having to repeat myself Bude really has to stop filling in gardens with buildings, but build suitable homes for the next generation. 
 
I feel the wealthy residents seem to prosper & the ordinary working person struggles with no fault of their own. 
Please Please can anything be done about the STRAND HOTEL 
LETS GET MORE JOB'S & BUSINESSES FOR THE AREA 
Bude needs to grow accordingly. 
 
Lets keep it self contained 
 
Jobs in Bude + Buisnesses in Bude = No need to shop online or travel to surrounding cities/towns 
MORE INDUSTRIES 
*Encourage more buisnes to the industrial area* one local engineering company (no names included) just have agency workers ad hoc.  I have an engineer inspection 
worker with 30 years experience unemployed due to moving to Cornwall to be with me and his daughter (I am local) He is a worker (underlined) and needs a job! 
(underlined).  Bude look at the resources on your doorstep!!! 
 
people who move here may have good resources that the companies in Bude would benefit from. 
 
Launceston has Pennygillam which always seems to be busy, thriving.  Agency work is no good for families. 
Stop putting obsitcles in the way of bussiness trying to some to Bude. stop cutting off your nose to spite your face.  Bigger shiops etc. means more shoppers for all, 
(underlined) 
 
If I go to Launceston to the retail park to shop at llde etc then I go look in the Launceston Town centre as well as do many people I know.  I have used spec savers, and the 
butchers there because I was going to the retail park 
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We need jobs for people making use of local resources but we DO NOT WANT big firms and industry coming here and we certainly do not want the up-country people 
who would be part of that. 
With the trend for all-things wholesome and foody continually growing- Bude with its Countryside and Sea should hold an Annual Cornucopia festival to complement the 
Christmas Food Festival 
More businesses opening up within 5 miles of bude/Stratton opening up employment prospects 
As above, encouragement for small business and entrepreneur with lower out goings and easier loans or grants. 
make beach activities secure for the local centers that bring a vast amount of tourism to bude 
No idea how to make this happen! Having two sons both have had to move out of the area to get work. No public transport links or unsociable working hours made it 
impossible to get to work without private vehicles. Minimum wage salaries with high costs of cars (petrol/insurance) forced them out of the area. Apprenticeships were 
hard to come by and there was no way they could support themselves on what was being paid. 
Jobs for local people 
Attempting to attract business through grants has failed. Large business relocate at end of grant. We need small businesses which are sustainable. Road infrastructure can't 
handle more 
Jobs are very much needed in this area with a variety of hours and skill bases, they need to be in Bude and Stratton as we have a poor public transport system 
Maximise employment opportunities in a variety of businesses, eg IT industry, retail 
Better access to the A30 may help manufacturing businesses. 
In leisure and housing , we could build houses for our young creating jobs for locals . A leisure centre could benefit locals and holiday makers and would create jobs 
Offer more part time jobs for youth as well as jobs for general population.  
 
More businesses, some chain shops, allows for better shopping in Bude...stuck in time at the minute. 
Direct support for local start up businesses and small businesses.  More development of the Bude Business Networking group with investment in our businesses.  It's not 
just tourism that brings people to the towns, but also some small, creative companies providing unique and in demand skilled services. 
Buy local, therefore we need businesses that start to make use of locally produced items. 
Proper Jobs that school leavers can step straight into! encourage some large firms in, build a trading estate, aim for B+Q, Wickes,etc..a Burger King or Macdonalds, Next, 
Primark etc 
Encourage non-tourist businesses so that Bude offers employment 365 days a year. 
Individual business to be helped with lower town rates and rents 
Difficult to improve job prospects and pay without an enormous improvement in the transport infrastructure in the whole area.  There is no sign of this - in fact the 
condition of the reads and transport links are both deteriorating. 
Difficult to improve job prospects and pay without an enormous improvement in the transport infrastructure in the whole area.  There is no sign of this and - in fact the 
condition of the roads and transport links are both deteriorating. 
STOP ANYMORE SUPERMARKETS COMING TO AREA SO THAT THE LOCSL SHOPS COULD SURVIVE BETTER. 
 
AGAIN!? (UNDERLINED TWICE) IF STRAND HOTEL WAS RE-OPENED AS E.G. WETHERSPOONS WOULD BRING LOTS OF EMPLOYMENT 
With the growing instant communication/computer applications, it is not always imperative that people need to go to an office or workplace, therefore new homes need to 
be more adaptable to modern life and built with insulation and green credentials 
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Extend away from tourism - look at high tech etc not reliant on physical links with rest of country eg IT etc 
Same as last answer 
Expansion of the industrial and business parks, so that we don't rely totally on the holiday makers to support the town. 
They are all incredibly important in my eyes - everyone who is capable of working should work.  If there are no job opportunities then people will continue on this benefit 
line of employment costing the rest of us.  If people are employed then there is more money to spend back in the local economy. 
Bude needs to develop the range of businesses that offer a better range of good for sale and attract people to the area to make theri purchases rather than have to go to the 
nearest bigger towns/city 
Provision should be made for industrial-type businesses (eg. similar to those on pennygillam industrial estate) - these tend to provide a good number of well paid jobs, 
which aren't seasonal like much of the emplyment in bude 
No more out of town large supermarkets that will kill the diversity of our town 
Local all year round jobs are needed. ie we need shops/hotels etc willing to stay open all year. 
 
Transportation is virtually useless 
ENTREPENEURS, CREATIVE TYPES INVITE CHEF'S OR DJ'S TO COME TO DO SLOTS, MARY PORTAS 
industrycreates jobs, but Bude hasnt got good transport links, the more prosperous towns are next to the A30 
Encourage more manufacturers to industrial estates  so long term jobs with apprenticeships can serve the younger people who do not wish to move away. 
JObs mean prosperity.  Prosperity is what most people want and expect their governments to facilitate. 
Too much to be able to enter into this format 
The transport network is not sufficient to allow people to actively seek work outside of Bude and Stratton, if railway  connections were closer job prospects would be 
better as well as visitor traffic 
any building , engineering , work of any type should allways go to local companys only 
All 3 could be positively influenced by a better transport network which, in itself, would promote employment. 
it would have a chain reaction, and self propelling module.  
 
use local resources- more work- more investment- more work - more business-more income to area 
 
good social capital ! 
Lower buisness rates to enable small buisnesses to succeed 
Encourage businesses to the area that can use the skills of the area. 
This is the key. Good jobs (i.e. non minimum rage, non manual) and opportunities to start local businesses are key to the future of Bude. 
Perhaps more small business could be encouraged with rate relief 
We need jobs at budestratton 
Make sure businesses have support and tax breaks. 
More investment in Cornwall and the Southwest in general from central government. Cornwall Council needs to fight harder for local business grants and to encourage 
young people into relevant work.  Improved road and rail links to the south west to allow businesses to expand and feel less cut off from the rest of the uk. 
Brings outsiders into Bude 
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there are hundreds of houses being built and no employment created 
if possible low council tax for first 12 months on new businesses. 
TRAINING (underlined) including COLLEGE COURSES (underlined) vitally necessary for our young people This impinges directly on your "Getting Around"  questions 
16 + 17 
 
COULD some form of Tertiary Education within the  area be considered? 
Bude is a holiday resort and evolved as such over the last 100 years.  It has never been a major employer. 
 
Cornwall is highly dependant on the Tourist Industry 
Jobs need to be created for older people who are in jobs that they can't do until retirement at 66 as too demanding, I am a health care assistant & know I will not be able to 
this demanding job for much longer. 
Due to the high cost of transport manufacturing without Government subsidy would be difficult to maintain.  Employment based on IT, and provision of higher education 
facilities, which would bring employment opportunities of high value. 
Keeping it local by engaging local talent, entice south west business to expand rather than nurture a commuter culture. 
Jobs based within area reduces need to travel so less pollution, cheaper, healthier 
Let bigger companies into Bude. 
We must optimise opportunities for all to work in the  area - until they are due a pension, which is going to be a long time for the youngsters. Carpark attendants, toilet 
attendants, youth workers, gardeners, beach rangers etc. 
Take the town upmarket to attract higher spending visitors. Develop better facilities for use of the sea and surroundings by such visitors. 
Obvious these issues are important. 
Make the most of bude has and it's location without spoiling it. Develop the outdoors environment within business 
 
Make bude as low carbon as possible and make it as self sustainable as possible so it not completely reliant on tourism 
A united community. 
Affordable units and start up schemes for small businesses 
Bude is well catered for in terms of retail, leisure, and tourism jobs - it would be beneficial to the town to encourage higher salaried employment e.g. engineering and 
technology. 
Bude needs to attract firms which require a high skill base such as already exist although many of these will have a quite small workforce. 
Its vital that there are jobs available locally and this may be in IT and research based because of the communication difficulties in the county and local training schemes for 
builders,plumbers etc 
Difficult as transport (with rising costs) is a major issue for many manufacturer's/business - Bude is a long way from major towns. 
Provide employment for those who have moved into Bude over the last few years and who can't or don't want to work 
There should be more help getting people to start there own business the more help the government give the more people will want to try and work 
 
There are empty shops get people who are not working in them making things new skills etc sewing carpentry make things to sell in empty shops win win situation 
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Businesses given incentives to be based in Bude. Saturday scheme whereby employers all encouraged to take on young person in final year of school on a voluntary basis 
so they can gain valuable workplace experience (building social skills, aspirations etc).  Employees to be well-equipped as a result of local education... Council to ensure 
local schools are getting careers 'experts' into local schools to ensure calibre of potential locally produced employees is high and that young people are well-equipped prior 
to leaving school with skills required for applying process.  In turn Bude & Stratton's young people are in demand, have choice and are able to have the best chance of 
success in finding a job. 
improving transport links and financial incentives for businesses to come to Bude. 
attract more business opportunities for local jobs 
 
give local kids more chance of finding work locally and not have to move away. 
 
Help local shops with affordable rates to encourage town centre shopping. Not big brand names but local enterprises to attract people away from large towns and cities. 
need to have a vazriety of businesses and new opportuinities so local people that have brains and ambition do not need to leave the area to find suitable employment 
People need jobs all year round not just seasonal. 
A greater range of skilled jobs 
Local shops in the town - cap on number of high street chains.  Is the Tripos building being promoted around the country?  Unlikely that a local can take on such a state of 
the art and specialised facility 
Business rates need to reflect the fact that there is less demand for the increasing number if empty shops 
I realise that Bude is not a manufacturing area- it would be good if some manufacturing came here, and perhaps that could be considered-what sort of extra jobs could 
(underlined) be created - not easy and we can't compete with Spain.  We need a different sort of entertaining to provide jobs and attract visitors. 
Increased transport costs mean more people need to have employment within the local area and whilst seasonal work is very important we have to encourage the 
development of a range of businesses - could shop rents be reduced? 
Bude needs to diversify in the job market . Although we are a coastal town there are not enough insentives to local people or outsiders to set up Business , other than 
working in the Hospitality Industry 
Not just seasonal work. Encourage larger employers into the area 
More local jobs are needed for local people. Expansion of the business park with affordable rents and incentives for people to start up the own businesses.  Another large 
employer would be very welcome. More jobs that are not dependent on the tourist trade and that are full time and a full 35 hours a week all year - not seasonal hours. 
Jobs to service tourists 
 
Car Park attendants 
 
Dog warden 
 
Beaches given back to Bude Council who would keep the foreshore tidy, free of brambles used throughout the year,ditches drains cleaned of detritus, sand, steps brushed 
clear so visitors can walk easily 
Local food growing, local building materials, local transport network, 
- To re-introduce a high-tech factory which employed "modern skills".  These skills would then be higher-paid than the "minimum wage" 
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- To utilise the introduction of Broadband more widely 
 
- On the computer location is invisible & un-important** 
 
- To introduce (using available European Grants) a wider range of mass employment sites e.g. Tele-Centres *same applies* 
Need to attract 'skilled' jobs with local promotion prospects and salaries much higher than the minimum 
More businesses need to be set up to encourage our young eople to remain in the area but this will not happen if road/rail communication remains static. 
I have no idea how to make it happen 
Make Bude attractive to a few top high tec innovative companies that will train local people. Promote Bude as a lovely place to live to the top management with good 
schools and facilities for their families. Ensure we develop and achieve this quality of education and services. 
Important to t protect the vulnerability & sustainibility of the town..Small businesses run from home #   Revisit the Great Atlantic Way would use local resources.  Boating 
lake on upper marshes, Improve &extend Canal already described.  The shop keepers are the main employers of local people.  It is important to retain the local shops as 
the income is retained in the area. 
NEED TO ATTRACT BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT FROM AREAS THAT WILL ENHANCE THE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN THE 
BUDE/STRATTON AREA.  NEED TO PROMOTE TOURISM IN THE AREA A LOT MORE. 
because every one will have a different job [some will have the same job 
a wide  range of houses 
next tow the co~op 
next to co op 
Don't knoe 
Need for greater diversity, outside area companies/employers attracted to Bude. 
lower the business rates 
Encouragement must directed at businesses with a long term future - not trying to preserve old businesses like small retailers and dying trades. More competition and a 
requirement for better skills will raise salaries locally. 
Bigger incentives to take on apprentices so that the young have an opportunity to get a job. 
If we have more housing we need more jobs 
More shops, no more cafés or hairdressers. 
If more of the empty building in Bude were put to good use by local businesses then this would improve the look of Bude and create more jobs for local people. 
A decent transport net work for goods produced and using technology to encourage new businesses to move here. Getting BT to extend the fibre net work to improve 
internet connections. 
Need for a North Cornwall General Hospital 
if we do not provide for our young people and secure local housing and employment we are but a mere retirement holiday town that is slowly dying. 
We need a variation of employment opportunities to redress high seasonal unemployment 
Positive change could be made by asking all local businesses to commit to employing local people before people outside the area who have to move in.  
 
Also ask all businesses in Bude employing more than 10 people to take on a local apprentice to learn all aspects of the business.  
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Ask all Bude Business to source locally, ie Bude Business First 
Local all the time difficult to keep young people in bude due to lack of jobs and pay is poor compared to Plymouth etc 
encourage a wider range of businesses which in turn would make jobs available for local people . 
Better funding at the gregson centre more courses offered. Allow Tesco bandq or whoever to build instead of hundreds of houses, give people a place to work 
Lower rents for local business or out of town shopping designed for local businesses only 
Make better use of the beauty and natural resources we have to give other people the chances our kids have, 
Is ok to start building new houses but u have to look at jobs aswell there allready isn't enough jobs for the people that live here yet build more houses without jobs is silly 
aswell a new doctors surgery needs to happen our is rubbish 
We need to support businesses that make people want to vome to bude. Several proposals in the last few years appear to have neen blocked by people who don't want the 
town to change 
Again we need to keep it local 
Opportunities for local youngsters to earn a decent wage and to be treated respectfully within their workplace. Raise aspirations of young people. 
So many people in bude looking for work, need to encourage business to be based in Bude. 
Reduce business rents and business rates. This will increase diversity of businesses as individuals likely to 'take a chance on their business ideas'. Employers can then 
employ more local people…….how do you tackle this overinflated business rents situation? Private landlords expect high rent. 
Local business should always be supported as much as possible 
Financial inducements to businesses to move to the area to offer well paid jobs to local people 
Again if local businesses were making savings on business rates they could become more competitive with national companies, hence creating opportunities locally. 
Along with all these houses being built,  there needs to be more job opportunities in Bude.  Maybe a shopping center or at least more shops should be built. We have plenty 
of hairdressers,  cafes and surf shops. A cinema,  clothes and  a discount shop would make a change. 
Bude cannot survive without good employment opportunities 
No enough qualified employment to keep younger generation in  Bude have to move away 
Emty units etc on existing business parks should be fully utilised..maybe rental at affordable prices to encourage people to start up businesses 
It is important for the youngsters in or schools to know that when they leave education, that they can get a job locally that will allow them to purchase or rent locally and 
keep our town a nice mix of generations. 
All massively important can't live somewhere that doesn't have jobs for local people and resources 
Permanant contracts with a fair size contract I struggle to find many of these if you are not particularly skilled 
I just think they are all important 
Bude needs more jobs otherwise it's going to be full of benefit claimants. 
We should make more of the tourists offering a unique family friendly coastal resort making the most of natural resources 
stop blocking prospective large employment oppertunities 
We must retain young people in the communiy 
The industrial estate could be enlarged to accommodate more industries 
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Need better transport links 
 
Too many same/similar shops in town 
Engage with the school staff to establish the needs for less academic students who have practical skills which can be used locally.  Promote more smaller, affordable starter 
units to provide facilities to establish self employment for school leavers who prefer to remain living locally. 
See above 
NEED TO ENCOURAGE LARGER EMPLOYERS TO RELOCATE TO BUDE WITH A VARIETY OF JOB ROLES WITH SOME BETTER PAID JOBS FOR THE 
AREA 
Bude needs to get away from the reliance of seasonal tourism. Find ways to attract businesses (UK based call centres?) with as wide a range of jobs and skills as possible. 
Maybe a starting point is some form of all weather venue or attraction. 
council support 
Could local businesses be encouraged to offer apprenticeships? Improve the tourism marketing for Bude as it is still off the map for many people in the UK. Festivals are a 
great way to promote an area, the Bude jazz festival was great but we have the space to do more. 
For Bude to become a vibrant and varied place, a variety of opportunities need to be available for all types of people. To encourage initiative small businesses should be 
helped, and access to latest technology is extremely important. 
Business and employment priorities arise from the need for community-led economic development in food, energy and green tourism.  Developing and implementing local 
food, energy and green tourism strategies would help achieve vibrant and sustainable local businesses and good local employment opportunities.  It would also ensure that 
a much higher proportion of business profits stay within the local economy. 
Assist firms to give training and apprenticeships 
A lot more could, and should, be done to attract businesses to the existing industrial estates. 
Now that we have superfast broadband, we should be looking to encourage more diverse (technical, specialist or internet based) small businesses to start-up in and around 
Bude.  We shouldn't become over dependant on tourism. 
Tripos building needs to be used. 
Raising the number of job/apprenticeships for young people highlighting the positive impact of employing young people and the benefits they can bring to the work force 
and production, raising the apirations of our youth. 
Investment with young peolpe 
local independant companies not US based  tax avoiding ones 
expand the business park and assistance for firms to move in. 
Less surf shops and obvious 'holiday tat'. 
Fast internet connections would mean people could network work anywhere virtually, contract work would be possible / remote working 
Emphasis should be made to attract employment which is not seasonally dependent. 
 
Additionally, encourage training establishments to start which prioritise training in subjects relating to existing seasonally-based employment - catering, sea-sports, etc 
There must be a way of giving inventives for upgrade work and local food and energy production 
Bude and the surrounding evironment has an economy that is predominately based on Tourism and Agriculture. We need to put all avaiilable resources on focussing on the 
development of these two areas so that we are genuinely leading edge 
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We should be making more of the local food producers in the area, the food festival coming in September is long overdue and if it is made an annual event more people 
will be attracted here instead of Padstow 
Use the talent we have 
Bude and Stratton need to attract companies and help to develop home grown businesses.  Efforts to return the railway to Bude should be made - a lack of connectivity 
(which we enjoyed 50 years ago!) puts off investment.  Connect and invest! 
Support locally owned business to be able to expand and recruit.  Larger national companies do not always have the same attachment and sense of responsibility to the 
community. 
Creating a business facility and attracting in larger companies with a view to increasing the amount of jobs to local IT technicians etc, currently working from home and 
heading to other cities on a commuter basis. 
Small businesses will support each other and grow. Also using local resources will make that happen.  People on benefits should have community responsibility and 
worth . Make use of their free time to put something back to get benefits. 
Don't know. 
Its always important to make use of the local people 12 months of the year 
Leisure and Tourism 
With an ageing population, we need to attract and keep young people to avoid becoming the Costa Geriatrica. Perhaps local businesses could be rewarded for providing 
work experience or training for school students and young people. In planning, an avoidance of too many gift/souvenir/surfwear shops would help to diversify businesses. 
There needs to be strong links made between what can be grown or (as with energy) collected locally and local jobs. Fossil fuels for importing goods from abroad will 
probably no longer be available. 
need either more local jobs or better transport 
Not sure 
Farming, renewable, transport, medical 
The first issue to address is definetly the transport link.Estimated time of 70 minutes by car to the 
 
M5 link up. 
Marine offshoots of universities based at Tripos 
Supportiung the development of tech jobs making use of the superfast broadband connectivity. 
If you are building hundreds of houses you need emplyment to got with them , I see hundreds of houses being built, but nothing to give people a job being done , and more 
supermarkets are not the answer , encourage firms to come here and build places to work , 
Very difficult to say how this could be improved, but Bude needs good employment opportunities for its young people. 
No jobs for kids.. is kids leaving..  A small range of shops means that locals have to travel far for other things.. which means they make a shopping day out of it.. meaning 
loss of business for the local shops... they close.. and we end up with no shops at all... 
 
and yes.. if you get local resources, they dont have to travel far.. which means cheaper production.. which means better position in market... to much local-stuff is 
expensive.. they just dont sell enough to make a profit with lesser priced items.. 
Use the big empty building at kings hill, a further education college? 
Some people cannot travel out of the are as they may not drive or the public transport is wrong times. More variety would help more people and using local resources 
would help local economy more. 
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Stop local pubs and restaurants taking advantage of the local unemployed  with very low wages and no contracts or holidays  slave labour 
transport system needs overhauling 
we need to develop a range of work available to our residents so they don;t have to travel to work or move away 
Attracting IT / technically based businesses.  The loss of Tripos was a tragedy 
We need to keep young people in the Bude area and need sensibly paid jobs to enable them to stay. The cost of travel is high and although I had to travel away from Bude 
every day for 38 years to get a decent salary I would not like to have to do it now with the cost of fuel etc. 
Grants for business start ups, and improved transport for those without cars. 
Although all of these things are extremely important I also feel they are unattainable without dramatically expanding the area- something which would be detrimental. It 
would make more sense to provide proper and adequate public transport which would enable local people to have careers not just jobs, whilst still living locally thus 
contributing financially and socially to the area. 
Not much point in building houses if no jobs available in the area 
Low business rates infrastructure high speed broadband 
As well as tourism, could other sectors be explored -- like power generation, from the waterflow thru the canal, perhaps? 
difficult due to geographic location but more industry tempted into area 
with new housing and an influx of people coming in to Bude jobs are needed as there is not a lot of work for the people that are already living here. 
Encourage more firms like Bott to come to Bude - also IT companies 
By offering incentives for new businesses to come to Bude & Stratton. 
If we could provide free energy and food this would be a start 
Encouraging local people to work. Providing work opportunities for our children and all the people moving into new housing estate 
We pay too much rates council tax rent for our shops landlords should be put a min limit. Shopscare closing .going bankrupt. The cost of living is too high. We only get 
min wages. With wages going up employers cant afford staff.they will close create more un employment.  The town will go down hill . Look around at the shops closing 
Internet business/trading must be encouraged to set up. 
Expand the local businesses parks. 
 
Attract larger businesses. 
 
Increase support for smaller business and get cornwall council to support the north end of the county 
Develop industries that use locally available products like fish, farm produce and add anaerobic digester at the sewage plant to generate electricity, gas, hot water and jobs 
more industrial units for sale or self build sites 
More local businesses offering training or apprenticeships to local young people (18-25) Perhaps this could be a  
 
requirement for start-ups businesses? We need to encourage young people to stay in BS. 
The leisure and tourist industries are growing so focus all energies on these by making Bude stand out amongst similar towns on the coast in Cornwall. Encourage the 
outdoor pursuit companies to locate here so a Bude can offer year round activity holidays (spin off are then employment opportunities for locals etc)  
 
Pads tow is thriving as it attracts foodies 
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St Ives is thriving as it attracts arty folk. Look to make Bude a niche resort for leisure facilities with niches for the arts and food - Bude has a fantastic community with 
very talented people - tap on this eg fobsp success/ a Bude arts and Music / arts events eg the Rosamunde Pilcher event / Leopolooza / Waveriders surf group/ art events 
such as The Curious Sea / the planned Bude Food Festival - all events mentioned and those not  and groups successes show what Bude can do to grow as a town to rival St 
Ives Padstow etc. a great community spirit lives here and should be exploited! 
Incentives for all businesses to come, train people, improve transport links 
Workshop and storage facilities for small businesses at sensible rents. 
Greater efforts to promote Bude as a business/commercial centre to encourage individuals and small businesses to make the most of high speed broadband. 
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Open Space 

 

14. With regard to open space, what would you say were the priorities for Bude-Stratton in the next 10-15 years? (please mark one for each row) 

Answer Options Extremely important Important Neither 

important 

or not 

important 

Not 

important 

Not at all 

important 

Don't 

know 

Not 

relevant 

Response 

Count 

Play areas 186 245 86 13 6 4 3 543 
Allotments 105 201 170 32 4 15 8 535 
Walking / cycling routes 220 240 69 11 5 2 1 548 
Bridleways 85 159 197 44 23 12 8 528 
Green space 226 229 62 8 3 5 3 536 
Beach areas 372 132 29 5 0 1 2 541 
The canal 292 194 46 1 4 0 4 541 
Other open space issue (please specify) 50 

answered question 556 

skipped question 318 

 

Other 

Sport areas 
Ice cream place 
Green fields and agricultural land 
Space for children to play in Stratton 
the flood plains and nature reserve alongside the river and the rugby ground 
pedestrian zone 
private places to eat for youths. 
cant hotbox 
dog fouling is a big problem 
ALL ARE IMPORTANT.  THE SCHOOLS SHOULD HAVE ALLIOTMENTS - MOVE BUDE FOOTBALL PITCH DOWN NEAR THE RUGBY CLUB - THEN WE 
HAVE PLAY PARK/ALLOTMENTS + MORE PARKING SPACE 
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DON'T BUILD ON THE BEAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE THAT NOW EXISTS 
SEAPOOL 
These should be adequate for all 
See below 
Not building on Downs or Golf Course 
Please don't allow any more bites (large or small) to be taken out of the green areas of Summerleaze Downs -- ever. 
Keep flower beds looking good 
Keep flower beds looking good 
Skate parks, Adventure park with ropes, swings, roundabouts for young kids 
WIND TURBINES - SOLAR FIELDS.  these are blighting our landscape 
Keep all the land of the Gold Club and Downs open. No more building there for any reason. 
wildlife and wetland areas that will decrease the adverse affects of run-off from the fields is at present a serious problem at times and no-doubt will become more of a 
problem as a result of the appalling Binhamy development. 
Downs should be included 
Dog poo!!!! 
Glad to see sports facilities - where to go in the rain 
Preservation and improvement for locals and tourists alike 
Beach areas - comment made "already exists" in neither imp or not column 
Commuinty food growing 
A park not near the beaches, Continue the cycle route through Bude, of the A39 through farms (connects with Great AtlNTIC wAY, 
COASTAL PATH 
Because now is our heart without the could now all beaches or Queens beast or cycling we'd have nothing would just be a normal time at the office the Camaro is officially 
our heart 
more pools 
non otherwise all our butiful land will be distroyed. 
dragon archery 
Stratton Battlefield needs to remain protected from development. 
Make appropriate use of areas they're nit just canoeing for schools and dog walking areas it's our tourism advantage let these areas be used to the advantage of bringing in 
more visitors 
e 
Specific Dog friendly green spaces 
Community facilities for young and old, youth projects on estates. 
The downs must remain as they are 
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keeping all areas free of litter and dog mess, surely lots of clean, open spaces that enhance the healthy outdoors lifestyle will attract visitor numbers to stay here and spend 
their money in shops etc.....it would also greatly enhance the area for locals 
castle green 
I expect there to be almost no cars, so there won't be the need for special cycle and horse routes 
Over use of the seas by surf schools 
do something about the state of the beach huts 
The seapool. 
No more building on green fields 
Sea pool 
Don't build on the downs! 
Dog mess and litter 

 

15. If you have answered either of the the above questions as "Extremely important" or "Important", could you describe how and where (if applicable) 

you feel positive change be made? 

Beach and canal bring tourism so keep them clean. Green spaces are our lungs so keep them and allotments provide education and food. Play areas are plentiful so jut 
maintain them 
More investment in childrens play areas . Allotments to encourage families to get exercise and be self sufficient . 
Attractive to visitors / touristd 
Keep the wealth of Bude and Stratton going by keeping green spaces, keeping our beautiful beaches, encouraging cycling, and walking, keeping us sustainable and use the 
land by Stratton Primary school for long awaited allotments ! 
The bridleways are very neglected some are unusable due to gate design or overgrown. These really need to be kept in useable condition. re British Horse Society web site. 
Safe walking and cycling routes for both residents and tourists. The beach areas are a major draw for the tourist industry whereas items like allotments are ideal for 
residents 
The Canal Regeneration Project has been hugely successful and attracted many more people, of all ages, to walk the Canal and the marsh and cycle path areas. However, if 
this is to be kept attractive, and working, there needs to be money spent on regular maintenance of the Canal which will quickly silt up again, and a Centre created on the 
Higher Wharf where the organisations and individuals who use the Canal, ranging from fishermen to canoeists can shower, change and meet. The proposals put forward by 
the Higher Wharf Action Group have been strongly supported in the area, and this would offer a considerable asset which is at present lacking. They are also proposing a 
slipway, which would be a great help for visitors and for the present users with craft. 
There could be more / better play areas for children. 
 
I think the beaches could be improved by not allowing dogs onto the beaches, because they are a nuisance to small children and sometimes dog mess is left there. 
More good allotment provision. Improve cleanliness of beaches. Improve water quality. More circular walk routes similar to stowe woods.  Ensure at least one CENTRAL 
beach is dog friendly all year round to encourage holidaymakers. 
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I feel that there is not enough in the way of parks or open green fields for kids to play in and that is a shame because the spaces are needed as are more cycle ways so that 
more and more of us can get active and enjoy the wide open spaces better 
play areas/green spaces etc to be kept and upgraded 
 
beach areas need wardens to help people and keep a close eye on undesirable behaviour 
More litter collections 
 
Perhaps involve locals on a monthly basis 
 
More large bins especially near Sainsbury's as bags and wrappers are discarded on downs 
Bude needs to maximize the use of its beautiful areas and increase the healthiness of its population by making the most of the natural environment. 
Beach areas. 
 
can be used by everyone. 
 
surfing,ball games, relaxing and much much more, there is now wheelchair/pushchair access on widemouth now, making it much easier for people to get down onto the 
beach. would also encourage more people to surf and have fun out in the sea. But all ways remember to keep safe! 
Bude is a beautiful town because of the canal, beach and green space but I still think we need more space and to keep up good condition of these places. 
By morrisons instead of houses 
More play areas 
No sorry 
More areas to play and chill 
Make use of the resources 
Play areas are important because it creates a homely feel for young children 
Most important is the beach everyone loves the beaches in bude! 
The canal is important 
Local mountain bikers will be more happy. 
Local historic things to keep and places for tourists 
The beaches would be great if they had more beach huts and things like that. Then Bude will get more money from tourists 
No 
The beach is what draws people to bude 
More of all of them and maintaining the canal. 
e.g. cycle routes to Camelford/Holsworthy. 
 
Encourage use of facilities that are already present.  Support Bude Sea Pool. 
Keep green space as green space 
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Play areas for children need to be kept up to date and safe. Allotments need to be more readily available, also more sites should be available for allotments. At the moment 
good agricultural land seems to be sold off and built on! Walking/cycling routes are important and need to be kept safe and clearly marked. The huts in the crooklets area 
of beach are very delapidated and need to be updated/repaired. These are areas much visited all year round, they shouldn't be ignored. 
IF THE LOCAL COUNCIL HAD THE INCOME FROM THE CAR PARKS THEY COULD DEVELOPMENT BETTER PLAY AREAS FOR KIDS.  BUDE NEEDS 
PLENTY OF VARIETY AND OPPORTUNITY FOR YOUNGSTERS.  KEEP THEM BUSY AND INTERESTED AND THEY WONT HAVE ITME TO CAUSE 
TROUBLE. 
play areas are good for little kids. 
 
beach areas are good for failmys and teenagers who like being out with mates 
 
the canal so you can walk your dog or have a bike ride 
Open space on its own isn't enough. It needs to be well designed and maintained. Streets should also be considered a part of the open space 
green space and the beaches need to be clean and looked after so the town looks pretty and nice and it encourages people to visit and go outside 
The green spaces, beach areas and canal are what bring tourists to Bude. We need to protect and preserve these areas as they are important to the survival of Bude. 
More play areas for children, beach to be kept nic to attract tourists, green space to play on and break up housing estates. 
because they are fun places to hang out 
All these green and open spaces need maintaining 
Protect areas from over development encourage more local groups to make regular use of canals not just private instructors who can be expensive. 
Do need play areas on estates for example broadclose estate there's a big field where one could be put 
beaches are vital to Bude's future and need investment in beach huts and the like due to the uncertain weather. The safety needs of  both beach and pool can be adequately 
looked after by volunteers being paid for from the rates. Dogs should be banned from all beaches during the season and cctv erected on the downs so that owners who 
allow their pets to pollute the play areas can be prosecuted. The canal needs a canalside sports area not yet more expensive housing for old people retiring to Bude (locals 
cant afford such luxuries so end up in old housing with mre room than they need. Then when they get unable to manage we close the only county owned home so the 
elderly become lonely prisoners ion their own homes and the social carers have no time to do more than the minimum. 
Tourist attractions should be kept in ship shape condition 
We have beautiful beaches....but not much in the way of parks 
children need exercise! people like to grow thing and sell local produce. walking and cycling are popular, getting cars off the roads. green space needed to prevent floods 
and canal is part of Budes attraction! 
A nice 'promenade' type walk by the beach. Keep beach standards high 
Beach areas could do with being cleaned up a bit and bins should be put on the beaches and rubbish should be collected. Somewhere private to eat for young people. Green 
and natural places would be nice and more flower beds everywhere. 
!!! 
In my opinion, all of the above are important as I think Bude needs to have more to offer. Maybe, if we improve the beach for example cleaning it and the canal, maybe we 
would get more tourism, increasing our local economy. 
Dog warden patrols, water park for children etc 
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Play areas: Improve their quality, quantity is currently sufficient. 
 
Green space: A bit more is required, improvement of quality/condition is also needed. 
 
Beach areas: Need to be kept cleaner. 
 
The canal: Needs to be cared for correctly, mainly in terms of biodiversity, and it's cleanliness. 
The provision of space for garden allotments. New houses seem to fail to give enough garden space for growing vegetables. 
bridleways are important and walking routes are as walks or rides by the beach or on a country path are beautiful in bude 
because alot of people use it 
more play areas 
Not many people can afford to own a horse so Bridleway are not import. only to the rich 
Keep the walking & cycle routes maintained 
 
Stop building on green space, especially that which belongs to the townspeople 
 
Ensure that beaches & sea water are clean 
All to be well maintained in keeping with their environment.  Keeping with their environment keeping areas litter & DOG MESS free! Especially the beach! 
MOVE THE FOOTBALL DOWN IN THE RUGBY CLUB - BUILD GRANDSTANDS SO PEOPLE CAN GET OUT OF RAIN.  HAVE MORE PARKING DOWN 
THERE.  OPEN UP NORTHCOTT MOUTH 
Bude canal has been improved a lot over the years & has become really popular with my age group for walking - could do with another dog poo bin on the cycle way. 
 
It is important all the walk ways are to be maintained as well as they are at the present time. 
 
Allotments would be marvellous to encourage people to be more self sufficient & healthy 
MAIN TOURIST ATTRACTION FOR BUDE 
 
GENERATES MONEY TO TOWN/SHOPS/BUSINESS 
 
SEA POOL AS ABOVE + PACKED WITH LOCAL KIDS IN SUMMER, HOURS OF FUN FOR ALL 
Allotments to grow fruit and veg (healthy living) 
 
Keep what we've got and improve. 
WITH BEING A HOLIDAY PLACE LETS GET IT RIGHT SO PEOPLE WILL HAVE TO COME BACK AGAIN AND AGAIN 
Play areas - more (underlined) needed 
 
Allotments - Good for healthy lifestyle (I am not aware of any?) 
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Walking/cycle routes - Maintain what we have which is excellent 
 
Bridleways - unsure 
 
Green space) 
 
Beach          )   If we lose these we will lose Bude! 
 
Canal           ) 
To ensure that the environment does not change too much or at all.  people love Bude for what it is.  no need to change just to improve the services we already have. 
The Play areas we have are good but Flexbury area misses out I think. 
 
The beaches are lovely but the beach huts need care. 
 
The canal is in a good state but more seating along the route would be nice 
 
more dog bins 
 
more toilets in public areas. 
By ensuring that those facilities are in place. Bude is a quiet country/seaside little town and we need to preserve the items ticked above 
Regular monthly beach clean sessions - from March to November organised by the Town Council to encourage everyone to take pride in the lovely coastline and wildlife. 
The recent storms have illustrated just what a mess is out there ready to be washed up. 
Walking and cycling routes to be opened up to encourage healthy living 
Easier parking. Linking existing good paths/ bridle ways by reassessing the old neglected routes. Better way marking . Better drainage. 
making the out doors accessible and open to all that want to enjoy with out to much bureaucracy 
Bude and beach areas are lovely, just need to be kept this way without prohibitive parking costs. More new housing with limited garden space will make allotments 
important if people wish to grow their own vegetables and still have place for the kids to play. Walking and cycling paths are good for the community but also attract 
tourists, placards with details of what can be seen/what to look out for especially on walks, provide interest and can be educational. Keep cycle paths separate from 
walkways - pedestrians and mountain bikes are not a good mix. Provide plenty of maintained dog bins along the way. 
Green open spaces  the beaches and coastline are the life blood of Bude if we don't protect them we lose our identity 
Beach and canal areas should be clean and functional particularly with regards to dog mess. 
 
Local footpaths should be well maintained. 
 
Bridleway a should be well maintained and monitored  to ensure they are fit for horses to pass otherwise horses end up on footpaths 
Stop trying to 'develop' & value what is there & properly maintained. 
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Spaces for local and visitors to go that make the most of our beautiful outdoors! It's what attracts people to the area yet we have very few free out door spaces away from 
the beaches. An open field with a playground would be a big attraction and give local people somewhere to go when it is simply too hot for the beach 
More areas designated for leisure/sport activities for whatever age group can only be a good thing. 
Play areas - Don't need more, the existing one's need improving.  
 
Walking/cycling routes - No existing or seemingly evident cycle routes around.  
 
Green space - Golf course takes up massive part of Bude meaning the only real green space, and that of which can be used for safe dog walking is the downs.  
 
Beach areas - Main site of tourism, ensure they are clean, well maintained.  
 
Canal - Improve walks 
I think that allotments are going to become a very important rescorce in years to come! i recently took on a plot with my Dad and i,m excited that all my fruit and veg will 
be GMO free and 100% organic too!! Green areas are important for children and families with no gardens! But to be honest i think ALL green issues are important!! 
the quality and appearance of the beach and the canal and their environments are absolutely essential to the economy of Bude and Stratton and to the lifestyles of the 
people who live here.  they are a key focus for visitors as well. 
More allotments would help with locally produced goods. 
the roads are rubbish for walking on a safe pedestrian byway/cycle to town from widmouth should a be an instant priority as this route is already over used and when the 
coast path is unwalkable (frequently due to mud/ flooding) the road is full of meandering pedestrians, hundreds of cyclists and cars swerving into the opposite carrageway 
to negotiate them! Guarantee another serious accident very soon! 
More play areas near the beaches and in the estates, or improving the ones already there. 
 
Extending the cycle route to link with Holsworthy 
 
Retaining all the open spaces we have. 
 
Keeping the beaches clean with smart beach huts, knocking down the ugly buildings at Crooklets and keeping the areas behind the beach huts swept and free of weeds.  
Putting a swing or lifting bridge at Rodds Bridge to enable boats to use the whole canal or knock down Rodds Bridge and replace with a pedestrian bridge. 
The beach huts around Crooklets Beach are tired, out-dated and, following the recent storms, in very poor condition.  I would like the front ones to be totally demolished 
and the area tidied up.  If Council finances are insufficient to fund replacements maybe local residents could be invited to buy shares in new ones (of more pleasing 
design), which might also attract more "tenants". 
Re-claim the grass tennis courts 
I can't believe how unwelcoming Bude is to local cycling  - it's the perfect transport for all local Budehaven kids, businesses, sustaining local shops and yet no provision at 
all. Designated cycle routes  and stands in town and at local schools, beaches, Splash would make a huge difference. 
Upkeep and cleanliness paramount. Water quality and beaches to be top of list. 
Raise Rodd's Bridge, get the locks in use and develop the canal as a tourist focus with navigation to the weir. 
Raise Rodd's Bridge, get the locks in use and develop the canal as a tourist focus with navigation to the weir. 
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Bude is an outdoor place and the facilities will need enlarging with the current building plans.  Sympathetic design with existing facilities 
The canal needs to be maintained. Beach areas should not be over-developed. 
This is what attract tourism to the area, we must manage it and ensure is well looked after 
We are a holiday destination and we must ensure that the attractions of Bude are of the highest standard. 
The canal regeneration could be speeded up to enhance its full features and add to the attraction by providing further amenities and facilities along its route. 
Keep the green spaces open and clean and tidy for all to benefit from. 
Don't allow the open spaces to be built on 
CROOKLETS HAS NOW BECOME AN EYESORE. 
 
Outdoor table tennis like in "Ping Bristol" or  Art trail - open up local artist houses - e.g. North Bristol Arts Trail.  Folk festival.  Sumer Solstice Festival Camp.  Car 
racing! 
the cycle way is coming along nicely, the canal would be great if more visiting yachts etc could be encouraged 
Keep the green spaces and beautiful views. 
 
Keep the beaches and pavements clean from mess and litter. 
 
Walking - prevent skateboards on the pavements and roads. 
 
Keep the beauty of the  town. 
Allotments are important as they encourage people to grow their own produce and thereby understand the importance of these food items in the economy of a family.  I 
believe there is already a demand for allotments in the area. 
Rights of way can be enjoyed by everyone for ever. (I like that they are rights)  They are so important.  Tourists want the beach- they seldom want anything else, or else 
why would they come to a seaside town? 
Investment and improvements need to be made. 
Have better facilities at the beaches, this is one of our selling points. Cheap parking, increase play areas on the beach and individual shower points as features. 
Keep these areas clean and well managed .. say a beach warden , stop dogs fouling etc 
Bude should be viewed with the eyes of a tourist.  What attracts tourism should attract the local community. 
health, social inclusion, tourism, jobs. 
Keep all areas clean and pleasant, we all rely on tourism. Make Bude and Stratton somewhere good to visit. look at the enviroment, encourage wildlife 
Our canal is unique and must be carefully maintained and used. Safe cycle routes need to be opened up as a priority.The beaches need cleaning regularly, the stones 
removed (especially, large stones in the bathing areas) and sold for extra revenue. 
I am not sure what this question means - we have most of these already - lets look after what we have 
cycling arias 
It is important for children to have excersize 
Making sure these are well maintained free of litter and dog mess. 
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More investment in the Beaches and the Canal.  The standard of cleansing of the beaches and dropped substantially since Cory won the contract to clean them especially 
the hinterland.  The canal is very well maintained but it would be good to see Rodd's road bridge raised to allow a trip boat and other visiting boats to use the canal.  The 
higher wharf development needs resolving with some sort of community facility incorporated into it. 
Safe places for children/walkers/horse riders and cyclists  are essential to keep them of the roads in the area and therefore safer 
Start with the changes that will benefit tourism and bring more people to the area, i.e. beaches, walking/cycling routes & bridleways and this will enable more money for 
the ones that only benefit locals, i.e. allotments, play areas. 
Regular dredging of canal removing build up of reeds in this area. 
Cycle route (off road) is of extreme importance, Bude is missing the opportunity for holidaymakers to come here and are choosing other areas which offer this 
Children should have a safe place to play and socialise with other children. Hillhead estate has a play area but not any Equipment to play on. The beaches are a important 
part of Bude/Stratton community. 
Where possible and viable every opportunity must be taken by Bude-Stratton Town Council to take over existing open spaces managed by Cornwall Council.   Local 
control equates to better service and a more responsive service to the residents. 
We have great gifts in what we have around us and this should be taken as our major assets, maintenance and promotion is key. 
Any detrimental effect on green space, beaches or the canal will spoil Bude. It's why visitors come to Bude. It's what makes it special 
Keep some area green, and natural too. 
Most of the above are there and just need to be maintained and improved. Allotments should be created. Plenty of space around Pathfields at the back of the estate and 
there is also green space and facilites for kids could be optimised here. The grassy areas around the canal made more child friendly. Some covered areas here. Good 
signage throughout Bude so these facilities can be found. Huts and hire equipment improved at beaches.  Work with TIC closely to promote it all. 
The beaches need to be disabled friendly. Bude could lead the way in that regard and attract a new type of visitor. Beach facilities need to be rethought instead of leaving it 
to ad hoc surf schools for kids. Sailing for wealthy adults wo0uld be a good example. Use the skill of fishermen to earn some money. 
Canal one of our biggest assets 
Better play areas for kids that are not right beside a busy road. More allotments in bude so queues for them come down and more people grow their own food. 
 
Cycle paths in the area and more tracks for locals and tourism. 
 
More use of marsh area for tourism and walks. 
 
Few more recycling points in town  and by the beach. 
more money for improvements, maintenance and general upkeep 
Cycle routes need to be developed further - at present there is very limited off road cycling. 
 
Footpaths and bridleways should be kept open and clearly signed 
 
Green spaces kept and not developed in any way 
 
Beach areas kept clean and water quality improved 
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Canal needs serious maintenance urgently rather than development 
To manage the beaches as effectively as possible and to improve the general environment at Crooklets. 
The older population-base of Bude requires a variety of level, safe walking winthin easy reach of the town and these should be well maintained with more interpretation 
boards. 
Use natural fibers for benches, tables, garbage cans, signage, etc.and stain in natural colors.  Prohibit tacky bright plastics  everywhere. 
There needs to be a particlar emphasis on facilities which support and enhance the tourism opportunities for the area 
In line with keeping the national fit access to outdoors is essential. With the new IT age there is a serious problem with young people (and adults) preferring the comfort of 
their home to 'surf the net' and chat to friends. Regular exercise is important. 
The open spaces are what the area is all about. This has got to be maintained and improved. 
 
This will not happen if continual house building occurs. The problems we have are too many houses have been built over the last few years, but not for locals. Families 
have been imported, not improving the local culture, which has been in existence for thousands of years 
That's what makes Bude a beautiful and special place to live in and also for tourism 
Please see previous answers for my suggestions for many of the above. 
More places where bicycles are ALLOWED! Too many places cycling is prohibited, .e.g. the downs/canal path. Think about the fun and fitness of young people who we 
don't want risking their safety on roads! Maybe rules, e.g. bells must be fitted! 
Sort out the small area of land opposite Sainsburys, decide what to do with the pitch & put hut and area on the Downs, refurbishment of the beach facilities for 
Summerleaze and Crocklets. 
Allocation of land for thes facilities 
If houses were only built for locals, we wouldn't need hundreds of them being built thus retaining green open spaces and fields 
better dog control. if not banned then at least kept on a lead at all times. especially in the summer.  
 
definitely a threat to the vulnerable. ie small children, the disabled and dog haters!!!! 
keep the area pleasant, clean and inviting for toursits and local people alike 
Beaches and canal are vital because they are public green space 
Too much emphasis on building new buildings, rather than looking after and maintaining what Bude already has.  Keep is small and look after it.  People live  and holiday 
here because it is small, friendly and has a unique rural, coastal and historic feel.  Turning it into a metropolis cannot work with these features. 
Rebuild Crooklets beach huts 
We have a good range of outdoor space but more, quality play areas would be good. Allotments would be very popular. A landscaped park area would be a good addition 
The Beech areas need to be maintained and improved in order to attract visitors to the town. Green spaces need to be kept. We do not want a concreted Bude. 
People work extremely hard these days and without these open spaces around Bude our town would become just another concrete jungle where people would have to 
travel to enjoy their leisure time , surely this would have a negatve impact on people deciding to live or work in this area. 
Moving the emphasis away from just beach based activity by promoting use of the whole area, cycling walking etc linking with bus routes 
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The growth in leisure activites for holiday makers needs to be harnessed (think of the Camel Trail) as well as we can.  The beaches must be kept clean and maintained and 
the toilets reopened fully (I know this is Cornwall Council). The canal is also a huge asset to the town as it is unique.  The walk along it is lovely for tourists and locals 
with cafe's at both ends. It is a huge shame that the cycle route to Holsworthy is no longer going ahead - a missed opportunity for all. 
Walking/cycle routes very dangerous as cycles do not often now (as in years gone by) have bells).  Elderly and deaf walkers cannot hear bicycles.  Dog walkers throw 
excrete, I am told in nearby bushes where dog warden could be of help in monitoring. 
 
Beach areas are a disgrace - huts not maintained leaky through sand filled drains, not painted inside or our and look unkempt. 
 
Green spaces (The Downs) recently been dirty with dog faeces.  Should not be allowed on beaches at all. 
Cleaning regime needs to be vigorously up-graded (This comment added under 14 above 
 
15. Allotments (underlined.  Urgent need because of socialisation, fresh produce, cost of produce in shops, gives ZING to the area 
 
Canal (underlined  So special to area.  Most areas would give "eye-teeth" for such a splendid amenity.  Use it more.  Commercial boat giving trips along canal - wildlife, 
scenery, comfort, food to be available and under cover. 
Increased resilience in the face of dwindling access to oil products, re-connection to the natural world, ability to grow food for the local population to reduce food miles 
and provide increased food security 
Higher investment 
We need to care for our environment whilst given spce to people for leisure 
The elderly and children specially need a green park with trees lawns seats, shelter are etc dogs excluded not on the sea side of Bude.#  Suggest Poughill & at Stratton.#  
Allotments on the Poughill road?#Green space between Stratton & Bude is important must NOT fill area with concrete. Those along with beaches, downs, walks, the 
canal,beaches, the sea pool etc are our' bread & butter'.# beaches 
We must maintain the areas which attract tourists to visit and elite business managers to live here. We must not over commercialise. Quality not quantity. 
THE NEED FOR ALLOTMENTS IS INCREASING, NORE PEOPLE ARE "GROWING THEIR OWN" BUT SOME MODERN HOUSES DONT HAVE LARGE 
ENOUGH GARDENS. THE CYCLE/WALKING PATHS ARE VERY MUCH NEEDED TO ENCOURAGE THE MORE "GREEN" TOURISM IN THE AREA. 
so if they had no garden ,people like cycling and walking , dogs can rome [with there owners],people like surfing and walking on the beach 
a small ptch of the golf coars 
a small part of the golf corse. 
a small part of the golf course 
We need to ensure that the bathing water at all our beaches meets the highest quality standards. 
Removed new parking section on Summerleaze Down. Move Pitch & Putt to golf course if indeed its needed and open exisiting fenced off area. 
This is one thing that is already quite positive.  Maybe help organise events and festivals that positively promote using the open spaces. Improve walking routes and 
footpaths for winter use. Extend the tourist season to all year round. 
There are hardly any bridleways 
Keeping the towns beaches and green areas conserved 
Any visitors to Bude come mostly for the beaches and walking areas such as the cliffs and canal. These should be kept clean and good facilities provided - there are not 
nearly enough dog poo bins or litter bins along the canal. The creation of picnic areas would be great for families. 
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Cycling routes, open up the Bude-Holsworthy rail route,  make it family friendly. 
Keep all well maintained 
The Canal should be made more of. Maybe used as an histrionical visitor attraction. 
All areas are important for the health and wellbeing of the community as a whole. A sensory garden for people with dementia and gardening especially important. 
Keep the sea pool open and our beaches clean. 
All are great already 
An extension of the offroad cycle route would enable many to cycle further afield,good for the individual and the environment 
Recognise the importance of The Sea Pool as a key attraction for visitors to Bude. Allocate Council funding to help the charity that runs it now. 
Visitors flock because of these need to focus on what we have 
A full time dog warden to monitor and fine dog owners who allow dogs on/off leads on local beaches outside of alloted times and the amount of dog fouling which I feel is 
a big issue at present everywhere. Pathfields,canal,beaches,downs and the path behind the junior school to stratton to name but a few. 
I don't think there are any council owned allotment areas again these places have a community spirit they promote healthier eating and a chance to show children the joy of 
growing things 
Look after tourism!! 
The beaches are the main draw to the area. The beach fronts should be smart and tastefully modern. Rather than tired looking 1960s. A lot could be learned from what has 
been done in Falmouth 
We need to preserve what we already have bearing in mind that funds are very limited.  Ideally a link with the Ruby  
 
Way would be of great benefit also extension of the Canal Path. 
Bude is Beautiful, the beach, canal, cycle path are all places we can enjoy without costing money, by having these places keeping them clean and attractive will encourage 
people to visit, a dog warden is needed to patrol these area's, these places are full of dog mess. 
Play areas for all ages of kids. Improve the area for walkers including dog walkers 
Making land available, if necessary through compulsory purchase to find space for these important facilities. The Canal is THE most important asset Bude has. It 
differentiates Bude from all other Cornish beach resorts. It must NOT be allowed to get into the state it was in when the Regeneration Project was in place. There are 
already signs that it is drifting back to wilderness e.g. Reeds spreading in the area Rodd's Lock to Whalesborough lock and beyond. Silt is already starting to settle after all 
the rain over the last two years. 
Beaches need cleaning all year round at present there are many locals that regularly clean beaches during the winter, our beaches are what draw the tourists here, keeping 
them clean also sustains out marine life. 
 
Allotments to encourage a healthier lifestyle. 
Better play areas with water park features; off-road cycle path links e.g to Holsworthy and beyond 
I think the castle grounds could be used more. It's a great space and shouldn't just be used for lifeboat day and the odd other charity day! The golf course could also be used 
for large community events. 
Very few council supplied play areas at present. Look at play areas on sea front in Newcastle Co. Armargh 
The reason I believe everything is important is the reason I moved here from Berkshire where all these things where being slowly taken away. 
Promoting and maintaining  natural assets in area 
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Maintaining what Bude already has but maybe allotments but not sure where? 
To lose the canal and beaches would be awful it's what people come on holiday here to see and do play areas for kids is very important for somewhere safe to play etc. 
More play equipment 
I use parks alot do its important to me that they are kept safe and for all age ranges. I know one in Stratton has gone and im about to move there so im a bit annoyed as 
would have used it alot 
link local walks/trails to national routes and historic sites. Protect the green spaces. Ensure sufficient allotment provision into the future 
Just to maintain the areas ,as many of the play parks have broken ,or equipment  that needs to be replaced 
As in a previous comment, the general "tidyness" of the beaches needs to be addressed. When a storm brings in a load of seaweed etc. this should be removed straight 
away. The sand needs to be cleaned on a regular basis to remove broken glass, dog poo and all the other rubbish that  accrues. 
once again we must have public toilets in pulic areas,people will not use bude for fear of getting "caught short " 
The beaches must be world class, to keep tourism high 
Don't know 
Cornwall Council need to invest in making the best use of the canal + walking/cycling routes to improve the tourist economy and create new routes i.e. Helebridge to 
County border and not be afraid to make use of compulsory purchase order to achieve the best routes. 
No changes needed that's the important thing 
Play areas*  - involve local residents to maintain. Allotments - priority to local residents with no garden. Walking / cycling routes - connect up to promote tourism and 
local use. Green space* - involve all residents  with maintenance. * Ensure action is taken against abusers. Canal - keep pushing for outstanding completion work and 
promote historical interest and tourism use with more publicity. 
NEED TO ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO GET OUT OF THEIR CARS AND USE GREENER MODES OF TRANSPORT. THERE IS NOWHERE FOR HORSE 
RIDERS TO GET A DECENT RIDE WITHOUT HAVING TO GO ON THE ROADS AN INLAND BRIDLEWAY TO HOLSWORTHY WOULD BE GREAT USING 
THE OLD RAILWAY LINE 
See above 
Canal, beaches, green spaces are what makes Bude so good. Allotments are vital to enable more grow your own. 
se previous comments - look after & improve what we already have 
Mainly just to be maintained, as I think we have great open spaces. However children's play park's could be improved, Cheaper tennis court hire would be great, they are 
often empty because the rates are too high. Improved cycle routes would be appreciated by visitors and locals alike. 
Extending the cycle route will benefit both health and tourism. There should be more play areas in town with more imaginative play spaces, and room to kick a ball. The 
skate park could be much improved. The Crooklets beach area is in need of regeneration to prevent it falling into dilapidation and putting tourists off coming. 
In addition to allotments, consideration should be given to identifying land where community food growing projects can take place.  See for example 
http://www.soilassociation.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=gi5uOJ9swiI%3d&tabid=204). 
continue expansion of walking and cycling routes 
More should be done into pressuring the water companies to improve standards regarding seawater bathing quality. 
We need to keep Bude and Stratton "Green" and open and not concrete it over or smother it with housing.  This why people come to visit, live and retire here.  We need to 
retain its character. 
Play equipment in parks needs improving ie. Berries Ave. area is half empty,simple structures like the wooden boat on the downs near "Lifes a beach" should be reinstated. 
make the canal a working place for tourists to visited - are all the beach huts being used, if not, new small craft workshops -two or three in one space. 
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Need more green space, otherwise Bude Stratton will become one {very nearly is now} 
people come to bude to get fresh air, walk and  relax you cant do that in a brick box 
Where are the local allotments ? 
 
Lack of play space 
All public amenities should be well kept and clean 
Allotments are a right and necessity for local residents - every town I have known has had allotment facilities but not Bude 
It is important that the town is attractive, open, and alive all year round and the locals needs are always catered for not just holiday makers 
Allotments: make space available. 
 
Walking/cycling routes: ensure that existing ones are well maintained and signposted.  Link existing routes to long-distance routes. 
 
Bridleways:  re-designate some very minor roads as bridleways, with access only for local residents.  Make access to beaches more rider-friendly, and allow riders more 
access to beaches during summer times. 
 
The canal: support HIWAG to provide better access for non-motorised craft to the canal. 
Plant lots more trees. Cornwall was once 95% tree covered! 
Our beaches are one of our greatest assets - investment into developing them is essential. The Coatal Assets project has some imaginative ideas on how to do this  - it now 
needs implementing  - £! 
 
 
 
The canal is lovely but the bridge near the Falcon needs raising in height if the canal is ever to reach its full potential. Great potentia, would love to see Bude get in a real 
professional to advise them on how to develop, markeyt and utilise it to the maximum. 
All these areas are vitally important both for locals and to entice tourists which Bude relies on. The beaches are the most important due to the lack of investment over the 
past years and the recent storm damage making it look very despondent 
Just answered in above space ! 
Clean the beach daily 
More allotments - more home grown food, less supermarket drivel flown in from Mexico or God knows where - that is unsustainable. 
 
 
 
The beach is one of Bude's key assets - the infrastructure it must be improved and enhanced.  Efforts must be made to ensure that bathing water remains clean and of the 
best quality to ensure return visitors. 
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The canal is a unique historic asset and must be managed, protected, interpreted and promoted. 
The right balance of outdoor pursuits needs to be continued for the local people and visitors.  The beaches, canal and cycle walks attract a lot of people who in turn will 
then utilise the local shops and cafes. 
There are not enough allotments by far and as we are all encouraged to be self sufficient more allotments are an absolute must. 
Need joined up thinking - lots of little groups/organisations out there but we need to join them up and pool resources/knowledge 
Keeping up with the increase in residents, maintaining and improving the skate park and beachside play equipment and protecting areas from litter are some of the 
priorities I am interested in working with. We are very lucky to have such great natural facilities for the young people and they should be included in projects to keep them 
clean and maintained. In return supporting them by supplying a skate park, child friendly youth hall/scout hut etc. 
Need local control to make decisions and think people would take more pride and encourage envolvment and community action. All open spaces very important for locals, 
and for visitors. 
These are all needed to be the best they can for residents and visitors alike. 
provide more 
Children need a variety of play areas, not just the beach. Better play area near Summerleaze, larger areas in the new estates near morrisons 
Incorporate nearby small settlements. 
The Downs around Bude are wonderful and need to be keeps as green spaces, free of litter.  The canal is Bude's USP and could be made more of.  The Olive Tree is lovely 
but more and varied eating drinking places along the canal would attract tourists and locals.  More could be made of the canal itself - more water sports such as canoeing or 
other small craft for hire would be great. The play area on the path up to Life's a Beach could be enlarged considerably to provide a safe play area for children who tire of 
the beach.  Summerleaze beach needs a "watering hole" of some description.  The beach huts are a real plus.  They could be made to look beautiful - but they need to be 
easier to rent for longer than a day at a time. 
Sustainability again! 
Need more play areas for kids 
Allotments are essential: as food will get much more expensive, we need to provide facilities for all residents to grow their own food if they wish 
 
Walking and cycling imprtant as dirty transport excluded from the area 
This is why I live here 
Open spaces are bude's biggest assets. They must be preserved and enhanced. 
A new single level play park suitable for all ages. Maybe including better swings, zip wire, climbing blocks. More for toddlers with open space. Maybe incorporating play 
houses etc 
To make sure we look after what we already have and enhance where needed. 
Walking and cycling provision is a boon for visitors, as well as providing opportunities for residents to enjoy the outdoors (i'd regard the canal as a walking resource) 
 
The Beach is one of the areas key resources and needs to be supported - especially in respect to the beach huts. 
people need room for leisure , building cramped in housing estates gets housing but no space to move , 
All these areas are important and we need to ensure the facilities we have are properly maintained. One area where Bude seems poorly served is play parks, I was 
particularly disappointed by the dismantling of the Hollabury Road play park  some years ago and the failure of the council to do anything about it at the time, in spite of 
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public meetings and the objections of local residents. I am an allotment gardener in the Hollabury Road gardens, it is vital that facilities like this are maintained, and more 
such facilities made available. 
More use of the industrial estate , 
Attracts tourists.. and give the place a nice rural atmosphere 
Maintain what we have, more cycle routes 
The play areas are left without much care to them. More houses have been built with no play areas. Allotments are always needed. The beach areas have been left to look 
tired and aged. 
More use of canal and other open spaces 
bude is a tourist gem dont spoil it 
we are very well catered for compared to many areas 
The availability of land to encourage people to grow more themselves. 
The increased need for allotments needs to be recognised. My father had an allotment - which is now built on - but it produced much needed fod in hard times. Bude has a 
great opportunity to develop the cycle/walking route through to Holsworthy and beyond thus opening up the potential to become another Camel Trail. The canal and 
beaches are great assets and need to be maintained in as natural a state as possible. Together with the sea pool they bring tourists back again and must be given the 
resources necessary for Bude to flourish. I am not a lover of 'tourist time' but realise how important a good season is for the area. 
Bude should promote itself as a top leisure resort to the rest of the country as it has all the things needed 
It is important to maintain what we already have. 
The cycle route needs to be fast tracked as this would be a fantastic facility and put Bude on the map linking it with the Tarka trail and the Camel trail. Why is it taking so 
long and why are Cornwall Council taking so long about it? 
The beaches and sea pool are the town's major asset and should be top priority. The canal and other walks are also vital, but already have benefitted from considerable 
investment. 
It's the beaches people move here or visit bude for. keep them natural and accessible 
A more rigorous vetting procedure foe planning applications 
The beaches and canal are an important part of Bude already as this is what brings people to our town, safe cycle routes and walk ways are a bonus as this will draw people 
to bude. 
Keep beach retail development to a tasteful minimum 
By extending the cycleways where possible and creating more play areas for children of all ages. 
Currently have great facilities 
Because it bude a coastal town.  Not a city. These things are important 
Tourism will remain important so preservation of green spaces and beaches is paramount. More work needs to be done to keep beaches clean, sea water clean and areas 
clean of dog mess and litter. Dedicated staff need to clean beaches and dog owners must be made to feel that they WILL be caught if they don't clean up. 
Maintain and clean the beach in the summer 
 
Support initiatives like the ruby way connection 
 
Keep bridleways and footpaths clear so that they can be used 
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Land owned by Cornwall council could be rented out as allotments. 
the canal 
Beach areas to have more facilities - drinking fountains, play equipment, pony rides, trampolines. Beach needs raking daily in summer. Green space must not be 
encroached upon. More boating on the canal - e.g easy kayak hire at times. 
Re-open the canal to leisure traffic, cheaper parking for residents in coastal car parks. 
All these areas will attract people to Bude for leisure pursuits and holidays. Visitors spend money so the local people employed will benefit 
Maintain and promote them. 
The development of the cycle routes seems to have stalled due to problems acquiring suitable land. Judging by the huge success of the trails around Exeter linking up 
previously isolated villages and hamlets Bude is missing out on a readily available stream of revenue from visitors. The current trails are sporadic and incomplete which 
just results is frustration and disappointment which is the opposite of what's desired. 
Make sure thinks like the canal and beaches are kept in good order 
Bridle ways are poor and neglected. There are few allotments and the funding for new play areas is not a priority .all the open spaces are great in Bude Stratton. More Dog 
bins and far to many lazy dog owners who don't pick up the poo 
No constructive ideas 
There should be an equality of play park provision from Cornwall Council. Allotments are available privately and this is a good thing,  Beach areas need to be modernised 
and kept clean. 

 

Traffic, Transport and Roads 

 

16. With regard to traffic, transport and roads, what would you say were the priorities for Bude-Stratton in the next 10-15 years? (please mark one for 

each row) 

Answer Options Extremely important Important Neither 

important 

or not 

important 

Not 

important 

Not at all 

important 

Don't 

know 

Not 

relevant 

Response 

Count 

Public Transport (Road) 306 177 49 4 2 2 2 542 
Public Transport (Rail) 219 122 87 31 10 3 42 514 
Traffic 171 210 97 13 8 8 7 514 
Road Safety 230 193 81 10 4 2 5 525 
Other traffic, transport and road issue (please specify) 80 

answered question 547 

skipped question 327 
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Other 

I 
Ahhahahahahha 
Too many chicken crossings no more zebra crossings just giraffe crossings 
Rail - it ain't going to happen. 
Railway 
the concept ot reopening the rail link will never happen but is a great dream 
teach courtesy and calmness, slow down and everyone can get along fine. 
we have very poor bud and train links also no young person discount scheme to give them more freedom 
Parking 
OLD FORM no rail question traffic marked not important 
SMALLER BUSES NEED. RAILWAY SERVICE TO EXETER NEEDED TRAFFIC LIGHTS NEEDED IN FRONT OF HAWTHORN AVENUE = ROAD HUMPS 
NEEDED ALONG THE TOP OF POUGHILL-STRATTON 
RAILWAY 
Would be wonderful to see another Bude railway 
more frequent earlier bus times to be made available. 
speed cameras, not humps 
Old form rail did not appear. Parking marked very imp. 
Multi storey car park 
Roundabouts are needed at the junction of Hospital Road with the A39 and at Hillhead. 
Old form didn't show Rail 
Dr. Beeching should never have been allowed to cut off Devon and Cornwall with the rest of England! 
RAIL? WHAT RAIL 
Need a rail link 
ROUNDABOUT TO BE INSTALLED AT STRATTON ROAD JUNCTION TO A39 
stop all heavy duty  vehicles driving through stratton 
Bypass Stratton for all those large lorries etc 
Safe cycle routes 
TRANSPORT TO HOSPITAL APPOINTMENTS IN MAJOR HOSPITALS. VISITING RELATIVES IN THESE HOSPITLS. General congestion during extended 
holiday periods 
Only public transport on form. Parking marked marked v.imp. 
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Only public tranport on form.  Parking marked very important 
Tighten up on rogue parking. 
Only Public transport mentiined,  Parking on this form marked important 
Rail not page Parking marked important.  20 MILES IN THE TOWN 
Cycling 
Rail not on form Parking was and marked important 
Maintain bus links to Exter and local communities 
keep buses cheap and reliably frequent. 
Train or fast bus to Exeter and/or plymouth 
Rail not on form.  Parking marked Ext. imp. Other comment moved below 
Rail not on this form.  Parking is marked extremely important 
Cycle lanes in the town or make it pedestien only 
Preserve and improve our national links 
Parking on Form.  Rail not. Parking of vehicles in may roads not wide enough for heavy lorries to pqass. 
Rail not on paper sheet.  Parking marked neither imp or not 
Alternatives to oil dependent transport 
Maybe a park & Ride  space put aside! 
ARKING NOT ON SHEET BUT MARKED IMPORTANT.  qUESTION ABOUT RAIL NOT ON THIS SHEET 
walking important 
more busses 
more lolly pop laddies 
more loli pop ladies 
Bring the train back. 
Parking charges, how much raised each year, used for what? 
More free parking in Bude Town Centre. 
Loss of railway, limited bus service and simply antique road systems effect the ability fro either bude or Stratton to grow simply hindering they're growth and therefore 
signing they're death warrant 
Shame the rail link was lost 
A39 in Kilkhampton is diabolical!! Told through Cornwall Council three deaths before any safety measures! Don't like crisis management!!! 
parking in the town centre 
Roundabout needed at Hillhead.  Particularly in view of the Binhamy development. 
more bus services as rail will never return 
resident parking permits where needed 
Parking. More free/affordable spaces needed. 
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The railway will never return to Bude 
Bicycles!! 
The development of an effective electric vehicle re-charging infrastucture should be a top priority.  At some point in the future there is a going to be a large scale switch to 
electric vehicles and Bude-Stratton must be well placed to handle this. 
Cycle ways 
would be "nice" to see rail back 
l 
Follow through with plans to create roundabout off the A39 into Bude! 
Get rid of humps 
Notifying drivers on mobiless to police - so many seen. Insisting drivers use their indicators! 
I expect there to be almost no cars; some electric vehicles but mostly bikes and horses. There will be no fossil fuel for cars or buses 
trains coming too and from bude would be great.  they used too 
The lack of cheap car parking 
Developing the cycle route through to holsworthy and beyond 
Roundabouts desperately needed at rock bank and skitches corner 
More frequent, fast bus to Exeter and keep air port links 
Road bumps not maintained or necessary in the centre if town. 
Improve town centre parking 
Upkeep of roads and car parking charges 
I don't know why rail has been included given the nearest connection to the main line is in Exeter. 

 

17. For any of the above questions which you have felt was "Extremely important" or "Important", could you describe how and where (if applicable) you 

feel positive change could be made? 

You will never attract business and therefore employment unless you have good road or rail links so this has to be one of the biggest priorities with more housing. Road 
safety is a joke with a lollypop lady operating traffic lights for teenagers treating them like toddlers. 
Clamp down on  poor driving bad parking and use of mobile phones. Reduced parking for local people and parking permits for people who work in town  at a low cost . 
Better bus services to local villages . 
We need either a wide varied range of shops or a excellent public transpoet network to allow residents personnal choice 
Railway 
 
Better road links 
How amazing would it be to have a rail link to Bude for tourism and connecting us to the rest of Devon and Cornwall. Maybe this would help with the clogg of summer 
traffic, the speed of traffic through Stratton 
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Would love to see OkeHampton option back again. But at affordable prices 
Pressure needs to be increased on government to continue to support rural bus services which are for many an essential lifeline. With more co-ordination, link road 
services to Exeter could be made more integrated by more careful study of timetables - instead of leaving passengers waiting for over an hour for connections. 
Bring back rail links to Bude. 
We really need to improve our bus services so that there is more in the way of choice for people to go shopping. At the moment we only have services to Exeter and 
Plymouth which to its credit is good but we need a more regular service to Barnstaple as there are only a few a fortnight 
all roads should be kept in better condition. 
 
main roads in the area should be dualled where possible 
 
rail links back in bude/north cornwall would be fantastic 
Buses leave Bude and Exeter  (X9 & 599) at similar times. 
 
Last bus leaves Exeter before 6 p.m. how can people get here? or work? 
 
Extend rail to Okehampton 
Need to decrease town centre traffic in school holiday times. 
road safety, as there's a lot of children in and around bude. 
 
walking to and from places on their own unaccompanied by an adult. 
 
making sure the drivers are safe let alone the children. 
Rail ways put in 
No aorry 
We should have a new rail way to bring more tourists to bude 
We need the roads to be fixed cause they are all bumpy and have holes 
Make a rail connection to bude 
Road safety on junctions 
Road safety 
The safety on the roads should be improved. 
Things for people to stay safe 
For people to be safe and so there's no accidents 
To many stray seagulls 
Need a railway 
Bude would benefit from a small "park and ride".Road safety is always important. 
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Provision for safe walking and cycling routes. 
 
Increase provision for public transport 
 
Railway would be good but looks unachievable. 
Public transport very important 
Better timetables and pricing for public transport. Roads are badly maintained, this year especially, more and more potholes are appearing. The A39, needs more speed 
calming measures put into place. 
Roundabout at Skitches Corner would relieve pressure on Union Hill, Stratton.  Pavement extension at entrance to Union Hill, Stratton to prevent its use by HGV 
vehicles(There is an existing "No HGV" sign which is ignored by many).  Rail link to Okehampton. 
DO WE REALLY NEED ALL THE HUMPS? 
road so you can go off and see family and peolpe can go shopping  
 
rail so you can go up north if need be 
 
road saftety need to be there as liltte kids 
Need to make cycling around the area easier and safer so people have an alternative 
I want a train station so people can have accessible travel 
i want a train station near bude so young people can leave from time to time also the bus links are really bad because they dont go to enough villages near bude and they 
dont run to and from big cities often enough 
Public transport is so important because of the remote area that we live in. Teenagers can't get into Bude - especially if their parents work in the tourism industry and can't 
offer them lifts. 
I think Bude should invest in a railway station personally to get you a bit further for cheaper 
We are very cut off from most of the country so having a rail link closer would encourage more tourists and give the community a way to travel too. The buses can be 
overpriced. Traffic can't really be helped but would be lessened with less commuters. Road safety should always be encouraged and there should be more zebra crossings. 
its important because then people wont get run over 
Traffic in the Bude area needs revisiting. A plan to reduce congestion in town and make parking free would help 
Better public transports to bideford and barnstaple one very early bus just isn't enough 
Need public transport to be regular 
A new road from the A39 through to Bude (maybe toward flexbury) would solve a great deal of the traffic problems. Also the golf course could be moved from rthe 
seaward side of Golf House Hill and inlsnd through what is not mainly farming areas. This would release much needed space for leisure and parking, resolve the safety 
issues of sliced shots and give a barrier to extended house building behind the football pirth and Burn park.It is an area where already there are plans for greedy 
landowners to make a killing east of Poughill village and this would ensure further urbanisation in that area could be deferred or stopped. 
All issues need to be looked at wiithin bude 
important for obvious reasons. less cars more safety and pollution, we are cut off from rail in this region, would be good closer. traffic out of the town and road safety but 
without wrecking cars with bumps! 
Bus links need to be vastly improved, would be brilliant to have a Train line close by! 
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Traffic is a huge problem for the school run in the morning, school buses should be free if person is living more than 2 miles away during winter times, saving petrol and 
pollution. 
!!! 
I think a train to Bude would be extremely beneficial as Bude is already a popular honey pot site. It would make it easier for tourists to get to and from Bude. 
Zebra crossing by main post office and cheap car park in town, return to free parking on sundays 
we need better links to trains and bus services as it takes a least two hours to get to the train station on a bus.also it is very hard to get to hospital appointment's or a&e 
without a car or injured 
Public transport (road): Less moody/more friendly bus drivers. 
 
Traffic: Needs reducing a little bit. Speed and quality of work by roadworks teams needs to be improved, as these cause long periods of inconvenience for drivers. 
Roads need to be maintained to a high standard & parking provided at a reasonable price. more roundabouts to stop congestion 
Bude needs a reliable and constant bus service to larger towns, railway stations. The local bus service is also 'dwindling'. 
no 
road safety saves lives so extremely important! 
more road safty 
There needs to be more free parking spaces for local shops without restrictions on times 
 
Local people should not have to pay to visit the doctor, the parking meters should be removed adjacent to Neetside. 
Public transport for careless people is very important. 
 
Sufficient parking as it stands.  However, concessionary charging for local council tax payers. 
 
Roundabouts at Hillhead/Hospital Road junction - A39 
BUS SERVICES TO CAMP SITES DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS, WEATHER ITS, HAPPENING NOW I DON'T KNOW BUT THAT WOULD EASE 
TRAFFIC COMING INTO BUDE. 
GET THE BIG LOCAL BUSES OF THE ROAD.  THEY ARE TOO BIG (OFTEN 1 PERSON ON BOARD) HAVE SMALL LOCAL PEOPLE CARRIERS.  SAVE 
PETROL.  ROADS TOO NARROW AT POUGHILL. 
 
BRING BACK OUR RAILWAY TO EXETER - MY GOD - HOW FANTASTIC FOR PEOPLE TO GET HERE + BACK!! ESPECIALLY FOR HOLIDAYMAKERS 
AND NOT EVERYONE WANTS TO DRIVE! AND LOCALS WHO WANT A DAY OUT SHOPPING NOT WORRYING ABOUT PARKING - BRING BACK OUR 
RAILWAY!!! 
The worse thing that happened to Bude was to have the railway taken away. 
 
I would love to see a railway link for Bude in my lifetime. this would ease the congestion in the town. 
ALTOGETHER QUITE HAPPY WITH CURRENT STATE 
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"Bude Railway" would be a great asset to Bude - like the good old days 
 
This would relieve the town of the "summer traffic" 
LETS TRY TO KEEP ALL OF THESE IT IS A SHAME THAT THERE IS NO RAILWAY HAS THIS WEOULD HAVE BEEN INCOME FOR BUDE AND 
ANOTHER WAY TO TRAVEL 
Public transport - vast (underlined) improvement needed (buses) (underlined 
 
Public transport (Rail) - Essential for tourists 
 
Traffic          )  Bude needs to be vigilant and on the ball with regards to supply and demand. It's not  
 
Road Safety)  getting any smaller so we need to grow accordingly . 
Note from Lea.  This was an early form Rail Traffic not on form. Parking marked as important 
Public transport is awful here 
 
train links would be nice but probably a none starter because of costs 
 
traffic - we need a roundabout at coast view and maybe traffic lights in stead of the mini roundabout at Bencoolen 
 
the speed bumps need maintenance - stop parking on the side of Crooklets road and stop people parking outside sainsburys - nightmare in summer 
We need good 'bus services. Impossible to get to BArnstaple now by bus. Beeching should never have got rid of the railway so let's think about putting it back. Traffic 
calming by all means, and road safety, but get rid of the humps which shake us up and damage our cars. Otheer calming methods are available. 
The raised 'pillows' don't slow down people around the town but the 'priority' concrete indent (like Poughill) can't be driven over at speed 
The lovely thing about bude is the lack of traffic lights!  It would be a great asset to have a rail link and more frequent public transport 
Rural bus services using smaller mini bus type vehicles.  Improve the junction at Stratton outside the school and hospital road 
make it easy to come to bude with public transport 
Already mentioned elsewhere in the survey. 
Improvement in bus services 
 
New rail links 
Better maintained roads with weight restrictions. No bus or taxi should be over 5 years old. 
PARKING (underlined) should be FREE (double underlined)for people who support local clubs, churches etc.  They are already paying to belong to a club and particularly 
pensioners CANNOT AFFORD (underlined) to pay even more for parking, nor can they walk too far for the facilities.   
 
I do not live in the Bude/Stratton area but travel 14 miles every week to attend Parkhouse Centre and shop in the town. 
Public transport is key to encouraging visitors to Bude, and helping our locals find work further afield. We seem to have a problem with road safety here, I believe more 
passing places and two lanes would help the situation as people would become less impatient when behind a slow moving tractor or caravan 
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All equally important, and there is no reason why they shouldn't all be improved. 
Bring rail closer to Bude 
When are we going to get a roundabout where Coast View joins the A39? at the moment 
 
the road is not wide enough Traffic waiting to turn right into A39 blocks all traffic movements. 
Cheaper/free parking in and around town would benefit local shops. 
we could have a park and ride for tourists which could include Bude beaches and save us having traffic jams and pollution in the summer . Public transport is dire and 
buses are in need of improvement at peak times 
More low speed limits 
Nearest train station is Barnstaple, nearest main station is Exeter. Does not provide easy access or travel for both locals and tourists. Population would benefit massively 
from this. Also great for the elderly and youth who do not have cars. Address pot holes and hedge rows around roads to provide safer travel. 
 
Traffic around St Petrocs at school hours is ridiculous for locals cannot pass down road, parking in front of houses blocking entry and dangerous parking on junction, 
nearly causing accidents.   
 
Sometimes feel like traffic calming measures and speed bumps are put on the wrong roads, particularly around Flexbury. Too many, damaging cars easily. 
It would be amazing to have a rail link from Bude!! So many people would benefit from this! public transport from Bude is getting worse and worse and i,d love to see this 
change too. 
Traffic congestion from the A39 is too common and the road via Stratton is also congested and very poorly maintained.  There are too many HGVs using that narrow road 
to approach Bude and the damage to the road and air pollution levels are too high. 
Whilst there are a few areas where road safety could be improved, generally it is already quite good.  Rail would be a big benefit to the area. 
pedestrianise Belle vue during the day, make better use of Summerleaze car park road, reduce cars going through town. Also straightening the top of Kings hill to A39 
juction and better access to flexbury from A39 missing town out altogether. 
Re-opening of the railway between Exeter and Bude closed by the Conservatives and forcing us to be over-run by cars. 
I understand that a Stratton By-pass, from the top of the hill above Launcells (on the A39) to Hillhead was planned decades ago.  The size of the lorries that currently 
squeeze their way over the Bridge and round the bend in front of The King's Arms is frightening.  They desperately need a better route.  Can the By-pass be brought back 
to the top of the agenda, please? 
More local transport to be encouraged. Love a rail service! 
Can the railway be open through to Okehampton?  This was mooted but seems to have stalled.  Exeter to Okehampton by rail would be significant. 
 
A bus serving Barnstaple hospital via the A39 seems an essential a population increases here. 
MORE PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
Good transport is essential for both business and leisure.  As the trains have long since been banished, huge lorries are clogging up our roads - any chance of rebuilding rail 
links? 
Frequency of buses 
We need better links to Newquay airport, to Barnstable and our main hospitals. Exeter link works well. 
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Public transport that brings the residents of outlying villages into Bude should be improved.  The junction of the A39 and A3072 should be improved.  Parking should be 
free out of season to improve the income of retail businesses over the winter period. 
A reinstated rail link from Exeter would enhance the whole of the bude area and attract further visitors as well as provide extra areas for the local people to access work 
that may offer bigger wages enabling the people to spend more money in their jhome town 
With a massive estate being built in Stratton what are the plans in place to cope with the extra traffic, where is the roundabout on the A39? 
RAILWAY BROUGHT CLOSER TO BUDE 
stop all heavy duty vehicles driving through narrow roads in stratton  and better kept roads 
bring back rail to take traffic off the roads 
Good local bus 128.  More to villages. 
 
Transport to hospitals. 
 
Open railway line 
 
More bus shelters  
 
Garages for cars to prevent road congestion.  Encourage more small cars and less vans 
 
Pavements for walking. Roads for cars etc. not skate boards 
With an increasingly elderly population public transport becomes very important.  Rail is the most comfortable but probably not as practical as road transport.  Perhaps a 
survey to find out about bus services could be useful.  Buses to hospitals to fit in with appointments maybe liaison with the hospitals concerned to make sure that Bude 
residents are not give 7 a.m. appointment. 
Transport and Communications.  Vital for any community to prosper.  These are issues that have been neglected and should be given more prominence in politics. 
As in a previous question bringing the railway closer and increasing accessibility to and from Bude should be a priority. The main road into Bude (Coast View) is in an 
appalling state. This is the first impression of Bude and it is awful, where is the 'Welcome to Bude' signs that promotes that you are in Bude? Clean up, promote and invite 
people to a safe but fun environment for any age to enjoy at anytime. 
anything that slows down the traffic within the confines of bude and district 
The centre of Bude requires better traffic management.  Transport links (by road) need greater emphasis and the loss of the railway many years ago cannot be repaired 
without a major investment in infrastructure which is now unlikely. 
lets people visit Bude, helps people get jobs, education, cut down on car journeys, traffic would be less, pollution reduced. 
Regular bus/rail links, making it easier for tourists. Our roads are full of pot holes, small bridges cannot take the weight of these large lorries 
It would be wonderful if the railway to Bude was reserected 
The lack of rail connectivity is a major issue for communities in North Cornwall. Our distance from other major towns (at least an hour away) mean that road based public 
transport will be too time consuming to support businesses. It is time to focus on a strategic transport plan for North Cornwall. 
Well the chance of getting a rail link is not even likely so concentrate of the bus services please 
road safty 
People need rail to travel quicker 
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Bus transport needs to more frequent to Exeter. There needs to be a "quick service everyday to connect with London trains and a Bude rail link would give quicker access 
to the rest of the country and the South West and  alleviate traffic.  This would be good for business and tourism. 
More investment into the roads from central government and Cornwall Council.  Budgets are being slashed and this needs to be addressed before roads fall into serious dis 
repair.  With the new housing estate being built at Binhamy Farm the extra traffic could cause a lot of problems particularly during the summer months. 
Increased police presence. There are rarely(if ever) and speed checks and the traffics in General is too fast around Bude and Stratton. Rail is non existent obviously! A 
huge loss when they removed the railway 
What dickhead put rail , never in am illin years will bude have a rail link again 
The roundabout as promised at the top of hill by Penbodes. 
Support lobbying of Network Rail to reinstate the rail link to Bude, and certainly at the very least to reintroduce mainline services to Okehampton., 
Public transport access to local cities and around town 
No new housing estates should be allowed unless developers prepared to subsidise road improvements including regular repairs. 
 
BUDE IS ISOLATED.  UNFORTUNATELY DEVELOPMENTS within the BUDE area will create traffic congestion.  THIS IS AN IMPORTANT ISSUE 
CONSIDERING YOUR QUESTIONS 12, 13, and also 10, 11 
Of gteat importance is the quality f the roads, some are a disgrace. 
 
Rail- I cannot see any possibility of this here 
 
Traffic is getting extremely busy and not only with cars, the size of the lorries cause some concern which affect ROAD SAFETY.  The crossings in the town appear to be 
adequate. 
More buses for this area, not everyone can or afford to drive. Regular transport to cities, especially hospitals. The road at the top of coast view on the A39 needs 
addressing. When pendene carboot is on it is horrendous & worse in the summer with holiday traffic. Hillhead estate is full of potholes. 
Commitment to cohesive readily understood public transport system within and without the area. 
 
Long term commitment to bring the rail link if not back to Bude then as far as Holsworthy.   Traffic management plan for Bude town area - based on future requirements.  
A link road from Morrisons area to Poughill avoiding town centre. Think about re locating the golf course.    That should go down well. 
A rail link to reduce car usage is a must. 
Roundabout at top of Coast View - essential 
 
More parking spaces.  Multi storey car park? 
 
Too many roads in need of repair 
The real need for more car parking in town & for the beaches at a affordable price with discount for locals. 
Maintain/improve bus services both locally and to major hospitals/towns. If a new rail line comes to Okehampton this could transform communications for us 
All the above, travel rinks need to be improved. 
With present talk of opening the rail to Okehampton - why not to Bude again? 
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Oh to have our railway back!!!! If not at least ensure buses and improve links to airports. Also ensure afffordable parking as for the most part holiday makers and locals 
HAVE to use cars and should not be penalised. 
<Many people, especially the aged, no longer use cars. We must have more busses and especially to the rail links at Barnstaple. A high speed bus direct from here would 
be fabulous. 
Links with the railway line to Exeter would make a massive difference to the accessibility to the area from the rest of the country and also locals reaching further a field 
more money for road upkeep 
We have town councilors for this 
A rail link would be of huge benefit to the area 
 
Roads need to be better maintained and improved wherever possible to reduce the number of accidents 
To make improvements to the A39 junctions at Hillhead and Skitches Corner. Improve public transport locally (maybe by using technology, GPS, etc.) so that passengers 
know when/if a bus is turning up. Improve public transport routes north to Barnstaple. 
Much of the original rail track base is still in place and could be re-developed alongside a walk/cycleway towards Holsworthy and maybe beyond. 
the number of cars I suppose is unavoidable these days.  We did not use  a car in our years.  We just walked everywhere, uptown, the beaches Rodds Bridge, Stratton. Etc.   
I would like to say ban all those cars now parked along Breakwater Road , Summerleaze, Crooklets, they are a blight to my old eyes!! 
It is key to the development of the area that there are good communications through the county and to the nearest rail outlets 
Traffic lights n the bend f the Golf Club.  People drive to fast. People don't have enough time to cross over. Remember we have a lit of elderly people in Bude. 
With increased traffic (on-shopping increasing) it is imperative the roads are well maintained at all times with minimum disruption to business etc. Two roundabouts 
required in Bude one at top of Stratton Road joining A39 and one at five cross way at Hopstial Road Stratton. 
Traffic in Bude has got to be reduced. More houses, more people, more cars won't help the situation. Once you get out of Bude travel by car is OK but if you want to travel 
to major cities a rail link would help enourmously 
Bring back the train station so important local people could work anywhere in Cornwall people could travel for hospital care etc and also bring tourists to Bude 
Rail link would be amazing, maintaining a good local bus service, improving on and off-road cycling, maintaining the existing free-flowing traffic in the town and 
maintaining road quality. 
Stratton big junction (aforementioned), speed limit in Kings Hill return to 40 but at the top of Kings Hill (S bend by Thorne Farm) it should be reduced to 20 with junction 
signs installed. 
Look for a long term plan to relieve traffic through the town centre. 
Better road connection to the A 39 
change traffic entering Bude at Morrison's rd off A39 opposite the vet. ie roundabout asap.at least proper filter right road markings. In the summer prevent unnecessary 
traffic driving needlessly thro town centre. Park and Ride or free parking in main car parks. Park up. It's only a 2 minute walk into town. 
Buses need to be kept running. There should be no traffic in Queen Street. 
Adequate parking facilities in Stratton 
Public transport essential as we are isolated from other area, and not everyone can drive or can afford a car.  Rail would be great, but I feel totally unecomomic.  Too much 
traffic from Binhamy estate.  Yes, town is busy in summer, as expected, and that is a good 'problem', but Bude my be like that all year round with hundreds of new houses.  
More cars needed, no public tranport = more gridock.  Road safefly is alway important, but needs to be maintianed.  I dread that speed bump near to the Life Centre!! 
Faster access to exeter and Plymouth. 
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ROUNDABOUT NEEDED ON STRATTON ROAD JUNCTION WITH A39 
I think I've covered a portion of this in other questions/replies. 
Being able to have a rail link again would be a asset but prbably not practical given that the line area has been developed. Smaller buses would be agood idea. I live on a 
bus route and the large bus often only has 5 people on it - a minibus size would be better 
As I previously said we need better Bus connections to the large towns at more convenient times. 
 
The road humps in the town centre do no good and should be removed as soon as possible. They have no effect on Road safety. 
Peopel in the local village currently have public transport , however I do feel that the services they run could be streamlined and go in policy with the enviroment . I see  
large buses going out to local villages with only one person on . This is not an effectivie use of public transport . 
National transport links are difficult without a car. for us to get out,people and industry to get in 
We need to ensure that we keep or enhance our bus services.  They are vital for so many people. A train link would be amazing but is unrealistic.  But if the trains could 
come to Launceston that would be so much better than having to go to Exeter.  We should be encouraging that.  Traffic is acceptable out of the main summer season but 
the place can grind to a halt in the summer holidays. We need an out of town park and ride service in the summer (like in Padstow). Road safety should always be a 
priority. 
I wish councillors would regularly use public transport themselves to find out the hassle for themselves to Exeter, Plymouth, Wadebridge etc. villages especially when 
timetables are not accurate or indeed in place on lamp posts (used as stops) or even on occasions in the bus shelter on the Strand.  Frequent changes do not hep, either, nor 
lateness of placing of new timetables. 
The existing approach roads to Bude are circuitous and inadequate, unless existing properties are bulldozed I cannot foresee improvement. 
Needs to be more regular (i.e. currently 2 hourly to Exeter, Plymouth; No Sunday Service) & link with other services (i.e down coast and with town bus - 128 service) 
More generous subsidy for public transport. More 20 mph speed restrictions. Scrap road speed bumps 
To encourage people to visit on holiday and to keep our young people here to work in the area many more road/rail links need to be established. The rest of the country is 
benfitting from our taxes but the north of Cornwall & Devon is being ignored. 
Park & Ride in field at top of Hill head.#Rail to Holsworthy# Great Atlantic Way straightened # 
To attract elite business and tourists improve transport links to the rest of the UK 
AS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED BETTER FACILITIES FOR COACH/BUS OPERATORS WOULD BE WELCOMED BY ALL THOSE WHO USE THEM.  A 
ROUNDABOUT AT THE JUNCTION WITH THE A39 - AT COAST VIEW WOULD HELP, ALSO AT STICHES CORNER AS BOTH ARE CONGESTED AND 
DANGEROUS AT TIMES. 
so people can get around when its raining,children are safe,walking so i its sunny and to get exercise 
change next to the downs 
change could be made next to crooklets beach 
next to crooklets 
Parking on broadclose, valley rd area, is dangerous. Free parking consideration. 
Traffic calming measures should be introduced on roads like Stamford Hill, currently used as a rat run, and the A39 through Stratton as reduced speed limits are not 
adhered to. Bude train station should not have been closed. 
The state of repair of our roads is shocking 
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Ideally go back 50 years and not close the railway. Unfortunately Bude's links with the outside world depend on Devon roads which are bad. Get Devon to impove their 
roads - Holsworthy route and Bideford route. 
Make sure parking doesn't become too expensive as this causes people not to stop in the town for long therefore they do not stay to eat, etc 
We really need much better public transport links as at the moment it's terrible. We would have alot more tourism if we had better rail links. 
Better bus or coach links to bigger towns and cities from Bude. Traffic travels too fast on Bude roads, better road signs such as flashing signs to alert drivers to speed 
limits are needed. 
A rail link would be a great asset for Bude 
There are many issues with traffic particularly from Easter-october we need a long term vision as it will only get worse especially with new housing developments 
Bus services could be extended tater than being cut constantly. So hard to get anywhere by public transport 
As it is unlikely that the railway will be reinstated in Bude the connections to areas with rail links need to be improved. 
Improved transport for people with disabilities to address isolation in the community 
Public transport is essential for outlying rural villages to access Bude and its facilities. A bus service past 5pm essential. 
Need more buses and better bus times and having a train service would link us to the bigger towns and cities meaning more opportunities for work 
Limited public transport means limited job and leisure opportunities 
Setting up a Bus-Rail connecting route to Railway Stations 
Carming systems needs to be installed speed ramps need to go Carming like u have in Poughill massive car bill every year because of them 
closer rail travel would be great. The traffic calming section to the south of Poughill moved, this is extremely dangerous.Aroundabout at the top of coast view/A39. Drains 
cleared more frequently during Autumn/winter months and hedges and verges cutback more during spring/summer months.Pot holes repaired and general road 
maintenance improved. 
better buss services. a closer rail link, re-instated. 
 
 more traffic wardens, during the holiday season especially!! 
A39 Kilkhampton!!! CORNWALL COUNCIL WAITING FOR DEATH!!! 
Road safety is very important, both in good education to younger children and driving skills not covered in test for older teenagers.  Better public transport systems would 
reduce traffic and make safer roads. 
Rail is never going to be viable but we need good links to Plymouth exeter and Barnstaple. Safety is becoming a pronlem in town due to random acts of parking.  Outside 
sainsburys is an accident waiting to happen 
Roundabout at Hillhead.  A development of the rail link from Exeter to Okhampton would be ideal but this is probably outside your remit. 
Speed bumps in certain area's  and road need redoing properly not just patching up. 
A rail link would be an asset to Bude. 
It's all important and bring back the railway! 
Open up the railway links to Okehampton and then Exeter. 
More buses to Exeter, Plymouth, Launceston etc. Rail extension to Okehampton would be good. 
The used to be a rail line, it would bring people to town but also allow for quicker access for all to Plymouth/Exeter, especially the younger residents who at present leave 
town at quite an early age so they can experience more because it is difficult to get transport. 
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Better road and public transport links make jobs elsewhere accessible 
As I am a non driver and my work means at time I have to travel to London, Birmingham or up North to see family the local buses, excess to the railway and as a Nanna 
road safely for my family is very important. 
Bad transport links to area, slow bus service to Plymouth and Exeter for students at university/college wanting to stay in Bude 
Maintaining the existing roads which are ona poor condition. Working to ensure the inevitable increase in traffic when Shorelands is complete doesn't cause hold ups etc. 
That road is bad enough during the summer and busy times anyway!! 
Park and ride.  town centre is always congested,  even in winter 
Busses should be more regular and cheaper as i cannot afford the busses 
make provision for good traffic flow, especially in the Summer months, but without completely concreting over the town 
Buses should be more frequent and reliable. 
We need a railway as Bude is too far from any cities or other towns that have a railway. It makes getting to places very difficult 
Keep local transport or buses. And have a rail link into Bude 
The bus times in Exeter correspond to the leaving and arrival of main trains of the day. 
Again this needs continued/more investment from Cornwall council. 
Ensure all three are in place and held to before any development planning permission is granted. 
BRING BACK THE RAILWAYS IT WOULD BE GREAT FOR LOCALS TO TRAVEL TO WORK 
 
TOO MANY TRAFFIC JAMS IN THE SUMMER IN PARTS OF STRATTON - BY-PASS THE BUDE/STRATTON AREA SO LOCALS HAVE A QUIETER ROAD 
Better public transport might mean fewer cars. It would be marvellous to have trains, but is this realisitic 
bring back the trains.... 
Everything needs improving in this area. Roundabouts are needed in Stratton and Bude along the A39 junctions. Rail would be great but surely impossible now. We need 
more bus companies to serve our area. you cannot get to Truro with out being on a bus for about 3 hours and changing busses. You cannot get to Bodmin, and forget going 
anywhere on a Sunday. And Week St Mary has a couple of busses leaving the village each week but they don;t come back again !!!! so how are you supposed to get home. 
Our rural roads are dangerous. we need more safety campaigns and signs to warn our motorists that accidents happen too frequently, especially the B3254 to Launceston. 
the Red Post junction is dangerous,reduced speed limits need to be applied here. Also a footpath is needed from the bus stop to the redpost garage as often pedestrians are 
forced onto the road to meet waiting cars in the garage, rather than walk through the boggy mud in the dark in Winter. 
If there was a bicycle route around town, linking the beaches, the schools and around the town centre, people would feel safer on their bikes and leave their cars at home.  
The speed limit coming in to town should be 20mph (from Poughill & Morrisons). Too many people speed and make it unsafe for pedestrians, 
The purchase and use of electric vehicles for domestic, leisure and business purposes should be encouraged and promoted.  The development of an effective electric 
vehicle re-charging infrastructure should be a top priority.  At some point in the future there is a going to be a large scale switch to electric vehicles and Bude-Stratton 
should be well placed to promote and handle this. 
Another roundabout on A39 to take Binhamy traffic ! 
Public transport locally is patchy at best, especially regarding early/late bus running times. Although probably implausible, it would be fantastic if the train station and rail 
connection could be reinstated. 
We need to be better connected to other parts of Devon and Cornwall in order to access health care.  Travelling by public transport (road or rail) should favoured over 
private vehicles and will become increasing more important as the population ages. 
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Would love to see railway return but that is "pie in the sky!" Traffic and safety are obviously important and the zebra crossing and road markings need to be painted 
regularly. 
finding out who really uses the bus, could we really get a train back into bude? 
More roundabouts and car parks. 
Investment from government needed 
Public transport is very necessary in an older population as the ability to drive can diminish with age. 
Regular and direct bus service to Barnstable i.e hospital.  Direct bus service to Newquay airport. 
Road and traffic:  Improve junction A39/A3072 into Bude.  Improve road access to Flexbury/Poughill without going through Bude town centre 
We need to start to make head way with a rail link 
Bude has a truly awful infrastructure and until this is addressed so many of the other ideas will never work to their full potential. 
 
 
 
As things stand the only practical method of arriving in Bude is by road. If travelling from outside the area as a tourist this involves either approaching form the North via 
the A39 or coming crosscountry from the A30 through the Ruby Forest to Holsworthy. Both these routes are not fit for purpose and as a minimum one of them needs a 
massive investment to make the final stage of our visitors journey to Bude acceptable. 
 
 
 
Until Beeching, Bude had its own railway and of course its reinstatement would be a massive boost to the local economy and greener as well! 
 
 
 
A feasability study shoul be undertaken to ascertain if there is any practical way that commercially the railway is ever going to come back to Bude. If so then this should 
be used to push the case, but if ,as I feel this is unlikely, then this should be used to strongly push the case that the improvement of road access to Bude should be a priority 
Rail does not apply as we are most unlikely to ever have a railway station in Bude or nearby 
The accessibility to Bude needs to be easy to encourage more visitors therefore more spend in the independent shops, more local family's businesses thrive. Equally the 
more traffic that has been added to Bude with the new housing estates means we must try to encourage more local walking. 
? What public transport 
WE NEED THE TRAIN BACK!!!!!!!  It's simple - in the future, long car journeys will become increasingly expensive - public transport must be used to bring visitors to 
Bude (again, not rocket science, simply what happened 50 years ago).   
 
 
 
Traffic - especially parking in Stratton is beyond a joke - something must be done to address this. 
A good reliable bus service is a necessity for the ever ageing population.  This part of west devon/cornwall would very much benefit from a rail link to Exeter and would 
encourage further business opportunity. 
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Public Transport to rural outlying villages is very poor 
increased traffic near the car boot area on a Sunday afternoon, throughout summer, sometimes causes issues. 
Get rid of humps and change poughill traffic calming signs (in the wrong place).  Importantant to have public transport but also expensive. Need more car sharing maybe 
and smaller buses? 
more local buses and limit bus passes to those in need 
Buses to nearby towns are limited. 
Concentrated development leads to congestion at obvious times 
Bude is further from a railway station than any other town in England!  While this keeps the town peaceful, it is detrimental to residents, businesses and tourists.  We really 
need to clamour for a closer link to the rail network. 
 
The infrequent buses make it very difficult for people to travel to work on public transport - especially those who would be willing to work unsocial hours.  Buses are so 
important to children/elderly and those in between who can't afford to run a car.  A Bude-Stratton bus company, subsidised or funded by local people and businesses would 
be a dream. 
Wouldn't it be just great if the railway to Otterham Station could be reopened! 
we need better buses and need a train in the area 
Roads need to be well maintained and potholes sorted asap. 
Getting a rail branch line back to somewhere near Bude would be a massive boost and would safeguard mobility for residents in the future without road transport. 
 
Road network is bound deteriorate as local and national governments lack the funds to maintain them 
Buses need to connect with trains more regularly especially at weekends. Buses need to be more accessible to visitors. 
Having the rail service coming to bude would be fantastic, but prob not doable so even if it came within 30 mins would be brilliant 
In previous answers 
It is ridiculous that the 2 bus companies providing connectivity to Exeter run competing services that run within minutes of each other. 
 
traffic through town in the summer is awful, but I don't know what could be done about it 
 
I can't see that it is practical to reinstate the rail link, but better connectivity with the railhead in Exeter would be desirable - expecially if Network rail could regard it as a 
"link" (for example they will hold the London train if the Barnstaple link is running slightly late - and visa-versa - perhaps the bus could be seen as a virtual rail link to 
Bude. 
 
The road to Holsworthy is extremely dangerous, with regular deaths - either the speed limit should be reduced OR the current limit enforced more vigorously 
you need transport, all the people need to get places, what fuckwit included rail ? that went in 1966 and will never be a sensible option to rebuild 
As above 
No trains... less people come here.. 
Buses to train stations 
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There are many more drivers on the road but there are no more crossing or roundabouts which are needed at busy times. If the public transport was improved more people 
could travel to jobs. 
Buses too expensive 
public transport would ease the parking and congestion at peak times rail would be a godsend to and from exeter 
Unlikely to achieve a positive change in Public Transport (rail) unless the rail connection to Bude is reinstated!! 
we need to plan for influx of tourist traffic in the summer 
It is incredibly difficult for older people (and teenagers) to get around - rail links would be fantastic 
Increased public transport would help residents and visitors alike 
Improved transport services and encouragement by both locals and tourists to use them. Park and ride facilities to facilitate this. 
With the Binhamy scheme traffic is going to increase so we need the roundabout at the top of Stratton road and until that is done nobody should occupy houses on the site. 
Speed bumps need to be rmoved in some cases and properly maintained in others. Speeding needs to be controlled - the easiest way to get somebody sitting on your tail is 
to stick to the speed limits! It is also a good way to get people to overtake you. More mobile speed traps and any cash raised to go to local community to improve road 
safety - no chance of that but one can dream! People have often said it is a money raising scheme but it is in the driver's hands, stick to the speed limits and no fine! Local 
transport is vital for a minority of people but not well used in general as the majority of people have their own transport. I am not sure what the answer is. I'm afraid we are 
too far from the nearest railway station for me to see this as important as I do not Bude can influence any decisions regarding this. 
A better approach into Bude would help. Keep the free parking on the high street 
A rail system is of the utmost importance to a place like Bude. If anything needs to change in the next 10-15 years it needs to be this! 
As above. 
This really is wishful thinking... but a rail link to a mainline station would be a massive improvement for the whole area 
bus services sparce. try getting to truro or Barnstaple. 
All of the above are important, I am a car driver but the public transport is not brilliant in Bude, and the worst thing to ever happen to Bude was the closure of the railway 
line. 
Would be lovlely to have a railway back and allow people to travel to and from Bude more easier 
would be so nice to have  proper public transport and trains would open us up to civilisation! 
Enforce 1hour parking rigorously and to EVERY vehicle, provide multi-storey car park by co-op for town centre employees 
The restoration of some form of rail service would not only serve the community but also  increase tourism. Both Bude & Stratton are in need of more car parking and the 
removal of the traffic - calming humps in the centre of Bude would allow traffic to flow better, thus causing fewer tailbacks which frustrate both local and visiting drivers. 
If the railway was reopened that would be amazing.would really help with tourism too! Bus services are ridiculous. Need to be far more frequent. 
A big issue is bus service.  From bude to kilk. The cost of fuel . 
Rails a non-starter. A direct bus service to Barnestaple would be a great asset. Maintainence of roads is also key as cars will still be the key transport for locals and vistors. 
There must come a point when car parking fees will be put off vistors from coming (killing the golden goose etc...) 
Reintroduce a railway connection 
 
Reduce the number of crater like pot holes 
 
Ban caravans from the highway during daylight hours 
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Bring the railway back. Need early and late night bus service. People can not get to work outside the area by public transport and can't afford cars. 
Reopen the railay to Bude from Okehampton and also the railway from Barnstaple to Bideford and Halwill Junction. Create a chord north of Halwill to enable direct trains 
to run from Barnstaple to Bude. 
A closer rail link would make the single biggest difference to the town - encouraging tourism and business and making life so much easier for local residents. Failing that, 
more frequent bus services all year round are vital for people to work in the local area. 
Re-open the railway and build a fast dual carriage link road to the A30. Build two roundabouts on the A39 at Stratton. 
Bringing the railway back to Bude will never happen and I think will upset the remoteness of Bude ( a good attribute) . Traffic flow is not really an issue apart from 6 
weeks holiday and I think road safety is ok. Why does the 128 bus have to be so big( not neede and a small minibus is better for road safety and green issues) 
Would benefit locals to move around, more people would visit and boost the economy 
Unlikely the railway would be reinstated sadly. Cheaper parking. Queen street could be a pedestrian area 
Promote public transport.  Look at Community transport options 
Bus services are being cut at a time when the price of petrol is at its highest - should be encouraging people on to buses. Trains back to Bude would be beneficial and it is 
possible although they are unlikely to be able to come into the Town Centre. Traffic management needs attention as the town gets very congested in the summer. Bude is 
proud of having no traffic lights but some are necessary now. 

 

  


